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FOREWORD

Many experts on energy production are convinced that nuclear power can contribute
significantly to satisfy the world's growing need for environmentally clean energy and that to this end
fast reactors are needed.

For more than twenty-six years the International Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR)
has concentrated on the development of fast reactors in IAEA Member States through the organization
of symposia, meetings, co-ordinated research programmes and technical documents.

Based on the IWGFR members' request, the IAEA organized a special meeting on Fast Reactor
Development and the Role of the IAEA in May 1993. The purpose of the meeting was to review and
discuss the status and recent progress made in fast reactor development, to present major changes in
fast reactor programmes and to recommend future activities on fast reactors.

The IWGFR took note that in some Member States large prototypes have been built or are
under construction. However, some countries, due to their current budget constraints, have reduced
the level of funding for R&D programmes on fast reactors.

The IWGFR noted that in this situation the international exchange of information and co-
operation on the development of fast reactors is highly desirable and stressed the importance of the
IAEA's programme on fast reactors.

These proceedings contain important and useful information on national programmes and new
developments in sodium cooled fast reactors in Member States.



EDITORIAL NOTE

In preparing this document for press, staff of the IAEA have made up the pages from the
original manuscripts as submitted by the authors. The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those
of the governments of the nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.

The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by
the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and
institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered)
does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an
endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.

The authors are responsible for having obtained the necessary permission for the IAEA to
reproduce, translate or use material from sources already protected by copyrights.
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SUMMARY OF THE MEETING

1. INTRODUCTION

The liquid metal cooled fast reactor (LMFR) technology has been developed in many countries,
including France, Germany, India, Japan, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom and the USA.
At present, 11 LMFRs are operating in the world in seven countries: France, India, Japan,
Kazakhstan, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom and the USA. China is planning to
construct an experimental fast reactor. The current development of fast reactor technology is rather
difficult, particularly in the context of an overall slowing down of nuclear power development. Some
governments have drastically cut back the R&D budget for fast reactors, others are considering
shelving the present breeder technology. However, in some countries R&D and construction of fast
reactors is still continuing. Specialists believe that LMFR is the only proven technology capable of
utilizing depleted uranium, transforming long lived transuranic waste and enabling the efficient clean
use of both military and civilian plutonium, low grade natural uranium and thorium. The LMFR also
has the desirable characteristics of passive shutdown and heat removal and is economically competitive
in comparison with other energy production. The use of the LMFR for burning ultra long lived
wastes, particularly neptunium and americium, was proposed several years ago. But actually the
problem is to separate actinides from the waste. The standard solvent extraction process that is used
now does not separate actinides as they go with the waste. In the case of pyrometallurgical
reprocessing, the actinides go with the product, uranium and plutonium, for recycling and not with
the waste. The actinides are returned into the reactor with the fuel and destroyed by fissioning due
to the unique neutronic properties of the LMFR. As a result, waste material changes the required
isolation period from millions of years to hundreds of years. This is a very promising direction for
research and development. Studies also show that burning 'civilian' and 'military' plutonium in fast
reactors is optimal for a good resource utilization and reducing the long term radiotoxicity of nuclear
waste.

2. FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT

Presentations on the status of national programmes on fast reactors were made by the members
of the IWGRF, as well as by observers and representatives of international organizations. A short
review of discussions is presented below.

2.1. The EFR project; R&D in Europe

In the mid-eighties the R&D organizations in France, Germany and the United Kingdom
decided to pool their research resources to develop a European Fast Reactor (EFR). European
collaboration in fast reactor development is an example of how an advanced technological
development can be handled across nations, thereby sharing costs and benefitting from various
national skills and expertise. More than a hundred 'work packages' and more than a thousand
individual 'tasks' were structured into 12 R&D subprogrammes: (1) fuel element and core materials;
(2) sodium chemistry; (3) instrumentation; (4) core physics; (5) safety research; (6) thermalhydraulics
and core mechanics; (7) reactor tank, handling and auxiliaries; (8) thermal transfer systems and
components; (9) reactor operation; (10) plant structural materials; (11) structural integrity; and (12)
in-service inspection and repair.

The collaborative European R&D programmes concentrated on the support of the EFR project.
The work has progressed well and co-operation between the partners is encouraging. Important
scientific and engineering results were obtained in all subprogrammes. A major activity in the link
between R&D and EFR associates was the detailed assessment of the requirements for components
for the final phase of the project. According to present assessment, about 60 tests of important
components have to be foreseen, several of them in sodium and water. The EFR is a monolithic plant
of 1450 MW(e) output; the primary system is designed in pool configuration. Due to the natural
safety characteristics of the systems, core damage is excluded even during a failure of the shutdown



and decay heat removal systems. The electricity generating costs of EFR are competitive with those
of a PWR assuming comparable industrial conditions. The remaining cost to complete the EFR
project is relatively modest and the continuation of the EFR project makes economic sense. However,
in 1993 the EFR project partners drastically cut back the R&D budget. Clearly, the major problems
are related to the overall slowing down of nuclear power development and the non-availability of
some European fast reactors: the UK prototype fast reactor experienced steam generator problems
during operation and the French Phénix suffered from spurious reactivity incidents in recent years.
The consequences of these political decisions for the EFR project are presently under discussion
amongst the partners. Scientific and engineering results which were achieved in the EFR R&D
programme could be used in any new fast reactor project. The objectives of future research and
development in addition to the studies in support of the EFR project in European countries are as
follows:

France. The first objective will be to support the existing reactors. It is crucial to ensure that
Phénix and Super Phénix are authorized to restart and necessary studies, including those on Super
Phénix fuel for enhanced plutonium consumption and minor actinide burning, are given top priority.
The second objective is to initiate studies to identify alternative core designs with enhanced safety
characteristics. In the frame of the EFR project, a programme was started to develop inspection and
repair techniques which are being pursued. Also, an important effort is devoted to the prevention and
mitigation of sodium fires, in relation to the restart of Super Phénix. The third objective is the
CAPRA project for enhanced plutonium consumption. Two directions of study have been identified,
a high plutonium content fuel (more than 30% Pu) and a fuel without uranium, based on inert
matrices. The studies on actinide burning will be conducted in close connection with the CAPRA
project. The SUPERFACT experiment has yielded interesting results (see Proceedings of the Kyoto
International Conference on Fast Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles, 1991) and further experiments
are envisaged. In all cases, the aspects of fuel neutron physics, core physics and related safety
characteristics will be covered. Discussions have been initiated to proceed with the CAPRA project
on an international basis.

Germany (KfK, Siemens). Future fast reactor work will be directed towards actinide burning.

United Kingdom. The prototype fast reactor programme in the UK will continue to be funded
by the UK Government until March 1994.

Italy. Collaboration is continuing with General Electric on ALMFR in the following areas:
oxide core studies and minor actinide burning (ENEA), PRISM component development (Ansaldo);
seismic isolation (ENEA, ENEL, ISMES, ALGA). On 18th December 1992 the five year Italian
moratorium on the construction of new nuclear power plants expired.

Switzerland. On the initiative of the Swiss Department of Energy and the utilities operating
nuclear plants the federal research centre, the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), has restarted a small fast
reactor research programme. The motivation for engaging in this technology, despite declining
development and research efforts in neighbouring countries, is the attempt to maintain the basic know-
how of this long lasting energy source for eventual use — and (also more important for the moment)
to supply the government with competent experts to respond to questions arising from a concerned
segment of the population in the vicinity of the Superphénix plant. Based on the intent of the
sponsoring groups, the research topics relate mostly to safety issues of the operating fast reactors.
The information exchange with specialists in other countries is ensured through the embedding of
these research activities in the EFR R&D programme. Particular research activities (reactivity
coefficient, thermohydraulic mixing phenomena and fuel development) were selected according to the
already existing technical knowledge and the available facilities. The activities on reactor physics
concentrate on determining the uncertainties of the calculated safety relevant parameters, such as
temperature and sodium void coefficient, aiming to increase the accuracies of the PSI calculational
methods and thus strengthening the safety assessments. In the thermohydraulic work the mixing-
phenomena in the natural circulation between hot and cold layers are being investigated. Analysis
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and experiments are being performed using the PSI operating sodium loop. In co-operation with the
CEA it has been shown that both the microspheres and pellet fuel of mixed nitride can be produced
via the PSI developed relation route, meeting the required specification of density and chemical
composition.

2.2. Fast reactor development in Japan

In accordance with the long term programme for development and utilization of nuclear energy
defined by the Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC), Japan is promoting fast reactor
development, aiming to achieve future stable long term energy supply and security.

The main R&D results and trends of Japanese activities are: (1) the experimental 140 MW(th)
sodium cooled fast reactor 'Joyo', located at the Oarai Engineering Center (OEC) of PNC, has
provided abundant experimental data and excellent operational records attaining a total of 50 000
hours of operation by the end of 1992, since its first criticality in 1977; (2) 99.7 % of the construction
work has already been completed on the prototype 280 MW(e) sodium cooled fast reactor 'Monju',
and the function tests are in progress, aiming at the initial criticality in April 1994 in spite of the fuel
quality problem; (3) the Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPC) is promoting design studies for the
demonstration fast reactor (DFR) under contract with several leading Japanese manufacturers,
including Toshiba, Hitachi and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, for the selection of the basic
specifications of the DFR. The related research and development work is under way at several
organizations under supervision and co-ordination of the Japanese FBR R&D Steering Committee,
which was established by JAP AC, PNC, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) and Central
Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI); (4) major emphasis has been placed recently
by PNC on the integrated feedback of all existing R&D results and experience for the development
of demonstration reactors; (5) the MOX fuel fabrication at the plutonium fuel fabrication facility for
Joyo, Fugen (ATR) and BWRs in Japan; a new Plutonium Fuel Production Facility (PFPF) was
constructed at the Tokai Works of PNC and MOX fuel production for Monju is in progress;
(6) adding to the experience of the Tokai reprocessing plants, R&D is under way for FBR fuel
recycling at the three Engineering Demonstration Facilities (EDF-I, II, III) and the Chemical
Processing Facility (CPF), integrating the results to the design of the Recycling Equipment Test
Facility (RETF) and a future FBR fuel recycling pilot plant; and (7) R&D is also in progress for the
development of the DFBR, for excellent technology to attain fast reactor commercialization, and for
technological breakthroughs.

2.3. Fast reactor development in the USA

In late 1988, the DOE focussed its future LMFR activities on the General Electric (GE) Power
Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM) design concept. Accordingly, GE was awarded a five-
year contract for Advanced Conceptual Design and Preliminary Design for the DOE ALMFR
programme. Subsequently, GE consolidated an industrial ALMFR team to continue conceptual design
and nuclear licensing assessment work. This industrial team includes GE, Babcock and Wilcox,
Bechtel, Burns and Roe, United Engineers and Constructors, Byron-Jackson, Foster-Wheeler and
Westinghouse, with Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Energy Technology Engineering Center
(ETEC), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
and Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) providing technology and test support. Arrangements
have also been made for substantial international participation in the programme.

The main feature of the LMFR programme in the USA is the integrated development of a power
reactor and its entire fuel cycle. The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) concept encompasses three major
components which are at various stages of development: (1) the Advanced Liquid Metal Fast Reactor
(ALMFR), characterized by liquid metal (sodium) cooling, a pool type reactor configuration, and
metallic fuel; (2) a fuel recycle capability based on high temperature metals purification technology
(pyrometallurgy) and electrorefining; and (3) comprehensive waste processing technology that deals
separately with gaseous, metallic, and other fission products. The waste processing technologies are



designed to leave only trace amounts of transuranics, which will be alloyed with non-recovered metal
fission products for disposal. An overall project goal was to demonstrate the ALMFR's safety and
performance features by testing a full size prototype reactor, thereby providing a basis for Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) certification of the design by the year 2009. Both the ALMFR design
team and the NRC recognize the desirability of mutual co-operation during the design process to
assure regulatory approval of the final product. A Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID)
was submitted to the NRC for review in November 1986. This document is similar to a Preliminary
Safety Analysis Report (PSAR), but with less detail because of the conceptual nature of the design.
During 1987 and 1988, numerous meetings and discussions were held among the design team, the
NRC staff, and the Advisory Committee for Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) in the course of the review.
The results of the review are the draft Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report (PSER), prepared by
the NRC staff, and the ACRS review letter, which reported the findings. These organizations
generally found the ALMFR acceptable; however, they expressed concern about the emphasis on
accident prevention to the exclusion of mitigation, and the lack of conventional containment.
Therefore, amendments to the PSID were prepared and submitted to the NRC in 1990, augmenting
the design with additional accident mitigation evaluations and features and adding a low leakage,
pressure retaining containment dome. The NRC is currently reviewing these amendments, with a
scheduled issue date of December 1993 for the final PSER. The advanced conceptual design contract
was scheduled for completion in 1992 but funding constraints affected completion of the schedule and
the scope. The DOE has now decided to complete Phase 1 work during the rest of 1993 and to cease
further work after January 1994.

Metal fuel cycle development activities for the ALMFR are being scaled down to focus on
pyrometallurgical process development and fuel cycle demonstration at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory. In the future, the DOE will direct its efforts to demonstrating the technical and economic
feasibility of actinide recycle, in which spent liquid metal reactor and light water reactor fuels are
processed to separate and recycle the actinides as fuel in an ALMFR. This approach is believed to
offer significant benefit to the management of nuclear reactor wastes that require storage in a
geological depository. The USA will continue its development of the actinide recycle concept in the
belief that it offers significant benefit to the eventual disposition of actinides and spent fuel. The
extent to which the USA can pursue research on the ALMFR will be limited by budget constraints.
The new Administration has proposed eliminating research and development funding and related
facility funding for nuclear reactors that have no near term commercial application. Therefore,
pending congressional decision, design work on the ALMFR will be brought to closure and the
supporting facilities (including EBR-II, TREAT, ZPPR, and ETEC) will be shut down.

2.4. Fast reactor development in the Russian Federation

It is significant to note the highly successful operation of the BN-600 (600 MW(e)) fast reactor
for over 14 years, eventually leading to the construction of the BN-800 (800 MW(e)) in two places,
forming a basis for further fast reactor development. The main trends of R&D for the new generation
of advanced fast reactors include:

development of reactor emergency shutdown devices based on passive principles;
research aimed at improvement of passive decay heat removal systems;
increase of fuel burn-up to 12-15% in the course of the 1990s, and, later, up to 20% h.a.;
research aimed at improvement of the mixed uranium-plutonium-thorium cycle;
development of irradiated fuel reprocessing technology from the standpoint of deeper extraction
of minor actinides to arrange for their transmutation;
design studies on potential rejection of the centrifugal pumps and conversion to electromagnetic
pumps to exclude oil and gas ingress into sodium;
investigations into improving reliability and validity of information logged via various sensors
to control nuclear processes;
development of highly efficient diagnostic systems which ensure early detection of equipment
defects;
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elaboration of optimal ways and facilities for NPP decommissioning with adoption of individual
systems, developed infrastructure, taken into account right at the stage of NPP design;
exploration of the possibility to reutilize radioactive sodium in new fast reactors.

2.5. The Indian fast reactor programme

There is no change in the basic policy for the development of nuclear energy in India and R&D
in fast reactors is continued. The fast breeder test reactor (FBTR) 40 MW(th)/13 MW(e) has been
in operation since May 1989 at low power. The power level was restricted to 1 MW(th) until the end
of 1992. In January 1993, the steam generator was valved in and the reactor power was raised to
4 MW(th). The power was raised to 8 MW(th) in April 1993. The small carbide core with 25 fuel
subassemblies has been licensed to operate up to 10.5 MW(th) power with 250 W/cm maximum linear
heat rating for the fuel. Discussions are in progress with the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board
(AERB) to increase the linear power to a maximum of 320 W/cm, which allows the reactor power
to be raised to 12 MW(th). The turbine generator will be commissioned thereafter. R&D in support
of the 500 MW(e) prototype fast breeder reactor (PFBR) is in progress. About 1500 scientific and
technical personnel are working for the FBR programme and the total budget for 1993-1994 is 500
million rupees (17 million US $). The fuel resource position has affected the start of construction of
the PFBR. Fast reactors have a crucial role to play in the utilization of India's uranium and vast
thorium reserves. R&D for PFBR continues in the following fields: reactor design (reactor physics,
engineering design); engineering development (hydraulic studies, test sodium pump and other
equipment at the large components test rig (LCTR); metallurgy (effects: of nitrogen on putting
corrosion resistance, cold work on sensitization welds on creep-fatigue, hydrogen embrittlement,
weldability); post-irradiation examination, instrumentation and control system; chemistry (carbon
potential of mixed carbide fuel, pyrochemical processing of advanced fuels sodium chemisty); fuel
reprocessing. In the meantime, manufacturing development of important components of PFBR like
steam generators, sodium pumps, main vessel and inner vessel has been initiated.

2.6. Fast reactor activities in China

The Chinese Government is focussing on the application of nuclear energy as a part of its long
term strategy of energy development. The Government is supporting the Chinese first fast reactor
— a pool type, sodium cooled, experimental reactor with a power of 65 MW(th), and matched with
25 MW(e) turbine generator. The engineering preparation of this reactor in China was carried out
in two years. The preliminary feasibility study report has been approved by the authorities. It
includes the following five volumes: (1) General report, (2) Conceptual Design of Chinese
Experimental Fast Reactor, (3) Reactor Site Evaluation, (4) Safety and Environment Impact Analysis,
and (5) Economy Study. The reactor site, at the China Institute of Atomic Energy, 40 km away
from Beijing, was approved by the authorities in March 1993. Research and development activities
for the FBR technology are being carried out with some results on sodium technology, materials,
fuels and experiments concerning the safety study. The sodium water reactor facility was established
one year ago. The construction of a sodium loop for material creep and fatigue tests has been
completed. The first results have been received in low dose irradiation and mass transfer behaviour
in austenitic stainless steel. Some interesting results have been received on sodium technology.

2.7. CEC fast reactor activities during 1992

The Commission of the European Communities (CEC) continued its fast reactor activities,
performing both harmonization and research but in a reduced fashion, on the same lines as in the past.
Some CEC funds were allocated in 1992 to specific FBR safety problems, such as the improvement
of the CONTAIN-LMFR computer code (Improvement of Mechanical Models for Radionuclides
Behaviour in the Containment Atmosphere under Accident Conditions) and a synthesis report of
MFCI phenomena (State of the art Report on Molten Fuel Coolant Interactions in Fast Breeder
Reactors). A CEC sponsored report is being concluded on probabilistic analysis and common cause
failure investigations, entitled Reliability Data Collection and Reliability Assessment Methods for Fast
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Reactors. At the IPPE/Obninsk meeting in February 1992, it was decided to create a task force of
the Whole core Accident Codes (WAC) group with the aim of performing comparative whole core
accident calculations for the BN-800 reactor. For this specific Russian-Western European
collaboration, the CEC allocated funds to the three laboratories concerned, namely CEA Cadarache,
AEA Risley and KfK Karlsruhe, to cover the calculational costs.

Actinide partitioning by means of the TRPO process: The highly active waste (HAW) from the
PUREX process contains a significant amount of actinides together with the fission products. These
actinides determine the long term radiological hazard of HAW. Their separation would therefore
considerably reduce the hazard. Similarly to the TRUEX process, a process has been developed in
China, the so-called TRPO process, to extract most of the actinides from HAW solutions. This
TRPO process has been proven at the TUI to be competitive both for actinide recovery and for
partitioning for HAW.

3. IWGFR ACTIVITIES DURING 1992

3.1. Specialists meetings

A Specialists Meeting on Seismic Isolation Technology was held in San Jose, CA, USA, 18-20
March 1992. The objective of the meeting was to provide a forum for the review and discussion of
seismic isolation technology applicable to fast and thermal reactors. In nuclear energy, seismic
isolation is particularly attractive for liquid metal reactors, due to their specific features. Since the
system operates at low pressure, the structures and components can be thin walled and flexible, which
may lead to considerable amplification of the ground motion.

The meeting reviewed numerical results available from several types of experimental tests (static
and dynamic tests of single isolators, checking table tests of structure mockups, snap back tests of full
scale isolated structures). Agreement was generally reached with some limited exceptions. Future
plans to improve agreement and to validate numerical bearing models have been finally indicated.

A Specialists Meeting on the Use of Fast Breeder Reactors for Actinide Transmutation was held
in Obninsk, Russian Federation, 22-24 September 1992. The management of radioactive waste is
one of the key issues in today's political and public discussions on nuclear energy, especially the long
term disposal of high level radioactive wastes. Rather than wait for their radioactive decay, it is
possible to reduce the period of toxicity of the actinide and long lived fission products through
transmutation of these isotopes in fission reactors or accelerators. The recycling of plutonium in
LMFRs would allow the burning of the associated extremely long lived transuranic waste, particularly
actinides, thus reducing the required isolation time for high level waste from ten thousands of years
to hundreds of years for fission products only. This additional important mission of the LMFR is
gaining worldwide attention.

A Specialists Meeting on Evaluating Decay Heat Removal by Natural Convection in Fast
Reactor System was held in Mito, Japan, 21-22 February 1993. The objective of the meeting was
to discuss a strategy for the adoption of the decay heat removal by natural convection (DHRNC) in
the LMFR design, to exchange information concerning the state of the art related to the evaluation
method for plant response under DHRNC and to find a reasonable answer to the role of DHRNC in
the LMFR, with a view to getting plant safety better established. The meeting was held at the Oarai
Engineering Center and attended by participants from France, Germany, India, the Russian
Federation, the USA and Japan. Thirteen papers were presented. The results of the presentations
and discussions are summarized as follows: (1) the existing experimental data and the codes show
encouraging results so that decay heat removal by pure natural convection in LMFR is feasible.
Concerning the objective of 'passive safety', the DHR by pure natural convection is an essential
feature to enhance the reliability of DHR; (2) the comparison of calculational and experimental results
has provided a successful demonstration of the potential of 3-D and 2-D modelling; and (3) two main
DHR systems for LMFR are under consideration: (a) a direct reactor auxiliary cooling system
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(DRAGS) with immersed DHX in main vessel, intermediate sodium loop and Na-air heat exchanger,
and (b) an auxiliary cooling system which removes heat from the outside surface of the reactor vessel
by natural convection of air (RVACS). The practicality and economic viability of the use of RVACS
is possible up to a modular type reactor or a middle size reactor based on current technology. For
the large monolithic plant concepts DRAGS is preferable.

3.2. Co-ordinated research programmes

A Research Co-ordination Meeting on Acoustic Signal Processing for the Detection of Boiling
or Sodium Water in LMFR was held in Vienna, 17-19 November 1992. For both sodium boiling
and sodium/water leak acoustics it had been shown that signals in the region of 20-22 dB lower than
background could be detected by a number of techniques. It was noted, however, that the statistics
of the results remained to be studied in depth, and that factors such as the reliability of trip and
spurious trip rate were not completely assessed, especially in the case of water/sodium leak detection.

A Consultants Meeting on Intercomparison of LMFBR Seismic Analysis Codes was held at the
ISMES laboratories of Seriate, Bergamo, Italy, 7-9 April 1992 to discuss the sets of data offered by
France, Italy and Japan. Progress was made in comparisons between seismic calculations and
measurements and on decisions how to proceed in CRP activities.

3.3. Benchmark calculation of sodium void reactivity effect in fast reactor core

The aim was to investigate the capability of reducing to nearly zero the sodium voiding
feedback reactivity of an axially heterogeneous fast breeder reactor when a sodium plenum is
introduced above the core instead of the upper axial blanket. In addition to the sodium void reactivity
calculation, it was decided to investigate a series of core neutronic performance characteristics, such
as breeding ratios, burnup swing, peak linear power, power peaking factor, regional power fractions
and control rod worths. The calculational model of this BN-800 core was distributed to all the
participants by the IAEA. The first consultancy was held at the Headquarters of the Commission of
the European Communities (CEC) in Brussels, 15-16 June 1992. The purpose of the consultancy was
to finalize the calculational model suggested by the Russian Federation to conduct physical
calculations of the proposed reactor core layout by specialists from Germany, the Russian Federation,
the United Kingdom and representatives of the CEC and the IAEA. The output of individual
calculations was discussed at the second meeting in Vienna in November 1992. The meeting was
attended by participants from Germany, India, Japan, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom,
the USA and representatives of the CEC and the IAEA. The participants considered the benchmark
exercise to be very helpful and successful for the understanding and the judgement of fast reactor
cores with a sodium plenum instead of the upper axial blanket. The benchmark has shown that the
overall sodium void effect of the benchmark BN-800 core with its specified properties and postulated
voiding configuration is close to zero and that it might be even slightly negative if the negative
heterogeneity correction is taken into account. But with respect to the general feasibility of a' near
zero void worth core, two restrictions have to be made. The first one is the calculational uncertainty
of the sodium void effect which at present is estimated as up to ±0.7% AS and in view of which each
nominal value has to be seen. The second one is due to some special design features of the
benchmark core (mainly the low burnup) and the too thin pin steel plugs layer, which tend to make
the sodium void effect more negative.
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FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
IN FRANCE DURING 1992

M. ASTY*
CEA, Centre d'études de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Abstract

The present position with respect to the development of fast reactors in France and prospects for
future R&D is summarized. The paper gives an overview on the status of the fast reactors Phénix
and Super Phénix. In addition to the studies in support of the EFR project, which are presented in
a separate report, CEA and NOVATOME have conducted exploratory studies to evaluate the potential
of fast reactors to burn plutonium and long lived wastes with the objective to maintain the acceptable
values of two important parameters for safety, namely the sodium void worth and th& Doppler
coefficient.

1. GENERAL SITUATION

In 1992, the total electrical power consumption in France, including the line losses,
was 382.5 TWh corresponding to an increase of 1.9% as compared to 1991. The
exported power was 53.8 TWh and the energy used in pumping was 5.1 TWh,
leading to a total national production of 441.4 TWh, 72.9% of which were produced
by nuclear plants.

France's net nuclear capacity is 57733 MWe, with 56 plants in operation, 1 Gas-
Graphite (540 MWe), 53 LWRs (34 units of 900 MWe and 19 units of 1300 MWe)
and 2 Fast Reactors (Phénix, 250 MWe and Super Phénix, 1200 MWe). Also, 5
LWRs are under construction, one 1300 MWe and four 1450 MWe units.

The Fast Reactor scene in France has been deeply modified by recent events and
decisions.

In June, on the basis of a report issued by DSIN, the French Safety Authority (the
"Laverie" report), the Government decided to delay the restart of Super Phénix until
some conditions could be fulfilled. They are related to the protection against sodium
fires and to a public enquiry concerning the future of the plant. Also the "Laverie"
report included general remarks on the safety of Fast Reactors related to the risks of
power excursion due to the positive sodium void coefficient and to the difficulty of
inspecting the fixed internal structures.

In addition, the Government recognised that breeding was no longer a short term
priority and that the emphasis should be placed on radioactive wastes and in
particular on long lived wastes. As a consequence, the Minister for Research and

Space, Mr. Curien, was asked to issue a report on the back-end of the fuel cycle and
on the possible contribution of Super Phénix in this field.

This report was issued in December and its conclusions can be summarised as
follows :

- even if it is urgent to initiate reflections and research programmes on the back-
end of the fuel cycle, there is no urgency to take now decisions concerning the
procedures and the industrial facilities. All solutions should be carefully examined,

- the safety criteria should be assessed for all solutions. The objective of minimising
the radioactive waste inventory at the back-end of the fuel cycle should be
examined as well as the option of fuel confinement,

- research programmes and economic assessments on Fast Reactors should be
pursued as these reactors appear today as the only efficient way to reduce the
plutonium stockpile and the amount other actinides,

- the studies for burning actinides in Fast Reactors will necessitate experiments in
reactors such as Phénix and Super Phénix,

- because of its fuel management constraints, Super Phénix cannot replace Phénix
as a research reactor,

- Super Phénix can contribute in two ways to the back-end of the fuel cycle :
through the operating experience in view of the possible construction of Fast
Neutron burners, and by the qualification on an industrial scale, of fuels dedicated
to actinide burning.

As a consequence, the R & D programmes were re-oriented and CEA decided to
initiate the studies of a reactor dedicated to plutonium and minor actinide burning :
the CAPRA project.

2. PHENIX

1992 was the second consecutive year without electricity production. Nevertheless,
the operators were very active during this period which was mainly devoted to the
following actions :

- perform various tests in order to progress with the interpretation of the negative
reactivity incidents which occurred in 1989 and 1990,

- proceed with repair works on the secondary circuits.

O1 * with contributions from Messrs. Lacroix, EOF, Bernard, Elie, Kremser. CEA



£ 2.1. Reactor operation

On February 26,1991, the authorisation for a test programme was requested, first at
very low power, followed by tests at 350 MWth : the ad-hoc committee formed after
the negative reactivity incident which occurred in September 1990, had
recommended to perform these tests in order to progress with the explanation of
these incidents. The low power tests which had started on October 9, 1991, were not
completed by the end of that year.

They were pursued during the first quarter of 1992. In particular, a series of gas
injection tests was performed, the reactor being critical. They showed that the
injection of gas through the core via special pipes in the primary pumps did not
greatly affect the reactivity the core : the gas was largely diluted in the core and the
reactivity variation which was observed (a decrease of 2 pern) was attributed to the
void coefficient. This value is in accordance with the results obtained with mock-ups.

The additional instrumentation installed after the negative reactivity incidents was
successfully tested and validated. It included an ultrasonic device, SONAR,
especially designed and manufactured to measure possible radial displacements of
the subassembly heads during operation of the reactor.

At the beginning of April, authorisation was received to permanently maintain the
reactor at a power below 1 MWth. Several runs were performed up to 400°C, in
particular to eliminate impurities in the secondary circuits as the repair work
progressed.

On October 23, the reactor was technically ready to proceed with the tests at 350
MWth. On November 9, the Safety Authority issued two requests prior to authorising
these tests to be conducted :

- the installation of sodium leak detectors on every circular weld of the parts of the
secondary circuits located inside the reactor building,

- a report on the mitigation of sodium fires inside the reactor building and in the
steam generator buildings.

At the end of the year, these requests were still being implemented.

Over the year, the reactor went critical 27 times for a total of 2011 hours.

2.2. Situation with the negative reactivity incidents

The ad-hoc committee pursued the investigations related to these incidents. Other
scenarios were envisaged, some of which involving the control rods. Numerous
measurements were performed on the control rods, in particular on those which were

present in reactor during the incidents, but as no anomaly was detected, these
scenarios could not be retained.

Finally, the ad-hoc committee confirmed that a radial variation of the volume of the
core was the only plausible explanation, without being able to identify the initiator.

2.3. Repair work on the secondary circuits

An inspection and repair programme had been initiated in 1989 on the secondary
circuits with particular attention to the welds involving AISI 321 stainless steel. This
programme was pursued in 1992, and the situation at the end of the year was as
follows :

- two buffer tanks (S1 and S3) had been repaired and hydraulically tested at 1.5
times the design pressure. Three new buffer tanks (AISI 316 stainless steel) were
ordered and will be installed in 1993,

- the AISI 321 stainless steel welds of the three circuits were inspected and the
repair works of circuits S1 and S3 were completed. About 30 welds were cut. The
metallurgical expertise which was performed allowed to validate the non
destructive examination methods (mainly ultrasonic testing) which were used. A
test programme was initiated to improve the knowledge on the ageing properties
of this material,

- an inspection programme of the AISI 304 stainless steel pipes was initiated in the
last quarter of the year. A crack was thus discovered in one main pipe weld : it
was shown to be due to thermal fatigue because of improper mixing of two sodium
flows at different temperatures,

- singular zones in which thermal fatigue could develop were also inspected,

- an inspection programme of the steam generator units (made of AISI 321
stainless steel except the evaporator modules) was performed : non destructive
testing of the main collectors, dismantling and complete expertise of one super-
heater module. All welds were found to be in a satisfactory state.

The secondary circuits S1 and S3 were filled with sodium in September, followed by
purification campaigns. They were drained in November to allow the installation of
additional leak detectors (see paragraph 2.1.). The circuit S1 was the first to be filled
again at the end of December.

2.4. Irradiation programme

The Phénix operators were in close contact with the R & D teams performing studies
on the possibilities to burn Plutonium and Minor Actinides in Fast Reactors (see
below, chapter 4).



3. CREYS MALVILLE POWER PLANT

The reactor remained shut down during the whole year.

At the beginning of 1992, the validation tests of the new Fuel Transfer Station were
nearly completed. During the first quarter of the year, the Safety Authority examined
the technical reports issued at the end of 1991 together with those concerning the air
pollution of the primary sodium, which had been transmitted in July 1990.

After some complementary works, and in particular a first modification to enhance
the protection against sodium fires in the galleries around the secondary circuits
between the reactor and the steam generators, the pre-critical tests were initiated
mid-April, and at the end of May, the plant was ready for operation at 50% power
with line B.

On June 19, the Prime Minister announced that operation was delayed until
supplementary modifications could be implemented to improve the situation with the
mitigation of large sodium fires, and until a public enquiry could take place. As a
consequence, the reactor was put in long term stand-by position (sodium at 180°C in
the reactor and in the secondary circuits), and measures were taken to reduce the
expenses to the minimum compatible with a future restart.

On July 15, the Board of NERSA, owner of the plant, confirmed its intention to
continue the operation of the plant. Actions were immediately undertaken to gather
the documentation necessary for a restart authorisation. Also, the studies to improve
the mitigation of large sodium fires in the secondary galleries and in the steam
generator buildings were given high priority. In parallel, maintenance works were
initiated on the plant so as to implement the above mentioned modifications.

The request for restarting the plant was issued on October 28 and approved at the
end of November. On December 17, Mr. H. Curien, Minister for Research and
Space, gave to the Prime Minister a report on the possible contributions of Phénix
and Super Phénix to decrease the volume and potential toxicity of radioactive
wastes.

In the request to re-start the reactor, NERSA mentioned its intention to bum the first
core as it is, and to replace the breeder subassemblies of the second core (already
fabricated) by steel subassemblies. Beyond the second core, it is possible to
envisage a Plutonium burner core and studies in support of this solution have been
initiated (see below, chapter 4).

On December 23, a press release for the Prime Minister stated that, taking into
account the positive conclusions of the Curien report and the report issued by
NERSA, a public enquiry should be initiated at once. After the necessary
administrative steps, the enquiry was fixed to the period between March 30 and April
30.

In parallel, the Safety Authority was informed of the proposed modifications and
preliminary works on two secondary circuits were undertaken to test the selected
solutions.

Another important activity during 1992 has been to bring to completion in July the
repair works on the turbine hall roof (line A) and to re qualify in October the feed
water plant.

3.1. Works carried out during the shut-down period

In January, the last overall tests of the new Fuel Transfer Station (FTS) were
performed : loading of a fresh subassembly into the FTS and validation tests of the
primary fuel handling system after implementation of the necessary modifications in
relation with the FTS.

Until mid-April, the pressure release systems in the galleries housing the secondary
circuits were improved and a metallic insulation was installed on the roofs of these
galleries.

After the announcement that the restart was delayed, maintenance work was
performed on the electrical and mechanical equipment in relation with the primary
pumps : this maintenance work was felt necessary as the primary pumps would have
to maintain the primary sodium temperature at the appropriate level during the
extended shut-down period.

Also, a plugging meter was extracted for repair.

3.2. Repair work in the turbine hall (line A)

The installation of the metal framework was pursued and the 1201 crane was put in
place in April, followed by the roof itself and the wall claddings up to July. Also, the
framework over line B was stiffened.

After the necessary expertise, the large components were re-installed, starting in
March : the moisture separators-reheaters, the de-aerator tank. Then hydraulic tests
were performed and the reconditioning work on the A feed water plant was
completed in September. Because of the importance of the works performed, a
global re-qualification test was felt necessary and after raising the temperature, it
was successfully conducted in October. Finally, the feed water plant was drained
and put under dry air conditions.

3.3. The public enquiry

As the operation was interrupted for more than two years, the operator was
compelled to request a new authorisation to run the plant. This procedure implied on
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the one hand a public enquiry for which the necessary reports were prepared during
summer, and on the other hand a revision of the Safety Report to be performed in
1993.

The public enquiry file included :

- a summary report on the past operation of the reactor,

- a request for operation, recalling the objectives of the plant,

- a map of the district,

- a detailed map indicating »he periphery of the site, the different buildings and the
access roads,

- detailed drawings of the plant,

- the conclusions of a study on the dangers related to the plant and on the
countermeasures which were adopted to mitigate the risks of a possible accident,

- a report on the facilities classified for the environment such as acetylene and
hydrocarbon fuel storage, etc.....

- an impact study presenting the initial state of the area and the consequences of
building the plant, together with the measures to prevent, mitigate or suppress the
detrimental ones,

- a reminder of the different regulations in force.

3.4. Works related to the sodium fires

In the current Safety Report, the enveloping sodium fire is a pool type fire as a result
of a double ended guillotine rupture of a secondary piping. The "Laverie" report
considered that after such an accident, the fire would be closer to a spray fire that to
a pool fire, thus leading to a higher energy release than considered in the current
Safety Report.

Studies which had been initiated to ensure a better mitigation of possible large
sodium fires in the galleries around the secondary circuits, were given a higher
priority after the announcement in June that the restart the plant was delayed. Their
conclusions were to recommend the following measures :

- to reinforce the prevention of sodium leaks through radiographie controls of the
welds of the main piping and through supplementary controls of the auxiliary
piping,

- to reinforce the detection of sodium leaks by installing new "sandwich" detectors
directly in contact with the circumferential welds and with the longitudinal welds of
the elbows of all the main pipes, and supplementary bead wires on the auxiliary
piping,

- to improve the mitigation of the worst case sodium fire by adopting measures as
depicted in Figure 1, i.e. :

- by installing partition walls so as to limit the consequences of the pressure
peak on the walls of the secondary galleries,

- by installing hoppers and openings to improve the pressure decrease in the
secondary galleries ; creating new hoppers in the roof of the lower galleries
implies their reinforcement,

- by reinforcing the walls of the upper galleries,

- by installing metal insulation on the walls of the galleries, in addition to the
insulator already installed on their roofs.

The preliminary works were initiated during the last quarter of the year on two
secondary loops which had been drained.

The modifications on the four secondary circuits will be the main activity in 1993.

4. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In addition to the studies in support of the EFR project which are presented in a
separate report jointly prepared by the UK, Germany and France, CEA and
NOVATOME have conducted exploratory studies to evaluate the potential of Fast
Reactors to bum plutonium and long lived wastes with the objectives to maintain to
acceptable values two important parameters for the safety, namely the sodium void
worth and the Doppler coefficient.

These studies were given higher priority when the "Laverie" report was issued.

Core concepts dedicated to Plutonium burning

The objectives are to reduce to the minimum acceptable value the proportion of
Uranium in the core, by suppressing the breeder zones (axial and radial
blankets) and to increase the Plutonium enrichment.

Several core concepts have been compared, in particular SPX1 core concepts.
The studies have emphasised the interest to use burnable poisons to
compensate for the important reactivity loss during one cycle. Besides, the
decrease in the Doppler coefficient might impose to add specific elements to
the fuel matrix.
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Core concepts dedicated to long lived wastes burning

The studies were focused on the elimination of Minor Actinides (Neptunium and
Americium) and of some fission products (Technetium, Iodine and Caesium).

Two recycling processes have been examined : homogeneous recycling, the
wastes being uniformly distributed in the fuel, and heterogeneous recycling in
which the wastes are included in dedicated pins or subassemblies.

It was shown that the performances of both recycling modes do not differ very
much, the choice being open to the related reprocessing steps.

The main conclusion of these studies was to show the detrimental
consequences on the sodium void worth (a large increase), on the Doppler
coefficient (an important decrease which could even lead to negative values)
and on the ßeff. coefficient (decrease by a factor of about 3). These
consequences emphasise the need to study low sodium void worth cores.

Core concepts with improved safety characteristics

Several parametric studies have been performed with reduced sodium void
worth cores. The objectives were to modify the neutron spectrum by
modifications of the enrichment or by addition of moderators, and to increase
the neutron leakage. These studies have shown that the last aspect was the
most promising.

In order to increase the neutron leakage, the main means is to increase the
surface-to-volume ratio of the core. This can be achieved by decreasing the
size (and hence the power) of the core, or by a significant modification of its
geometry (pancake core). Finally, it is possible to envisage radially
heterogeneous cores, or even modular cores with de-coupled fissile zones.

These studies have shown the interest of the nitride fuel which would
compensate for the degradation of the different parameters affected by the
geometry, and in particular the loss of reactivity per cycle : they give a further
justification to the nitride fuel studies which are in progress.

Some of the above mentioned studies are in support of those which are conducted to
convert Super Phénix to a burner. Also they have emphasised the need for an
experimental programme (development of a neutron formulaire) in the MASURCA
critical facility.

5. Future programme

The announcement by the Government to delay the restart of Super Phénix under
the conditions mentioned above, and also the decision not to enter the next phase of
the EFR Project despite the good results which were obtained, have led to revise the
strategy for Fast Reactors deployment The objectives of the future R & D activities
in France are as follows.

The first objective will be the support to the existing reactors. It is crucial to obtain
that Phénix and Super Phénix are authorised to restart and the necessary studies,
including those on Super Phénix fuel for enhanced plutonium consumption and
minor actinide burning, have been given first priority.

The second objective is to give answers to the general remarks included in the
"Laverie" report. Studies were initiated to identify alternative core designs with
enhanced safety characteristics. In the frame of the EFR project, a programme was
started to develop inspection and repair techniques and it will be pursued. Also, an
important effort is devoted to the prevention and mitigation of sodium fires, in relation
with the restart of Super Phénix

The third objective is the CAPRA Project for enhanced plutonium consumption. Two
directions of studies have been identified, a high plutonium content fuel (more than
30% Pu), and a fuel without uranium, based on inert matrices. The studies on
actinide burning will be conducted in close connection with the CAPRA Project. The
SUPERFACT experiment has given interesting results (see the proceedings of the
Kyoto International Conference on Fast Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles) and
further experiments are envisaged. In all cases, the aspects of fuels, neutron
physics, core physics and related safety characteristics will be covered. Discussions
have been initiated to proceed with the CAPRA Project on an international basis.
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STATUS OF FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT
IN GERMANY

R. HÜPER
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Germany

Presented by G. Heusener

Abstract

The paper gives a short survey of roture fast reactor activities in Germany. The fast reactor activities
of KBC are part of the Nuclear Safety Research Project. The R&D program of this project is being
restructured in accordance with the demands of the Federal Government. The key issues and tasks
of the programme concerned safety and transmutation of minor actinides and fission products.

1. Political Background and Funding

The total nuclear power plant capacity of Germany amounts to about 23 giga-
watts electric power, covering roughly 34 per cent of the public electricity de-
mand.

However, the situation of fast reactor activities in Germany in 1992/1993 is stron-
gly influenced by the general political situation in the Federal Republic, in parti-
cular by

(i) substantial cutbacks in R&D funding due to the costs of German unifica-
tion,

(ii) serious problems of public acceptance of nuclear energy, which have
prompted utilities not to order any new nuclear plants for the next years
to come,

(iii) changes in the priorities awarded to research projects by the Federal Go-
vernment.

In recent years, this situation has resulted in quite a number of decisions affecting
the nuclear developments in Germany:

Construction of the Wackersdorf fuel reprocessing plant was stopped by
the German utilities in 1989, subsequently German reprocessing R&D in-
cluding research on fast reactor reprocessing was discontinued at Karlsru-
he. The Federal Governmant is preparing a new version of the Atomic

Law, which would also change the principles for the "Entsorgung": forth-
with the direct HAW final storage is to obtain a legal status equivalent to
the present concept of final storage after reprocessing (with recycling of
uranium and plutonium).
Local state governments are hampering work on final storage exploration
and MOX fabrication.
It has already been reported at the 25th Annual IWGFR Meeting, that the
state government of North Rhine-Westphalia did not issue a nuclear ope-
rating license for the German-Belgian-Netherlands SNR 300 project at Kal-
kar. Therefore the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology (BMFT) .

decided in 1991 to discontinue the non-nuclear commissioning of the plant.
The SNR-300 is now being dismantled. (The High Temperature Reactor
THTR, whose site is also in North-Rhine-Westphalia, has met a similar fa-
te). The BMFT also decided not to continue funding of industrial R&D
work on fast reactors beyond 1992. In March 1993, the Siemens company
decided to dissolve the site of its Interatom subsidiary at Bergisch Glad-
bach in 1994.
In 1992, the Karlsruhe KfK stopped operation of the KNKII fast reactor ex-
perimental power station. In November 1992, the supervisory board of
KfK, whose funding is based mainly on the Federal Government, decided
to stop the breeder R&D of KfK by the end of 1993. However, work on in-
novative systems is to be intensified. This includes, in particular, R&D acti-
vities on the issue of actinide burning in fast reactor systems with sodium
cooling.

2. Dismantling of SNR 300

SNR 300 on-site dismantling activities performed by the staff of the SBK utility
were focused on provision of an access to the reactor vessel to allow for the remo-
val of the residual sodium left in the vessel after sodium drainage. Forthat purpo-
se the small rotating plug was lifted with the fuel handling hall crane, loaded to
the transfer lorry and moved with the aid of other auxiliary equipment to a sodi-
um working pit external to the reactor building. Visually the inflatable seal was in
surprisingly good condition.

The plug side exposed to the cover gas atmosphere was also found in good condi-
tion. The thermal insulation plates~n"ave been clear and only very small amounts
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of sodium were identified during the water cleaning process. A next step in dis-
mantling is the removal of the second rotating plug (total weight approx. 135t).
It will be kept at the fuel handling floor level of the reactor building until being
cut by hydrogen-lance technique.

The SBK statt is also involved in cutting the primary and secondary piping.

A REVIEW OF THE INDIAN
FAST REACTOR PROGRAMME
April 1992 - March 1993

S.B. BHOJE
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research,
Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu,
India

3. R&D Work Planning at KfK

The fast reactor activities at KfK are part of the Nuclear Safety Research Project.
The R&D program of this project is being restructured in accordance with the de-
mands of the Federal Government. The key issues and tasks of the program con-
cerning fast reactors can be summarized as follows.

• Assessment of new sysems ("inherently safe "LMRs)
• Passive decay heat removal
• Passive shutdown systems
• Structural integrity
• Safety analyses of proposed concepts
• Fuel and fuel rod behavior of innovative systems
• Containment studies of innovative systems
• Transmutation of minor actinides and fission products (special studies in

neutronics etc. as part of a more comprehensive international program).

This program is still subject to changes, depending on the future German energy
policy.

It is a main objective of the program to preserve competence and know-how in
fast reactor technology, and to continue the European and worldwide coopera-
tion in this field.

Abstract

The Indian nuclear power programme now is based upon PHWRs in the first phase in which Pu will
be produced. In the second phase, this Pu would be used in the FBR to enhance fissile materials, i.e.
Pu, and also generate B3U by irradiating thorium. The paper presents the main results of Fast
Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) operation in 1992, R&D and design on prototype Fast Breeder Reactor
(PFBR) and studies on FR technology.

1.0 BACKGROUND

India is currently goingthroughasignificant phase of economic transformation. The structural
reforms initiated in 1991 have been designed to encourage foreign and local investments in
all industrial sectors resulting in rapid economic growth.

The energy scenario in the country has been changing significantly with the need for
commercial energy growing rapidly. The installed electrical energy capacity is 72.3 GWe
currently and it is expected to reach a level of 100 GWe by the end of eigth plan period (1992-
97). However, only about 50% of the total energy consumption is in commercial form while
the rest comes from wood, agricultural wastes and animal dung. About 46% of the
commercial energy is used by the industries, 25% by the transport sector, 16% by household
and 9% by agricultural sector. The commercial energy consumption during 1991-92 had been
-245 million tonne of coal plus lignite, X million tonne of oil, 18 billion cubic meter of natural
gas, 73 TWh of hydro electricity and 6 TWh nuclear electricity. Electricity generated in
thermal power plants which is accounted in the above through coal was 209 TWh in the above
period. The total electricity generation during 92-93 was 301 TWh which gives a per capita
energy consumption of 350 KWh. The per capaa income is Rs.11,200.

Investments in energy sector during the plan period (92-97) would be about 1140 billion rupees
constituting about 30% of the total outlay of the budget. Of this investment on energy, about
800 billion rupees would be spent on generation of electrical energy capacity, 240 billion
rupees on petroleum and natural gas and the rest on coal sector.

The present electricity generation capacity is made up of about 50 GWe of thermal power, 20
GWe of hydel power and 2 GWe of nuclear power. The nuclear energy contribution has not
been significant mainly due to delays in construction during the development period (seventies
and eighties) and at present the growth is hampered by financial resource crunch. Two boiling
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water reactors and seven pressurised heavy water reactors (PHWR) amounting to a total
capacity of 2 GWe are in operation now. One 220 MWe PHWR is under commissioning and
6 x 220 are under construction. Construction of 2 x 500 MWe PHWRs has been approved.
The nuclear contribution is expected to increase to about 5 GWe by the end of this century.

The resource position has also affected the starting of construction of 500 MWe Prototype
Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR). Fast reactors have a crucial role to play in the utilisation of
India's Uranium and vast Thorium reserves. The PHWR program has been implemented to
provide input to a large breeder program. The immediate goal in the fast breeder programme
is to commission the turbogenerator set of FBTR by raising power level of FBTR to 12 MWt
(corresponding to a linear heat rating of 320 W/cm of the fuel) and connect the reactor to the
electrical grid Once a steady state operation of the reactor is realised, the reactor will be
utilised for irradiation experiments. Regarding PFBR, there will be a detailed review of the
design and finalisation of an optimum design in the coming two years. The R & 0 in support
of PFBR design is in progress. About 1500 scientific and technical personnel are working
for FBR programme and total budget for 93-94 is 500 million rupees.

2.0 FAST BREEDER TEST REACTOR (FBTR)

FBTR is a 40MWt/13MWeinixed caibide fuelled, sodium cooled, loop type reactor. It has
been provided with 2 once through, serpentine type Steam Generators (SG) in each of the two
loops. The reactor has been provided with 100% steam dump capacity in order to continue
reactor operation when TG is not available (Fig 1 and 2). The reactor achieved its first
criticality in October 1985. A .fuel handling incident in May 1987 kept the reactor down for 2
years. Since May 1989, the reactor was in operation at low power due to nonavailability of the
steam generators and steam water circuit. The power level was restricted to 4 MWt till end
1992 (Fig 3). In. January 1993, theSG wasvafved in and the reactor power was raised to 4
MWt. Thesmail carbide core with 25 fuel subassemblies, has been licensed to operate upto
10.5 MWt power with 250 W/cm maximum linear heat rating for the fuel (Fig 4). Discussions
are in progress with Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) for increasing the linear power
to 320 W/cm maximum which allows the reactor power to be raised to 12 MWt. TG will be
commissioned thereafter.

2.1 Steam Water Circuit

The steam water system was commissioned in March 1992 and it was planned to raise the
power to 4 MWt by varying in water intheSG. Preparations were made for the same by raising
the feed water temperature to 180 degC. There was an incident of failure of one of the Main
Boiler Feeder Pump (MBFP) on 1st April 1992. The pump had to be dismantled and
reassembled with spare impellers and shaft. The incident was investigated in detail and it was
found that due to loss of NPSH, the pump was cavitating. It was also found that the deaerator
elevation does not provide adequate NPSH. The leak off water from the axial hydraulic
balancing system of the MBFP was being returned to the suction of the pump as designed
by the pump supplier. The hot water reduces the NPSH at the pump suction. Additionary,
cold water was injected in the deaerator when Deaerator Lift Pump (DIP) was started after an

intervention on a control valve. All these resulted in toss of NPSH and hence damage.
Following modifications have been carried out to prevent such an incident (Fig 5).

-The leak off lines from the MBFPs are relurned to the deaerator in place of returning to the
pump suctions.

- The pump is designed for 50 MWt operation (90 cu.m/h flow) whereas the small core
requires a flow of 14 cu.m/h. The MBFP is operated at tow flow. This resulted in continuous
flow in the recirculation line and caused erosion of the recirculation flow control valve. To
avoid these, an additional bypass to the recirculation line with a set of orifices is
incorporated. Such a provision allows operation of MBFPs at 45 cu.m/h minimum flow.

- The discharge from the DLP was connected to the recirculation line. This has been
modified and the two flows are joined separately to the deaerator steam space.

- A continuous cold water injection of 3 nf/h is being done at MBFP suction.

2.2 Reactor Operation in 1992 ( < 1 MWt )

During the period of nonavailability of steam water circuit, the reactor was operated upto
1 MWt power. During 1992, the reactor was operated for 4390 h i.e. 50% operating time
during the year (Fig 6). It was a substantial increase over the previous years and indicated
improvement in the performance of the various systems, particularly, in the neutronic
instrumentation and sodium pump speed control system. The longest continuous runs were
for 33 d in January-February, 27 d in April-May, 25 d in October and 32 d in November-
December. The main unplanned shutdowns were due to tripping of sodium pumps,
disturbances in uninterrupted power supply, failure of Central Data Processing System and
failure of off site power supply. The major shutdown jobs attended to were rectification of
failed power supply cable for DC EM pump at RCB penetration, preventive mainteannce of
breakers, replacement of DC motor for one primary pump, tests on inverters, modifications
in uninterrupted power supply system and replacement of motors and generators in Ward
Leonard drive systems of sodium pumps.

2.3 4 MWt Operation

On 21st January 1993, water was vatved into the steam generator. The feed water had been
preheated toi 80 degC using pegging steam from the package boiler. The water chemistry
had been brought dose to the required values of nonboiling condition. Though there were small
deviations from the specifications on the water chemistry, the steam generators were vafved
in and the power was raised to 4 MWt. The reactor operated for 3 d. Consequent on
detection of a pin hole leak in a stub of one of the water subheader of a SG module in SG casing,
the reactor was shutdown manually (Rg 7). All the data acquired at 4 MWt was submitted for
safety clearance for 8 MWt operation. During 4 MWt operation, there was only water flow
through the SG and no steam could be generated. Following are the observations at 4 MWt
operation
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/ - reactor vessel.
2 - IHX, 3 - primary <nnliinn pump. 4 - surge lank. 5 - steam generator, 6 — secondary
pump with expansion tank, 7 - turbine, 8 - main condenser, 9 - dump condenser,
10 - condensaic polishing unit, II- low-pressure healer 1, 12 - low-pressure heater 2,
13 - deacrator. 14 - cooling tower. 15 - high-pressure flash tank, 16 - low-pressure flash tank,
17 — condenser cooling water pumps. IS - cuntlensate extraction pumps. 19 — condensai«
booster pumps. 20 - deaerator lift pumps. 21 - boiler feed pumps, 22 — non-return valve.
23 D.S. I. 2-1 D.S. 2.

FIG ^. Schematic flow diagram of the main heat transport system
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ë -The feed water chemistry deteriorated due to exposure of fresh surfaces of the SG tubes,
but with continuous operation of the Condensate Polishing Units (CPU) and periodic feed
and bleed, the chemistry improved gradually. After 70 h of operation, all impurities,
except Si, were below the limits.

- The hydrogen signal from the SG leak detection system gradually increased from the
background (Fig 8). After 12 h of vatving in water, the signals increased to maximum
values of220ppband70ppbfrom the initial values of 105 ppb and 45 ppb in west and
east loops respectively. Thereafter, the signals started showing a downward trend due to
formation of magnetite layer.

-The heat transport system parameters were in full agreement with the predicted values.

-The power coefficient of reactivity and bumup loss of reactivity were measured. Theburnup
reactivity toss is 1.8 pcm/MWd as against a predicted value of \2 pcm/MWdand power
coefficient is SOpcm/MWt as against 41 pcm/MWl calculated. The restructuring effects
are not considered in analysis.

-Radiation survey indicated that the levels are well below the design limits except a few spots
where radiation steaming was observed.

2.4 8 MWt Operation

The leak in the SG water subheader was investigated and found to be due to defect in the
material used for machining of the end cap. It may be remarked here that a pin hole of this
nature easily passes NOT as per the acceptance standard of the code. AD the caps were
inspected uttrasonkalry and four more caps were suspected to have defects. All repair works
were carried out in Feb-Mar'93. During this period, ultrasonic testing of the dissimilar wekJ
joints and some shell welds of the SG modules was carried out After requalifying the SG
modules, the reactor power was raised to 7.5 MWt on 31stMarch '93. and nuclear steam was
generated for the .first time. Subsequently, the power was raised to 8 MWI on 12th April '93.
Thermal and neutronic powers were normalised.

The operating parameters are as follows

- Reactor power -8 MWt

- Fuel linear heat rating (max) - 250 W/cm

- Max neutron flux -1.6 x 10'5 n/cm'.S

- Primary sodium flow per loop -182nrVh

- Primary sodium pump speed - 835 rpm

- Sodium temperatures at reactor
inlet/outlet -330/390degC

- Central fuel subassemory sodium
outlet temperature - 437 deg C

- Secondary sodium flow per loop -136nf/h

- Secondary sodium pump speed -355 rpm

- Sodium temp at SG inlet/outlet - 385 / 288 deg C

- Feed water flow to SG -14t/h

- Steam pressure at SG outlet -115 Kg/cm*

- Water/steam temp at SG inlet/outlet -190/325degC

2.5 Performance of various systems

-The primary and secondary sodium purity has been maintained below the plugging
temperature of 105 deg C. On the secondary side, cold trap of one loop was replaced. It
isplannedtoreplaœtheccWUapintheofr l̂oopalsotoirnprovethetrappingcapacity.Trie
cold traps weremodifiedto avoid prematureplugging atthe bottom ofthe central return pipe.
The sodium pumps and their drives are operating very well, and have logged more than
50,000 h; their operating times are more than 85%. Oil seals have been performing
satisfactorily; accounting of the oil inventory has been good. Speed regulation to ±1 rpm
has been maintained.

- The CRDMs are functioning very satisfactorily, except for occasional problems with limit
switches. One CRDM was replaced in Dec '91 due to failure of primary bellows.

-The neutronic instrumentation has been performing well. Many of the spurious scrams due
to pick-up of noise have been eliminated due to imporvements carried out. However,
recognising that the components are ageing, plans are afoot to replace the channels with
state of the art channels. This is expected to improve the reliability of the system. The
prestart up channels, with boron lined counters commissioned in January '92 to obviate
the need of auxiliary neutron source (Sb-Be), are performing well.

- Core temperature monitoring system is performing very well and all the outlet temepratures
at the fuelsubassemblies are as expected. The power generated inthecoreis92%. (Fig9).

Reactor startup takes about 4 h from cold condition; 3 h for heating of steam water circuit
and 1 h for power raising.
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FIG. 9. Core temperature distribution - 8 MWt.

2.6 Modifications

-The production (1 rrifti) and storge capacity (50 rrr^ of the make-up DM plant are found
inadequate to meet the needs of the package boiler for pegging steam for preheating
of feed water and feed and bleed of condensate for improving water chemistry. A new DM
plant of larger capacity (3 rtf/h) is being procured.

-The cooling water flow from the cooling tcwer pit to the cooling water pump pit is found
inadequate for 40 MWt operation, and modification of the conduit between the two pits is
on the anvil.

-During the 4&8MWtruns, it has been observed that there is recirculation flow of hot outlet
sodium between the shielding subassemblies and reactor vessel. Such a flow was

observed in Rapsodieand was attributed toventuri action at the outlets. In FBTR, this
was arrested by blocking the communication between the outlet and the annulus between
Reactor Vessel and Thermal Shields. Though this is not of concern for the temperatures
at 8 MWt, the problem has to be solved early.

-The second computer for Central Data Processing System has been received at site and will
be installed in about 6 months lime after thoroughly testing the software.

- The second core of 65 fuel subassemblies and with a fuel composition of 55% PuC-45% DC
is under fabrication at the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. Bombay and will be ready in
about 8 months time. Theieofthe1stcoreisabout100operatmgdaysat10MWtpower.

The performance of the various sodium systems, although at tow temperature, is very
satisfactory during the last Syears. Looking back, the period 92-93 has been a landmark y ear
for FBTR, notwithstanding all the problems faced. The reactor has operated for over 7700 h
and fuel bumup ts2600MWdyt.

3.0 PFBR DESIGN

Design of PFBR is continued mainly at IGCAR.

3.1 Site

Kalpakkam is taken as a reference she for the design due to the following reasons:

- Closeness to design, R & D and FBTR.

- Siteoflowseismicity.

- Infrastructure availability.

- Kalpakkam is away from coal fields and electricity is in more demand in this region.

The Site is 500 m south of MAPS (2 x 220 MWe PHWR).

The following are the site related external events being considered in the design.

. Aircraft Impact : Considering the distance from the airport and frequency of flight, a fall of
commercial aircraft is of very very low probability event, hence not a DBE.

. Flood : There is no flowing river in the vicinity of site and therefore there is no risk of flooding in
the site.



. Cyclone : Every year 4 to 5 cyclones visit the coast of Kalpakkam. Under extremely severe
cyclonic condtkxis, the maximum tidal wave may inundate portion of land upto 4.5 m above the
mean sea level. It is therefore, proposed to protect buadmg complex by means of peripheral
roads with an elevation of 4.7 m above the mean sea level The élévation of site varies
from 3.5 - 6 m above mean sea level. The maximum possible wind speed which must be
considered in the design is 280 Km/h at 10 m level (1000 year return period).

. Chemical Explosion : There is neither any chemical industry nor anytransportationof explosives
nearby and hence chemical explosion is not considered in the design.

. Seismicjty : A Specialist Committee formed by DAE to investigate seismitity of site-has
recommended, based on geological investigations with reference to AERB Site Selection
Criteria on location of faults from reactor.that Kalpakkam site meets the requirement The
g values recommended for the site are 0.067(81) and 0.16 (82).

3.2 Reactor Physics

Considering the very good operating experience, fabrication and reprocessing costs, bumup
in the reactor, pyropbrosity of someofthefuels, there is a general agreement for the use of oxide
fuelfofPFBR.

An improved cross section set for design and analysis work has been prepared and recom-
mended after validations against a set of benchmark critical assemblies and a 1200 FBR
thoeretfcal benchmark problem. Nuclear data for 112fission product nudei was processed
fromENDF/B-VI basic data library to generate lumped fission product cross sections required
forburnup calculations. A computer code, COH1NT, to treat the control rod heterogeneity
has been developed and tested. A two-dimensional hexagonal geometry code based on
nodal expansion method has been written and validated against benchmarks problems for
SNR-300 and WER-1000 reactors. Analysis of an international benchmark on a tow sodium
void core coordinated by the IWGFR was analysed and results were presented in a meeting
at Vienna. Meshwise Doppler coefficients have been incorporated in a code to account
for a correct Doppler feedback in the accident analysis code VENUS-II. The teak noise
analysis of data from steam generators has been improved.

More accurate estimations of power deposited and B-10depletion rates in control rods were
made using the computer code system inducting codes COHINT. ALTOTR andTREDFR.
Bowing worths of reactivity of various subassembfies have been calculated using the density
effect and boundary movement effect of subassembly bowing and their displacements from
a two dimensional modelling. CrKicality calculations for irradiated blanket subassemblies
storage under different configurations were completed. Uncertainty analysis of the passive
safety features was carried out with different sets of input parameters obtained by Gaussian
sampfing method. Based on studies on EFR radial shield configuration, an optimised shielding
configuration with storage assemblies in the outermost ring has been worked out.

3.3 Engineering Design

Bowing analysis of core subassemblies upto 1,00,000 MWd/t burnup has been completed.
Helium pressure buStup in B4C shielding subassembly has been calculated. A computer code
CORE-SEIS has been developed for seismic analysis of core subassemblies. India has
participated in IAEA-CRP onlntercomparison of Codes for Seismic Analysis of LMFBRCore.

Hot pool temperatures have been estimated with different number of DHRIoops in operation.
Structural mechanics studies have been made to estimate the maximum operating system
temperatures. Various analyses for main vessel, viz.. estimation of sodium free
levels under different operating conditions and associated temperature distribution in the
vessel, investigation of bucking risks under OHR conditions, high cycle fatigue due to free level
fluctuations during normal operating conations, LBB analysis, assessment of structural
integrity of thermal baffles under seismic loadings, have been completed. A few buckling
experiments on aluminium vessels under axial compression have been completed and
results are compared with INCA code predictions (Rg 10). Theoretical analysis of 1/16th
model of main vessel weir cooling system for fluid-elastic instability zones has also shown
satisfactory comparison with the experimental predictions which uses aluminium shell in water
(Fig 11).

Inelastic analysis of inner vessel and control plug plate-shell junctions have been performed
with ORNL and CHABOCHE material models (Fig 12) to meet the design compliance with RCC-
MR code rules for higher operating temperatures. An efficient stiffening arrangement for CSS
involving both square and radial grid patterns has been arrived at Static experiments on
Core Support Structure (CSS) model at HT, Madras are near'mg completion. Hydraulicanalysis
of grid plate incorporated with perforated baffle plates has been completed. Thermal
hydraulics of 1/24 scale model of riot pool are theoretically studied using 3 D codes. Roof slab
cooling calculations were improved by considering the radiation heat transfer between pumps
and slab shells. 2 D analysis of natural convection in the annular gaps at the roof slab
penetrations indicates a maximum circumferential temperature difference of about 90 K.

Flow distribution to IHX windows in the hot pool is being analysed with 3 D code. Seismic
analysis has been performed for steam generator. Theoretical and experimental studies
to justify the requirment of bends in SG tube are nearing completion. Optimisation study for the
secondary sodium piping has been reviewed.

AERB has reduced the permissible radiation from 5 Rem/a to 2 Rem/a. It is in line with ICRP.
Review of shielding requirment has been made based on new AERB guidelines for IVTM.
Conceptual design notes have been prepared for various fuel handling equipment and
storage facilities. Seismic analysis of IVTM has been completed. Further progress has been
made towards indigenous manufacture of steam generator and sector model of inner vessel
and main vessel. Spigot machining trials for SG tube sheet have been successfully
completed.
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4.0 ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

The thrust areas of work in support of engineering development are in the field of hydraulic
studies, sodium pump and setting up of the Large Component Test Rig (LCTR).

Tests were successfully conducted to study the pressure drop characteristics of different types
of labyrinths to be used in subassemWies. Labyrinths tested were of triangular shape with
helical and circular grooves as well as square shape with helical and circular grooves. The
pressure drop coefficient was found to be nearly twice for helical grooves as compared to
circular ones in both shapes.

A 3/5 scale model of the inlet plenum of the steam generator (without tubes) has been
erected to study the velocity patterns in the intet plenum especially the entry of sodium to the
tube bundle region. The experiment conducted with water involves the study of the basic
configuration and extended tube bundle skirt configurations, the latter akned at making
theftowmoreuniform. The studies carried out so far have not shown significant improvement
with the extended skirt configuration. Based on analytical 30 studies, an annular plate in
the gap between inner skirt and outer vessel is being tested.

The design of the pump hydrostatic bearing was verified for the minimum operating speed
under all modes of pump operation and the effect of misalignment. Pump subassembly
drawings for the flywheel assembly mounting and seal/bearing housing were finalized.
Towards the hydraulic development of primary sodium pump, the final combination of 1/3 scale
model of impeller/diffuser was selected in consultation with the M/s Kirloskar Brothers Limited,
Punefrom among four different combinations tested preliminarily. The chosen model
with five vane impeller was tested in the 12" test rig at the suppliers works for hydraulic and
cavitation performance. Acoustic inception of cavitation was also measured in addrtion to 3%
head loss NPSH and visual cavitation NPSH. While the 3% head loss tests are completely
satisfactory,furthertestsforvisualcavi(alionareplannedtoconfirmearliefresu(ts. A 1/3scale
model of the non return valve (NRV) for primary pump has undergone performance tests in
the water flow laboratory at Fluid Control Research Institute (FCRI) Palghat. The
experimental results of reverse flow through the valve before closure and valve seat displace-
ment with time are in reasonable agreement with predictions. While the neutral equilibrium
type NRV has generally performed well, the water hammer observed has indicated (he need
for minor modifications.

A 1/15th scale model of reactor assembly made in perspexwas used for studying the flow
patterns under various operating conditions at Central Water and Power Research Station
(CWPRS) Pune. Also measured were the velocities and level fluctations.

The developmental work on the acoustic leak detection for SG leaks is continued. The
operation of the sodium loop for mass transfer and corrosion studies was continued with both
316 LN stainless steel and 316 normal stainless steel specimens in its second phase. The
second phase operation has completed 9800 h of sodium exposure with a cumulative exposure

of 15,800 h. An experimental set up has been instated for calibration and testing of
continuous type level probes for sodium service. The test set up is presently under
commissioning.

As regards construction of the Large Components Test Facility (LCTR), the rig support
structure has been completed and installation of LCTR components are in progress. The
installation of test rig in LCTR for study of heat and mass transfer in the reactor cover gas will
be completed in two months which will be followed by commissioning activities.

5.0 METALLURGY

The materials selected for PFBR are stainless steel type 316 LN for most of the reactor
assembly components and sodium pipings, 225 Cr 1Moand9Cr 1 Mo for steam generator
and D-9 for reactor core structures.

5.1 Effect of Nitrogen on Pitting Corrosion Resistance

The effect of variations in nitrogen content in austenitic stainless steels on the pitting corrosion
resistance has been examined. Thesteels mainly include AISI316LN (1600ppm N), 316 (680
ppm N) and 304 (860 pom N) austenitic stainless steels. It has been found that on ageing at
1023 K for 100 h, M26C6 and sigma phases decreased the pitting corrosion resistance
whereas Cr2N precipitates did not affect the pitting resistance significantly. Towards
improving the pitting corrosion resistance of these nitrogen bearing stainless steels, anew
programme on the laser surface modification has been initiated. Initial experimental results
on SS 316LN has indicated that pitting corrosion resistance of the specimens increased
upon laser surface melting.

5.2 Effect of Cold Work on Sensitization

Time-Temperature-Sensftization (TTS) diagarams for type 316 LN SS with different amounts of
cold work varying up to 25% have been established. A typical finding is that at 898 K up to a
duration of 600 h, thereisnosensitisationforOto 20% cold work but 25% cold worked sample
is mildly sensitised.

5.3 Hydrogen Embrittlement

Hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility of 9Cr-1 Mo ferritic steels was studied by the hydrogen
permeation experiments. Effect of variation in heat treatment on hydrogen permeation,
indicated that martens/tic microsifuctufe is more resistant to hydrogen permeation, due to us
higher concentration of defect density. Also several tests have been conducted using the
fracture mechanics approach, to evaluate the role of microstructure on the hydrogen
assisted embrittlement of this steel. Typically, the fracture toughness (KIHE) values for
air cooled and quenched specimens are almost the same.



5.4 Effects of Welds on Creep-Fatigue 5.6 Metal Forming

Activities continued to lay stress on the characterisation of creep and low-cycle fatigue (LCF)
properties of 3Î6LN SS (stainless steel). 2.25CM Mo and 9Cr-1 Mosteels and their weldments,
including those subjected to simulated post-weld heat treatment (PWHT). Creep properties of
316LN SS at 873 K and 923 K were superior to those of nuclear grade 316 SS with the rupture
lives longer by as much a factor as five, and the minimum creep rates smaller by an order
of magnitude. Creep ductility of 316LN SS was generally higher than that of 316 SS except at
low stress levels at 923 K.ln the case of 2.25CM Mo steel, a PWHT at 973 K for 1 h applied
to the base metal, weld metal or wetdrnent yielded optimum creep properties in the stress range
80-300 MPa and temperature range 823-923 K. The creep strength and ductility of the
weldment were inferior to those of the base and weld metals, the heat-affected zone of the
weklment being the most inferior. Strain controlled LCF tests inairon316LNSS (temperature
range: 298-873 K; strain ampftude range: i 0.25 to -1.0%, (strain rate 3 x10-3/s) showed
that Tomkin's and Ohnamfs fatigue life prediction methods successfully predicted the LCF
life within a factor of two. At 873 K, the LCF resistance of 316 SS weld metal was better than that
of 316LN base metal or 316LN/316 weld joint The weld joint showed the lowest life with failure
occurring in the heat- affected zone; however, an optimum distribution of delta-ferrite
produced the maximum fatigue resistance. LCFtests on 316LN/316LN weld joints are in
progress.

5.5 Metallurgical Examinations

The thermodynamicstabilitiesofFeSb2, NiSb02 and CrSb04 related to Sb203- stainless steel
cladding system (used as auxiliary neutron source in FBTR) have been studied by
electrochemical potential measurements of oxygen. Gibbs free energy data for the various
fission products have been evaluated to understand the retatJvestabilities of thefission product
spectrum and their interactions.Adetailed transmission electron microscopy investigation for
the precipitation phenomenon of the Cr2N phase has been made in reactor grade 316 LN
stainless steels. Samples have been subjected to thermal treatments up to 500 h in the
temperature range 1023-1123 K. No visible precipitates could be observed. Nevertheless,
the cryslallographic analyses unambiguously confirmed the formation and precipitation of
Cr2N phase in austenite-matrix. Transmission electron microscopy examinations of 2.25Cr-
1 Mo and 9CM Mo ferritic steels were carried out to establish the precipitation sequence of
various carbides and other secondary phases. Of the various metallurgical treatments that
were given, effect of varying cooling rates and the sdutionising temperature on the phase
transformations were studied in depth and detail. The concept of "micro chromium equivalent"
has been evolved, to understand the inter-relationships on the precipitation of various carbides
that were identified and characterised in these steels. The salient feature of this study on
prolonged exposures of 9Cr-1Mo steel, the chromium rich carbides (Cr2C) tends to
changeover to lower chromium carbides and Mo carbides similar to ones found in 2.25Cr-
1 Mo ferritic steel.

Processing and instability maps (which delineate the various regimes of temperature and
strain rate where processes like dynamic ̂ crystallisation, dynamic recovery, flow instability,
dynamic strain aging etc. occur) were generated for D9, 304 L, 316 L and Cast 304 SS
materials. These maps help in identifying the temperature and strain rate conditions for
optimum deformation processing which combine maximum power dissipation 'm microstruc-
tural processes with excellent mechanical properties. The predictive capability of these maps
for industrial practice has been confirmed by detailed extrusion, rolling and forging studies
on an industrial scale.

5.7 Fracture Mechanics Properties

From the energy absorbed in a specimen in the post-necking regime of deformation in a
tensile test with smooth specimens, two new parameters have been proposed for
characterising fracture toughness of ductile materials. This method is very convenient for
evaluating the minimum toughness in a material with a gradient in microstructure, e.g., a
transverse weld joint. These new parameters were successfully used in specifying optimum
PWHT for the Alloy 800/2.25Cr-1Mo steel dissimilar metal weld (DMW) joint.

5.8 Weldability

There has been considerable progress in weldability studies of D-9 and 9Cr-1Mo steels.
Weldability and hot-cracking studies on gas-tungsten arc welded (GTAW) D-9, 316L and
316LN steels showed that weld penetration was improved by addition of sulphur (in the form
of FeS powder) during welding. Otherwise low penetration was obtained in 316LNandD9.
In D9, with increase in TVC ratio in the range of 4 to 8, the penetration improved. However,
increased Ti content also increased hot cracking tendency. So there is a need to optimise the
TVC ratio for maximum penetration with minimum hot cracking.

6.0 POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION AND NDT

6.1 Hot Cells

The necessary in cell equipment for the examination of FBTR subassembry and fuel pins have
been designed and fabricated. Clearance is expected shortly from AERB to make them
operational. A sodium removal system for cleaning FBTR subassembry, using ethyl alcohol,
has been designed and installed. A remote vacuum impregnation equipment for impregnating
fuel pin with epoxy molding compound has been designed and fabricated. A slow speed fuel
pin cutting system using diamond cut-off wheel has been designed and fabricated. The
system has facilities for accurate positioning and job feeding during remote cutting
operation. PIE facility In the hot cells is intended to handle, among others, plutonium rich
carbide fuel which requires the use of controlled nitrogen atmosphere in the hot cells.
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6.2 Studies on Cladding Tubes

Cladding tubes from indigenous stainless steel material is being developed in India by Nuclear
Fuel Complex to meet the requirements of PFBR To assess the irradiation creep properties
of this steel, irradiation testing of pressurized capsules is planned in FBTR A method for
fabrication ofthese capsules with internal gas pressures upto125 MPahas been developed
Further work ts in progress to increase the internal pressuretotevelswhichwi enable testing
of cladding tubes at stresses near the yield point of the steel The experiments are proposed
to be carried out in the nominal core (2nd core) of FBTR

6.3 NOT

Magnetic and ultrasonic techniques have been standardized for the assessment of evolution
of nucrostmctures m2.25Cr IMo and 9Cr-1 Mo steels The magnetic technique is based on
the analysis of Barkhausen noise analysis The ultrasonic technique is based on the use of
ultrasonic velocity and attenuation Preliminary X-ray diffraction results on the microstructural
evolutions in the two steels obtained by a portable equipment have shown promise
Residual stress measurementsmsampletube to tube sheet weld pints of thesteam generator
assemblies of PFBR carried out using a portable X-ray diffraction equipment and by an m-
house developed Barkhausen noise analysis system have shown that the post weld heat
treatment planned for the weld joints will remove all the residual stresses Comprehensive
metallurgical investigations have been carried out in several bellows used in the CRDM of
FBTR The investigations have found out the necessity of the cleanliness of the bellow
material, andthestnngencythat is needed for the quality control of the weld joints Indigenous
development of bellows, based on inputs from failure investigations is in progress

6.4 Fuel Development and Fabrication

Fuel fabrication and characterisation is being carried out in Radio Metallurgy Division, Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Bombay

A "dust free", sol gel microsphere pelletisation process (SGMP) has been developed for safe
and economic fabrication of highly radiotoxic and health hazardous (U,Pu)Oz, (U,Pu)C and
(U,Pu)N fuel pellets (containing 15-20% Pu) of controlled density and microstructure In the
SGMP route, personnel exposure to radiation is minimised and fuel pellets of excellent
microhomogeneity and tailored density and "open" pore structure are obtained Starting from
uranyl nitrate and plutonium nitrate solutions, the oxide, monocarbide and mononrtride (U,
Pu)C & (U, Pu)N microspheres are prepared which were directly pelletised and sintered
at1650°CinAr+8%Hjatmospheretoobtamrelatively low density) 85%TD) fuel pellets
recommended for high burn up (> 10 a%) LMFBR fuels These pellets showed a
predominantly "open" pore "black berry" structure where microspheres retained their
individual identity even though the pellet compaction pressure was as high as 1500 MPa
Such low density pellets with "open" pore structure would facilitate fission gas release which
in turn would minimise fuel swelling and pellet cladding mechanical interaction during in
pile operation

Fabrication of (U,Pu)C containing 55% PuC has been mruatedforthesecond core of FBTR,
The second core would consist of 65 fuel sub-assemblies which would enable FBTR to reach
full power (about 40 MWt) The process parameters have been modified and the fabrication
facility has been augmented in order to produce nearly 200kg oflowdensrty(85+1%TD)
(U,Pu)C pellets that would be required for the second core So far, nearly 250 fuel pins have
been fabricated for assembling of four 61-pin fuel sub-assemblies The out-of-pile chemical
compatibility experiments of (Pu.U )C pellets,containing 10%(U,Pu)sC3 and 5000
ppm oxygen and nitrogen, with SS 316 cladding at 600-800° C for 1000-2000 h showed
marginal dad carbunsation and excellent fuel-dad chemical compatibility Laser flash method
was used for evaluation of thermal diffusrvrtyof the pellets upto1600°C and hot-hardness
data was evaluated with Vicker's diamond indentor upto 1200 ° C

7.0 ELECTRONICS AND INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM

Centralised Data Processing System (CDPS) is being used for the supervision and control of
Fast Breeder Test Reactor However, for PFBR, Distributed Data Acquisition System will be
used for the supervision and control of the plant which ts under development The software
for supervision and control of nuclear reactor is developed as per the guidelines m IEC
880andlE£E 730,828, 829.830,1016 in order to ensure the reliability and maintainability and
validated as per the guidelines in IEEE 1012 A fault tolerant computer based expert system
is being developed for the supervision of sleam generator modules The system will analyse
the signals from Electrochemical meter, cover gas meter. Mass spectrometer and Acoustic
sensors For PFBR instrumentation, application specific integrated circuits are being
developed Specific chips for alarm function, intelligent multiplexing, pulse coded safety logic
functions etc are being indigenously developed

8.0 CHEMISTRY

8.1 Carbon Potential of Mixed Carbide Fuel

The carbon potential ofthe(U,Pu)mixed carbide is an important parameter that decides the
possibility of the carbunsation of the cladding dunng reactor irradiation Measurements have
been undertaken on the carbon potential of the carbide with compositions relevant to FBTR
Thus, the carbon potential of the fuel with Pu/(U+Pu) ratio equal to 0 70 was earlier measured
Recently, the measuremens were made on fuel with PiV(U+Pu) ratio of 0 55 The
measurements were made by methane hydrogen equilibration technique The data indicated
that the carbon potential of the fuel was in the range of -9to-10kca|/mc4e in the temperature
range of 700-900 K Since this is dose to the value for the carbon potential of stainless steel,
there seems to be a possibility of carbunsation of the stainless steel cladding by the fuel under
isothermal equilibration Compatibility experiments are being planned to confirm this conclu-
sion

8.2 Out of Pile Simulation

A facility has been commissioned in Radrochemistry Laboratory for the out of pile
simulation of restructuring and other thermal processes in fuel pellets under the influence
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of thermal gracient This facility has been used to study the behaviour of the carbide fuel of
FBTR. Recently, the restructuring behaviour of the FBTR fuel was studied at various linear heat
ratings ranging from 250 to 600 w/cm. In the regions of fuel with temperature in the range
of 1300 degC and above, the fuel showed remarkable restructuring that involves sintering,
pore migration and crack formation. A large number of cracks were formed at the periphery
of the peüetes, especially at higher ratings. The fuel clad gap was closed at a relatively low
rating of 300 w/cm, in a matter of few hours. This would ensure that during reactor irradiation,
the centertine temperatures would quickly stabilise at relatively low values, with no danger
of fuel melting. In fact, the out-of-pile data at 600 w/cm rating also indicates absence of
centreline melting.

8.3 Pyrochemical Processing of Advanced Fuels

A lab scale facility forthe development of pyrochemfcal methods for reprocessing of advanced
fuels is in advanced stage of commissioning in the Radiochemistry Laboratory. Simultane-
ously, investigations have been performed on the molten satt etectrorefining of uranium based
alloys such as U-Zr. Computations have been peifomed on the recovery of rare earths and
transuranium elements from the waste generated in the etectrorefining steps.

8.4 Sodium Chemistry

Partial phase diagram of Na-Fe-0 system was established over the temperature range of 773
K10923K. The phase fields established ate Na-Fe-NaFeO, Na FeO-Na FeO-Fe and Na
FeO-NaFeO-Fe. Though Na FeO phase has been established to be in equilibrium with Fe
and Na only above 773 K, experiments using differential Scanning Calorimetry indicate that
significant interactions between Na, Fe and 0 occur starting from 626 K itself. Basic
conductivity propertes of CaHCI solid electrolyte has been measured by impedance spectros-
copy. The pnasediagramofCaCI-CaHCIsyslemwasestabfehedovertherangeofO-40mol%
of CaH in Cad by differential scanning calorimetry. Response behaviour of the
electrochemical hydrogen meter for NaOH injection into sodium at 523 K was studied in a
sodium loop. A quantitative response was obtained even at this temperature. Hg-203isa
possible radionudide impurity in the primary sodium of FBTR. Copper was identifed as a
possible trap maternal for Hg-203 and capsule experiments were conducted to verify Hg-203
pick up by copper over the temperature range of 440-520 K. Preliminary results indicate
that copper is a suitable trap material for Hg-203 in sodium.

8.5 Analytical Spectroscopy

Using the technique of ICP-MS, sensitive analytical methods were standardised for the
trace metal characterisation of uranium and sodium. Uranium could be analysed by directly
aspirating the uranyl nitrate solution (0.05% m/v of uranium) into the ICP. Despite the matrix
effect of uranium, the detection limits (ppm) showed that this method is quite adequate for
most of the common impurities to be determined in fast reactor fuels. However, to improve
the detection limits to ppb levels, which is required for the determination of neutron

absorbers such as tare earths and cadmium some kind of matrix separation was required.
For this purpose a novel on-line solvent extraction technique was developed. In this method,
an aqueous solution containing the uranium sample and an organic solvent (20% of tri-
octylphosphine (TOPO) oxide in cydohexane) were mixed thoroughly during their passage
through a PTFE col The organic phase containing the extracted uranium is subsequently
removed on-line by allowing the solution to pass through amicroporous PTFE tube. This
technique facilitates rapid and sensitive determination of rare earths, cadmium and other trace
metals with determination limits in the range 1-45 ppb.

High temperature X-ray diffractometry work was carried out with uranium carbide as a function
of temperature andthermal expansion was measured covering a temperature range from 298
to 1700 K. Influence of oxygen impurity on the thermal expansion of the carbide was also
analysed.

9.0 REPROCESSING

For the plant which is being built to process the spent fuel from FBTR in a regular basis, all
the civil works connected with the cells, waste tank farm etc. except hold up tank and stack
fan room are completed. Lining of the cells and other areas is in progress. Piping contract for
the High Active Waste Trench has been awarded. The design and safety of the plant is being
reviewed.

The Mini Plant facility built to process the spent fuel from FBTR as an interim arrangement
till the larger plant is commissioned, is getting ready. Phase II of the Mini Plant which houses
the head end systems is getting ready. The design and safety review of this facility is near
complete.

R & D work related to reprocessing of fast reactor fuels is continued. A special coating of the
electrodes with platinium has been developed in collaboration with Central Electrochemical
Research Institute. An alloy of 5% Tanatalum with Titanium has been developed in
collaboration with Nuclear Fuel Complex. This alloy is developed for use as the material of
construction for the Electrolytic Dissofver. Performance evaluation of a new type of mixer
settler using a pulsed ejector system continued. Studies on remote maintenance concepts
continued. A robotic system for sampling operations in the Mini Plant has been developed.

10.0 HEALTH & SAFETY

10.1 Activity Deposition Loop

The Activity Deposition Loop(ADL) has been set up for the purpose of (i) studying the
transport and deposition phenomena of corrosion products as well as fission products of the
primary circuits of LMFBRs, ii) formulating suitable computational models for the transport and
deposition of radio nuclides and iii)developing suitable traps for the radionuclides. After
commissioning the Loop, two campaigns of round-the-clock shift operations were carried out
for the performance evaluation of different components like electromagnetic pump, cold-trap,



è plugging indicator etc. In general the performance of the Loop was satisfactory. However
certain improvements like the need for additional trace heaters for some of the sodium lines
for better temperature control were identified and subsequently carried out.

Towards the preparation of radioactive source to be used in the Loop for the next campaign,
electro deposition technique was adopted and trial runs were made with inactive zinc and
manganese based on which the deposition parameters have been standardized. Work is
underway for the preparation of the radio-active source to be introduced in the Loop. Further,
design, fabrication and installation of the gamma scanning arrangement for HeaterVessel and
few segments of sodium lines, installation and testing of a 6 KVA diesel generator, set for
providing backup power supply to some of the essential loads of ADL, were completed. In order
to study the activity build up in the coolant circuit of FBTR. one location of primary sodium circuit
was identified as reference position and background gamma spectra were obtained during
plant shutdown condition which will serve as baseline data. In ackStion a set of measurements
were also made after 500 KW operation. Subsequently efficiency evaluation of the detection
system was made in the laboratory by simulating the pipeline geometry in the plant and using
different liquid sources.

iii) U303 component (in lung serum simulant) was found to be more readily soluble than 1)02.
Dissolution half times for U308 and U02 were found to be 30 days and 600 days
respectively.

The larger fraction of U308 and higher solubility of this component has important influence
over the internal exposures resulting from inhalation of these aerosols.
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10.2 100 KJ Condenser Bank Facility

A condenser bank facility is being set up, to generate pressure source for HCDA studies
using 'Exploding Wire Technique'. Energy uptol 00 KJ can be deposited in the wire in a
very short time (of the order of tens of millisec) leading to generation of shock pressure pulses,
with peak pressures reaching 100 MPa. The facility is in an advanced stage of installation.
Preliminary exploding wire experiments were carried out with the existing 10 KJ condenser
bank with different wire materials (like copper, aluminium and nichrome) and wire geometries.
It is observed that the electrical to shock energy conversion efficiency lies in the range of 10-
20%, for the materials studied. The pressure time histories are best reproduced by copper
wires and pressure pulse stretching by a factor 2 is noticed with resistive wires.

10.3 Aerosol Studies

Investigations are in progress as part of accident source term evaluation to study the
physico-chemical characteristics of uranium aerosols. In the experiments conducted so far,
the aerosols were generated by resistance heating of U02 pellets. Preliminary results have
indicated the following

i)the size distribution of aerosols shows bimodal distribution with medians around O.fyum
and 4/um.

ii) though the starting material was U02, bulk of the aerosol material (about 90%) is composed
ofU308.
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Abstract

The paper presents the main results of the Italian collaboration with the US company General Electric
on the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR): oxide and metal core studies, component
development, passive monitoring devise tests. The studies on seismic isolation and actinide burning
were continued.

1. ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN ITALY

1.1 Primary energy requirements

Due to a situation of economical crisis, in 1992 Italy's total primary
energy demand increased only by 0.4%, in comparison with an average
value of 2% in the last 10 years.

National energy production represents about the 19% of the total
energy consumption; one third of it coming from the primary electric
energy (hydroelectric + geoelectric)).

Due to the high energy dependence, the energy balance of payments has
been the most negative one, reaching 20.100 billions of Italian lire.

1.2 Electricity Production and demand

In 1992 the final consumption of electrical energy increased by 1.8%
and the electricity import of 35.3 TWh was quite stable and represents the
13.5% of the total consumption.

2. NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EN ITALY

On the 18th December 1992, the 5 years' moratoria on the construction
of new nuclear power plants expired, but this does not mean an

immediate nuclear restart in Italy. It is a prerequisite condition, to
restore the public and political acceptance of the nuclear choice.

In view of that goal, a nuclear research programme is continuing in
Italy, dealing with the improvement of the knowledge of severe accident
evolution and the participation in the development of some promising
innovative reactors. In particular, for the GE SBWR and the W. AP-600
reactors, an experimental activity on some relevant safety related
components is going on.

As far as the W. AP-600 reactor is concerned, it is worthwhile to
mention the successful completion of the phase A of the tests, performed
at the VAPORE facility in Casaccia (ENEA), on the Automatic
Depressurization Systems (ADS).
Data to define the time-histories of dynamic forcing functions generated
by steam condensation in the water tank were obtained and a new design

Table 1 - Primary energy

Oil derivatives
Natural Gas
Solid Fuels
Primary electricity/3/
- Hydro

Geo
Nuclear

Net electricity import

TOTAL

requirements/1/ in Italy during 1991 and 1992/2/
1991 1992

Mtep

91.8
41.5
15.1
10.7

(10.0)
(0.7)

-

7.7

166.8

%

55.0
24.9
9.1
6.4

(6.0)
(0.4)

-

4.6

100.0

Mtep

94.0
41.2
13.8
10.8

(10.0)
(0.8)

-

7.8

167.6

%

56.1
24.6
8.2
6.4
(5.9)
(0.5)

-

4.7

100.0

n/ Including storage reserves
M Provisional data
& 0.22 Kgep/Kwh



ro Table 2 - Electricity production and demand in Italy during 1991 and
1992/1/

1991 1992

Thermoelectric Energy
-Oil derivatives
-Natural gas
-Solid fuels«/
Primarv Electricity
-Hydro
-Geo
-Nuclear

Total Gross Production
Net Electricity Import
Total Availability

Energy used by auxiliary
production services and
by pumping

Network demand

TWh

173.2
104.3
35.8
33.1
48.8
45.6
3.2
-

222.0
35.1

257.1

-16.1

241.0

%

78.0
47.0
16.1
14.9
22.Q
20.5
1.5
-

100.0

TWh

176.5
115.7
33.7
27.1
49.1
45.6
3.5
-

225.6
35.3

260.9

-16.6

244.3

%

78.2
51.3
14.9
12.0
21.8
20.2
1.6
-

100.0

;l/ Provisional data
m Coal, lignite and others

of the sparger device was verified. The main parameters affecting the
dynamic forcing functions and the sparger behaviour, such as steam flow
rate, inventory and temperature of water were varied from test to test. A
complete scan of several operating, upset or emergency conditions was
tested. At present the design of further modifications of the VAPORE
facility, to permit the phase B of the testing programme, is performed at
ENEA. The aim of the new tests is to examine the performance of valves
by means of steam or of saturated liquid, tapped out from the bottom of the
pressurizer.

In addition, at SIET in Piacenza the SPES loop has been modified and
tests will soon start to verify the AP-600 plant behaviour, that will be
simulated in full elevation scale.

As far as the GE SBWR reactor is concerned tests on the Isolation
Condenser will begin in autumn 1993 at SIET in Piacenza. Two loops, the
Panthers facilities, have been completed to test a prototype of the Isolation
Condenser in real elevation scale and up to 20 MW. A prototype of the
Passive Containment Cooler Condenser will also be tested up to 10 MW.

During 1993 ENEA will also work on the development of the MAKS
project, a 600 MWt reactor conceived by the University "La Sapienza" of
Roma, with enhanced intrinsic and passive safety features. The aim is to
analyse the original solutions and to define the core and the most
important subsystems, in order to emit a Preliminary Safety Information
Document.

3. ITALIAN COLLABORATION WITH GENERAL ELECTRIC ON
ALMR

3.1 Oxide core studies

An optimized solution of the oxide core was proposed by ENEA in
which a radial flux flattening and a homogeneous irradiation was
reached with a fuel assembly life of 9.5 years and a cycle length of 19
months. The same life duration and cycle length is proposed for the
blanket assemblies. The low peak linear power permits a low maximum
fuel temperature so that the transient behaviour of the core in accident
conditions, is completely acceptable.

The minor actinide burning capability of such a core was analysed. A
so called "adiabatic strategy" in which the PRISM core must have no
"net" production of Pu and minor actinides, was studied. In this case the
minor actinides produced by the core are dispersed only in the blanket
assemblies and are transmuted during the fuel life. The analysis shows
that in equilibrium conditions, the solution for the oxide core exists and
gives a value of 2.5% of minor actinides to be dispersed in the blanket
assemblies.

A further significant result is the comparison of the long term
Radiotoxicity Index (R.I.) for the PRISM "adiabatic" cycle and an



adwanced LWR (e.g. AP-600) once-through cycle; as shown in fig. 1, the
time needed to bring back the R.I. to the reference fresh value is reduced
by about 3 orders of magnitude.
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i Comparison of the R.I. for the AP-600 one through cycle and

the PRISM closed cycle (IGWe.year)

32 PRISM metal core

The Italian licensing authority ENEA-DISP, in the framework of a
collaboration agreement with General Electric, has performed some
studies on the intrinsic and passive safety characteristic of the PRISM
ALMR.

In particular a systematic analysis of the whole plant and a critical
review of the Preliminary Safety Information Document was made.

Indipendent probabilistic evaluations on the initiating events relevant
to the safety of the plant were performed and studies on the reactor
seismic response, oriented to an evaluation of the reactor safety margins
for various seismic events, were also made.

33 PRISM component development

Ansaldo collaboration with GE has gone on.
Ansaldo has reviewed the preliminary IVTM (In Vessel Transfer

Machine) design on the basis of the updated requirements.
Detailed IVTM activities have been performed, including: dynamic
analysis, material selection, identification of experimental needs and
preparation of test specifications.

An alternative RVACS (Reactor Vault Air Cooling System) solution
has been identified.
Performances and compliance with containment requirements have been
analyzed, with respect to the reference solution.

Design review of the IHTS (Intermediate Heat Transfer System) has
been launched; it is part of the GE Trade-off Study.

3.4 Passive Monitoring Device Tests

The first phase of the passive monitoring device tests conducted at the
ENEA Brasimone Centre was described in the previous report.

A sodium phase followed, in which the diffusion column was put in
contact with sodium vapors at the operating temperature for a long time
(about 1000 hours). The aim was to put and maintain the column in the
worst plugging conditions expected in reactor and to check its capability to
work as fission gas monitor after such an event.



The final phases of the test were then performed and in particular in
Fig. 2, the diffusion test in refueling conditions with Argon is shown.

This test was carried out after changing the test chamber internal
atmosphere from Helium to Argon. The aim of the test was to check the
behaviour of the device in presence of Argon, which is less effective with
regard to avoiding the convection phenomena. The calculated diffusion
coefficient for the Xe-Ar binary mixture is smaller than for Xe-He, so the
expected diffusion, in absence of convection, was very slow. The test was
conducted for about 60 hours. By observing the results on the diffusion
graph, it can be seen that also in this case the calculations and
measurements agree, so the monitor worked properly with Argon as well
as with Helium.

4. SEISMIC ISOLATION

The Italian R&D work on seismic isolation was continued, mainly by
ENEA, ENEL, ISMES, ALGA and Ansaldo-Ricerche, in the framework of
the collaborative activities of the National Working Group on Seismic
Isolation (GLIS).

4.1 Tests on rubber bearings

The experimental campaign on High Damping rubber bearings
(HDRBs) has been continued, using various bearing types and attachment
systems. Dynamic tests performed by ENEL at ISMES on the SISTEM test
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Fig. 2 Refueling Conditions Test with Argon (July 31- August 3,1992)



machine of ENEA, for bearings used in a three-storey isolated house at
Squillace (Calabria), demonstrated integrity to large horizontal
deformations. This result was recently confirmed by experiments on
bolted bearings of ENEA, which attained 400% shear strain (i.e. a
horizontal displacement equal to four times the rubber height), without
any appreciable damage.

42 Tests on isolated structure mock-ups and on isolated buildings

Similar to previous tests carried out at ISMES for a full- and a 1/4-
scale mock-ups of isolated buildings, snap-back tests were performed at
the ENEA-Ansaldo Center of Boschetto on a 1/2 scale mock-up, weighting
1,600 kN, which was supported by HDRBs provided with both
"containment" and dowelled attachment systems, and which was
displaced to 150% shear strain. The results showed that no residual
displacement occurs in the case of dowelled isolators.
Forced vibration tests by use of a mechanical vibrator located on the roof,
were performed by ISMES on behalf of ENEL on the isolated house at
Squillace and the adjacent twin, conventionally founded, house. Fig. 3
shows the transfer function between acceleration and exciting force
measured at the roof of the isolated house.

4.3 Numerical models of HDRBs and analysis of isolated structures
Important work was performed to improve detailed (three-

dimensional, finite-element) bearing models; in particular, a hyperelastic
model of the rubber, was developed and implemented in the ABAQUS
program, which is now able to accurately predict horizontal stiffness to
100% shear strain at least, although further specimen tests are needed to
account for damping (see Fig. 4).

The experimental data concerning both twin houses at Squillace were
analysed numerically by ENEA, by means of three-dimensional finite-
element models implemented in ABAQUS. This study allowed verification
of analysis methods (see the comparison with measuments shown by Fig.
3). Calculations were also performed by using Italian records
corresponding to various soil conditions, and by applying earthquake
components both singly and simultaneosly. • These demostrated the
effectiveness and adequacy of the isolation system used to protect these
structures in Italian seismic areas.

FORCED EXCITATION TEST ON SQUILLACE ISOLATED HOUSE
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5. OTHER ACTIVITIES

5.1 Actinide burning

A CEC contract for a review study on actinide burners concepts in the
world, has been awarded to Ansaldo at the end of 1992. The review is
going on with the participation of FRAMATOME, SIEMENS, NNC and
Belgonucleaire and the support of national R&D organizations.

The aim of the review is to show the role assigned to the fast reactor
technology in the different programmes and, then, to identify the possible
contribution of that tecnology to the resolution of the actinide issue in the
European context.

Completion of the Review Study is planned for mid 1993. A
prosecution of the study, focused on the feasibilty of a fast reactor actinide
burner, will be proposed to CEC in the 4th R&D Framework Programme.

52 Superphenix

Participation of Ansaldo has continued at various levels:
- design and engineering work concerning the modification of the fuel
handling auxiliary circuits
- construction acceptance checks and commissioning tests of the above
circuits,
- feasibility study of a special tool for inspection of the steam-generator
helicoidal tubes (with CEA and French Industries);
- development of the SPIAO project, computerized support system for
accident management; the first phase, functional analysis of the accident
procedures, has been completed;
- review of some items in the Final Safety Report with FRAMATOME.

A REVIEW OF THE FAST REACTOR
PROGRAM DSf JAPAN

POWER REACTOR AND NUCLEAR FUEL
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Tokyo, Japan

Presented by H. Yamashita

Abstract

An underlying strategy for the development of nuclear power in Japan is to move from LWRs to
FBRs. The present situation with respect to the construction of the fast reactor Monju (300 MW(e))
in Japan and prospects for future power plants with fast reactors is summarized. The paper also
contains information on the operational experience and main scientific results reviewed on the
experimental fast reactor Joyo. The Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPC) is promoting a design
study of the Demonstration Fast Breeder Reactor (DFBR) under contract with several leading Japanese
industrial companies.

1. General Review

1 ) In accordance with the Long-term Program for Development and Utilization of Nuclear

Energy defined by the Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC), Power Reactor and

Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) is playing the key role in the development

of a plutonium utilization system by fast breeder reactor (FBR), which is superior to the

uranium utilization system by light water reactor, aiming to achieve future stable long-

term energy supply and energy security of Japan.

2) The experimental reactor Joyo, located in the O-arai Engineering Center(OEC) of

PNC, has provided abundant experimental data and excellent operational records attaining

50,000 hours operation in total by the end of FY 1992, since its first criticality in 1977.

3) On the prototype reactor Monju, 99.7% of construction work has already been

completed and the start-up tests are in progress aiming at the initial criticality in

1993.(Photo 1)



Photol Prototype Fast Reactor Monju (as of 1992)

4) As for the demonstration fast breeder reactor (DFBR) of Japan, the Japan Atomic

Power Company (JAPC) is promoting design study under the contracts with several

leading Japanese fabricators, including Toshiba, Hitachi and Mitsubishi Heavy

Industries, for selection of the basic specifications of DFBR.

The related research and development (R&D) works are underway at several

organizations under the discussion and coordination of the Japanese FBR R&D Steering

Committee, which was established by JAPC, PNC, Japan Atomic Energy Research

Institute (JAERI) and Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRŒPI).

Progress of the design study and the related R&D are reported to the Subcommittee on

FBR Development Program of JAEC.

5) Recent major emphases on the PNCs R&D are placed on the integrated feedback of all

existing R&D results and experiences to the development of DFBR.

Furthermore, the overall functional and performance tests of Monju, is another

important key rote to attain further excellency of FBR technology, with full efficient usage

of the test results.

6) R&D on following tasks are also in progress for development of DFBR, for excellent

technology to attain FBR commercialization, and for technological breakthrough.

© development of advanced fuels

(D development of advanced large core

(D higher plant operating temperature

® simplified advanced piping and components

<D development of rational confinement facilities

© development of seismic isolation structures

© development of simplified system without secondary loops

(D development of highly reliable decay-heat removal system

® development of advanced operational and maintenance technology

® establishment of rational safety logic

7) In addition to the MOX fuel fabrication at the Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Facility for

Joyo, Fugen (ATR), and BWRs in Japan, a new Plutonium Fuel Production Facility

(PFPF) was constructed at Tokai Works of PNC and MOX fuel production for Monju is

in progress.

8) On the FBR fuel recycling, adding to the experiences at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant,

R&Ds are underway at three Engineering Demonstration Facilities (EDF-L H, HI) and

Chemical Processing Facility (CPF), integrating the results to the design of Recycling

Equipment Test Facility (RETF) and future FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant.



oo 9) Following the national program on waste management, PNC is also actively

contributing to the area of vitrification of high level liquid waste, geological disposal of it,

and low level transuranium bearing waste treatment, and promotion of construction of a

storage engineering center in Hokkaido.

10) Aiming to the age of future FBR commercialization, further extensive and effective

collaboration with foreign institutions will also have to play an important role.

2. Experimental Fast Reactor, Joyo

2.1 General Status

This report covers the activities of Joyo from April 1992 through March 1993. The

operating history of JOYO is illustrated in Rg. 2.1.

From the 24th to the 27th duty cycles, operation and two special tests were carried

out successfully during this time. Fig. 2.2 shows a core configuration at the 27th duty

cycle as a representative core.
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As of March 1993, the total operation time since the date of initial criticality in 1977 is

attained approximately 50,000 hours, and the accumulated thermal output was more than

4X106 MWh.

About the irradiation tests, almost irradiation tests for development fuels of the

prototype reactor Monju were finished at the end of the 27th cycle.

The other many kinds of the irradiation tests, such as for development of high

performance fuels and materials for the demonstration reactor, etc., are in progress.

The other hand, the special tests performed are as follows:

1) The second power-to-melt test for getting fuel melt data was conducted followed

last year, for two days in June after the 24th cycle.

2) Trial examination of fuel failure for development technology concerned the Failed

Fuel Detection and Location was carried out for five days in November after the

25th cycle.

After the 27th cycle, the 10th periodical inspection is just started from the end of

March in 1993.

A training program for Monju operators was completed by December 1992.

2.2 Joyo Improvement Program(MK-III program)

By this program, the irradiation capability of Joyo will be upgraded to four times

compared with the present that ; that is, higher neutron flux is increased 30 percent,

availability factor is improved from about 40 percent to about 60 percent, and number of

irradiation test positions is increased approximately double. The preparations of safety

review for approval of installation which will be applied to the government in next year,

are in progress.

CO Fig. 2.2 Core Configuration during 27th Operation Cycle
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3.1 Construction Schedule

The Monju site is located on the northside of the Tsuruga Peninsula in the central

Japan, facing the Sea of Japan and is surrounded by mountains of approximately 300-

700m high. Since the plant is located inside the Wakasa Bay Quasi-national Park, its

construction works have been carried out with special attention to the environment.

Major milestones of the construction schedule (shown in Fig. 3.1) are as follows;

Oct. 1985 Startof Construction

Apr. 1987 Completion of Construction of the Reactor Containment Vessel

Oct. 1989 Installation of Reactor Vessel

Apr. 1991 Completion of Construction

May. 1991 Start of Function Test

Dec. 1992 Start of Start-up Test

Autumn 1993 Initial Crin'cality

3.2 Present Status of Construction

Monju construction was 99.7 % completed as of the end of March 1993 including

design, components manufacturing, and construction works at site. Major components

such as the reactor vessel, IHXs, SGs, CRDs, main control consoles, and various tanks

were already installed.

Major civil works were also completed.

Construction of the buildings was completed.

Sodium deliveries started in March 1991, and transfer of 1700 tons of sodium was

completed in November 1991.

Equipment installation was completed in April 1991.

Table 3-1 Principal Monju Plant Design Characteristics
Reactor Type
Thermal Power
Gross Electrical Power
Core

Fuel
Pu Enrichment

Equivalent Diameter
Height
Volume

(Pu fissile)
Initial Core
Equilibrium Core

Fuel Inventory Corc(U+Pu metal)
Blanket (U metal)

Average Burn-up
Cladding Material
Cladding Outside Diameter/Thickness
Permissible Cladding Temperature

(middle of thickness)
Power Density
Blanket Thickness

Breeding Ratio
Reactor inlet/outlet Sodium Temperature
Secondary Sodium Temperature

(IHX inlet/outlet)
Reactor Vessel (height/diameter)
Number of Loops
Pump Position

(Primary and Secondary Loop)
Type of Steam Generator
Steam Pressure (Turbine Inlet)
Steam Temperature (Turbine Inlet)
Refueling System

Refueling Interval

Sodium cooled FBR, loop-type
714 MW
280 MW
Approx. 180cm
93cm
2340 lits.
PuO2-UO2
(Inner core/outer core)
15/20%
16/21%
5.9 ton
17.5 ton
Approx. 80,000 MWD/T
SUS316
6.5/0.47 mm
675'C

275KW/lit
Upper 30 cm
Lower 35 cm
Radial 30 cm
Approx. 1.2
397/529 °C

325/505 "C
18/7m
3
Cold Leg

Helical Coil, once-thorough Unit Type
127kg/cm2g
483 °C
Single Rotating Plug with Fixed Arm
FHM
Approx. 6 Months
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3.3 Function Tests

The schedule in Fig. 3.2 shows the general outline of function tests.

Function tests were carried out from May 1991 to December 1992.

Function tests were conducted to confirm the function and performance of the plant

systems, following various tests and inspections during fabrication and installation of the

components in Monju.
Ü1

The tests are divided into three phases:

1) Testing the fuel handling system and control rod drive mechanism in air at

room temperature prior to sodium charging.

2) Tests in argon gas before loading sodium into the systems. Argon is used for

preheating and heatup.

3) Testing the cooling systems, control systems, fuel handling systems etc. after

sodium loading.
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There were about 300 system function tests, of which 240 are specific to the FBR.

Included in these are:

1 ) The configuration of a dummy core

2) Confirmation of the operation of fuel handling components in gases and sodium

3) Confirmation of the movement of in-service inspection and pre-service

inspection equipment

4) Preheating of the system components and sodium charging

5) Leak rate measurement of the reactor containment vessel after loading the

sodium

3.4 Start-up Tests

The schedule in Fig. 3.3 shows the general outline of startup tests.

Major start-up tests will be carried out after fuel loading, and will confirm and

evaluate the performance of the core, each system of the plant, and the plant as a whole.
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They will be conducted along with various phases of criticality tests, reactor physics tests

and power-up tests, somewhat similar to the phases for an LWR. Safe operation of the

plant in accordance with the design will be confirmed at full power.

After the leak rate test of the reactor containment vessel, which is the final system

function lest, a criticality approach test will be performed as the first performance test.

The minimum critical mass will be measured, replacing dummy elements with core fuel

stored in the ex-vessel storage tank one by one using the fuel handling system (whose

function was already verified in the course of the system function tests).

First criticality is scheduled for October 1993. After that, reactor physics, nuclear

heating, power-up and load tests will be performed.

4. DFBR and PNC's Design Study

4.1 Overview

The Japan Atomic Energy Commission (JAEC) issued Japanese "Long-term Program

for Development and Utilization of Nuclear Energy" in June 1987. In the program, it was



Oi concluded that the research and development for demonstration FBRs (DFBRs) should be

done with the cooperation of governmental and private sectors, and that utilities should

play the major role in design, construction and operation of the DFBR aiming at the

commercialization in the year from 2020 to 2030 through construction of several FBRs

with a step-by-step improvement of technologies and economics.

The start of construction of DFBR-1 is expected in the late 1990's in the program.

4.2 Design Study of DFBR

In July 1990, JAPC started the preliminary conceptual design study on a 600MWe

top entry loop-type DFBR under the auspices of the Federation of Electric Power

Companies(FEPC). In this study of the general plant design of a demonstration reactor,

major systems and components in primary and secondary sodium loops of a top-entry

loop-type reactor were designed. Plant safety, structural integrity and fuel integrity were

evaluated, confirming that safety could be secured during various anticipated events, that

integrity of fuel and component structures would be maintained. Operability,

maintainability and repairability are also examined, confirming that system could be

operated and maintained appropriately. The technical feasibility was also confirmed

applying appropriate measures based on the results of confirmation test. In terms of

economy, the economical target is confirmed to be satisfied.

From the aforementioned results, the technical feasibility of the top-entry loop-type

reactor is confirmed.

4.3 PNC's Design Study

PNC has defined 10 key technical issues to be attained for commercialization of

FBRs. In 1988, PNC started plant design study applying the key technologies such as

reactor vessel head access piping system and performed plant construction cost

evaluation.

For 1990 -1991, design study on a 600MWe-size plant has been conducted.

In 1992, JAPC and PNC discussed on the mutual design results to improve the

demonstration reactor design study.

5. Reactor Physics

5.1 Calculation Method Development

Since a Hex-Z geometry is more useful and practical than a XYZ geometry for the

neutronics calculations of the FBR core, a nodal Sn method and a code based on this

theory have been developed. In contrast with the conventional coarse-mesh method, this

nodal Sn method considers the spatial dependency inside a node analytically, so it can

reduce the truncation error arisen coarse-mesh calculation. As a result of applying this

method to the Three-Dimensional Neutron Transport Benchmarks, this method agreed

with Monte Carlo method under the error of 0.5 %Ak, and this result shows high

calculational precision of the nodal Sn method.

In the analysis of fast reactor cores, it is important to evaluate self-shielding of

resonance heavy nuclide exactly. Therefore the multiband method has been applied to the

cell calculation code. Multiband method divides any energy group not into more energy

groups but into total cross section band, based on the idea that self-shielding effect

depends on the total cross section which is inversely proportional to neutron flux.

5.2 Cross Section Adjustment

In order to analyze burn-up properties of fast reactor core, a burn-up sensitivity

analysis code SAGEP-BURN is under development. The code can treat four burn-up

properties of keff, burn-up reactivity loss, number density at the end of a cycle and

breeding ratio. Also, the refueling method of adjoint number density which is an

important problem in multicycle burn-up sensitivity analysis has been studied.
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5.3 Critical Experiment

As a part of reactor research for fast reactor, critical experiments for non-oxide fueled

core have been conducted at FCA (Fast Critical Assembly) since 1989. After completing

the experiments for metal fueled core, the experiments for oxide fueled reference core

which should be compared with the non-oxide fueled core are in progress together with

manufacturing aluminum nitride plates to be used in the next experiments.

5.4 Shielding Experiment and Analysis

PNC and United States Department of Energy started the cooperative shielding

experiments program designated JASPER(Japanese-American Shielding Program for

Experimental Research) at TSF(Tower Shielding Facility) of Oak Ridge National

Laboratory in 1985. Following the ln-vessel Fuel Storage Experiment, the Intermediate

Heat Exchanger(IHX) Experiment, the Gap Streaming Experiment, the Flux Monitor

Experiment and the Special Materials Experiment have been conducted, and all of the

scheduled JASPER experiments have been successfully completed.

Analyses for the experimental results are in progress. The completion of the analyses

are scheduled in 1995.

6. Systems and Components

6.1 Control Rod Drive Mechanism

Research on the self-actuated shutdown system (SASS) for DFBR is in progress.

Based on the partial model test results in-air and in-sodium, a prototypical test using an

actual reactor is being planned.

6.2 In-service Inspection Equipment

Full size model tests for the Monju steam generator tubes and primary pipes were

completed in November 1991. For the Monju reactor vessel, full size model tests were

completed in March 1992. New techniques, such as remote inspection technique using

optical fiber scopes for reactor vessels, electromagnetic acoustic and ultrasonic

transducers for high temperature use on reactor vessels, ultrasonic transducers without

couplant for primary piping systems are adopted after a series of performance tests at O-

arai Engineering Center (OEC).

6.3 Steam Generator

PNC is conducting a conceptual design study for a future FBR plant having steam

generators in the primary heat transport system. In support of developing this concept, the

studies on a double-wall tube steam generator have been in progress to evaluate the leak

detectability, failure probability and the heat transfer characteristic on the double-wall

tubes. A 1MW double-wall tube steam generator model has been operated at full load

since November 1991.

6.4 Process Instrumentation

The calibration of fuel subassembly outlet flow meter of Monju is in progress.

An out-pile calibration of EMF for Joyo Instrumented Test Assembly was performed

in sodium and a calibration curve was obtained with sufficient accuracy.

For an out-pile calibration of EMF to verify Monju core flow allocation, production

of the EMF and conversion of sodium test loop are in progress. The test was performed

in 1992.

For an EMP for Joyo subassembly test rig, coil temperature characteristic test of 1/4

scale model was performed. And 1/2 scale model EMP for performance test is under way

in 1993.
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7. Fuels and Materials 7.4 Irradiation Experiments

7. l Fuel Fabrication

The PFPF (Plutonium Fuel Production Facility) equipped with automated and remote

handling fuel production systems started fabricating Joyo and Monju fuels from October

1988.

7.2 Fuel Pin Performance

Fuel pin performance codes for transient state and fuel failure state have been

improved since 1984, with the data of operational reliability tests in EBR-II, etc. The

modeling of cesium migration has been developed since 1986 to evaluate the fuel

performance of an axial heterogeneous core fuel.

Development of fuel performance code for metal, carbide and nitride fuel is in

progress.

1) Joyo

Advanced austenitic stainless steel cladding fuel pins have been irradiated. On fuel

subassembly using CEA cladding tubes has also been irradiated since August, 1988.

Several irradiation tests for a large diameter fuel pin have started. The second power-to-

melt test was conducted.

2) Foreign Reactors

Phase-1 program of operational reliability testing of FBR fuel in EBR-n was

completed and Phase-n program is in progress.

The irradiation of fuel subassemblies was completed for SUS316 and the irradiation

of advanced austenitic stainless steel cladding fuel pins has been continued in FFTF

since November, 1987.

7.3 Core Materials

SUS316 stainless steel (Monju core material) irradiated over 2.5X1023 n/cm2 (E>0.1

MeV) showed excellent swelling resistance by less than 1.0% volume swelling under the

Monju irradiation condition. Out-of reactor mechanical property and sodium corrosion

tests of advanced austenitic stainless steels have been completed. Irradiation tests for the

candidate steels have been conducted in Joyo and FFTF.

Two types of ferritic steel were developed since 1984. One is a high strength

ferritic/martensitic steel which is considered as a good material suitable for a wrapper tube

and the other is an oxide dispersion strengthened ferritic steel (ODS). The tubing

technology for ODS cladding has progressed by hot working process.

Sodium environmental tests of core materials including hard facing materials for fuel

assembly pads, out-of-reactor tests to evaluate bundle to duct interaction for large

assembly were also conducted.

7.5 Development of Advanced Fuels

Study of advanced fuels (nitride, metal, carbide) has been conducted in technological

evaluation of the availability.

Mixed carbide fuel pins have been irradiated since 1983 using the thermal reactors

JRR-2 and JMTR of JAERI.

Carbide and nitride fuel irradiation test is planned in Joyo.

7.6 Post Irradiation Examination

Construction of PIE facility is in progress to begin the examination of Monju fuel

subassembly and so on from 1995.



8 . Structural Design and Materials

8. 1 Development of Structural Design Method

I ) FINAS nonlinear structural analysis program

Effort to enhance the capability of the general purpose nonlinear structural

analysis program FINAS has been continued since 1986, particularly with respect to

inelastic constitutive models for cyclic plasticity, large deformation/buckling analysis

methods, dynamic fluid-structure interaction analysis methods, and contact problem

solution algorithms. FINAS is currently used by many research engineers at about 30

sites including fabricators and universities. The version VI 1.0 was released in 1989.

The new version, V12.0, which has more advanced and flexible capabilities in terms

of inelastic constitutive models, user defined elements, material data library, dynamic

condensation and surface contact analysis, was released in January 1993.

2) Improvement of Elevated Temperature Structural Design Guide

The following rules are investigated to improve and extend the current Elevated

Temperature Structural Design Guide.

i) Creep-fatigue design methods based on elastic analysis

A new creep-fatigue design method, which is based on the concept of a

generalized elastic follow-up model, is being developed.

n) Design rules for weldment

A new design approach, taking into account the metallurgical and

geometrical discontinuities inherent in weldment is being pursued.

iii) Strain limit criteria

A ratchetting criteria for multiaxial stress states, which are not provided

explicitly in the design guide, are being investigated.

8.2 Structural Test and Evaluation

Structural tests are being performed to improve strength prediction methods, to

evaluate the adequacy of elevated temperature design rules, and also to verify advanced

nonlinear structural analysis methods.

1 ) Thermal creep-fatigue test with small sodium loops (SPTT and STST)

Structural discontinuity model tests to investigate crack initiation and propagation

behavior was completed by the end of 1990 and their evaluation is under way.

2) Thermal transient tests in large sodium loop (TTS)

Tests with a vessel model, piping bellows models and two thermal stress mitigation

models were completed. Test with an welded vessel model is in progress.

3) Plastic buckling tests (SCFT)

Buckling tests on cylindrical shells subjected to shear loads are being conducted.

4) Inelastic behavior tests (BHAT)

Inelastic behavior tests of simple structures such as notched plates and three-bar

structure are being performed to verify advanced inelastic constitutive methods.

8.3 Seismic Test and Analysis

A new shaking table DST, with a size of 2.5m x 3m, a loading capacity of 10 tons

and a maximum acceleration of 3G, was constructed at OEC in 1990. Sloshing and fluid-

structure interaction tests for horizontal and vertical excitations are being conducted.

Conceptual and feasibility study of a vertical seismic isolation system for FBR

components is started.
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8.4 Fracture Mechanics and Structural Integrity Assessment

Both deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanics methodologies are being

developed for the integrity assessment of flawed or cracked structures.

Computer codes being developed at PNC include CANIS-J for calculation of fracture

mechanics parameters, CANIS-G for simplified crack propagation analysis and CAN1S-P

for probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis. Crack propagation tests of pre flawed

structural elements, like pipes, plates, and elbows which are subjected to mechanical

loadings, have been performed since 1987, to verify validity and applicability of the

computer codes in non-creep and creep regions. Crack propagation tests of a cylinder

with circumferential and axial flaws are being conducted by the Air-cooling Thermal

Transient Test Facility (ATTF).

8.5 Structural Material Tests and Evaluation

Structural material tests in air, in sodium, in water/steam, and under post-irradiation

condition have been conducted to revise the Monju Material Strength Standard and to

prepare a new version for DFBR.

The test program in air and in sodium environment is called "Capella" program and

the step-1 program (1985-1987) and the step-2 program (1988-1990) were already

completed. The step-3 program (1991-1993) are currently underway.

The post-neutron irradiation tests are underway within the scope of neutron

irradiation program "Spica".

1) Tests in Air

The present Capella step 3 program includes following subjects;

- Improvement of Monju design method on creep-fatigue life, strength of

weldment, inelastic constitutive equations considering the application of new

materials (modified 9Cr-lMo steel and FBR grade 316 stainless steel)

- Application of elevated temperature fracture mechanics

- Development of the material strength standard for modified 9Cr-lMo steel and

FBR grade 316 stainless steel

A tentative 1989' version of the Material Strength Standard including the rules

for modified 9Cr-lMo steel and FBR grade 316 stainless steel(316FR), and

damage mechanism of creep-fatigue failure was examined in detail using test

results in 1992.

2) Test in Sodium and Water/steam

A new series of sodium environmental effect tests, according to the Capella program

were carried out on modified 9Cr-lMo steel and FBR grade 316 stainless steel(316FR).

Corrosion and mass transfer, carbon transfer tests have been already finished.

Mechanical strength (tensile, creep, fatigue, creep fatigue) tests and nitrogen transfer of

316FR (nitrogen controlled) in sodium are still continued in the program.

3) Tests in Irradiation Environments

Surveillance tests for the Class 1 components of Joyo have been conducted to

confirm the integrity of the reactor by evaluating irradiation effects of the same

materials.

The test data were used for the planning of Joyo operating program.

Tests for the Class 1 components of Monju to evaluate irradiation effects on the

mechanical properties up to the end of design life and to evaluate irradiation effects on

the Material Strength Standard for Monju are also in progress.

Both forged and rolled SUS304 steels, Inconel 718 were irradiated in Joyo using

SMIR (Structural Materials Irradiation Rig).

Another test for DFBR has been already conducted to clear the relationship between

creep rupture strength and metallurgical variables such as chemical composition, grain

size and production process. Now new R&D program Spica step 2 was started with

emphasis on 316 FR.
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4) Data Processing System

Material test data are compiled using specific data coding sheets, and the data inputs

to the computer data processing system SMAT are still continued.

Entry data in the SMAT are currently more than 12,000 data points on 11 different

kinds of mechanical tests (including tensile, low cycle fatigue, creep) for 10 kinds of

FBR structural steels.

9. Safety

9.1 Thermohydraulics Related to Reactor Design and Safety

Thermohydraulic studies have been conducted for evaluating the physical phenomena

and integrity of the reactor fuel elements and the structures in primary system during the

normal operation, scram transients, and the early stage of postulated accidents such as

LOPI (Loss-of-Piping-Integrity), ULOF (Unprotected Loss-of-Flow), UTOP

(Unprotected Transient-Overpower) and LOHS (Loss-of-Heat-Sink). Major emphasis has

been placed on evaluation of the thermal striping phenomena and free surface behavior

under normal operation condition, on evaluation of the sodium boiling phenomena under

accidental conditions, and on clarification of the mixed to natural convection phenomena.

The subjects covered are: (1) experimental studies for thermohydraulics of single and

inter-fuel subassemblies, and plenum-channel thermohydraulic interactions in the mixed

convection regime, (2) code development and validation for the subassembly and reactor

core heat transfer analysis (ASFRE, SABENA), thermohydraulic analysis in plena

(AQUA, SPLASH, DINUS), and the plant system dynamics analysis(SSC).

The ability of LMFBRs to remove decay heat by natural circulation is one of the

important safety features of the current heat transport system design. Especially,

understanding of the inter-subassembly heat transfer, the intra- and inter-subassembly

flow redistribution, the inter-wrapper natural convection, and the cold fluid penetration

into the subassembly from the upper plenum is essential for an evaluation of the natural

circulation decay heat removal capability. To support the design of passive decay heat

removal systems, experimental studies are in progress using water and sodium as

working fluids.

A fundamental water experiment has been done to investigate the cold fluid

penetration phenomena. The test section has slab geometry. A vertical flow channel is

connected at the top to an upper plenum which has a vertical cold wall simulating the

dipped cooler. The hot water was supplied into the upper plenum from the heated flow

channel and exits at the top of the plenum. The onset condition of the penetration flow

was obtained as an empirical formula of Re and Gr number. It has been found that AQUA

code predicts the penetration flow generally and that turbulence model constants of AQUA

should be modified for the situation of low Re number flow.

A sodium experiments has been carried out with three parallel bundles model for

investigating the intra- and inter-subassembly flow redistribution and the cold fluid

penetration phenomena. The test section, which consists of three parallel pin bundles

connected to the upper and lower plena, was installed in the CCTL. The first phase of

experiments, which is a series of steady state experiments, has been continued. The

effects of the main subassembly's transverse temperature distribution cased by heat

transfer (heating/cooling) across the wrapper tube wall were investigated in order to

develop a procedure to estimate the transverse peak temperature and inter-subassembly

heat transfer. In addition, numerical simulations of the test cases were carried out using

the multi-dimensional analysis code AQUA. The resultant calculated and experimental

transverse temperature distributions in the subassemblies showed good agreement.

An integral sodium experiment has been carried out with a partial core model

comprised of seven subassemblies, inter-wrapper qaps, an upper plenum and a dipped

cooler. The first series of the experiments showed that cold sodium provided by the

dipped cooler could reduce hot spot temperature in the pin bundle mainly via the inter-

wrapper qaps.
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completed using PLANDTL facility during the reporting period.

Efforts on thermohydraulics and safety analysis code development and validation are

continued for the subchannel analysis codes ASFRE and SABENA, three dimensional

thrmohaydraulic analysis code AQUA, and the plant system dynamics analysis code SSC.

Furthermore, new computer codes SPLASH for fluid dynamics analysis using finite

element method and DINUS-3 for direct numerical simulation have been developed.

ASFRE is a subchannel code which calculates a fuel subassembly's transient single-

phase fluid flow and temperature distributions. The code contains a distributed resistance

model which accounts for the wire-wrap spacers, and also has the capability of calculating

the velocity and temperature fields in the presence of a subassembly partial blockage. The

code validation study is to continued using the PLANDTL-CCTL experiment data.

SABENA code validation was carried out by simulating the parallel channel sodium

boiling experiment. The loop-type version of SSC (SSC-L) was improved so that

dynamics reactivity feedback effects are simulated. Passive safety analysis in accidents

without scram of FBRs was performed during this reporting period. Also, SSC was

utilized for the accident of the démonstration FBR and natural circulation test analysis of

Monju. AQUA code has been utilized for the design of thermohydraulic measurement

system and transient system and transient analysis of Monju. Thermal striping

experiments using water were analyzed to check the general performance of the newly

developed DINUS-3 code. The codes are to be used for the thermal striping evaluation of

the demonstration FBR. SPLASH can deal with the free surface motion in the reactor

plenum. It is to be applied to the sloshing and qas entrainment analysis of demonstration

FBR.

9.2 Degraded Core Research

The degraded core research addresses the fuel subassembly failure propagation in

local fault accidents and the in-vessel physical processes of FBR core disruptive

accidents.

The local fault studies focused on the SCARABEE in-pite test analysis and reactor

application code development/validations. PNC participated in three shots of SCARABEE

in-pile experimental program, and has conducted the data analysis. The two tests, BE+3

and PI-A, have been analyzed to simulate molten pool thermal behaviors and thermal

loading of the hexcan wall using the computer codes SABENA and FUMES, respectively

a subchannel sodium boiling analysis code and a molten fuel thermal behavior analysis

code. The last test, PV-A, has been analyzed to simulate molten fuel behaviors penetrating

into an intact subassembly using the computer codes TAC and SCION, respectively a

general heat conduction analysis code and a molten material behavior analysis code.

The out-of-pile experiments using the MELT-II facility are in progress. A series of

experiments to investigate the erosion behavior of the solid plate by the high temperature

liquid jet was completed. A new series of experiments to study the thermohydrailic

interactions between a molten materials jet and water is in progress. In the next step, it is

planned to perform similar experiments with sodium, To investigate the boiling pool

phenomena, a new facility named "POOL" was constructed. The POOL facility has a

50u/c microwave oven to simulate the dynamics of volumetrically heated boiling pool.

Preliminary and calibration experiments are underway.

The CABRI-2 in-pile experimental program, jointly conducted with the European

partners, is in its final stage. International joint evaluation of the experimental data is in

progress. The next CABRI-FAST program with higher burnup fuel has initiated. The

whole core accident analysis code development and applications continued for the

initiating phase using SAS3D, PAPAS-2S and SAS4A, and for the core disruption phase

using SIMMER. The results and knowledge from the in-pile experiments are incorporated

into model improvement of the SAS4A code. The first version of the SIMMER-HI code

was completed, which encompasses all the fluid-dynamics models. Presently, the code

development and assessment program is participated by the European partners.
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9.3 Plant Accident Research

FBR plant accident research consists of two major activities. One is a study on a non-

radiological sodium fire caused by sodium leakage from the intermediate heat transport

system (MTS), and the other is a study on the radiological source term, with emphasis

being placed on quantifying various mitigation factors of fission product (FP) release and

transport from failed fuels to the environment. The latter study also includes an integrity

assessment study of the reactor containment with respect to FP leakage during a severe

accident.

In the sodium fire study a three-dimensional code, SOLFAS, is under development to

analyze the thermochemical processes of sodium fire and aerosol behavior. In parallel

with this, the conceptual design of a refractory ceramic liner was completed which can

withstand sodium leak accident.

In the source term study, several experiments using FP simulants are in progress in

order to investigate the physical and chemical forms of FPs and the attenuation factor of

FP bubble in liquid sodium system after FPs being released from fuel. For the

containment analysis, CONTAIN-LMR has continuously been improved by collaboration

with other U.S. and European users. A series of hydrogen combustion tests is under

way, which is intended to quantify combustion conditions in a sodium aerosol

atmosphere.

9.4 Steam Generator Safety Research

Current steam generator (SG) safety researches consist of two major activities, i.e.,

the improvement of the evaluation method for large demonstration plant SGs and the

development of analytical models for future commercial LMFBRs which will use a double

wall tube SG in a primary heat transport system instead of a conventional one in an

intermediate heat transport system. Overheating failure mechanism of heat transfer tubes

are investigated using 3-D structural analysis code for the former item and an analytical

model, HYBAC, of hydrogen bubble behavior has been developed for the latter one.

9.5 Research on Probabilistic Safety Assessment

PNC has been performing the research on Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) for

nearly ten years as part of the R&D of a fast reactor.

The purpose of this research is to construct probabilistic safety models for a typical

loop-type FBR plant based on the Monju plant information so that an overall safety

assessment can be performed. It is expected that (1) a systematic evaluation on the plant

safety is conducted based on the quantitative analysis, (2) the insights on measures to

enhance system reliability and safety are provided, (3) the operation and maintenance

procedures are established based on a risk-based consideration, and (4) useful

information is given to the development of basic policy on safety design and evaluation of

a large LMFBR.

PNC has been improving the systems analysis code network which is able to perform

a level-1 PSA. Recent efforts have focused on conversion of the developed code network

into a PC-based system, improvement in a Monte Cairo method phased mission analysis

program, and development of a Living PSA System(LIPSAS). LIPSAS consists of three

modules; PSA update, risk monitor and risk management modules. The prototype version

of this system has been completed and installed at the site of Monju plant to examine the

applicability of the system to safety management of a real plant. Furthermore, PNC has

been developing a new software system which is able to quantify the consequence of core

damage quickly with the expert system which models accident phenomena based on the

experience of full scope PSA.

Efforts are being made to develop LMFBR component reliability data based on

CREDO(Centralized Reliability Data Organization), a cooperative project between PNC

and the USDOE, with this work to continue till 1992 in the LMFBR-related facilities of

both countries. PNC also has been developing a new CREDO data base system on a

engineering work station which uses a commercial relational data base system. As a part

of the data analysis preliminary component aging failure and common cause failure

analyses were carried out for valves and mechanical pumps. Additionally, risk-related
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data on Japanese energy production systems such as fossil-fueled power plants and

nuclear power plants have been collected and preliminary comparisons were made

between various levels of risk from alternative power sources.

Level-1 and 2 tasks with respect to internal events were completed. Current efforts

are focusing on evaluation of external events and a preliminary PSA application to large

LMFBR plant.

In seismic event analysis a detailed fragility evaluation was conducted based on the

probabilistic response analyses using the SMACS code for the important structures and

components such as reactor vessel, primary heat transport system and so on. Several

event trees were developed to delineate seismic event sequences. Component failures

from seismic events were incorporated into fault tree models using Boolean

transformation equation techniques. Then the seismic-induced core damage frequency is

being quantified based on the fragility data and the developed event tree and fault tree

models. Space dependent failures(extemal impact on the structures and components) such

as coolant effluents and general fires were evaluated and they were found to be less

contributor to core damage in comparison widi the internal events.

Preliminary application of PSA to a large LMFBR is under way to provide basic

information in developing safety design and evaluation policy. The fifteen initiating event

categories were identified and the associated event trees were developed. The reactor

shutdown system and decay heat removal system were modeled based on fault trees and

phased-mission analysis approach. Also the study on classification of safety function

importance for an LMFBR is ongoing. Reliability goal of PS(preventing system) and

MS(mitigating system) has been examined based on the insights obtained from the PSA

application.

In parallel level-2 PSA tasks(consequence analysis) are under way. The quantitative

results obtained for the medium-sized LMFBR has been examined and the analysis of key

core damage sequences was started for a large LMFBR. Regarding the in-vessel physical

process preliminary analysis of ULOF(unprotected loss of flow) event was conducted to

compare with the behavior of medium-sized core. Also the dynamic behavior of molten

core pool was studied based on the analysis of transition phase. The insights on adequate

suppression of energetics were obtained. Regarding the ex-vessel physical process the

various parametric analyses of key event sequences in containment were performed to

comprehend the sensitivity of phenomenological and design-related parameters such as

containment volume, design pressure, leakage rate, amount of ejected sodium, etc.

10. Fuel Cycle

10.1 Mox Fuel Fabrication

1 ) Construction and Fuel Fabrication

R&D on fabrication of uranium-plutonium mixed oxide (MOX) fuel have been

carried out since 1965 at the Plutonium Fuel Development Facility (PFDF) in Tokai

works of PNC.

The Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Facility (PFFF), which started operation in 1972,

has two fuel fabrication lines for Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) ( 10 ton MOX/year)

and FBR (1 ton MOX/year). It has supplied the fuel necessary for the operation of ATR

Fugen and FBR Joyo.

In parallel with the construction of Monju, construction of the Plutonium Fuel

Production Facility (PFPF) (FBR line; 5 ton MOX/year) started in July 1982. It was

designed to develop fuel fabrication technologies as well as to fabricate fuels for Monju

and Joyo. The construction was completed in October 1987. After testing operation,

production of Joyo fuel started in October 1988 as the first production campaign at

PFPF. The PFPF is currently fabricating fuels for Monju.

PNC is planning to construct a new ATR line (40 ton MOX/year) at PFPF so as lo

produce fuels for the ATR demonstration reactor before its startup.
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The present Japanese suppliers of uranium fuel and PNC will also cooperate to make

increased use of PFPF to manufacture MOX fuel, for large scale demonstration of

plutonium use in LWRs in Japan.

About 119 tons of MOX fuel have been fabricated by the end of December 1992.

2) R&D on MOX Fuel Fabrication

Remotely controlled operation technology is one of the most important key element to

achieve a large scale production of MOX fuel.

PFPF equipment including material transferring system were designed and

manufactured so as to realize the fully automated operation except hand-on maintenance.

Through the operation of PFPF FBR line so far, PNC has been accumulating

experience for its demonstration.

10.2 Plutonium and Uranium Conversion

PNC developed a co-conversion technology using the microwave heating direct

denitration process (MH method) which converts plutonium nitrate and uranyl nitrate

solution to MOX powder. Compared with the conventional method, it is a simple process

and generates less liquid waste.

The Plutonium Conversion Development Facility (PCDF) (conversion capacity: 10

kg MOX/d), designed for demonstration of the co-conversion technology by MH method,

was completed in February 1983. By the end of December 1992, it produced about 8.1

ton of MOX powder using about 3.3 ton of plutonium. The converted MOX powder were

transported to PFFF and PFPF, in addition to about 1.8 ton of MOX powder processed at

another small scale facility, and are being used for fabrication of MOX fuel for Fugen,

Joyoand Monju.

Since recovered uranium through reprocessing of spent fuel has generally higher

U235 concentration compared to natural uranium, our country has decided to use it as

LWR fuel by re-enriching and mixing it with other enriched uranium and by mixing with

plutonium as fuels for ATR, etc..

In preparation for a large scale recovered uranium conversion facility, various

technical development and design studies are now under way to establish the continuous

production technology by the MH method.

11. FBR Fuel Recycling

In the area of FBR fuel reprocessing, PNC has developed process and equipment with

remote handling technique, through large scale cold mock-up tests at the three Engineering

Demonstration Facilities (EDFs) and laboratory scale hot tests at the Chemical Processing

Facility (CPF) in Tokai Works, on the basis of accumulated experience in the Tokai

reprocessing plant for LWR fuels.

PNC is also designing Recycle Equipment Test Facility (RETF) to conduct engineering

scale equipment tests under hot conditions in order to enhance the technology and

economical efficiency.

PNC and USDOE entered into a joint collaboration agreement where the US shares in

the R&D effort

11.1 Process Research and Development

1 ) Head End process

In order to remove the hexagonal wrapper tube efficiently prior to fuel chopping, a

disassembly system with CO2 laser has been developed and tested. A reference cutting

scenario has been established through tests with dummy fuel assemblies.

A prototype test equipment of geometrically safe continuous rotary dissolover was

fabricated and now tested at ORNL. The design is based on the past experience

accumulated at ORNL and the criticality control requirement set by PNC.



2) Chemical Separation Process

Significant information on pulsed-column technology has been obtained through

engineering scale uranium and plutonium tests. Now major effort of solvent extraction

contactor development is paid on centrifugal contactor. Developmental efforts at ORNL

and PNC merged and the design of the prototype contactor for RETF has been

completed in joint effort.

In order to eliminate the generation of secondary salt-bearing waste in the purex

process, studies and tests on solvent cleanup with salt-free reagents and electro-

reoxidation process for Pu have been continued.

3) Common Technology

Development of remote system technology to establish remote maintenance concept

with rack system is now underway. Advanced servo manipulator, roll-in type rack,

remote connector bank, and remote sampling system have been developed.

Materials of process equipment and on-line analytical system are also under

development.

4) Hot Tests at CPF

Irradiated fuel from Joyo, Phénix, and DFR with burnup up to 94000 MWD/T have

been reprocessed at CPF. Through these hot tests, information of dissolution

characteristics dependent on many factors and nuclides behavior in the off-gas have

been obtained.

11.2 Plant Design of Recycling Facilities

1 ) Recycle Equipment Test Facility (RETF)

Verification of high availability and economical prospects of FBR fuel recycling are

essential for deployment of FBR and its fuel cycle. In order to accomplish them at

future pilot plant, hot engineering demonstrations of important process and equipment

are necessary in advance. From this viewpoint, PNC is now designing Recycle

Equipment Test Facility (RETF) to provide a test bed for advanced and process.

RETF features a large remote cell which accommodates both head-end and chemical

process equipment test areas. Most of the chemical processes will be mounted on the

racks installed along either cell wall. The maintenance of these chemical process

equipment as well mechanical components will be conducted by using overhead crane

and bilateral servo-manipulator (BSM).

RETF is scheduled to start hot tests in the late 1990's.

2) FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant

The purpose of the FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant is to demonstrate the whole plant

availability and to evaluate the economical efficiency of FBR fuel reprocessing.
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STATUS OF SODIUM COOLED FAST REACTOR
DEVELOPMENT IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Yu.K. BUKSHA, V.M. POPLAVSKU
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Russian Federation

Abstract

Based on the fact that Russia has in operation two experimental FRs and one semicommercial FR,
which has been running very successfully for 13 years (for 1992 the BN-600 NPP average capacity
factor is 84.0%), this country has a strong position in fast reactor technology. Government of Russia
in its decree at the end of 1992, has, in principle, approved to continue construction of two BN-800
reactors in the region of Urals. The paper presents the main results of operation experience and new
development of fast reactors.

I. THE STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER IN 1992.

As of January 1993, 28 industrial power units were operating in
Russia in 9 nuclear power plants (NPP) with a total installed
capacity of 20290 MW. This figure includes 12 units with WWER (6
WWER-400 units and 6 WWER-1000 units), 15 units with uranium-
graphite channel-type reactors (among them 11 RBMK units), and 1
unit with a fast reactor (BN-600). The NPPs generated 119,62
billion kW-h. (99.7% relatively to 1991) or 11.8% of total
electricity generation.

The mean coefficient of utilization of installed capacity was
67.28% which is in line with nuclear power performance worldwide.

The units in operation today were commissioned between 1977 and
1990. Four units have already reached the end of their design
lifetime (Units 1 and 2 of the Beloyarsky plant and Units 1 and 2
of the Novovoronezh plant) and have been shut down.

Three power units are under construction (Unit 4 of the
Balakovo plan. Unit 5 of the Kursk plant, and Unit 3 of Kalinin
plant) as is the Varonezh district heating nuclear plant. The
construction of some units was suspended following the Chernobyl
accident on the orders of the local and central authorities
(Balakovo, Kalinin and Rostov Power Plants), and the construction
of some plants and units was stopped altogether (the Tatar,
Bashkirz and Kostroma power plants, Gorky district heating plant,
units at the Kursk, Smolensk and Kalinin power plants, and various
others which were at an early stage of construction). After the
Chernobyl accident, nuclear power development in Russia was
practically brought to halt owing to the negative attitude of the
public.

After the disintegration of the Soviet Union, approximately 80%
of the industrial capacity and 90% of the scientific and technical
capacity of the nuclear complex (including practically all the key
positions) are concentrated in Russia. Also, Russia retains 30% of
the overall production capacity of active uranium mining
enterprises after the formation of the independent states.

Russia's fuel and raw materials capacity, assuming that
cooperation within the CIS continues on course, can, even at
present levels, support the operation of NPPs with a total
installed capacity of 100 GW. Moreover, the transfer of uranium
and plutonium from nuclear weapons into nuclear power generation
could make available significant energy resources.

This nuclear complex has the capability not only to meet fully
the nuclear fuel requirements of Russia and CIS, but also to
export natural and enriched uranium to the world market.

During 1992 there were 205 incidents at the 28 "units in
operation; of these 174 classified at level 0(having no safety
significance) on the 7-point international scale, 28 at level 1
(insignificant incidents), and 3 at level 2 (incident of
intermediate seriousness). From 56 unplanned shut downs the 35
ones were happened at WWER units and the 21 ones were happened at
RBMK units.

The number of unplanned outages involving the triggering of
emergency protection systems was 2,0 incidents per one unit an
average.

The main causes of unplanned outages are malfunctioning of
general industrial equipment in the plant, human error, and poor
organization of plant operation.

The end of 1992 was marked by the important event concerning
the development of Russia's nuclear power. The Government of
Russia have approved the decree about the construction NPPs in
Russia for the period up to 2010.

The Table I gives the approved commissioning and
decommissioning dates for power reactors in 5 year spans.

As it follows from this table, installed capacity of power
facilities will be 43,18 GW up to 2010; and 14 units with a total
installed capacity of 7,4 GW will reach the end of their life
during the period in question (given in design service life of 30
years).

It is planned such development in the nuclear power industry,
which combines both in the evolutionary improvement of traditional
(existing) technologies and in the development of new technologies
oriented towards the future.

With regard to the development of new generation of traditional
plants an attention will be concentrated primarily on the water-
cooled water-moderated line, and it will be also continued to
exploit Russian unique experience with channel - type reactors
while ensuring that they comply with modern safety requirements
(MKER - Multi-loop boiling water reactor project), primarily to
ensure that the planned replacement of RBMK - type reactors at
existing site can take place.

The main future generation designs for the water-cooled water-
moderated line are as follows: a design for high-power WWER-1000
Unit and designs for medium power WWER 500, 600 and VPBER-600
units which should help solve the problem of supplying large
regions with electricity (the pilot units should be introduced as
of 1998-2000).

The AST-500 (district heating nuclear plant, DHNP) project,
which is intended to solve the problem of heat supply, must be
completed (completion of construction and start up).

By the year 2000, low-power pilot units designed to supply
remote and inaccessible regions with electricity should also have
been built.
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Table I. Commissioning and planned decommissioning of

nuclear power plant units up to 2010

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10

Plant name

Balakovo

Far East

Kalinin

Kursk

Novovoronezh

Kola

Karelskiy
Leningrad
(Sosnovyj Bor)

Rostov

Smolensk

1*
2*
3*
4
1
2

1*
2*
3
1*
2*
3*
4*
5
3*
4*
5*
6
7
1*
2*
3*
4*
5
6
1
2
1*

2*
3*
4*
5
6
1
2
1*
2*
3*

Capacity,
MW

1000
1000
1000

600
600
1000
1000
1000
10OO
1000
1000
1000
1000
440
440
1000
1000
1000
440
440
440
440
1000
1000
600
600
1000

1000
1000
1000
600
800
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Commissioned/
decommissioned

1995 2000 2005 2010

+ = —— = =,

=======,==,»====„x================x

===========x

+======

+ - =

+ = = = = = = =: = = =
+ = :s = = = =

= =: = = = = = = = = = = I= = := = = - =

Level of
completion of
construction

work

90%
0%
0%

70%

60%

0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

80%

11
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Beloyarcky

Bilibino

DHNP Voronezh

DHNP Tomsk

DHNP
Khabarovsk

South Urals

Installed
capacity [GW]
-Electrical
-Thermal
( DHNP )

Kaluga,
Vladimir,
Moscow

Kirov,
Marijskiy

Penza,
Volgograd

Intinskiy

Installed
capacity [GW]
- Electrical
- Thermal
( DHNP )

Q*ow
4
1*
O *2*
3*
4*
5
6
7
1
2
1
2

1
2
1
2
3

600
800
12
12
12
12
32
32
32
500
500
500
500

500
500
800
800
800

20,29

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1995 2000 2005 2010

s===========A===ICI»ctx

+ = =

+======

+ ===L= = =

+ = = = = = = == =

+ A=CT = = =

+ =—=•- =

23,29 25,09 30,77 27,18
1,0 2,0

To replace state region«) power plants
+ = = =, = = =
+======

+ = =
+ = =

+ = =3=S = = =

+ = = = = = =

+ = =

+ = =

+ ~ == == ————

+ — s

+ — =

+======
+======

+"=
+ = =

23,29 25,09 38,77 43,18

1.0 2.0

0%

ans.OU*
0%
0%

0%
0%

10%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

X - Decommissioning of unit, +
* - Units currently operating

- Commissioning of unit,



With a view to improving, further the technology of BN fast
reactors, finding experimental solution to the problems of closing
the fuel cycle (including burning of weapons plutonium) and
ensuring that Russia's nuclear power industry will have an assured
supply of fuel for the long-term future, the construction of BN-
800 reactors at the South Urals site and the Unit 4 of the
Beloyarsky plant must be completed.

It is planned to build sufficient plants to offset the loss not
only of the Kursk, Leningrad, Smolensk, Kola, Novovoronezh,
Beloyarsky and Bilibino NPPs, but also of the state regional power
plants operating on fossil fuel which are scheduled for
construction before 2010 (the Karelskiy, Intinskiy, Kirov, Kaluga
and Volgograd plants ).

II. FAST REACTOR OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE.

Mw(e)

2.1. The BN-600 nuclear power plant.
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Operating histogram of the BN-600 reactor for 1992 is shown in
Fig. 1.

As a whole, operation was successful. During this year there
have been two shut-downs of the reactor for planned maintenance
work and core refueling.

There have been two loop outages. The first was caused by the
need of planned repair work, and the second by malfunctioning of
electrical supply system.

During this period the load factor was -84%.
Radioactive inert gas and aerosol release into the stack of the

BN-600 reactor during this year was 237 Ci.
In Table II main BN-600 reactor characteristics for the last

five years and from the start of operation are presented.
One of main safety characteristics is sodium leakages and

subsequent following fires. In Table III sodium leak statistics
and classification are presented.

During 1992 there were no sodium leakages from pipes and
equipment.

No water-into-sodium leaks were in steam generators in 1992.
On the basis of the operating experience analysis results the

validity and effectiveness of the concepts assumed at the BN-600
steam generator development can be stated.

The main results are characterized by:
- On 72 modules, water-into-sodium leaks occurred in 12.
- It was only in one case of these 12, when the reactor was

shut down because it has been operated on 2 loops before leak.
- Only in 3 cases the failed loop was tripped and reactor power

decreased to 67% of the rated one.
- In the rest 8 cases the failed section was cut off, the

failed loop and the reactor as a whole remaining in operation at a
rated power.

- The service life of steam generators is extended to 100000
hours.

After the 26-th run the BN-600 reactor core has been changed
over to the third charge with a maximum fuel burn-up of 10% h.a.,
the maximum dose being 75 dpa. The core has been charged with fuel
subassemblies the fuel pins of which have an increased height of
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FIG. 1. BN-600 operating histogram.



o>00 Table II. Main BN-600 reactor characteristics for the last 5
years and from the start of operation.
Characteristic Units 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 From the

start of
operation
up to
Jan.l,1993

Electric power
output 106 kwn 4037 3988 3464 3670 4402 45394
Load factor %
The number of
unit shut-downs
The number of
loop outages
Radioactivity
release Ci/day

76.6 75.89
1 3
2 1
2.5 1.43

65.91
3
7
0.95

69.83
2
4
0.77

84
2
2
O.65

67,54
69
57
7,52

Table III. Classification of sodium leak development causes.
Failure
causes

Types of equipment Total Over circuit

equip.valves pipes No/% I circuit II circuit

Manufacturing
defects
Design faults
Repair faults
Operational
causes
Ultimate
lifetime
No/%

2
-
-
1
-

3/10

1
-
8
1
6
16/60

3
4
1
-
-
8/30

6/22
4/15
9/33
2/8
6/22
27/100

2
2
-
1
-

5/18.5

4
2
9
1
6

22/81.5

the fuel column (1030 mm instead of 1000 mm) due to a decreased
height of the lower axial blanket. Maximum values of linear power
rating and cladding temperatures remained close to the former ones
(475 W/cm and 695°C, respectively). The fuel subassembly duct
material is EP-450 Type ferritic-martensitic steel (13Cr-Nb-P-B),
the fuel pin cladding material is the austenitic steel (16Cr-15Ni-
2Mo-2Mn-Ti-P-B).

During past operation period there were no cases of fuel pin
loss of tightness.

The next type of the core charge designed for a maximum burn-up
of 12% h.a., maximum dose of 90 dpa has been developed.

The experience of the BN-600 operation in the power system is
of great importance in evaluating the status and prospects for
fast reactor development. So far this reactor is confirming a high
safety of the operation.

2.2. The BOR-60 experimental nuclear power plant.
In 1992 BOR-60 plant was operated at 50-51 MW power with an

availability factor of 0.7. Operation schedule and reactor power
level variation during the year are plotted in Fig. 2. The first
loop of the reactor was provided with the reverse-type steam
generator RSG-1 and air heat exchanger, another one - with the
reverse - type steam generator RSG-2.
operation in 1992 were mainly as follows:

- thermal generation, MWh
- operation time, h
- electricity generation, MWh
.- heat output for consumers, G cal

Irradiation

The results of plant
292000
6250
56000
32000

A large number of irradiation tests of fuel and structural
materials of nuclear and thermonuclear reactors are carried out in
the core and radial blanket and irradiations of electroceramics
and electric insulation materials - in the vertical channels.

A thermoneutronic probe was located -in the instrumented channel
of the reactor core that was used for continuous of sodium
temperature measurement in the above-pin space of one of
subasserablies, of neutron fluxes, temperature and neutronic noise
under various operating conditions. The core charge mainly
consisted of fuel subassemblies (S/A) containing ceramic (UOj-SO
S/As, UPu - 60 S/As) fuel and metallic (UPu - 2 S/As, UPu Zr - 2S/As) fuel as well.

Most (~ 2/3) S/As with ceramic fuel had pins with vibratory
compacted fuel, pins of the rest S/As With ceramic fuel consisted
of pellets fabricated by traditional procedure.

The standard structural materials of fuel pin claddings (16Cr-
15Ni-MO-NB steel) and ducts (18Cr-9Ni steel) ensured S/A operation
up to burnup of ~ 14% h.a. and fluence of neutrons with energy
E>0.1 MeV of 1.1 1023. n/cm2 ("55 dpa). In this case the fuel
linear power was within (40-48) kW/m, the cladding temperature
reached 690 °C. Attainment of higher burnup values was limited by
the state of the hexagonal duct the material of which fully
reached its ultimate service life and had marked defects at
discharging. The use of 13Cr-2Mo-Nb-P-B steel for cladding and
duct materials allowed to extend the service life of fuel
subassemblies containing vibratory compacted mixed dioxide (UPuO2>
up to a burnup of 24% h.a. and fluence of 2.3 . 1023 n/cm2 (E>0.1
MeV) currently reached in fuel of two subassemblies. The initial
material investigation of such a fuel subassembly discharged at a
burnup of 21.0% h.a. and neutron fluence of 2 . 1023 n/cm2 (" 100
d.p.a.) has revealed good condition of fuel pins and cladding
(fuel pins are tight, relative change of cladding and duct
diameters not exceeding 1%). Fuel subassemblies containing
metallic fuel pins made of standard structural materials had a
maximum burnup of 6.8% h.a., with fuel pins retaining their
tightness.

Besides a standard 37-pin S/A design at the BOR-60 during
several years there are used 19-pin dismountable subassemblies
permitting to replace some fuel pins in examination cell under
monitoring. Among three dismountable fuel subassemblies in 1992
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there were simultaneously irradiated fuel elements with fuel
produced by various fabrication procedures, having various burnup
fuel elements with cladding of different materials or containing
inside fuel some ampoules in accordance with the fission fragments
transmutation program. In one of subassemblies a fuel pin was
located that was a section cut out from the BN-600 reactor fuel
pin irradiated up to a burnup of ~ 7% h.a.

The monitor and examination cell of the reactor was also used
for work on disassembling of numerous non-fueled subassemblies
containing samples of structural materials irradiated in the
radial blanket or in the vertical channels of the reactor. At a
reactor shut-down for refueling such subassemblies are discharged
from the reactor, washed off from sodium oxides, disassembled in
the cell, samples are measured and partially replaced and then the
subassembly is assembled and again placed into the reactor. In
1992 in non-fueled subassemblies there were irradiated structural

materials of fast and thermal (WWER, RBMK) reactors, high-
melting-point materials, materials of thermonuclear reactors at a
damage dose accumulation rate up to 13 d.p.a./year, and ampoules
with sulfur, phosphor and thorium dioxide.

Reactor plant reliability and safety improvement.
With the aim to increase reliability and safety of the BOR-60

reactor plant operation and to bring the systems and equipment in
compliance with the safety specifications requirements the
following activities were carried out:

- checking for efficiency and putting into operation of the
BOR-60 decay heat removal system through the reverse-type steam
generator 2 (Czech steam generator) were carried out; the results
have shown that this system is effective and ensures the decay
heat removal;

- an analysis of metal and weld joints condition of valves,
bellows expansion joints has been made, data on residual operating
life have been obtained that allow to extend the operating life
for another 10 years;

- activities on extension of the primary pumps operating life
were carried out, the operating life being extended to 155000
hours;

- trial operation of the stationary system for primary sodium
purification from cesium radionuclides was begun. As a result, the



-Jo gamma-radiation dose rate in primary-circuit cells was decreased
by a factor of two, cesium concentration in the primary circuit
was reduced by a factor of five.

In 1992 at the BOR-60 reactor plant two planned shut-downs for
maintenance operations (I - 18.05 - 1.07.92; II - 3.10 - 12.11.92)
were carried out. In 1992 no accidents, faults in operation,
technological failures occurred.

There were eight unplanned reactor shut-downs in 1991, and one
in 1992 (28.08.92 - 31.08.92) because of a ventilation plant
outage.

Radiation conditions at the BOR-60 reactor plant in the
monitored areas were in accordance with normal operation
conditions, no deviation from sanitary specifications occurred.
Gas release at the BOR-60 reactor plant was at a level of 0.02
Ci/MW at a permissible level of 0.7 Ci/MW.

Improvement of BOR-60 technical and economical characteristics.
With the aim to improve the indices of electric and thermal

energy generation at the BOR-60 reactor plant the following
activities were performed:

- the heat generation plant was up-graded that resulted in an
increase of its capacity from 8 to 20 Gca±./h;- work on reduction of heat losses to the environment by means
of decommissioning of 3 sections of air heat exchangers out of 5
connected to the circuit without any reduction of efficiency and
reliability of the air heat exchanger as a decay heat removal
system; heat losses through air heat exchangers were reduced from
15 to 6 MW.

3. THE CONCEPT OF SODIUM - COOLED FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT.

The choice of scale and trends of nuclear power development is
determined by national demands and interest, the status of economy
and previous nuclear activities, military included. However the
common thing for all these variants is the requirement to
absolutely exclude nuclear accidents of the Chernobyl type.

3.1. The role of Fast Reactor in Nuclear Power Engineering.
The strategy of sodium-cooled fast reactors (FSR) introduction

into nuclear power was being developed for nuclear fuel breeding
and for nuclear power evolution being independent of uranium
resources. Nowadays different countries are at the stage when not
only FSR's technical feasibility but also their safety and
reliability are being demonstrated and the ways of their
improvement are being revealed. The Russian experience is
universally-recognized considerable achievement in this field.

The aim of uranium resources saving and breeding is not so
urgent now though it shouldn't be completely neglected. The reason
of these strategic priority changes is connected with slowing down
the rates of nuclear power development, with the decrease of
uranium consumption by war industry, with considerable amounts of
plutonium and enriched uranium stored up as a result of
disarmament, with plutonium accumulation after nuclear power
plants fuel reprocessing.

At the same time based on FSR's operation, research and design
experience and consideration of their potential capabilities the
following features have been stressed which determine not only
long-term strategic goals but also immediate objectives to
construct these reactors and introduce them into the system of
nuclear power engineering.

They are as follows:
1) The FSR's safety is of higher level as compared to that of

pressurized-water reactors, that is mainly determined by physical
properties in fast reactors with sodium coolant. FSR could be
utmostly safe;

2) FSR's are the most radiologically safe reactors with the
lowest level of radioactive release and the lowest radiation
effect on the staff and environment;

3) FSR's are more efficient and result in a lower thermal
contamination;

4) FSR's are potentially the most effective and technically
adjusted burners for long-lived -a active actinides, the most
ecologically hazardous radioactive wastes accumulated by the
previous nuclear activities and being accumulated by the present-
day nuclear power engineering in progress;

5) FSR's are the most effective consumers of any type of
plutonium including weapon-grade plutonium being available as a
result of disarmament;

6) Using any type of plutonium, both weapon-grade and energy-
producing, fast reactors can accumulate uranium-233 from thorium-
232 to be used in thermal reactors which in this case become much
safer due to physical properties of uranium-233. Uranium-233
application in nuclear power improves its ecological features
because in this case the spent fuel contains a lower amount of
long-lived highly-active transuranium elements;

7) FSR's can become economically competitive as compared to
thermal reactors thus being eligible for mass construction in the
system of nuclear power.

So there are enough grounds to revalue the FSR's status and
thus to change drastically the attitude towards the terms and
rates of their putting into operation.

3.2. Safety aspects and safety demands in FSR.
The main requirements for fast reactor safety are as follows:
- the total safety level of fast reactors should be higher than

that of modern thermal reactors according to the concept of
ultimately safe FSR's;

- the NPP staff irradiation levels at the normal operation
shouldn't be higher than those designed in up-to-date NPPs abroad,
EFR included ( a collective dose is equal to 20-30 men-rem/year);

NPP radiological effect on the environment including
radiowastes management should be within natural fluctuations of
natural radiation background;

- all the proper practical solutions preventing accidents and
minimizing radiological aftereffects of accidents should be
implemented.



All these requirements are met by means of the following
principle approaches to technical solution:

- the properties of inherent (physical) self-protection should
serve as a safety basis and should be developed to the utmost;

- defense - in-depth organization;
- staff errors resistance ensurance (foolproofness ) with the

sufficient control and safety rods system self-protection;
creation of reliable localizing barriers in the way of

activity spread in case of accidents and failures, the core
melting included.

FSRs have a 11 the necessary prerequisites for the given
objectives to be realized. It can be illustrated by means of some
unique FSR features and technical solutions adopted, namely:

- stable negative power and temperature feedback determined by
negative value.s of temperature and power reactivity effects and
their components. A notorious disadvantage related to a positive
sodium void reactivity effect (SVRE) can be avoided. Corresponding
suggestions have been worked out, more efficient measurement are
under investigation;

- possibility to gain a core internal breeding ratio of fuel
close to 1, this fact allows us to create a reactor with
practically zero ( <ß eff) burn-up reactivity swing over the fuelcycle and thus with lower hazard connected with the spontaneous
withdrawal of all the reactivity compensating rods;

- high neutron field stability;
- impossibility for local criticality to be formed in the core

even at great neutron field perturbations;
- low coolant pressure determined by the hydraulic resistance;
- high thermal accumulating capability of the reactor and

intermediate sodium circuits providing a great inertness of
processes related to loss of heat sink accidents;

- a considerable part of radioactive fission products is
retained by sodium and cold traps in case of their ingress from
fuel elements into the coolant;

low structural materials corrosion activity of sodium
improving the reliability of tight protective barriers operation;

application of tight guard vessels around equipment and
radioactive sodium pipe-lines;

passive reactor shut-down systems providing sub-critical
conditions of its operation, the long-term reactor shut-down
cooling included;

- passive systems of reactor decay•heat removal without going
over operating safety limits.

The safety and technical solutions adopted are also ensured by
the up-to-date levels of sodium technology:

- by the timely control over impurities in sodium and cover gas
thus making it possible to detect failures at the early stage of
their occurrence (steam-generator leakage, cladding leakage,
etc.);

by the preset sodium and cover gas purity
maintenance, providing a successful reactor operation;

level

- by solution of safety problems attributed to sodium physical
and chemical properties, such as interaction with water and fires;

- by working out the techniques of washing-off the equipment
being in contact with radioactive sodium to carry out repair and
maintenance work.

The BN-800 reactor being constructed on the "Mayak" site
possesses all the above-mentioned properties. Moreover
introduction of some additional technical solutions in the design,
such as passive self-actuated shut-down system, a system of
emergency heat removal through air heat exchangers, an internal
retention device for molten core masses, enables the reactor to
reach the level meeting the requirements for safety of the
reactors of a new generation. For the first time in this reactor
"the heel of Achilles" of high-power reactors, namely the positive
sodium void effect of reactivity (SVRE), was overcome due to
introduction of sodium cavity (plenum) over the core, thus
increasing neutron leakage and decreasing the positive value of
SVRE up to zero or negative values.

At the same time FSR's have a rather great potential for their
inherent safety properties to be further developed. So the
objectives which can surely be achieved in fast reactors of the
next generation consist in maximum application of these properties
at the reasonable volumes of active and passive means of safety,
namely:

- in decrease of reactivity margin compensating burn-up, up to
the minimal level (<ßeff)< with the SVRE - value being equal to
zero;

- in ensuring the core sodium boiling temperature not to be
exceeded in the unprotected loss of flow accidents.

All these aims can be achieved due to additional solution
intended to intensify the reactivity feedback at the sodium
temperature increase in the reactor, due to making use of denser
fuels, such as nitride, carbide or metal, and due to reactor power
and thermal dynamics parameters optimization.

The investigations carried out showed a real possibility to
create a reactor with the SVRE and reactivity margin values equal
to zero. It could achieved by using nitride (on nitrogen-15) or
carbide fuel in the core with the perfectly matched configuration,
composition and geometrical parameters. The main features of the
core like this consist in providing a rather high volume fraction



of fuel, a decreased fraction of steel ( due to, for instance,
thin or perforated fuel assembly wrappers), introduction of sodium
plenum over the core and some other things.

When changing over to denser types or fuel, nitride or carbide,
and improving thermal contact between fuel and cladding there
occurs a chance of further safety improvement.

Several core versions could be considered in this case: the one
with reduced fuel temperatures but with the fuel element diameter
and volumetric power generation values being preserved, the one
with increased power or decreased core volume, or increased fuel
element diameter with the fuel temperature being preserved. The
core with reduced fuel temperatures is of safety interest. This
reduction can be rather considerable (by 700 - 1000°C) and inside
such a "cold" core with heat removal failure and power excursions
the accident progression will be moderated.

The core volume change could be very useful from the point of
view of influence on reactivity effects. Moreover some additional
chances to optimize the core improving its inherent safety
properties become evident in this case. The investigations showed
the possibility to create the core in which the sodium temperature
level is maintained below the sodium boiling temperature at the
unprotected loss-of-flow accident.

Further experience accumulation and fullfillment of an
investigating programme on safety will be evidently able to make
some requirements necessary today due to the lack of knowledge not
so strict. Thus, requirements to have zero values of SVRE and
reactivity margin could be replaced by the requirements to
minimize these values if the progression limits of accidents
resulted from these effects are considered permissible.

3.3. Capabilities of economic indices improvement.
FSR's of the first generation are at a disadvantage in relation

to light-water reactors in terms of specific capital costs and the
cost of electric power being produced. Thus, the installed BN-600
kilowatt price is 1,5 times higher than that of the WWER-1000 in
the NPP constructed at the same time. This fact reflects the
nowadays situation the main features of which are as follows:

light-water reactors commissioning had started ten years
earlier, and by the time of the prototype FSR's being put into
operation (early 70ties ) the series light-water reactors were in
operation and under construction;

- prototype FSR designs were developed with some margin for
incomplete knowledge of all the factors affecting the normal
equipment operation under the conditions of fast neutron spectrum
and high-temperature sodium. It was one of the reasons of a higher
specific consumption of materials in FSR's units;

- the FSR's fuel component value is higher as a result of
higher fuel enrichment and operation of reactors of the first
generation under the conditions of unclosed fuel cycle;

- stainless steel is in more common use in FSR's due to sodium
coolant application.

At the same time to make a correct comparison between FSR's and
LWR's it would be reasonable to bring the latter into identical
level of safety. It would require for instance introduction of on
intermediate circuit (when considering severe accidents). No
doubt, it will make LWR's much more expensive.

It should be mentioned that no sufficient purposeful work has
been carried out in design bureaus on FSRs cost reduction. As a
matter of fact this work has been started since FSR's designs of a
new generation ( BN-600M, BMN-170, BN-1600M). There was no proper
work on the external fuel cycle . either, though it has a
considerable impact on the NPP economical parameters.

The studies which took into account the gained experience of
FSR's design and operation testify the possibility of improving
considerably their economical parameters and achieving a
competitive level as compared to other power sources. The main
ways to achieve this goal are as follows:

1) Increase of burn-up determining fuel cycle economical
efficiency. FSR's demonstrate unique possibilities in this sense.
The nowadays maximum burn-up is equal to 10 % h.a. In test fuel
assemblies this value reaches 20 % h.a. that testifies to real
possibilities to decrease considerably the fuel component of
electric power cost. At the same time, the development of mixed
oxide fuel reprocessing technology is based on the existing and
modified water techniques with allowance for FSR's specific
features. However, economic expediency of further burn-up increase
(above 20% h.a. ) should be substantiated with allowance for the
external fuel cycle.

2) The development and adoption of advanced fuel types and new
technologies of the external fuel cycle, such as electrochemistry
and pyrometallurgy. This technology proved to be may be a
decisive factor in reducing considerably the external fuel cycle
cost and in reducing the cost of electric power being produced up
to its cost in the ordinary power plants uxtn fossil fuel.
However, in WWER's this technology is unattainable.

3) Improvement, optimization and enlargement of the main
equipment; minimization of the number of heat coolant loops and
secondary sodium p-'pe-line length, simplification of the transport
and technological path for fuel sub-assemblies loading-unloading;
simplification and decrease in number of auxiliary systems and
emergency power supply systems as a result of the fact that in
FSR's of a new generation the emergency heat-removal systems and
passive reactor shut-down are in considerable use.

4 ) Reduction of the volume of construction and material
consumption of a power unit due to implementation of the points
mentioned in item 3 as well as due to more progressive
configuration approaches being taken.

5) Extension of the reactor life-time (with allowance for its
obsolescence); the favorable features for this purpose, low
corrosion activity of sodium included, are available.

6) Transfer to series FSR's construction.
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Table IV illustrates the possibilities of metal consumption
reduction for the BN-600 type reactors.

The data given indicate the possibility to reduce considerably
the material consumption and thus the cost of FSR's of a new
generation as compared to the designs developed earlier.

The more strict requirements for a higher safety level will
make the economical parameters of FSR's and thermal reactors
closer to one another. It results from the fact that new
requirements fulfilment is achieved much more easily in FSR's due
to their specific features ( low pressure in sodium circuits, a
simpler reactor control in terms of burn-up compensation, power
distribution stability, etc.). In other words safety improvement
according to more strict requirements being claimed can be more
expensive for thermal reactors as compared to FSR's.

Creation of the closed fuel cycle will be of a great importance
for the FSR's economy when it is possible to include the built-up
plutonium into fuel sub-assembly costs to the full extent.

In spite of the fact that some FSR's feasibilities are not
realized yet in this aspect, these reactors are nowadays
competitive with traditional power sources with allowance for the
present-day sharp rise in prices of fossil fuel. Thus, during 1992
the BN-350 and BN-600 electric power production cost was lower
than that in thermal power plants of the same very regions.

When developing and designing FSR's of the next generation the
following problems are raised:

- development of a fuel cycle based on more economical and
cost-effective technologies, reduction of a fuel component up to
the level lower than that of thermal reactors;

- achievement of specific capital costs equal to those of
thermal reactors or a little higher (10 - 15 %);

- achievement of operation costs equal to those of thermal
reactors or a little bit lower.

3.4. Ecological problems and FSR's role in their solution.
Power units of any type have radioactive and thermal impact on

the environment. The most acute problem related to nuclear power
engineering consists in .accumulating high-level wastes (HLW) in
the form of fission products and actinides. Their composition in
the open fuel cycle is determined by plutonium'and a group of the
minor actinides: neptunium, americium and curium.

To eliminate the influence of the products formed on the
environment it is necessary to solve two problems:

- to organize their reliable storage under surveillance;
- to organize actinides burn-up.
The biological effect of radioactive fission products still

remains higher than that of initial natural uranium within
approximately 500 years. For a longer period of time the fission
products contribution into environment radioactivity is much lower
than that of the equivalent number of initial natural uranium
involved in the fuel cycle. After the 500-year-storage
radiotoxicity of high-level wastes is determined by the actinides
the , hazard level of which doesn't change considerably during
million years.

Table IV

Parameters

Thermal power, MW
Output generator electric
power , MW

NPP efficiency
Primary coolant

Number of heat-exchanger loops
Coolant tempera ture,°C
core inlet
core outlet
Coolant pressure in the
reactor, MPa (for FSR's-gas
pressure* hydrostatics )
Steamgenerator outlet steam
temperature, °C
Steamgenerator outlet steam
Pressure, MPa
Core fuel sub-assemblies
life-time, days
Average burn-up depth.
MW.day/kg
Reactor weight, t
including:
reactor
secondary circuit system
fuel s/a refueling system
shut-down and emergency
cooling system
coolant purification system
metal constructions ( for BN -
containment and upper
fixed safe guard)
Specific material
consumption, t/MW(e)

BN-600

1470

600

41,0
sodium

3 3

365
550

0,15

505

13,7

480

60
9235

3480
2820
2070

120
125

620

15,06

BN-800

2100

830

39,5
sodium

2

354
547

0,165

495

13,7

420

66 75-97
10235

3560
3670
2070

205
125

655

12,0

BN-600M

1520

600

39,5
sodium

395
550

0,165

505

13,7

600-750

i

5325 !

3025
525
705

310
45

715

8,87



Though plutonium extraction from HLW and creation of the closed
cycle do result in considerable decrease of radiotoxicity of the
rest of HLW, still radiotoxicity, now determined by minor
actinides: neptunium, americium and curium, doesn't reach the
necessary level.

This is the main obstacle in organization of HLW storage. Some
geological formations can preserve their tectonic stability for
thousand years. At present some techniques have been worked out to
introduce HLW into ceramics and special types of glass which are
reliable enough to store radioactivity for a long period of time
(hundred years). Thus, if we talk a period of 500 years (fission
products decay time), it is still possible to expect the creation
of rather efficient barriers in the way of radioactive products
spre'ad (containers, vitrification, etc.). However in any case the
storage should be under surveillance because so far there is no
absolutely safe and reliable techniques of disposal. Transmutation
is considered as one of the ways to reduce HLW activity. It
consists in irradiating long-lived radionuclides in order to
convert them into short-lived or stable nuclides.

In order to solve the problem of transmutation it is necessary
to develop and introduce economically efficient techniques of
radiochemical reprocessing of irradiated fuel when the high
extraction of the necessary radionuclides could be allowed. There
isn't sufficient economic justification of this aspect so far. If
separation of fission products from actinides turns out to be too
expensive, the expediency of actinides transmutation as a means to
decrease the NPP fuel cycle radiotoxicity will be problematic.

The amounts of minor actinides formed in thermal reactors with
uranium loading and in fast reactors with uranium - plutonium
loading are almost similar and equal to 25-35 kg per a year of a
reaotor operation with electric power of 1000 MW. At the same time
in fast reactors these actinides are fissible by high-energy
neutrons, i.e. they can be used as nuclear fuel. So the effective
minor actinides burning in FSR's can be achieved by their mixing
into the main fuel. Thus, introduction of 3.5 % of admixtures into
BN-800 fuel in the form of oxides of minor actinides results in
their burning-out in the amount of lOOkg/year (the difference
between the amounts of actinides being loaded and unloaded). About
3-4 WWER-1000 reactors could be "served" in this way. And even
more efficient minor actinides burning could be possible in a
specialized fast reactor (or a specialized core) the fuel of which
contains a considerable amount of minor actinides. In this
specialized reactor it is reasonable to use the fuel based on the
inert matrix ( zirconium is preferable ) without uranium-238 which
is " a supplier " of the plutonium group and minor actinides.
Investigations on optimization show that the fuel like this can
contain up to 50 % of minor actinides in the mixture with, for
instance, uranium-235 (such parameters as SVRE, eff and others
serve here as limitations ). Several reactors of this type ( each
of them can burn up to 500 kg of minor actinides per a year) could
maintain nuclear power engineering of the whole country. When
designing special cores meant for transmutation both in the first
and in the second cases it is necessary to proceed from the
reactor safety provision (meeting the requirements for SVRE and
other parameters) as the main condition of nuclear power unit
design.

If power reactors operate with the open fuel cycle plutonium is
of the most potential hazard for the environment. Its storage
increases radiotoxicity as the long-lived alpha-emitters Am-241
<Tl/2 " 433 years) and Np-237 (T]/2 = 2.14-106 years) are
accumulated as the result of Pu-241 decay. This problem is
especially acute for the so-called "high-background" plutonium
with a great content of higher isotopes. This plutonium is being
produced in thermal neutron reactors and by 1992 the amount
accumulated is equal to 25 tons

On the whole NP development on the basis of only thermal
reactors with the open fuel cycle will continuously ( for many
hundreds years) be accompanied by accumulation of artificial
radiotoxic elements approximately equivalent to 2,8 tons of Pu-239
per GW(e) a. As for the total fission products radiotoxicity it
will grow only for the first hundred years and then it will
stabilize and the main problems will be connected with the
continuous transuranium elements (TRU) accumulation. Within the
period of each NPP operation the amount of radiotoxic TRU
accumulated will be equivalent to 84 tons of Pu-239 per GW(e),
with Pu-239 contribution into the total TRU radiotoxicity being
only about 5%.

The main elements which will contribute into toxicity within
the thousand-year period, will be Pu-241 and its decay product,
americiura-241. In the short-terra plan the next contributors into
TRU radiotoxicity are Pu-238 and Cm-244.

Theoretically the arrangement of plutonium recycle in thermal
reactors can limit the growth of plutonium amount in nature.
However it will be accompanied by a constant accumulation of Pu-
242, parasitic neutron absorber, and in several recycles there
could occur real limitations on plutonium utilization because of
more radiotoxic araericium and curium having been accumulated.

As a result, according to our estimations in the closed cycle
of thermal reactors the TRU radiotoxicity will grow more rapidly
as compared to that in the open cycle.

Thus, a long-term development of NP on the basis of only
thermal reactors with the closed fuel cycle will not allow the
situation to be radically changed as compared to that with the
open cycle either in terms of natural uranium consumption
efficiency improvement or in terms of limitations of total TRU
radiotoxicity growth. Investigations carried out in 70 - 80-s
showed that only uranium-plutonium fueled fast reactors putting in
operation would make it possible to eliminate nuclear power
demands for natural uranium mining and to develop nuclear power
for hundreds years on the basis of burning-out of the earlier
accumulated waste piles of enrichment industry.

The latest investigations performed in the IPPE show that fast
reactors putting in operation will allow us to arrest not only the
growth of natural uranium consumption but also the growth of total
bulk of plutonium isotopes and minor actinides as well as the
integral value of their radiological hazard.

It is possible due to specific features of neutron spectra in
the fast reactor core. The mixture of uranium not only with
plutonium but with all the rest of minor actinides built up in
thermal reactors could be used as fuel.

The BN-800 reactor with the first charge core characterized by
the reduced thickness of radial blankets is able to convert -200
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kg of high-background plutonium into low-background one within one
year of its operation. It's not a problem to increase this amount
of high-background plutonium approximately twice as a result of
making radial blankets thicker. The amount of high-background
plutonium being converted into low-background one can be
significantly increased when using the core of a heterogeneous
type which was worked out in the process of the BN-800 designing.

The solution of fuel and ecological problems is achieved in the
future in the result of certain deterioration of economical NP
indices, on the one hand, because of more expensive fast reactors
commissioning and on the other hand, because of the necessity for
development of more complicated technologies of the closed fuel
cycle: remote fabrication of fuel of radiotoxic nuclides for fast
and thermal reactors and chemical reprocessing of spent fuel
assemblies of these reactors.

Another component of the price of strategic tasks solution can
involve the possible deterioration of indices characterizing
reactor nuclear safety. For instance, introduction of minor
actinides is known to considerably hamper the attainment of
negative sodium void reactivity effect for fast sodium reactor.

In this connection it seems to be of interest to consider the
consequences of uranium substitution for thorium for thermal and
fast reactors.

The investigations performed in the Institute of Physics and
Power Engineering (IPPE) showed that as with uranium fuel, the
multiple trans-thorium elements recycling (mainly, isotopes of U-
233,-234) is accompanied by stabilization of both the main nuclide
composition and the total level of radiotoxicity, being
approximately the same as in the uranium fuel cycle. But in terms
of nuclear safety a change-over to uranium-thorium fuel makes it
much easier to get negative values of sodium void effect of
reactivity.

The uranium-thorium cycle in NP can have some ecological
advantages: the number of long-lived harmful actinides becomes
lower.

It is isotopes of uranium and thorium that mainly circulate.
Same isotopes of these elements (U-238, U-235 and Th-232) are
known to exist in nature and in vast amounts. This factor can
possibly simplify the public realization of this version of fuel
cycles though it is necessary to point out in case of multiple
uranium-thorium recycling a high-toxic artificial isotopes U-232
and Th-228 are produced and they also result in the necessity for
arranging remote fuel fabrication, as in case of uranium-plutonium
fuel cycle.

The principle difficulty in arrangement of uranium-thorium
cycle is the development of new production lines and initial
accumulation of uranium-233 non-existent in nature to carry-out
the initial core loadings of thermal and fast reactors.

3.5. Utilization of weapon-grade plutonium and the role of
FSR.

As a result of future considerable amount of fissile materials
in the course of nuclear disarmament the general public of all the
countries has become especially interested in the potential
utilization of fissionable materials - high-enriched uranium and
plutonium as well as plutonium obtained as a result of power
reactors spent fuel reprocessing.

1990-1992 can be considered as a period of outburst of
information on plutonium both weapon and reactor-grade. It has
become of intent attention of power engineering specialists,
armorers, specialists in ecology, politicians, economists and
journalists of various countries.

Actually there is no diversity of opinion regarding the weapon
uranium. This is a traditional product of nuclear power and it can
be efficiently used in NPP fuel fabrication. Its required storage
within the necessary of time doesn't present any new problems in
this case.

The situation with plutonium is absolutely different. The
present-day stage of nuclear power development in the world is
characterized by suspension of its rate first of all as a result
of worsening population credit to the possibility of its safe
operation, uranium fuel overproduction and its relatively low
cost, economical and ecological problems of the closed fuel cycle
not being solved as yet and the lack of clear solution of the
problem concerning nuclear wastes management in industry and
nuclear power engineering.

The plutonium problem becomes still more pressing because of
the public desire to make the disarmament process irreversible.
Nowadays it can be stated that as regards weapon plutonium (WP)
there are two extreme points of view in the world public opinion.

One of them treats plutonium as "wastes" of nuclear power. From
the other point of view plutonium is a "national property". The
first one is usually shared by those who protect environment, the
"greens" and public figures.

The main bulk of supporters of the second approach is among the
specialists, i.e. the people engaged in nuclear power and
industry. They realize that the plutonium management (its
fabrication, extraction, storage, utilization) is connected with
the solution of great amount of serious problems and with the
necessity to overcome a lot of problems. As a whole this is one of
the most important branches of technical culture in several large
countries in the world. It is hardly possible to evaluate even
approximately the total costs of its development and the question
about their partial economic efficiency makes no sense. This is
the price the mankind has paid to prevent the third world war. But
at present when the growing effort is being mounted in the nuclear
power field to solve peaceful problems the attitude towards the
costs will be determined by economical measures without any
discount for safety and ecology.

But the first two conclusions could be made proceeding from
these general considerations: on the one hand, the common feature
of all the approaches to the plutonium problem consists in
realization of the fact that the present-day scale of nuclear
power (NP) development and level of its technology in the world do
not allow the problem of plutonium utilization to be solved on
short notice. So the reliable and safe plutonium storage, both
weapon and energy is an inevitable and necessary stage in the
course of solving this problem.

On the other hand, it is quite clear for the specialists that
such "simplified" approaches as eternal space disposal or mixing
with fission products and eternal disposal for million years
nowadays can't be scientifically substantiated.

The weapon plutonium utilization way should be chosen with
allowance for the adopted national strategy of energy plutonium



utilization which could be different for various countries as it
depends on many conditions, first of all on:

- the chosen concept of long-term NP development, the strategy
of modern-to-advanced NP structure transition included;

- the scientific and technical process stock and the degree of
readiness of technological basis for plutonium utilization;

- specific features of nuclear complex development
The fast reactors are most conditioned for solution of uranium-

plutonium fuel utilization task including that based on WP.
In the test BR-10 reactor two cores of plutonium oxide of the

weapon composition have been tested. In the test BOR-60 reactor
large sets of fuel elements made of mixed uranium-plutonium oxide
have been tested, with the fuel elements being fabricated
according to various technologies with plutonium of various
isotopic composition. For many years this reactor has been
operating on the MOX-fuel based on energy plutonium.

In the test-commercial BN-350 reactor the reactor tests have
been performed with the subsequent investigation and chemical
reprocessing of test fuel assemblies with MOX-fuel (350 kg of
plutonium) based on weapon plutonium composition. By now more than
2000 fuel elements based on the MOX plutonium fuel have been
fabricated and tested in the BN-350 and BN-600 reactors. None of
the fuel elements tested did not lose leaktightness at burn-up to
10% h.a., at linear power of 490 W per cm and cladding temperature
of 690°C.

The fast reactor uranium-plutonium fuel fabrication process has
been well advanced. The BN-350 and BN-600 reactors currently
running on enriched uranium fuel are capable of consuming up to 10
t of plutonium, with the verified and commercialized design of
fuel elements and fuel sub-assemblies preserved, and their
compliance with the state-of-the-art safety requirements.

One unit of the BN-800 reactor is designed for utilization of
2,3 t plutonium for the initial loading and 1,6 t for annual
refueling. Inventory of the complete fuel cycle (external fuel
cycle included ) will amount to 10 t of weapon-grade plutonium.

Therefore, the available amount of WP plutonium enables the
provision of a fairly major project of FSR development: start-up
of 10-12 units of BN-800 ( with allowance for power plutonium
available in the storage) and conversion of BN-350 and BN-600
reactors to breeder conditions.

Simultaneously with the fast reactor program implementation
there were certain works on industrial realization of the
technology for mixed uranium-plutonium fuel re-utilization in fast
reactors.

There is a plant (RT-1, PO "Mayak") which reprocesses spent
fuel of WWER-440 and BN-reactors; the fuel complex for fabrication
of fuel assemblies for the reactors of BN-800 type is under
construction (complex 300 at PO "Mayak"), the test facility
"Paket" is also in operation, it fabricates the BN mixed uranium-
plutonium fuel assemblies. There is another test facility in
operation which fabricates plutonium fuel assemblies on the basis
of vibrotechnology. So the target oriented program has been
fulfilled in the Russia to solve the problem of plutonium
utilization on the basis of FSR.

A considerable amount of weapon plutonium being released in the
course of disarmament can become a new step in this program
realization. However it is necessary to point out that in our

country the process of solving the problem of weapon plutonium re-
utilization in light water reactors is in its initial stage, in
the stage of research and development works.

Fast reactors construction in our country was carried out in
line with the concept of future development within the framework
of nuclear power of fast reactors of the BN-type with the closed
uranium-plutonium fuel cycle. The NP development like this was
substantiated with the necessity for a considerable increase in
natural uranium economy.

As it has already been mentioned, the RT-1 plant (PO "Mayak")
is in operation nowadays which makes it possible to reprocess the
irradiated fuel from the WWER-440 and uranium fast reactors. The
unburnt uranium removed from the spent thermal and fast fuel to be
fabricated. Plutonium being extracted at the irradiated nuclear
fuel (INF) chemical reprocessing is stored in PO "Mayak". By now
about 30 tons of energy plutonium have been stored up there. The
annual reactor plutonium production in PO "Mayak" can run to 2,5
tons.

The next step of fast reactors program development in our
country consists in construction of 3-4 units of BN-800 with
uranium-plutonium fuel and complex-300 for remote fabrication of
fuel assemblies with mixed uranium-plutonium fuel. At present two
units of BN-800 are under construction in the Beloyarsk and
Chelyabinsk sites, with more than 50% of the shop-300 construction
size being performed. However due to public objections within the
post-Chemobyl period and due to present economical difficulties
these works were actually suspended. If the program of BN-800 and
complex-300 construction is fulfilled in the beginning of the next
century fast reactors will be ready to utilize plutonium for power
production on a large scale.

Nuclear power potential increase at plutonium utilization.
Both weapon (WP) and energy plutonium (EP) can be used as

fissile material instead of uranium-235 in thermal and fast
reactors. A specific feature of WP consists in its energy
potential being constant within a long process of its storage. It
is conditioned by a low content (0,4%) of short-lived (T]y2 " 14,4years) fissile isotope Pu-241 in WP. In thermal power energy
plutonium the Pu-241 fraction runs to 10-18%.

There has been carried out an assessment what additional
capacity actually could be gained in nuclear power using 100 tons
WP on the assumption that an adjusted efficient fuel cycle
corresponding to thermal and fast reactors is available. It can be
done by means of comparison between three versions of reactors-
consumers of WP which are under design nowadays in the IPPE.

1. BN-800 of a traditional type (BN1) with breeding ratio being
equal approximately to one. The core is loaded with plutonium as
PuO2~UO2, radial and axial blankets are loaded with UO2-

2. BN-800 with a new core based on cermet fuel with inert
diluent (zirconium or thorium-based), for instance, Pu02~Th (BN2).
In this case radial and axial blankets are loaded with metallic
thorium. This version is being designed in order to provide future
plutonium utilization with U-233 production.

3. WWER-1000 or WWER-500 (light-water reactors) with cermet
fuel composition being a dispersion of plutonium and natural
uranium oxides mixture in zirconium (PuO2+UC>2+Zr ). It is



attractive from the point of view of possibility for plutonium
burn-up. The problem whether this approach is expedient or not
still remains open.

The annual balance of the main plutonium isotopes for the
versions under comparison is given in Table V.
Table V. Annual balance of the main plutonium isotopes for the

versions
under comparison. Open fuel cycle (kg per GW(e)-a)

loading
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu

discharge
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu

loading
-discharge
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu

WWER-1000
UÛ2

_
_
_
_

124
55,2
30,9
12
222

124
55
31
12
222

WWER-1000

(LWR)

764,2
49,4
4,8
0,3
818
130
144,2
73,2
37,2
384

-634
95
68,4
36,8
-434

BN-800
PuO2+U
(BN1)

1910
124
12
0,7
2047
1798
262
22,8
2
2085

-112
139
10,8
1,3
+39

BN-800
(BN2)

2421
94
7,5
0,3
2522
1690
186
12,5
0,8
1889

(+770kgU-233)
-730
92
5,0
0,5
-633

(+770kg U-233)
The reactors maximum power level is estimated using the date

from Table V on the assumption that it is possible to arrange
multiple plutonium recycling. This initial assumption is to a
certain extent justified for fast reactors. However the issue of
multiple plutonium recycling in thermal reactors requires
additional investigations. The capacity level in the first 30
years is determined with allowance for WP consumption for the
initial reactor loading and subsequent refueling for the 30-year
period of NPP operation, re-utilization of its own plutonium
included. The duration of external fuel cycle is considered to be
3 years. Proceeding from these assumptions the integral demand for
WP within the period of NPP operation for the BN1 reactor will be
10 tons per GW(e), for the BN2 - 32 tons per GW(e), for the LWR -
20 tons per GW(e). Hence, the power level can run to 10 GW(e) in
BN1; 3 GW(e) in BN2 and 5 GW(e) in LWR.

In 30 years of operation in these reactors and in the
corresponding fuel cycle enterprises the following amount of
plutonium will remain for the relevant reactors:

1. BN1 - 100 tons of energy Pu. This amount will be quite
enough to maintain the nominal BN-l power at the level of 10 GW(e)for many decades.

2. BN2 - the whole bulk of WP will be utilized but instead of
it a new advanced fuel type uranium-233 will be built up from
thorium raw material for light-water reactors. Its amount will be
equal to about 100 tons, that will be enough to produce about 8
GW(e) in thermal reactors of a new generation having the improved
breeding and safety parameters.

3. LWR - about 10 tons of energy plutonium whose further
utilization in LWRs will be difficult because of the accumulation
of Pu-242 isotopes being parasitic "aggressors" of neutrons.

As it was expected the analysis of the results obtained shows
the obvious advantage of the traditional version with BN1
providing a long-time development of nuclear power at the level of
10 GW(e) on the basis of 100 tons of WP. This value is equal to
half the nominal power values of nuclear power in Russia. The
version with BN2 holds an intermediate position. Though at first
it doesn't demonstrate so high power values as the LWR does but
later on it provides fuel for a great number of LWRs improved.

The role of fast and thermal reactors in the solution of the
problem of non - proliferation.

WP utilization in reactors in order to solve only the problem
of preventing undesirable nuclear materials proliferation doesn't
require the arrangement of multiple uranium-plutonium recycling.
For the purpose of conversion free plutonium masses to a very
difficult to handle, highly radioactive form of irradiated nuclear
fuel (INF) in the most rapid way it is reasonable for the reactors
to operate under the open-fuel-cycle conditions until the overall
free plutonium is completely utilized.

Table VI illustrates that fast reactors are more than twice as
beneficial as LWRs in terms of the minimal period of WP
utilization. If there are certain limitations on the period of WP
utilization, e.g.<30 years, in this case the specialized LWR's
capacity will have to be increased up to 3,8 GW(e). The necessity
in fast reactors in this case will be twice as low.

Table VI. Efficiency indices for 100 ton plutonium involvement
when solving the problem of non-proliferation with the help of

various reactors
Reactor

BN1
BN2
LWR

WP utilization period
in years at the given
NPP power
(3 GW(e))

15
11
39

The required NPP power
in GW(e) at the
given period of
utilization (30 years)

1,6
1,2
3,8 (11,4)*

') At the limitations on the MOX-fuel fraction in the core
being <l/3.
If the specialized LWRs have not been created for instance by

the first decade of the next century, the WP utilization could be
commenced in thermal reactors in operation. Proceeding from the
safety restrictions on the MOX-fuel fraction in the core (1/3) of
up-to-date thermal reactors WP will have to be used in fuel
assemblies fabrication for all the WWER-reactors in operation and



partially for RBMK-reactors. This fact will inevitably result
again in aggravating the problem of non-proliferation which now
can be solved only by a considerable increase in the number of
inspections in all the NPPs using the MOX-fuel. As this takes
place, the MOX-fuel utilization in the up-to-date reactors can
cause the deterioration of their safety parameters because of the
reduction of control rods efficiency and other physical factors.

Now let's consider what happens with weapon plutonium in its
single passage through thermal or fast reactors in order to solve
the problem of non-proliferation.

In thermal reactors with BR<1 the WP utilization is accompanied
by the real reduction of the total bulk of plutonium and in fast
reactors it doesn't happen because their BR>1. Sometimes this fact
is used as the main argument in favor of thermal reactors to be
used in order to utilize WP.

How serious would this argument be?
First of all, as the data from Table VI show, if uranium is

replaced with thorium in fast reactors (version BN2) it can "burn
up" plutonium 1,5 times as high as thermal reactors (LWR).

Secondly, if we restrict ourselves to solution of only one
problem, i.e. nuclear weapon non-proliferation, in this case there
is no a significant difference in the fact how much plutonium the
reactor spent fuel contains. In any case to extract plutonium it
will be necessary to master a high-level technology, INF chemical
reprocessing.

The question of how much plutonium the INF contains is more
important for the other reasons: due to the necessity to use the
secondary fuel for energy production and when considering
ecological problems.In the first case, the more fissionable nuclei the INF has, the
more energy can be produced in future and thus the better the
given reactor has coped with the initial task of WP utilization.

In the second case, the less is the INF total radiotoxicity of
transuranium elements (TRU) accumulated in the course of WP
utilization, the more efficiently from the ecological point of
view the WP utilization has been carried out.

Table VII illustrates time variations of relative specific
radiotoxicity of various nuclides in the course of long storage.
Radiotoxicity of the main actinide (Pu-239) sample was considered
to be the reference value. The pattern of specific radiotoxicity
time variations for various nuclides is diverse, and on the one
hand, depends on the parent nucleus decay rate and, on the other
hand, on the radiotoxicity of daughter nuclei being produced.

Table VIII shows that in spite of almost two-fold reduction of
the total plutonium bulk on WP having passed through the
specialized LWR, radiotoxicity of the plutonium remained is almost
three times as high as that of the initial WP bulk because of Pu-
241 accumulated in it.

WP passage through the LWR results not only in undesirable
growth of the total plutonium radiotoxicity, but also in
destroying more than 60% of its initial energy potential.

Quite a different picture emerges when WP is being utilized in
fast reactors. In the .result of BN1 WP utilization the plutonium
energy potential is conserved for future nuclear power and
plutonium radiotoxicity level changes insignificantly. In case of
BN2 version, WP energy potential reduction is accompanied by
uranium-233 accumulation with the energy potential being

Table VII. Time variations of relative toxicity indices (KP^) for
unit nuclides masses

with allowance for the contribution of daughter nuclides being
produced in the course of storage

Nuclide Tjy2'vears

Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Np-237
Ara-241
Am-243
Cm- 244
U-232
U-233
U-234

87,7
24000
6560
14,4
370000
2100000
432
7370
18,1
72
160000
240000

10
223
1
3,6
45
0,05
0,02
63
3,3
600
7500
0,15
0,1

Storage period.
100
110,3
1
3,6
56
0,05
0,02
54
3,3
20
3200
0,17
0,1

1000
1,5
0,97
3,3
13
0,05
0,02
13
3,1
3,3
0,55
0,3
0,2

years
10000

9,4
0,75
1,3
0,02
0,05
0,02
0,02
1,8
1,3
0
1,11,5

100000

0,56
0,001
0,06
0,05
0,06
0,06
0,08
0,001
0
1,2
9,4

Table VIII. Variations of plutonium isotopes masses, its energy
potential (Pu fis.) and radiotoxicity (RT) in the course of WP

utilization in reactors
Initial
weapon Pu, t

Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Pu

Energy
potential:

(Pu fis)
Radiotoxicity:

(RT)

93,4
6,0
0,6
0
100

94

142

Changes in Pu balance, t.
in the course of WP utilization
in reactors:
LWR
-74
+ 11
+8
+ 4
-51

-62

+ 325

BN1

-5
+ 6
i-0,5
0
+ 2

-4

+40

BN2
-24
+3
+0,2
0
-21
(+25t

-24
(+25t
-4
(+5t

U-233)

U-233)

U)

approximately the same. In this case the minimal change in
actinides radiotoxicity level is observed.

The data on estimation of plutonium radiotoxicity deterioration
in plutonium passage through thermal reactors can be considered as
minimal. If we take into account the changes in radiotoxicity not
only because of the main plutonium isotopes being produced but
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also because of minor actinides of high toxicity and Pu-238, the
plutonium toxicity deterioration factor can grow three times in
case of LWR. For fast reactors this refinement will change the
general picture insignificantly.

In some countries with a well-developed MOX-fuel industry for
thermal reactors the LWR plutonium utilization will be preferable
in terms of today's profits as compared to fast reactors.

In our country the situation is quite different. As it was
mentioned above we have a much move well-developed uranium-
plutonium fuel cycle for fast reactors as compared to that for
thermal ones. In view of this fact intensification of this work on
the LWR plutonium utilization is a forced task impairing their
current economy. For BN-reactors plutonium utilization is a
natural and inevitable step. The fast reactor efficient plutonium
utilization can be one more argument in favor of further BN-
reactors development.

From the above the following main conclusions may be drawn.
1. Reliable and safe storage of plutonium both weapon and

energy ones in a form that permits their reprocessing into a fuel,
is inevitable and necessary step in solving the problem of
plutonium utilization in NP.

2. Fast breeder reactors in Russia are in large measure set for
plutonium utilization, including weapon one, in comparison with
light-water reactors. Utilization of 100 tons of weapon plutonium
could be performed using two of four planned to construction BN-
800 power units in the framework of Nuclear Power Center on the
'base of PO "Mayak". Previously a testing of technology of WP
transformation into BN-600 fast reactor fuel using "Paket" plant
is needed at PO "Mayak". Further utilization of plutonium in BN-
800 reactor is determined by -the completion of the reactor and
Complex 300 construction.

3. It is much more effective to utilize plutonium, including
weapon one, with the use of the existing BN-800 project than in
specialized light-water reactors designs which are to be
developed. Period of utilization of weapon plutonium in light-
water reactors wi.il be twice as much as for FSR of the same power.Weapon plutonium utilization in light-water reactor will lead to
significant losses (up to 6O per cent) of plutonium energy
potential and threefold growth of its radiotoxicity index. Use of
weapon plutonium in FBR enables to keep constant the energy
potential and level of radiotoxicity of plutonium.

4. Usage of 100 tons of weapon plutonium in FSR will permit:
to reduce twice as much the volume of reprocessing of

irradiated nuclear fuel of power reactors to provide four BN-800
power units with plutonium;

- to markedly simplify the initial phase of mastering uranium-
plutonium fuel, using tenfold less dangerous radiotoxical nuclear
material than energy plutonium from irradiated nuclear fuel of
thermal reactors.

5. It is reasonable to perform the initial phase of energy
plutonium utilization in FSR on the basis of already worked out
project of BN-800 core loaded with uranium-plutonium oxide fuel.

6. Research work and economical substantiation have to be
performed to find the best variant of BN-800 reactor - utilizer
both energy and weapon plutonium (traditional variant of BN1 with

uranium fertile material or BN2 variant with inert dilutant) and
fuel cycle (once-through or closed one) with assessment of
affordable plutonium price level for nuclear power, including
weapon plutonium.

At the same period it is necessary to pursue the study to
justify a perspective concept of safe and ecologically acceptable
nuclear power, carrying out R&Ds on the following lines:

- utmost safe and economical variant of FSR;
- optimal variant of MA recycling in future FSR;
- best variant of advanced thermal reactor on uranium-plutonium

fuel ;
- optimal variant of advanced light-water reactor of improved

safety with the use of uranium-233;
- variant of FSR-converter of accumulated transuranium elements

into a new fuel on the basis of uraniura-233 for light-water
reactors of improved safety.

The governing factor for successful realization of the given
program of work is creation and development of necessary
technological base in that industrial branch.

As a result of realization of the outlined concept conditions
are exerted not only for substantial improvement of technical and
economical characteristics and safety of NPPs with thermal and
fast reactors, but foundation is laid for nuclear power of a
remote future, provided with power resources for hundreds of years
that will be free from excess amounts of plutonium and the other
transuranium elements, determining considerably one of the main
problems of the future power - the problem of high-toxical long-
lived wastes.

Therewith, we believe that the solution of the problem of
weapon plutonium energy conversion is to be the initial pulse of a
new phase of evolution of fast reactors of BN-type and closed fuel
cycle of NP on their base not only in a remote future but in the
coming years, on the basis of the existing industrial branch
potential.

3.6. FSR Development Project and the main trends of R6D.
Elaborating of FSR projects commenced with low-power facilities

aimed for investigations (BR-5, BOR-60). Concurrently high-power
semi-commercial plants BN-350 and BN-600 were being designed.
Effective operation of these installations particularly pertaining
to safety and radioactive impact on the personal and environment
have enable a low-series NPP project development using the BN-800
(three units on the "MAYAK" factory territory and one unit on the
BNPP site). This project also meets the new strategy of FSR
development. It is ready for implementation with allowance for the
requirements of the state-of-the-art regulatory documentation. Its
salient feature is the use of uranium-plutonium fuel cycle with an
attendant development of complete infrastructure of a closed fuel
cycle. This stage is of paramount importance for the further
advance of FSR and should precede their mass implementation to the
structure of nuclear power engineering. Its main goals consist in
the following:

- to validate feasibility of attaining a higher level of
nuclear and radiation safety, FSR reliability;

- to provide verification and operation of all sections in a
fuel cycle with allowance for advanced techniques of FSR
irradiated fuel reprocessing;



00 - to substantiate possibility of safe and ecologically eligible
O solution of weapon-grade plutonium utilization problem on the

basis of P/A "MAYAK" Nuclear Power Centre;
- to demonstrate FSR capabilities to settle the problems of

radioactive products utilization (actinide burning) and isotope
production;

- to facilitate the solution of energy procurement problems and
power issues for the South Ural region.

Comparison of BN-800 on the P/A "MAYAK" territory using
alternative energy sources - WWER-1000 and coal-fuel TPP - has
demonstrated, that the SU NPP complex with three BN-800 FSR's
appears the most efficient and promising option.

A multi-purpose plant BN-800 will enable a solution of numerous
ecological power and social problems at the P/A "MAYAK".

The delay in this project implementation would result in
inevitable economical expenses due to disarrangement of shaped
infrastructure on FSR development in the near future, and future
on - the balance between the optimum relationship of FSR number
and thermal reactors within the system of nuclear power
engineering.

The development of subsequent FSR projects pursues are
principle objective: designing FSR power units which would be
conditioned for mass construction, and meet higher demands for
safety and commercial competitiveness, which would be able to
settle the problem of plutonium utilization on the basis of safe
and ecologically eligible fuel cycle, with the adoption of entire
experience in their design and operation. It is evident that
elaboration of project should be carried out in a wide power
range. This will allow a trade-off study of safety and economy
parameters for low-, medium- and high-power FSR's. The development
of these projects is currently in progress (BMN-170, BN-600M and
BN-1600M). However, the selection of unit power for these plants
needs substantiation, and justified row of unit power should be
developed for the future FSR projects.

All three types of plants should expected to find their place
at a market of demands for nuclear power installations.

The salient features of the BMN-170 reactor are:
- capability of full-scale production of standard reactor under

the factory conditions and delivery of the reactor vessel and main
equipment to the construction site in the prefabricated form;

- comparatively low unit power, that enables an installation
for power supply in individual regions to be used; however, does
not exclude a feasibility of wide power range NPPs deployment on
its basis, which are on-line with large power systems;

- reduction in construction time and capital outlays, step-by-
step construction of plants and putting them on-line, more
flexible application within the power system.

The terms and pace of this project development will be
specified by the customer's requirements. With the required volume
of funding secured, the detailed design with appropriate
experimental substantiation may be made by 1997, and construction
may be commenced in 1998.

Medium-power reactor (BN-600M) is best conditioned for full-
scale construction, since operability of its principle units has
been validated by the BN-350 and BN-600 operating experience, and
facilities for equipment fabrication are available. Therefore,
their development will require minimum expenses on R&D.

Together with up-grading the level of core safety due to
improvement of its inherent properties, introduction of passive
safety systems and individual design solution, these plants seem
fairly promising to be granted permits for construction by the
licensing authorities and to be accepted by the public.

An ensurance of competitiveness with the new generation of
comparable power-light-water reactors (NP-500, VPBER-600) will be
of paramount importance for the BN-600M project implementation.

Tentative investigations indicate that acceptable economic
characteristics could be attained. According to the estimates the
specific material consumption of BN-600M is less than in newly
developed pressurized-water power reactors - VPBER-600 and NP-500.
In the event heat power units with these FSR's do not essentially
differ from light-water ones in specific capital outlay and the
cost of generated electric power, it would be more profitable to
order them specifically with regard for higher safety and
reliability demonstrated by the R 6 D conducted and the operating
experience of BN-350 and BN-600 FSR's, great potentiality in fuel
build-up, isotope production, plutonium utilization and radiation
effect on the environment.

High-power FSR's will evidently have the best economic
characteristics; however, further R&D will be required on the
selection of units power, optimization of other characteristics
for the reactor and its systems, development of new, more powerful
equipment, introduction of a new standard size for fuel sub-
assemblies, which will result in the total closed fuel cycle chain
being different from the BN-800, BMN-170, BN-600M - type plants.
That would naturally involve major R6D and closed fuel cycle
implementation costs. In addition, major lump-sum capital outlays
will be required to construct each of this plants. Owing to above
reasons as well as allowance for the economic situation in the
country, implementation of this project should be expected in 2010
at the earliest.

The possible stages of FSR projects implementation as well as
the appropriate data on BOR-60, BN-350 and BN-600 are shown in
Fig. 3.

The main trends of R&D for the new generation plants should
involve the systems that improve safety and efficiency of FSR.
These approaches include:

-calculational, fundamental and experimental research on core
performance optimization: substantiation and selection of power,
maximum burn-up, safety parameters etc.;

-calculational, fundamental research into more efficient SVRE
reduction;

-investigation of transient processes in a core under severe
accidents;

-development of reactor emergency shut-down devices based on
passive principles;

-research and development of a self-protection control and
safety system;

-investigation aimed for substantiation of passive decay heat
removal systems;

-development of advanced types of fuel, primarily, carbide and
nitride ones and the cores on their basis for medium- and high-
power reactors with an aim to minimize burn-up reactivity margin;

-development of a fuel cycle based on metallic fuel for modular
reactors and new more efficient technologies for irradiated fuel
reprocessing and fuel elements fabrication;
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-exploration of the possibility to reutilize radioactive sodium
in the new FSR NPP;

-research and development of a specialized simulator for each
FSR type.

In this case account should be made of BN-350 and BN-600, and
eventually BN-800 forming a basis for the further FSR operating
and experimental fuel sub-assemblies testing, safety systems
verification.
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H - commissioning
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FIG. 3. Stages of FSR project implementation.
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-increase in fuel burn-up to 12-15 % h.a. in the course of
1990th, and in the future up to 20 % h.a.;

-investigation aimed for substantiation of mixed uranium-
plutonium-thorium cycle;

-development of .irradiated fuel reprocessing technology from
the standpoint of deeper extraction of minor actinides to arrange
for their transmutation;

-investigations in optimization of circuit and layout of
sodium-water steam-generators;

-design studies on potential rejection of the centrifugal pumps
and conversion to electromagnetic pumps to completely exclude oil
and gas ingress into sodium;

-investigations into improving reliability and truth of
information logged via various sensors to control nuclear
processes;

-development of high-efficiency diagnostics systems which
ensure early detection of equipment defects;

-elaboration of optimum ways and facilities of NPP
decommissioning with a maximum adoption of individual systems,
developed infrastructure, with all these taken into account as
early as at the stage of NPP designing;
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Abstract

The technical part of the UK's 1992 report is concerned with activities on the Prototype Fast Reactor
(PFR) The report contains information on reactor operating experience during 1992. The major
activity on PFR during the reporting period was an investigation of vibration observed m the
evaporators of secondary circuits

1. BACKGROUND TO THF. REVIEW

Total energy consumption in the UK in 1992 was 347.8 million tonnes of coal or
coal equivalent (204 6 million tonnes of oil or oil equivalent), a decrease of
1% on 1991. This is made up as follows: petroleum 34.4%, coal 29.0%, natural
gas 25.8%, nuclear electricity 8.2%, free-flow hydroelectricity (le excluding
generation from pumped storage systems) 0.7% and imported electricity 1.9%.
Nuclear electricity accounted for 22.1% of the total electricity consumption
(from public supply systems) of about 300 TWh. The nuclear component is about
2.5% higher than in 1991.
The state-owned nuclear utilities, Nuclear Electric pic, serving England and
Wales, and Scottish Nuclear pic both reported excellent results for the
1991/92 financial year. Nuclear Electric achieved record electricity
production in the year: 48.4 THh compared to 45.0 TWh in 1990/91. The
increase came entirely from AGRs, with Heysham 1 as the top individual
performer. Both reactors at Heysham 1 now operate at 605 MWe, compared to a
declared net capacity of 510 MWe and an original design rating of 624 MWe,
while the first AGR station, Dungeness B, is now operating at its declared net
capacity. The Scottish Nuclear AGRs at Hunterston and Torness are also
operating at increased capacity generating a total of 12.7 TWh in the 1991/92
financial year. More recently, the start of on-load refuelling operations at
Hunterston B has significantly raised its load factor. The construction of
Nuclear Electric's first PWR at Sizewell continues to run about 8 months ahead
of schedule and within cost estimates.
Though the UK nuclear utilities will have to await the outcome of the
Government's 1994 review of nuclear power needs (announced in 1990) before
committing themselves to new nuclear plant construction, the outcome of an
enquiry by the Parliamentary Committee on Trade and Industry into the economic
and social consequences of a plan by British Coal to close 31 of its 50 deep
coal mines was supportive of a continued role for nuclear generation. Since

privatisation of the Electricity Supply Industry in England and Wales in 1990,
British Coal has had contracts to supply the two biggest utilities. National
Power and Power Gen, with 65 million tonnes of coal per year, but these
contracts were due to expire in March 1993. British Coal announced in October
1992 that it was unlikely to be able to sell these generators more than 40
million tonnes of coal in 1993/94 and 30 million tonnes thereafter for the
next four years. Public demonstration by the miners and their supporters
against the consequent decision to close the 31 mines, coupled with arguments
that there would be a market for substantially higher coal tonnages if
electricity generation from other sources (gas, oil, nuclear, etc) were to be
critically costed, led to the parliamentary enquiry. Among the scenarios
floated for the Committee's consideration was one calling for the immediate
closure of three of Nuclear Electric's older Magnox stations and the closure
of one further station per year after that. (It was argued that the first
three stations displace the need for about 2 5 million tonnes of coal per year
and that closure of all seven would free a market of around 8 million tonnes
per year). The Committee did not support this scenario, noting that the case
for closure of the Magnox stations should be an economic one based on the
relative costs of early closure or continued operation. The Conmittee
accepted that it would be uneconomic to close AGRs or to stop completion of
Sizewell B.

British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) reported a 50% rise in export sales during
the 1991/92 financial year. THORP (Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant)
construction was completed to timescale but uranium and active commissioning
is held back by delayed site discharge authorisations. The LWR mixed oxide
fuel demonstration facility (MDF) at Sellafield is currently being
commissioned following handover to the operators in January 1993. The HOX
fuel project has involved a significant level of cooperation between BNFL and
the AEA.
Two decisions during the year by the UK Government have had a major impact on
the fast reactor programme. The first concerned continued operation of the
AEA's Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR). In July 1988, the then Secretary of State
for Energy announced the government's intention to discontinue support funding
for the operation of PFR on 31 March 1994 (and for the supporting reprocessing
plant at Dounreay three years later). Since the announcement, PFR has
continued to be used in support of the EFR RSD programme, particularly for
fuel development irradiations. With the achievement of burn-up levels in
excess of 20% in small numbers of fuel pins it was recognised that closure of
the reactor in 1994 would not allow the irradiation of sufficiently large
numbers of pins to fully validate the fuel, and the UK nuclear industry
(UKAEA, BNFL, Nuclear Electric and Scottish Nuclear) proposed that they should
continue support funding for PFR until 1997 to bring the programme to
fruition. After consideration of the case, the Government minister concerned
announced on 5 August 1992 that his department could not support the use of
public funds for such a continuation of PFR operations and that the reactor
should end operations, as planned, on 31 March 1994.
In addition, the Government decided that it wished to transfer future funding
of fast reactor R&D activities to industry. The UK nuclear industry already
funds fast reactor design activities, but decided that it could not accept
this increased responsibility. On 19 November, the Government announced that
its contribution to funding of the R&D programme would end on 31 March 1993.
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However, funding will be provided for the AEA to conduct a series of closure
experiments on PFR after operations end in March 1994. Following this
announcement, the UK nuclear industry stated that it would discontinue funding
the UK work on EFR design at the completion of Phase II of the programme later
in 1993

The announcements about funding have obviously had a ma3or impact on the UK
nuclear organisations involved, and both the AEA and NNC have reduced the
sizes of their fast reactor teams. Discussions have begun with UK nuclear
industry organisations with a view to restructuring the UK programme on a much
reduced funding basis. The UK Government has stated that it is content for
the UK organisations to continue their partnerships with their French and
German analogues

As in previous years, the technical part of the UK's 1992 Report is
principally concerned with activities on the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR), and
contributions to the European Fast Reactor (EFR) programme are reported within
a coordinated report

2. PROGRESS WITH THE PROTOTYPE FAST REBCTOR

2 1 SUMMARY

The Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) at Dounreay was inoperable for almost the
whole of 1992 because of work to recover from the lubricating oil spillage
into the primary sodium circuit which had occurred on 29 June 1991. After
clearance of the remedial steps by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate,
reactor criticality for Run 29 was achieved at 0235 hours on 30 December 1992.
2 2 NOTES ON REACTOR OPERATING EXPERIENCE DURING 1992

At the end of 1991, PFR had been shut down since 29 June when the reactor had
been manually tripped following observation of overheating of the top bearing
of primary sodium pump 2. Investigation had shown that about 35 litres of oil
had been lost from the bearing and had entered the primary sodium circuit.
The remainder of 1991 had been spent in cleaning the primary sodium and in
making preparations for examination of the three primary pump filters and the
inlet filters on some of the fuel assemblies which had shown temperature
increases at the time of the spillage. Removal of the pump filters was a
major task which had never been attempted before

These activities occupied much of 1992 All three primary pump filters were
removed for examination Deposits incorporating some carbon were found on all
three Some difficulty was experienced in refitting them because of
distortion of some thermocouple guide tubes and it was necessary to cut these
away The success of the overall operation showed that the opacity (and, as
it was the primary circuit, the activity) of the sodium coolant is not an
insurmountable impediment to maintenance work.
Examination of a number of fuel assemblies also showed deposits on the inlet
filters of those which had shown temperature increases prior to shutdown but
none on assemblies which had shown no temperature increases However, the
deposits were slight (about 0.5 gm) and mainly of sodium It was improbable
that these were sufficient (even allowing for the possibility of some loss

during handling) to cause the observed temperature rises and it is possible
that roughening of the cladding surfaces by adsorption of oil degradation
products might have been a contributory factor.

In parallel with these out-of-reactor examinations of fuel assemblies, a
device was developed which would measure flow through each of the remaining
fuel assemblies and through some of the blanket assemblies. Use of this
device showed acceptable flows through all of them.

Work on the reactor was supported by laboratory studies to examine the effects
of temperature, sodium and irradiation on both new and degraded oil. These
included tests on the PROTVA rig at the Institute of Physics and Power
Engineering at Obninsk where oil was injected into sodium upstream of a PFR
fuel assembly inlet filter, and studies on a National Nuclear Corporation
water rig to examine the blockage-forming potential of material similar to
that observed in PFR.
In addition to thanking their Russian colleagues for their assistance with the
experimental support programme, the PFR operators also wish to acknowledge the
benefit of helpful discussions with French, German, Japanese and US
colleagues.

Documentation on all of this work and on a wide range of theoretical studies
was submitted to the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate and consent to restart
operations was given on 23 December. Criticality was achieved at 0235 hours
on 30 December (Run 29) and power was raised to 20 MWt on 3 January 1993 and
then in steps to 140 MWt on 21 January at which stage the turbo-alternator
could be run up to speed. Electrical generation began again at 1127 hours on
22 January. An output of 112 MWe was achieved on 24 January, and 230 MWe on
11 March.
The other major activity on PFR during the reporting period was an
investigation of vibration observed in the evaporators of secondary circuits 1
and 2 when they were flow tested prior to reactor start-up Replacement of
seals within the shell to stop by-pass flow significantly reduced the problem,
but some residual vibration remained under isothermal conditions. Tests with
the plant at power (that is, with a temperature differential across the
evaporator tube bundles) have shown that the plant can be operated without
significant vibration at design output.
2.3 THE JUNE 1991 LEAKAGE OF PUMP BEARING OIL

An extensive examination of the circumstances which led to the leakage of
primary pump bearing oil into the primary sodium circuit has concluded that it
involved two stages, the first on 25 June 1991 and the second on 29 June.

Prior to the event-
a) There was a maximum indicated level of 17 litres of oil in the pump

drains tank above a thin layer of sodium/oil sludge,

b) on 24 June the main argon gas blanket cover gas flow to the reactor
dropped to zero due to blockage or partial blockage of the two
absolute filters and/or the drain line associated with the aerosol
filter,
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•̂  gas flow by venting the system through the gaseous effluent system.

Venting the reactor cover gas system to the effluent system reduced the cover
gas pressure in the pump support vessel, allowing sodium to rise up the
annulus between the pump drive shaft and the drains tanks inner wall and enter
the drains tank. This sodium would displace oil to a level above the upper
lip of the drains tank. Restoration of the cover gas blanket pressure on

• 25 June then forced the 17 litres of oil down the annulus between the pump
shaft and the drains tank into the pump support vessel sodium.
Over the next few days, a further 5.5 litres of oil which were added to the
seal oil sump could have reached the sodium in the pump vessel.

A sudden loss of 12.7 litres of oil from the pump lubrication system sump
occurred on 29 June. This activated the loss-of-sump-oil-level alarms in the
control room and led to the observed over-heating of the top bearing which
initiated the decision to manually trip the reactor.
Examination showed no oil external to the system leading to an estimated total
of 35.2 litres of oil ingress into the primary sodium.
3. PROGRESS WITH PFR FUEL REPROCESSING

Because of the extended shut-down of PFR and the interruption of regular
discharges of fuel, no fast reactor fuel has been reprocessed during the
reporting period. The cumulative throughput of the PFR reprocessing plant is,
therefore, as reported last year.
4. COOPERATION INVOLVING COUNTRIES OUTSIDE WESTERN EUROPE

Information exchanges and cooperative work programmes under the UKAEA's
agreements with Japanese, Russian and US organisations are now coordinated
with those of the UKAEA's EFR R&D partners. Major reviews of all of the
cooperative programmes have been held in the past year and new activities have
been initiated.

A new advanced technology R&D agreement between the UKAEA and Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC, Japan) was signed in September
1992. This covers some topics of mutual interest on advanced fast reactors,
and contacts between PFR and MONJU. Under the agreement, two engineers from
PFR began 18 month attachments to the MONJU commissioning team in November
1992, and plans are being made for a PNC engineer to join the PFR operations
team in May 1993.

As in previous years, the UKAEA provided the UK delegate to the 25th Annual
Meeting of the IAEA International Working Group on Fast Reactors, held in
Vienna in April 1992. UK representatives were also provided by UKAEA for the
IAEA Technical Committee Meeting and Workshop on "Objectives for Improvements
being Developed for Advanced Nuclear Plants" (Vienna, May 1992), for the IAEA
Specialists' Meeting on the "Use of Fast Reactors for Actinide Transmutation"
(Obninsk, September 1992) for the IAEA/CEC Consultancy on "Benchmark
Calculations of the Sodium Void Reactivity Effect in a Fast Reactor Core"
(Brussels, June 1992 and Vienna, November 1992), and for a meeting on the
Coordinated Research Programme on "Acoustic Signal Processing for the
Detection of Sodium Boiling or Sodium/Water Reactions" (Vienna, November
1992). The UKAEA also hosted an IAEA Consultants ' Meeting to discuss updating
of "LMFBR Plant Parameters" and "Status of Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Breeder
Reactors" (TRS No 246).
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Abstract

The paper gives an overview of Liquid Metal Fast Reactor development in the USA until May 1993.
The paper contains much fundamental information of ALMR plant design, safety approach and
technology development, integral fast reactor concept development and experimental studies at the test
facilities. The problems of elimination of nuclear power research and development and budget
reduction are discussed. The USA will continue its development of the actinide recycle concept.

1. OVERVIEW

This paper reviews the progress of the U.S. fast reactor program since the last International
Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR) meeting in April 1992. It was written largely before
the new Administration announced its position on nuclear power research and development, and
thus, the text often uses an active tense to describe the status of programs and facilities which may
likely be terminated or closed in the very near future. The reader is asked to keep this in mind.

Under the new Administration, the U.S. civilian nuclear power research and development program
continues to focus on advanced large and mid-size light water reactors. The Advanced Liquid Metal
Reactor (ALMR) design program will continue through January 18, 1994, completing Phase 1 of
the conceptual design program.

Metal fuel cycle development activities for the ALMR are being scaled down to focus on
pyrometallurgical process development and fuel cycle demonstration at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory. In the future, the DOE will direct its efforts to demonstrating the technical
and economic feasibility of actinide recycle, in which spent liquid metal reactor and light water
reactor fuels are processed to separate and recycle the actinides as fuel in an ALMR. This approach
is believed to offer significant benefit to the management of nuclear reactor wastes that require
storage in a geologic depository.

Over the past several years, the Department of Energy has evaluated alternative missions for the
FFTF which would justify the annual costs of its continued operation. These efforts were
unsuccessful, and on April 1, 1992, the FFTF was placed in hot standby while further mission
evaluations continued. In January 1993, the Department advised Congress that no significant

mission had been identified for the FFTF and that it planned to begin a five-year process to place
the facility in a cold standby condition. In the cold standby condition, the reactor would be defueled
and the sodium drained from the coolant system. Implementation of the decision to place the FFTF
in cold standby status has been delayed pending discussions between the Department and Congress.

At the Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), testing of the double-wall tube steam
generator under the U.S./Japan Atomic Power Company contract will be completed in September
1993. Current plans are to initiate shutdown of Nuclear Energy operations at ETEC beginning
October 1, 1993.

While only indirectly related to the U.S. fast reactor program that has been reported on for many
years, it should be mentioned that studies are also underway to look at the most effective means
of disposing of excess plutonium from dismantled weapons stockpiles. Naturally, the fast reactor
is one of the alternatives being evaluated, since its normal fuel contains plutonium. These studies
are outside the scope of this paper.

2. ALMR PLANT DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND LICENSING

The objective of the ALMR power plant design and licensing work was to complete sufficient
conceptual and preliminary design activities to:

• Determine commercial plant systems economics, safety margins, and licensability

• Develop acceptable waste management options; and

• Establish the licensability of the evolving design.

2.1 Reference Concept

In late 1988, the DOE focussed its future LMR activities on General Electric's (GE) Power Reactor
Innovative Small Module (PRISM) design concept. Accordingly, GE was awarded a five-year
contract for Advanced Conceptual Design and Preliminary Design for the DOE's ALMR program.
Subsequently, GE consolidated an industrial ALMR team to continue conceptual design and nuclear
licensing assessment work. This industrial team includes GE, Babcock and Wilcox, Bechtel, Bums
and Roe, United Engineers and Constructors, Byron-Jackson, Foster-Wheeler, and Westinghouse;
with Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) providing technology and test support. Arrangements also
have been made for substantial international participation in the program.

An overall project goal was to demonstrate the ALMR's safety and performance features by testing
a full-size prototype reactor, thereby providing a basis for Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
certification of the design by as soon as the year 2009.
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2.1.1 The Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR)

2.1.1.1 Overall Plant Design

The ALMR design evolved from the PRISM design initiated by GE in 1980. The fundamentals of
this design remain unchanged, and the enhancements made since it's selection as the ALMR
prototype in 1988 improve its economic viability and licensability. The overall design approach
includes:

• Compact reactor modules sized to enable factory fabrication, economical shipment to inland
and water-side sites, and affordable full-scale prototype testing to confirm safety and
performance features.

• Use of liquid sodium as a coolant, which permits operation at atmospheric pressure, a design
margin to boiling greater than 400 degrees C (700 degrees F), and elimination of the need for
a pressurized primary system and thick-wall pressure vessels.

• Passive shutdown heat removal for loss-of-cooling events, a feature designed to be invulnerable
to operator error and equipment failures.

• Passive reactivity reduction to a safe, stable state for undercooling and overpower events with
failure to scram to provide abundant time for ultimate shutdown to cold conditions by
subsequent operator action.

• Protection against severe accidents by a combination of prevention and mitigation, such that
EPA protective action guidelines are met with a sufficient margin to make formal public
evacuation plans unnecessary.

• Capability for substantial breeding to provide security for the United States against a long-term
fissile uranium shortage.

• Capability to utilize as fuel the long-life actinides from spent LWR fuel, and

• Capability to utilize dismantled weapons plutonium as fuel.

The target commercial ALMR plant utilizes nine reactor modules arranged in three identical
496 MWe power blocks for an overall plant net electrical rating of 1488 MWe (Figure 1). A power
block has three identical reactor modules, each with its own steam generator, that jointly supply
steam to a single turbine generator (Figures 2 and 3). Smaller plant sizes of 496 MWe and 992
MWe would use one or two standard power blocks, thus providing size flexibility to meet projected
load growth for individual utilities. The reactor module, the intermediate heat transport system
(IHTS), and most of the steam generator system are underground, an approach that offers an
estimated cost benefit in meeting requirements for radioactivity containment, seismic design, sodium
fire mitigation, and protection from external threats such as sabotage and missiles. Table 1 lists
genera] design data on plant performance.
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RVACS Stack
Reactor Facility

High Security Boundary

FIG.1. ALMR power plant (1488 MWe).

All nuclear safety-related systems and buildings are enclosed within a double-fenced, barricaded,
high security area. Although located in the same complex as the reactor modules, the steam
generator system is physically separated from the nuclear portion of the plant; this system and the
IHTS connecting it will be built to upgraded industrial standards.

The reactor module (Figure 4) is about six meters in diameter and has a shipment weight of about
725 tons, not including removable internal components that are shipped separately. The primary
boundary for the core coolant and cover gas, which operate at approximately atmospheric pressure,
is comprised of the reactor vessel, the reactor head closure and fittings, and the intermediate heat
exchangers. The reactor containment is a second, leak-tight, pressure-retaining boundary that
completely encloses the primary boundary; it is comprised of a lower containment vessel
surrounding the reactor vessel and an upper containment dome enclosing the closure head.

The reference fuel for the ALMR is a metallic uranium-plutonium-zirconiutn alloy. The ferritic
alloy HT9 is used for cladding and assembly ducts to minimize swelling associated with long
burnups. A heterogeneous arrangement of blanket and driver fuel is used, with six control rods
(Figure 5). Refueling occurs after 24 months of operation, with one-third of the core being changed
each time. This results in a five-year fuel life (150 MWd/kg peak burnup). Metal fuel provides
excellent negative reactivity feedback for loss of cooling and transient overpower events. Metal fuel
also provides competitive fuel costs.
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TABLE 1
Plant Performance Characteristics

Overall Plant
-Net Electrical Output
-Net Station Efficiency
-Number of Power Blocks
-Number of Reactor Modules:
-per power block
-per plant

Power Block
-Number of Reactor Modules
-Net Electrical Output
-Steam Generator Number
-Steam Generator Type
-Turbine Type

-Turbine Throttle Conditions
-Feedwater Temperature

Reactor Module
-Thermal Power (Core)
-Primary sodium Inlet/Outlet Temperature
-Primary Sodium Flow Rate
-Intermediate Sodium Inlet/Outlet Temperature
-Intermediate Sodium Flow Rate

Reactor Core
-Fuel

-Refueling Interval

-Compound System Doubling Time for Breeding

1488 MWe
35.1%
Three

Three
Nine

Three
496 MWe
Three
Helical Coü
360 rpm, Tandem
Compound
Four Flow - 33.5-inch Last
Stage Bucket
1750 psia/826 degrees F
380 degrees F

471 MWt
665 degrees F/930 degrees F
46,000 gpm
574 degrees F/864 degrees F
45,030 gpm

U-Pu-Zr Metal
(Oxide Backup)

24 months
(12 Mo. for backup)

FIG 3 ALMR main power system
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FIG 4 Primary sodium and air circuits during RVACS heat removal operation.

For safety margin in the event of loss of the primary sodium pumps, six gas expansion modules
(OEMs) have been added at the core periphery (Figure 5). The OEMs are hollow assembly ducts,
closed at the top and open at the bottom, which are filled with helium (the same as the vessel cover
gas). When the pumps are running, the gas is compressed into the upper portion of the duct, and
sodium extends up into the active core region. When the pumps are not running and the inlet
pressure is lower, the gas expands and pushes the sodium level down to below the active core
region. This increases the neutron leakage from the core and, with the small ALMR core,
significantly increases negative reactivity.

2.1.1.2 Innovative Safety Features of the ALMR Plant

Modular Reactor in Underground Silo

The reactor modules and the intermediate heat transport systems are underground, providing
improved protection from tornadoes, missiles, and sabotage. The small thermal ratings of the
individual reactor modules ease the task of decay heat removal and reduce the potential
consequences of a core-damaging accident. FIG 5 Reference metal core
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Seismic Isolation

The reactor module, safety-related systems, IHTS, and steam generator systems, rest on 46 seismic
isolators (Figure 4). The isolators decouple the system from horizontal accelerations in the high
frequency range, which is of great importance in establishing design margins. The system is being
designed to have the capability to meet O.Sg safe-shutdown earthquake criteria.

Passive Decay Heal Removal
Normal reactor shutdown heat removal occurs from the IHTS and steam generator to the turbine
condenser and external heat sink (Figure 3). The auxiliary cooling system (ACS) provides an
alternative means of heat removal by directly cooling the steam generator with forced or natural
convection atmospheric air around the steam generator shell. An extraordinarily reliable decay heat
removal system is provided by the safety-grade reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system (RVACS).
In the rare event that the IHTS becomes unusable during power operation [for example because of
a main sodium pipe break or sodium dump], the reactor will scram, and the RVACS will
automatically and passively come into full operation. Temperatures will rise, and heat transfer to
the atmospheric air that continuously circulates upward around the containment vessel (Figure 4)
will increase until equilibrium between reactor heat generation and RVACS cooling is established.
The core bulk outlet sodium temperature peaks at about 607 degrees C (1125 degrees F) after about
30 hours, with substantial margin below structural limits and over 345 degrees C (620 degrees F)
margin to boiling (Figure 6).

Redundancy of the air flow passages, the characteristic of thermal radiation (in dominant heat
transfer mode) increasing at a more than proportional ratio to rising temperatures, and substantial
design margins make the RVACS extremely tolerant of accidental events such as flow blockages
and surface fouling. For example, a massive structural collapse that blocked 75 percent of the air
ducting would result in peak temperatures below the ASME Level D structural limit set for the
design. An even more extreme case involving complete blockage of the air passages could be
accommodated without exceeding ASME Level D limits for over twelve hours.

Gas Expansion Modules
In the first phase of the FFTF passive safety tests conducted in 1986, identification and modeling
of core inherent feedbacks (such as Doppler and thermal expansion reactivity feedbacks) were the
primary objectives. Feasibility and performance testing of a passive reactivity feedback device, the
Gas Expansion Module (GEM), was also included.

The GEM is a reactivity feedback device developed at the FFTF that increases neutron leakage
from an LMR core during events caused by a loss of pumped primary coolant flow. It acts as a
variable reflector when placed in the inner row of the core reflector. A helium gas bubble trapped
inside the assembly expands when core inlet pressure decreases and expels sodium from the
assembly. The sodium loss decreases the reflection of neutrons back into the core. The resulting
negative reactivity feedback contributes to passive reactor shutdown in the unlikely event that the
protection system fails to operate. Five key safety-related issues have been identified with GEMs:
(I) in-situ testing and demonstration of performance; (2) predictability and repeatability of reactivity
feedback; (3) reactivity feedback stability during operation; (4) safety of inadvertent GEM reactivity
insertion; and (5) component reliability.
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FIG. 6. Core average outlet sodium temperature after loss of all cooling by intermediate
heat transport system at full power with scram.

FFTF Phase 2A passive safety testing conducted in November 1991 focussed on the fourth issue,
the safety of GEM reactivity insertion caused by primary pump start-up with the core in a
near-critical state. In preparing for and completing the FFTF Phase 2A tests, considerable
additional supporting data and experience was gained on the first three issues. While the core
changed considerably between the two test phases, the computer codes predicted GEM worth well.
Worth and feedback insertion characteristics were shown to be well represented by the transient
analysis models, and in-situ worth testability was again demonstrated and the process refined.

Reactivity Shutdown and Control

The requirement established for the reactivity shutdown and control system is that the probability
of shutdown failure be less than 10* per demand. The insertion of any one of the six rods will
bring the core to shutdown. Each rod can be inserted into the core in three different ways: rod
run-in by the plant control system, gravity drop initiated by the reactor protection system, and fast,
forceful run-in initiated by the protection system. The reactor protection system is safety grade,



tOo automatic, well separated from the non-safety grade plant control system, and located entirely in
the reactor module vaults away from the control room. A second -and diverse reactivity shutdown
system is provided for the very unlikely event that all control rods fail to insert. This "ultimate"
shutdown system, when activated by the operator, drops boron balls into the central core location
(Figure 5) and will bring the reactor to cold shutdown independent of the control rods.

The requirement established for select ATWS (Anticipated Transients, Without Scram) events are:
no significant fuel failures, high margin to sodium boiling, and long-term structural temperatures
maintained below the ASME Level D primary system boundary limit (700 degrees C,
1300 degrees F). Figure 7 shows the reactor behavior under a combined condition of loss of forced
primary flow and loss of heat removal by the EHTS at full power and without scram.
Through the passive reactivity feedbacks and the passive air flow heat removal, the core outlet
sodium temperature settles below the established temperature limit of 700 degrees C
(1300 degrees F), and high margin to sodium boiling is maintained. Although the fuel clad interface
temperature exceeds the 700 degrees C limit for fuel-clad eutectic formation for several minutes,
no fuel failures are expected.

Figure 8 shows the reactor behavior under an accidental rod withdrawal at full power without
scram, conservatively adding 40 cents reactivity at the maximum capability of the control system,
2 cents/sec. The power peaks at about 175 percent and settles at about 13S percent of rated power.
The sodium and fuel temperatures settle out at about the 700 degrees C (1300 degrees F) limit. Rod
stops have been added to limit the actual reactivity insertion to 30 cents. For this realistic case, the
sodium and fuel temperatures settle out below 700 degrees C, and no fuel failure is expected.

Although the ALMR has a positive sodium void effect, this is an acceptable design for four major
reasons. First, it can be shown that the probability of core voiding is low, and well within the
residual risk category of less than 10"7 pen year. Second, it can be shown that the consequences of
core voiding are tolerable, with the primary system boundary capable of sustaining energetics at
an order of magnitude greater than the theoretical maximum expected values for the small ALMR
metal-fueled core. [The containment boundary, which surrounds the primary system boundary,
provides an additional barrier against radiation release to the environment.] Third, spatial and time-
sequenced incoherence effects, coupled with other negative reactivity effects, limit the insertion of
positive void reactivity to acceptable levels that are considerably less than the theoretical maximum,
and to low reactivity insertion rates.
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Fourth, design changes required to reduce the theoretical maximum positive void worth adversely
affect other safety characteristics, such as the increasing burnup reactive swing, which increases
the amount of positive reactivity the control rods must hold down, and the increasing power
density, which reduces temperature margins to centerline fuel melting.

Containment
The primary system boundary consists of the reactor vessel, the seal-welded reactor head closure,
associated isolation valves, control rod drive housings, instrument drywalls, and the surfaces of the
intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs). The primary system is sealed during power operation and
provides a strong barrier to contain severe core disruptive events without leakage. Preliminary
assessments indicate that several hundred megajoules of mechanical energy or gross core melting
could be contained by the core support and primary system structures. The expected energy release
from a severe event in the small, metal-fueled core is not more than a few tens of megajoules, and
the metal fuel is expected to resolidify under most conditions in a porous, coolable form.

The containment completely surrounds the primary system and represents a separate pressure-
retaining, low-leakage boundary. It consists of the containment vessel, which backs up the primary
vessel, and the upper containment dome, which backs up the head closure (Figure 4). During power
operation, all sodium and cover gas service lines are closed with double isolation valves at their
penetrations through the containment, and all other penetrations in the reactor head closure are
seal-welded. There are no penetrations in the reactor or containment vessels. If a leak should occur
in the reactor vessel, the containment vessel will retain the primary sodium. The two vessels are
sized such that the reactor core, the stored spent fuel assemblies, and the IHX inlets will always
remain covered; thus preserving normal flow paths for cooling.

Even though the primary system boundary is designed to contain severe core disruptive events, the
assumed design basis for the containment is an event such as the simultaneous breach of the closure
head penetration. It is further assumed that the cover gas escapes through the reactor head closure
and carries with it 100 percent of the fission gases and lesser fractions of the other radioactive
materials; and that air enters the primary system, resulting in a pool fire that consumes all the
oxygen available in the containment dome. The resulting pressures and temperatures are within the
containment dome design levels of 1.7 bar (25 psig) over-pressure and 370 degrees C
(700 degrees F) temperature. The low leakage rate results in radiation dose levels of less than
1 rem whole body at the plant boundary for the first 36 hours.

2.1.1.3 Safety Approach
There are several elements in the safety design approach for the ALMR. First, the basic ALMR
design is conservative. During power operation the reactor is hermetically sealed, all sodium and
cover gas service lines in the head closure are closed with double isolation valves, and all other
penetrations are seal-welded. There are no penetrations in the reactor vessel below the head closure.
The pressure in the reactor cover gas is approximately atmospheric during power operation. At full
power the bulk sodium temperature exiting from the core is 485 degrees C (905 degrees F) and the
peak fuel pin linear power is 305 W/cm (9.3 Kw/ft). These selections give substantial temperature
margins to design limits: over 400 degrees C (720 degrees F) to sodium boiling, 140 degrees C
(250 degrees F) to fuel centerline melting, and 150 degrees C (250 degrees F) to fuel clad eutectic
formation.

The reactor and its safety-related systems are seismically isolated in the horizontal direction. The
relatively small reactor diameter results in a structure that is stiff in the vertical direction and
eliminates the need for vertical isolation. The isolator bearings are each an assembly of steel plates
laminated with rubber, a design that has been commercially developed, used in non-nuclear
applications, and is being further developed and tested to qualify for nuclear service. The reactor
system seismic design basis is 0.5 g for safe-shutdown earthquakes, with structural margins to
safely accommodate more severe, very low probability earthquakes that approach l g acceleration.

Second, very reliable engineered protective systems are provided in the design. For example, the
highly automated Plant Control System (PCS) will maintain the core outlet sodium temperature
within specified limits during power operations, including automatic "runback" of the power to a
low level if necessary. If an emergency event develops too rapidly for the PCS to control, then the
safety-grade Reactor Protection System (RPS), located at the reactor module, will independently
respond by "scramming" the reactor (rapid insertion of the six control rods). The RPS includes
substantial internal diversity and redundancy and thus, is extremely reliable. The probability of it
railing to shut down the reactor is estimated to be less than Ifr* per demand.

Third, the ALMR is designed so that passive heat removal and reactivity shutdown characteristics
will come automatically into play to bring the reactor to a safe, stable state in the unlikely event
of active systems failure.

Fourth, the reactor primary coolant and cover gas boundary and internal structures are designed
with large strength margins so that, even in the extremely unlikely event that sodium boiling or fuel
melting occurs, the reactor primary coolant and cover gas boundary will not be breached, and there
will be no leak of radioactive materials from the reactor.

Fifth, the ALMR design includes full containment around the reactor to provide barriers against
radiation release in the extremely unlikely event that there is a breach of the reactor primary coolant
and cover gas boundary.

This approach utilizes both accident prevention and accident mitigation features and is consistent
with NRC policy concerning advanced nuclear powerplants. The objective is to achieve for the
ALMR design a probability less than 10* per plant-year that there will be an accident with a
radiation release at the plant site boundary greater than 1 rem whole body dose for the first
36 hours after initiation of the accident, or greater than 25 rem whole body dose at a distance of
ten miles from the plant thereafter. The 1 rem limit over the first 36 hours is consistent with release
limit guidelines proposed by the NRC staff for advanced nuclear reactor designs and is intended
not to require a rehearsed public evacuation plan. The subsequent 25 rem limit is consistent with
current federal regulations.

2.1.1.4 Fuel Cycle and Waste Management

The reference fuel for the ALMR is a metallic U-Pu-Zr alloy being developed by Argonne National
Laboratory, as described in Section 3. During power operation, plutonium in the driver fuel will
be consumed by fissioning, and new plutonium will be created by U238 atoms in the blanket and
fuel assemblies capturing neutrons to make Pu239. With the present reference design, slightly more
fissile Pu will be made than consumed. The estimated Compound System Doubling Time (CSDT)
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DOE cost-estimating guidelines for the ALMR program. However, the ALMR has a capability to
achieve a CSDT of about 60 years, for utilization when expected future increases of fissile material
costs occur and extension of nuclear fuel resources is desired.

At each refueling shutdown, new driver fuel assemblies (containing Pu239 and U238) and new
blanket assemblies (containing U238) will be put into the reactor, and spent fuel and blankets will
be taken from the reactor to the fuel cycle facility. In this facility, Pu239 will be recovered and
used to enrich new fuel, more U238 will be added to provide fertile material, and radioactive
wastes will be prepared for disposal. Startup cores of new ALMR plants will use plutonium
processed from LWR spent fuel and/or from other ALMR plants in operation.

Spent fuel from reactors contain minor actinides (specifically americium, curium, and neptunium)
which have extremely long radioactive lives. In the reference IFR metal fuel cycle, the minor
actinides will be processed with the plutonium and returned in the new fuel to the reactor. In a fast
neutron spectrum, such as in the ALMR, the minor actinides will fission as part of the fuel,
creating thermal energy while being reduced to short-lived fission products. Ultimately, these and
the other fission products will be taken from the fuel cycle as waste products.

If LWR spent fuel is used as the Pu source for ALMR startup fuel, the minor actinides can be
included with the Pu for disposal by fissioning them as a constituent in the ALMR fuel. At the
present time there are approximately 100 MWe of LWRs in the U.S. The rate of production of Pu
and minor actinides as spent fuel constituents from these plants and their potential future
replacements is estimated to be sufficient to provide for startup of the equivalent of approximately
one 1437 MWe ALMR per year. Thus, with a relatively moderate rate of deployment of ALMRs
in the next century, this approach could provide a means to reduce substantially the challenge of
disposal of long-life, high-level LWR wastes.

2.2 Licensing

2.2.1 Regulatory Review
Both the ALMR design team and the NRC recognize the desirability of interaction with each other
during the design process to assure regulatory approval of the final product. A Preliminary Safety
Information Document (PSID) was submitted to the NRC for review in November 1986. This
document is similar to a Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR), but with less detail because
of the conceptual nature of the design. During 1987 and 1988, numerous meetings and discussions
were held among the design team, the NRC staff, and the Advisory Committee for Reactor
Safeguards (ACRS) in the course of the review. The results of the review are the draft
Preapplication Safety Evaluation Report (PSER), prepared by the NRC staff, and the ACRS review
letter which reported the findings.

These organizations generally found the ALMR acceptable; however, they expressed concerns about
the emphasis on accident prevention to the exclusion of mitigation, and the lack of conventional
containment. Therefore, amendments to the PSID were prepared and submitted to the NRC in
1990, augmenting the design with additional accident mitigation evaluations and features and adding
a low leakage, pressure-retaining containment dome. The NRC is currently reviewing these
amendments, with a scheduled issue date of December 1993 for the final PSER.

2.3 Development Strategy

The advanced conceptual design contract was scheduled for completion in 1992, however, funding
constraints affected completion of the scope on that schedule. The DOE has now decided to
complete Phase 1 work during the rest of 1993 and to cease further work after January 1994.

3. INTEGRAL FAST REACTOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is a concept based on the integrated development of a power
reactor and its entire fuel cycle. It is the first nuclear power concept to be developed for today's
conditions, where efficient resource utilization, public safety, and protection of the environment (in
particular, nuclear waste considerations) have equal weight.

The result of this development is a straightforward, highly flexible and adaptable complex of
technologies. The many favorable lessons learned from worldwide development of the Liquid Metal
Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) have been addressed.

The goals of IFR technology development in the U.S. ALMR program were to confirm metal fuel
performance capabilities and to (1) establish the basis for manufacturing specifications, (2) establish
and demonstrate a reference pyroprocessing method for recycle of metal fuel, (3) evaluate the
practicality and benefits of actinide burning as part of an overall waste management strategy, (4)
assess passive reactor safety characteristics, and (5) demonstrate fuel cycle economics. There is
sufficient evidence to indicate that, when utilized in conjunction with advanced ALMR designs,
metal fuel has the potential for very favorable economics and passive safety performance. The IFR
fuel cycle is being designed to burn essentially all of the long-life actinides present in reactor spent
fuel. The fuel cycle is extremely adaptable. After initial fueling, the IFR can accept depleted
uranium as an adequate feed, or, if desired, consume scrap actinides separated from LWRs or from
other sources (see Section 2.2.3). By using seed plutonium as a catalyst, the system can effectively
bum depleted uranium. Parallel programs exploring processes for converting spent LWR fuel are
advancing rapidly (see Section 2.2.3).

The IFR concept encompasses three major components which are at various stages of development:
(1) The Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR), characterized by liquid metal (sodium) cooling,
a pool-type reactor configuration, and metallic fuel; (2) a fuel recycle capability based on high
temperature metals purification technology (pyrometallurgy) and electrorefining; and (3) a
comprehensive waste processing technology that separately addresses gaseous, metallic, and other
fission products. The waste processing technologies are designed to leave only trace amounts of
transuranics, which will be alloyed with non-recovered metal fission products for disposal.

3.1 1ER Technology Development

The DOE IFR technology development program included three elements:

• Fuel Performance Testing and Demonstration, including fabrication, irradiation testing,
performance evaluation, and modeling of metal fuel to demonstrate its performance under
normal conditions and provide a basis for manufacturing specification;
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• Core Design R&D, including evaluation of major reactor design aspect design for metal
fuelled cores and their influence on passive safety response, and on performance and
economics;

• Safety Tests and Analysis, including demonstration of IFR and metal fuel response to off-
normal and accident situations, through testing in EBR-n and TREAT.

3.1.1 Fuel Performance Testing and Demonstration

The primary objectives of metal fuel performance demonstration were to demonstrate, through
irradiation of individual test assemblies and whole core loadings, the economic and safety
performance potential of metallic fuels, and to develop a technology data base, as required, to
support advanced reactor design and licensing processes. The demonstration includes the fabrication
of fresh fuel and components for irradiation in the EBR-n.

The basic physical properties of the ternary alloy IFR fuel and the fuel/cladding interactions over
a broad range of compositions and operating conditions are being established. Out-of-reactor
experiments are underway to establish the compatibility of the metal fuel with advanced cladding
materials, to characterize the distribution of the alloy elements within the fuel, to measure the
thermal and physical properties of the fuel, and to validate calculational methods of modeling the
fuel behavior.

The irradiation test program included a comprehensive range of design and operating parameters.
The U-Pu-Zr fuel composition has varied from 0 percent Pu to 28 percent Pu, with zirconium
variations from 2 percent to 14 percent. Three cladding materials have been used, including the two
austenitic materials 316 and D9, and the ferritic/martensitic alloys HT9 and HT9M. The
plenum-to-fuel volume ratio, smear density, linear power, and fuel/cladding temperatures have
covered a wide range. The maximum burnup achieved to date is 19.4 atom percent and, in general,
the steady-state irradiation performance of the IFR fuel has been excellent.

In order to generate a statistically significant data base with which to judge IFR fuel reliability, the
standard EBR-n driver fuel alloy (U-SFs) has been steadily phased out, although it proved fully
reliable to its 8 percent burnup goal level. The EBR-n core conversion is now complete, using
KM-m subassembh'es with D9-clad U-10Zr driver fuel and 316SS-clad U-10Zr safety/control rod
fuel. The current KM-m driver fuel burnup goal of 10 percent has already been exceeded on the
first qualifications subassembly (17.2 percent burnup). A parallel effort to qualify HT9-clad,
U-lOZr (MK-IV) fuel is underway and to date has achieved a maximum burnup of 9.6 percent.

The factor which limits the thermal performance of IFR fuel is the potential for clad wastage from
interacting with fuel over an extended period at extreme conditions in a slowly cooling accident.
At sufficient temperatures, a eutectic type interaction between Pu and the Fe in the clad can thin
the clad and also facilitate migration of fission products into the clad. No credible accidents have
been identified that lead to rapidly progressing fuel/clad interaction. Inductively heated furnaces,
the Full Behavior Test Apparatus, and the Whole Pin Furnace are used to determine the limiting
time and temperatures with respect to clad wastage and'to validate calculational models. Data for
wastage and fission products penetration follow a diffusion-type profile for penetration vs. burnup-
average temperature, as shown in Figure 9.
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The reference ALMR powerplant described in Section 2 is a particularly well-developed adaptation
of the IFR reactor technology. As noted, it incorporates a number of specific innovations and
advances and is solidly based on LMFBR experience in the U.S., France, and U.K. It also benefits
from experience obtained in the former Soviet Union and from technology development in Japan,
Italy, Germany, and many other countries. In addition, the IFR metal fuel benefits from years of
experience with metallic fuel in the EBR-n, and incorporates fundamental advances in fuels
technology.

3.1.3 Safety Tests and Analysis

The overall objective of the IFR safety analysis task was to develop understanding of the
phenomenology which controls the safety performance of the IFR metallic fuel, to provide the
experimental data to validate the unique safety features of the IFR, and to fully characterize the
safety features associated with the IFR concept. Primary activities were:

• Analyses of reactor operational transients, anticipated-transient-without scram (ATWS) events,
and local faults to establish margins of safety for metal-fueled IFRs.

• Out-of-reactor tests on both unirradiated and irradiated fuel to establish key fuel behavior data
under upset conditions.

• TREAT tests to establish the margins to failure for metal fuel and to validate the modelling
and analysis of the transient behavior of metallic fuel under severe accident conditions.

• Analyses to demonstrate the safety margin of metallic fuel for a wide range of reactor sizes
and to apply these analyses to the reference reactor concept.

Following the strikingly successful Inherent Safety Demonstration test series conducted at the
EBR-n in 1986, a wide range of design basis accidents (including anticipated, unlikely, and
extremely unlikely transients) have been evaluated for the IFR concept. These events were found
to lead to consequences well within conservatively interpreted acceptance guidelines. The improved
passive safety capability of the pool configuration and the improved reactivity feedback response
of metal fuel lead to the availability of large design margins of safety. In pool systems, the large
primary system heat capacity buffers the primary system so that no reactor scram is required for
any combination of balance-of-plant (BOP) faults. In the metal-fueled IFR, the reactivity decrement
associated with changing power level is small when compared to oxide-fueled reactors. These basic
characteristics and the availability of large margins are being exploited to develop simplifications
in the plant protection system and plant control system configurations, leading to the emergence of
a new optimum control strategy that could reduce event frequencies and scram demands to provide
robustness with respect to human error in maintenance or control.

Progress has also been made in the program area focused on understanding metallic fuel
performance under severe accident conditions. While no further TREAT tests have been performed
during the past year, analyses of previous metal fuel tests show that transient heating of the fuel
under accidents conditions produces cladding loadings which are dominated by the plenum pressure.

The similarity of the thermal expansion of fuel and cladding and the compliant nature of the porous
fuel lead to negligible Fuel-Cladding Mechanical Interaction (FCMI) damage to the cladding.
Although the FCMI stresses in the cladding may be significantly early in the transient, little plastic
strain accumulates before fuel creep relaxes the cladding loading to a hydrostatic state that follows
the transient increase in plenum pressure.

Should the accident sequence proceed to fuel melting, high fuel porosity with entrained gas
retention in the open porosity and a small decrease in fuel density on melting lead to little
pressurization of the pin before the fuel melt zone extends to the top of the fuel column. This
allows molten fuel to expand under the porosity-entrained gas pressure into the plenum region.
Besides delaying fuel failure (to about four times normal power as measured in a number of
TREAT 8-second period overpower transients), this molten fuel extrusion can provide a significance
source of negative reactivity feedback. Once clad failure does occur, that same entrained fission
gas pressure leads to a dramatic dispersion of the liquid-phase fuel through the breach and out of
the pin bundle.

Current activities in the severe accident domain are addressed by translating these understandings
of phenomenology into their resultant safety implications and capturing this phenomenology in
disruption models for the SAS4A severe accident analysis code.

3.2 Fuel Cycle Development

A key element of the IFR concept is its unique fuel cycle, which is based on a combination of
pyrometallurgical and electrochemical processing ("pyroprocessing"). This element of the IFR
Program deals with the development of a compact process for recovering uranium, plutonium, and
other transuranic elements from irradiated metallic core fuel and blanket materials, for separating
fission products from the actinides, and for re-enriching the core fuel with plutonium bred in the
blanket. To accomplish this, major development efforts are directed toward flowsheet and process
chemistry development, process equipment development, and engineering-scale demonstration of
the pyroprocess, including waste treatment/management.

3.2.1 Pyroprocess Development

This process is illustrated in Figure 10. The first step in the electrorefining process for separation
and recovery of actinides consists of the batch dissolution of chopped fuel element segments. With
the electrorefining cell operating at a temperature of 500 degrees C, an oxidant, CdCl2, is added
to convert most of the actinides, the sodium from the fuel element thermal bond, and active fission
product metals to their chlorides. These chlorides are dissolved in the electrorefiner electrolyte,
which is a mixture of LiCl and KCI. The remaining fuel is then anodically dissolved. A potential
is then applied between the electrorefining cell anode and a solid cathode suspended in the
electrolyte salt. Uranium is electrotransported to the cathode and adheres as a dendritic deposit. The
electronegative fission products (noble metals, transition metals, and some rare earths) remain in
the electrolyte salt. When an appropriate concentration of plutonium is achieved in the electrolyte,
special liquid cadmium cathodes are installed in the electrolyte and the plutonium and remaining
actinides, including an approximately equal amount of uranium, are deposited on the cadmium
cathode.
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<oo> A liquid cadmium cathode is utilized in the IFR pyroprocess for the recovery of plutonium and
other minor actinides because of the much higher deposition rates available for these materials in
liquid cadmium, as compared to the deposition rates on solid mandrel cathodes placed in the salt
phase.

Recent work on the liquid cadmium cathode concept has focussed on development of the "pounder"
cathode, a rotating plunger device that compresses the salt/cadmium interrace. Results obtained to
date with the pounder cathode indicate that it enables production of a metal ingot that is free of
dendrites and salt. The pounder cathode is capable of a high loading of heavy metal and operates
at virtually 100 percent collection efficiency.

The cathode deposits are removed from the electrorefiner cell at the completion of the deposition
process. Any occluded salt and cadmium are separated from the actinides by retorting, and the
uranium and U-Pu-TRU products are consolidated by melting. The consolidated fuel material ingots
are then transferred to the injection casting system for fabrication of fuel rods.

3.2.2 Fuel Cycle Demonstration

The objective of this program element is to verify the operability of the pyrometallurgical and
fabrication systems on a production scale and to quantify the economic potential of the IFR metal
fuel cycle. Comprehensive demonstration of all aspects of the fuel cycle under simulated
commercial practice conditions will be carried out in the refurbished Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF) at
the ANL-Idaho site between 1992 and 1995, using spent IFR fuel discharged from the EBR-II
reactor. This facility is designed to provide complete fuel service to support EBR-H operation.
Modifications to the PCF (formerly the Hot Fuel Examination Facility-South) to include installation
of full-scale IFR pyroprocessing unit operations are largely complete; component checkout
commenced in October 1991. The pyroprocessing demonstration will take place on a scale and at
a throughput rate that facilitates reliable economic evaluation of the process. Once in full hot
operation, about 60-90 EBR-n fuel subassemblies could be processed per year. Unit operations to
be demonstrated range from initial fuel subassembly breakdown to final waste treatment and
packaging for disposal. During this time, the EBR-n complex will be in full operation as an IFR
prototype, with fuel at goal burnup levels and fuel being recycled (i.e. processed and refabricated)
to the reactor in a closed fuel cycle. The waste products will be processed and suitable disposal
waste forms will be developed and certified. Photographs of the electrorefiner and the injection
casting furnace are shown in Figures 11 and 12. Note that this is full-scale equipment.

3.2.3 Light Water Reactor (LWR) Actinide Recovery

Several conceptual processes are being developed at Argonne National Laboratory for recovery of
actinide elements from LWR spent fuel. High-temperature processes (—800 degrees C) based on
work performed at ANL during the 1960s and 1970s are being evaluated. In these processes, the
LWR oxide spent fuel is reduced by reaction with calcium metal in a two-phase (liquid metal and
molten salt) system. The CaO formed during the reduction process is soluble in the molten salt
(CaCl2-CaF2)» and 'he salt is recycled by electrochemically reducing the CaO to calcium metal.
Oxygen is evolved as CO and CO2 at a carbon anode. The actinide elements are extracted from the
liquid metal phase and transferred to the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) fuel cycle for further
purification. FIG. 11. Electrorefiner apparatus.



FIG. 12. Fuel injection casting furnace.
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Small-scale experiments are being conducted to develop unit operations for these processes.
Containment vessel materials are being developed for use in the process steps, and testing is being
conducted to determine their performance in the high temperature, corrosive environment.
Experiments are also being done to develop methods for electrochemical reduction of CaO to allow
recycle of the salt phase. Processes developed in the small-scale experiments are being upgraded
to "engineering-scale" (~20-kg batch size) for demonstration. The equipment and containment
gloveboxes necessary to perform these demonstrations are being designed and fabricated.

3.3 Waste Processing Technology

Metallic fission products in the cadmium pool at the bottom of the electrorefiner are separated by
drawing off the bulk of the cadmium and then retorting and recovering the cadmium for recycle
to the electrorefiner. Any insoluble oxides or carbides (e.g., ZrC) are removed from the liquid
cadmium by filtration. The metallic fission products and insolubles, together with the cladding, are
then immobilized in a metal matrix using a material such as copper (other candidate matrix
materials are also under investigation), thereby creating a stable waste form for geologic disposal.
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The electrolyte salt is periodically withdrawn and treated to recover trace uranium and TRU
elements by direct chemical reduction. A test apparatus is being assembled and pretested to
determine equipment design performance and extraction efficiency for uranium, transuranics, and
rare earths for a pyrocontractor operating with molten cadmium and chloride salts at 500 degrees
C. The treated salt, a non-TRU waste material, is then immobilized by infiltration through a zeolite
column where the fission product cations are sorted by a highly effective ion exchange reaction.
Salt molecules are also sorted by occlusion into a solid monolithic form by hotpressing, which
produces a suitable waste form for geologic disposal.

Flowsheet variations are being tested with a laboratory-scale electrorefining apparatus, and results
are being compared against calculations based on an electrochemical model of the overall process.
Agreement has been obtained between the measured and calculated composition of the salt and
metal phases. An engineering-scale version of the electrorefiner, capable of handling cathode
deposits of 10kg, is being used for process development and system optimization.

The IFR waste treatment process flowsheet includes a salt-stripping step in which the TRU-free salt
from the salt extraction step is treated with Li(Cd) to remove all residual uranium and rare earth
fission products. Testing of the prototype salt-stripper vessel has begun.

4. ALMR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
The objective of this program was to verify the performance, reliability, and safety of the ALMR
design. The concept utilizes the wealth of safety and sodium components technology developed for
U.S. reactors, including the EBR-n, FERMI reactor, Southeast Fast Oxide Reactor, Fast Flux Test
Facility (FFTF), and Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project. Supplementary development programs
were initiated in selected areas where innovations were introduced to further enhance reactor and
plant safety, performance characteristics, reliability, and availability. Extensive use is made of the
U.S. national laboratories and engineering test centers to establish the required data base.

Concurrent with the design development effort, technology development was scheduled to progress
through several phases, including feasibility tests, key features tests, components tests, and systems
tests to eventual safety testing of a prototype reactor module. Throughout each test phase, high
emphasis has been given to assuring the structural integrity of components, to characterizing the
reliability of safety components, and to establishing design margins and margins beyond the design
basis, as required in support of licensing reviews.

The program included demonstration of: (1) the design adequacy of sodium components such as
the self-cooled electromagnetic pump, control drives, ultimate shutdown system, in-vessel fuel
transfer machine, and steam generator; (2) advanced instrumentation and controls concepts;
(3) advanced technologies such as seismic isolation, life extension of structural materials, and
thermal-hydraulics simulation testing; and (4) technologies for safety systems including the reactor
vessel auxiliary cooling system, passive reactor shutdown features and containment design, backup,
and ceramic fuel (oxide) development.

A self-cooled electromagnetic pump is included in the ALMR design, consistent with the hermetic
sealing of the reactor during operation. The development program objective was to sufficiently

assure the goals of a 30 year lifetime and a performance capability of delivering 11,500 gpm at
115 psi using reactor sodium for waste heat removal. This development was considered the next
logical step in the development of sodium pumps. The expected reduction in maintenance work was
estimated to provide a two percent improvement in plant availability on a plant-wide basis.

To accommodate the elevated temperatures associated with the use of reactor sodium as the heat
sink, electrical insulation materials have been developed which show excellent long-term insulation
capability. Oven tests conducted with bar samples and coil show a consistent low leakage current.
A series of stator segment tests are being performed at Argonne National Laboratory to verify the
design adequacy of the stator segment, to evaluate fabrication techniques, and to establish the
design performance in terms of mechanical performance of the coil restraint system. In the second
testing phase, an improved coil constraint design was demonstrated to adequately accommodate the
total number of expected reactor startup and shutdown cycles. In the Phase HI test, the inner stator
iron will be replaced by a second concentric coil (double-stator design) which will reduce the
maximum coil temperature and enhance pump reliability and mechanical performance.

The advanced instruments and control program element included the design, test, and performance
demonstration of new, state-of-the-art instrumentation and control systems, such as for radiation
detection, sodium pressure and temperature measuring, automated plant control, "smart* sensors
and diagnostics, nondestructive testing, and in-core neutron flux monitoring. These would reduce
plant cost and improve the licensability of advanced liquid metal reactors.

In the advanced instrumentation area of the ALMR program, work continued on the
High-Temperature, High-Sensitivity Fission Counter (HTHSFC). The HTHSFC was operated
successfully at 540 degrees C for 500 hours. The HTHSFC will be disassembled to determine any
effects on the components, and this information will be used to improve the design.

Work also continued on the long-term task of providing testing and validation of advanced control
system designs by simulation, with emphasis on development of an intelligent supervisory control
system that focusses on investment protection, high availability, and reduced operator workload.
System feature fault diagnostics, response to equipment failures, and mixed automatic and manual
operation were successfully demonstrated. The supervisory control system utilizes advanced
computing techniques to meet the high automation levels desired for the ALMR. Lessons learned
and techniques developed through this activity will be applied to the advanced controls program
demonstration products.

Seismic isolation is included in the ALMR to decouple the reactor and its safety equipment from
potentially damaging ground motions. Flexible isolation elements with high vertical and low
horizontal stiffness are used between the building basement and the superstructure to transform
high-energy seismic input motions into harmonic response cycles with significantly reduced
accelerations. This approach is well suited for the low pressure liquid metal reactor system, which
has thin-walled components and structures. Some of these components are flexible in horizontal
direction, and reduced accelerations lead to reduced stresses and displacements or enhanced safety
margins. The technology program objective is to demonstrate that the seismic isolation elements
perform during earthquakes as designed, with a high reliability throughout their 60-year design life.
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A testing program of various-size seismic isolation bearings indicated that a consistently high
horizontal displacement capability can be achieved, and that the bearings have substantial margins
for accommodating earthquakes beyond the safe shutdown earthquake. Seismic isolation technology
is relatively new to nuclear powerplants and has been only used in special, limited applications. The
general technology is well understood, however, and the application of seismic isolation to buildings
with sensitive contents is rapidly expanding.

The transport of heat from the reactor sodium systems to the conventional steam systems is a
critical process in the system. Several types of sodium-heated steam generators have been developed
and tested in the U.S. program, including the helical coil steam generator, the hockey-stick on
J-tube, and the double-wall tube steam generator. The ALMR program has selected the helical coil
steam generator for the reference design because of the expected capital cost and reliability
advantages. The objectives of the development program are to develop and qualify the steam
generator for a cost target of $75/KWe, a high reliability (failure rate of < < id3 per unit year),
and a long lifetime (60 years). The initial phase of performance testing a 76 MW helical coil steam
generator unit was successfully completed at the Energy Technology Engineering Center, and
post-test estimation, which includes water and sodium side inspections and the cutting and plugging
of a tube section, is in progress.

Research and development efforts were also directed at determining the performance of major
auxiliary systems, including fuel handling, in-service inspection, sodium leak detection, and remote
maintenance. Sufficient test and design verification data are needed so that these systems can be
clearly specified and accurately costed. Research and development was directed at those critical
features that differ significantly from FFTF or EBR-II operating systems and offer potential for
significant future cost savings, improved reliability, and/or increases in plant availability.

The backup ceramic fuel (oxide) Core Demonstration Experiment (CDE) fuel tests in the FFTF
continue to lead the world in burnup. Most of the fuel assemblies and all of the blankets were
discharged from the core in April 1990 after achieving the desired design requirements. However,
eight fuel tests remain in-core. A CDE lead test has been in the reactor for 1658 EFPD as of the
completion of Cycle 12 during March 1992, and has attained a bumup of 238 MWd/MTM and a
fast fluence of 3.9 x 10° n/cm2. A second lead CDE assembly, ACO-3, has a bumup level of 231
MWD/MTM and will be processed through the Interim Examination and Maintenance Cell during
the summer of 1993 to provide pins for examination by Japan's Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel
Development Corporation. The highest burnup CDE assembly has reached 1345 EFPD, a peak
burnup of 221 MWD/MTM, and a fluence of 3.5 x 1023 n/cm2. Two low power assemblies located
at the periphery of the core have reached 108 and 129 MWd/MTM. All tests, except ACO-3,
remain in the core pending a decision on the reactor status.

Development of oxide fuel cycle technologies has continued in the Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing
Program (CFRP) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The technologies developed have
spanned a full range of reprocessing functions from receipt, handling, and storage of spent fuel
assemblies to waste treatment and packaging. Both mechanical (fuel disassembly and shearing) and
chemical processes have been developed.

Some fuel cycle facility technologies developed through the CFRP are currently being transferred
to Japan's Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) for application in the

Recycle Equipment Test Facility (RETF). This is being done through a jointly-funded collaborative
agreement between the DOE and the PNC. Additionally, both France and Great Britain have
interest in specific elements of the technology through other international exchange agreements.

One of the early DOE objectives for the CFRP was to develop advanced technology which would
substantially increase the overall availability (on-line time) of reprocessing facilities. Increased
availability would allow annual throughput criteria to be met with smaller, less costly, hot-cell
facilities and processes. This led to development of new technologies for remote operations, remote
maintenance systems, remotely operable and maintainable in-cell equipment, in-cell equipment
reliability, space-efficient in-cell equipment arrangements, hot-cell layouts, and facility layouts.

Many of these technologies are generally applicable to large hot-cell facility operations and can be
applied beneficially regardless of the basis used for processing operations. Areas of technology
which are generally applicable are:

Mechanical head-end operations (remote fuel handling, storage, disassembly, and shearing)
Design of in-cell equipment for remote maintenance
In-cell equipment layout/arrangement
In-cell remote maintenance systems
In-cell viewing systems
In-cell microwave signal transmission
In-cell process instrumentation/controls
In-cell inert atmosphere ventilation system control
Waste treatment, packaging, and assay
Radiation-resistant components/equipment
Improved safeguards utilizing process instrumentation
Reliability, availability, and maintainability

ORNL has pioneered and developed the concept of totally remote operation and maintenance of
mechanical and chemical process equipment in large hot-cell facilities. This technology has been
demonstrated and tested in cold facilities and has been a key element in conceptual design studies
involving evaluation of liquid metal reactor fuel cycles and in the design of the RETF in Japan.

Many of the concepts jointly developed by the CFRP and PNC are being incorporated into the
reference design of the RETF. Hot testing of these concepts under prototypical conditions will
provide the basis for a proven reprocessing facility with low capital and operating costs, minimal
personnel exposure, improved effluent control, and increased safety and safeguardability. Major
DOE-developed components/systems currently under cold testing and evaluation include a laser
disassembly machine, a rotary dissolver, and centrifugal contactors for separations.

ORNL developed a remote maintenance system based on a mobile, highly dexterous, remotely
maintainable, servomanipulator and television viewing. This system, the Advanced Integrated
Maintenance System (AIMS), is well tested, demonstrated, and in use today to support activities
within the DOE and other Federal agencies. The AIMS technology, as well as that of supporting
systems, can be applied to Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) fuel processing facilities. Since the original
objective of this technology was to improve in-cell maintenance, and thus plant availability, this
same benefit also applies to the IFR.
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5. TEST FACILITIES

The major facilities advancing the LMR effort are located at three sites within the United States:

• Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W), Idaho Falls, Idaho
• Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC), Richland, Washington
• Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), Santa Susana, California

In addition to these facilities, the program utilizes other facilities for advanced reactor research and
development. One of the more prominent of these facilities is the Integrated Equipment Test (DBT)
facility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The EBT provides a key capability in fuel
reprocessing technology and is used in a number of international collaborative efforts.

5.1 Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W)

The ANL-W site is the technology center for the U.S. metal fuel development program, for reactor
operations, for metal fuel reprocessing and refabrication, and for waste treatment demonstrations
verifying the closed metal fuel cycle. The facilities are described below.

5.1.1 Experimental Breeder Reactor-II ŒBR-II)

.The EBR-n, a metal-fueled liquid metal reactor (LMR) powerplant, has been in continuous
operation since 1964. In 1990, it achieved a plant capacity factor of 71.6 percent. The original
mission of the EBR-n was that of a complete pilot plant for proving the LMFBR system. The
reactor, in conjunction with the adjacent Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF), demonstrated the concept of
a fast breeder powerplant with an integral fuel cycle. During 1968-69, with the successful
completion of the original mission, a substantial modification program was initiated to convert the
EBR-n reactor into a fast reactor test facility, and to modify the FCF for examination capability.

The EBR-n's long, successful operating history provides an important source of information on the
long-term reliability of LMRs. Major programs being conducted in the EBR-n include metal fuel
irradiation testing and demonstration of the inherently safe response of a metal-fueled, pool-type
LMR. EBR-n also serves as an important test bed for key features of innovative LMR designs,
such as flexible pipe joints and materials and improvements in instrument and control systems.
Other major tests being conducted include those to determine the efforts of running beyond cladding
breach, and the response of oxide fuel to operational transients in a joint U.S./Japanese program.

The As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) approach to radiation exposure combined with
other EBR-n attributes has resulted in collective man-rem exposures two orders of magnitude less
than for commercially-owned and operated light water reactors.

5.1.2 Zero Power Physics Reactor (ZPPR1

The ZPPR is an experimental critical facility in which different reactor core designs can be
mocked-up, operated at a low power, and characterized according to the physics properties of the
core and surrounding regions. The ZPPR provides experimental physics data for the design of fast
reactor demonstration plants and large fast reactor central-station powerplants. Operational and

design parameters such as critical mass, control rod worth, power-generation distribution,
breeding-blanket effectiveness, and neutron flux on support structures are measured for
configurations that exactly duplicate the neutronics of the proposed design. Also measured and
confirmed are safety-related parameters fundamental to the demonstration of a safe design, such as
the Doppler coefficient and the sodium-void coefficient.

5.1.3 Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT)

The TREAT reactor is an air-cooled, thermal, heterogeneous reactor used to simulate postulated
reactor transients and transient undercooling events. The primary mission of the TREAT reactor
is to conduct safety-related tests in support of the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor program. Tests
include overpower transient tests on fuels to determine fuel dynamic behavior during reactor
excursions, overpower transient tests to investigate fuel-coolant interaction phenomena, steady-state
power tests with loss-of-flow to investigate coolant expulsion and related phenomena, and
combinations of loss-of-flow and transient-overpower tests. TREAT also provides neutron
radiography services for experimental fuel irradiation programs and other experiments.

5.1.4 Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF)

The HFEF consists of an air-atmosphere and an argon-atmosphere hot cell, which provides
capabilities for remote assembly and disassembly of irradiated subassemblies and loops and for
examination of fuel elements and material specimens. The HFEF examination capabilities include
precision gamma-scanning profUometry and other dimensional measures, weight determinations,
metallography, photographic and visual observations, eddy current and ultrasonic nondestructive
testing, and neutron radiography.

5.1.5 Fuel Cycle Facility fFCF>

The previously designated HFEF-South facility has been modified, including installation of a safety
grade ventilation system, for demonstration of the mi fuel processing and waste treatment.
Equipment is currently being installed, and initial operation is scheduled for late this year, with full
radioactive operation expected next spring.

5.2 Westinghouse Handford Company (WHQ

The WHC facility at Hanford has served as an irradiation testing center for LMRs, fusion, isotope
production, space and defense power systems, and cooperative international programs. Facilities
are also available for support of the ALMR program in a building originally used for testing FFTF
components. The key facilities used for LMR development are described below.

5.2.1 Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)

The FFTF is a Class A Nuclear Reactor and is operated in conformance and compliance with the
DOE requirements. It is the newest reactor within the DOE complex. The FFTF has completed
over 10 years of basically "flawless" operation (Figure 13 and Figure 14) confirming the design
assumptions and material performance of mixed oxide fuel, sodium reactor systems, and the overall
safety and robustness of the modern LMR. Advanced core materials have also been developed and
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tested at the FFTF. Most notable among these has been the ferritic steel alloy HT9, which has been
irradiated to ultra-high neutron fluencc levels with little or no neutron-induced swelling and which
has been selected for use in the U.S. ALMR. The FFTF also conducted materials experiments for
the development of the fusion reactor. A special test zone in the FFTF core allows continuous
monitoring of tritium production occurring in fusion reactor blanket materials under a variety of
irradiation and thermal conditions.

The FFTF completed Cycle 12 in March 1992, accumulating a total of 2278 EFPD since the
beginning of operation in 1980. During this time only one fuel pin from all of the standard driver
fuel assemblies has developed a leak; this assembly was well beyond its design exposure.

Irradiation of the reconstituted fusion Materials Open Test Assembly (MOTA) experiment was
initiated in May 1991 and functioned as designed until reactor shutdown in March 1992. It has been
removed from the reactor, and materials are being prepared for irradiation in alternate facilities.

Nine Core Demonstration Experiment fuel assemblies, including lead tests, continued irradiation
until the reactor was shut down in March 1992. A lead test assembly reached a world's best fuel
assembly burnup of 238 MWd/kgM. The highest burnup CDE assembly reached a burnup of 221
MWd/kgM. Planning is underway to process a hot channel lead test for postirradiation examination
by PNC. All nine assemblies have achieved their current exposures without operational difficulty.

The possibility of future DOE missions along with collaborative international programs for the
FFTF are being evaluated. However, FFTF operation probably will not be necessary prior to 1996.
Accordingly, the Department directed that the FFTF be brought to a standby status. The plant
achieved steady state hot standby conditions in December 1992. The Department has made
arrangements for completion of existing experiments in the FFTF at an alternate location.

5.2.2 Fuel Materials Examination Facility (FMEF)

The FMEF is a modern facility originally designed and built as a fuels and materials examination
facility and modified to provide a capability for LMR fuel fabrication and plutonium (or higher)
actiniae storage. The facility has never been fully activated, although it meets the latest design,
safety, environmental compliance, and safeguards requirements.

5.2.3 High Temperature Sodium Facility CHTSF^

The HTSF has been selected by the LMR program to conduct key feature tests essential to
completion of preliminary design activities. Planned testing includes the In-Vessel Transfer
Machine, Electromagnetic Sodium Pumps, Control Rod Drive Mechanisms, and the Ultimate
Shutdown System. Funds have been identified, but work remains in the planning stage.

5.3 Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC)

The ETEC provides testing capabilities for developmental hardware, software, and instrumentation
in non-nuclear environments.

5.3.1 The Sodium Component Test Installation (SCTD

The SCTI is a 70 MWt test facility that is used primarily for steam generator tests. The sodium
heat transport system contains two 35 MWt, natural gas-fired sodium heaters, an 8000 gpm main
circulating pump, and supporting services for steady state and transient test operations. SCTI
includes a 70 MW steam and feedwater system which permits once-through or recirculating
operation of test steam generators or tests of other high-temperature, high-pressure steam and water
systems. The principal operating mode entails delivery of steam to the turbine of the Power Pak
(»generating system for production of 25.5 MW of electricity for distribution to the Southern
California Edison power grid. The SCTI can be operated independently of Power Pak, particularly
for the performance of severe transient tests. These transients would not be prudent to perform in
a nuclear facility, but are safely performed in the SCTI, which has been designed for this purpose.
The facility currently utilizes three separate test positions for steam generators.

5.3.2 The Sodium Pump Test Facility (SPTF>

The SPTF was designed primarily for large sodium pump testing and concurrent testing of large
sodium flowmeters. The facility has a flow capacity of 100,000 gpm at a developed head of
210 psig and a temperature of 1100 degrees Fahrenheit The system has a turndown capacity to less
than 100 gpm. Electric power is available for motor drives up to 15,000 hp. The system includes
two test stands for large pumps and is designed to produce strong upramp or downramp thermal
transients during pump operation.

5.3.3 The Transient Test Facility (TTF)

The TTF is used to simulate the effects of process fluid transient temperatures and seismic and
steady state mechanical loadings on plant components and piping systems. Simulations for hot
water, liquid metal, slurries, and molten salts can be achieved by directing hot or cold high-velocity
inert gas through thermally preconditioned test articles. TTF also contains a large hydraulic loading
structure mounted on a massive, steel-reinforced concrete base, which permits simultaneous
mechanical and thermal stress testing of components up to 32 by 40 by 25 feet. The TTF complex
also includes the Fragility Test System (FTS) and the Seismic Isolation Test Fixture (SITF). The
FTS uses TTF's 500,000 Ib. seismic mass, which is set in bedrock, as a base for high-level seismic
failure (fragility) testing of piping systems and components. A synchronous, four-table hydraulic
shaker system can provide accelerations up to 30G. The SITF is a test bed designed and constructed
to simulate earthquake effects on large, flexible bearings that can isolate reactor and non-reactor
components, systems, buildings, and other structures from such effects. The TTF is designed to
be able to test-to-failure in each of its operating modes.

5.3.4 The Steam Accumulator Slowdown Evaluation Rig (SABERS

The SABER is used to evaluate large nuclear- and fossil-fired steam powerplant equipment in a
blowdown mode. A steam flow rate in excess of 10 million pounds per hour can be developed. Dry
or wet steam can be used at pressures to 500 psi, with higher pressures available. Test article
reaction loads can be accommodated to one million pounds, with built-in steam-quenching and



fast-acting control valve capabilities. Types of testing that can be accommodated include acceptance,
qualification, design development, off-design performance, noise and vibration, and failure testing.

A REVIEW OF THE COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMME
ON THE EUROPEAN FAST REACTOR (EFR)

6. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

In the course of developing the U.S. fast reactor, the DOE has placed major emphasis on
international cooperation. Our cooperative programs have enriched our knowledge with the
expertise of other nations in the IWGRF, and we are hopeful that our partners have mutually
benefitted from working with us. Clearly, there will be changes to our formal cooperative
agreements in the near future, reflecting the new Administration's de-emphasis of the ALMR
development program. We are confident, however, that some agreements will continue in those
technology areas that the DOE may continue to pursue.

In a similar tone, there are significant changes being effected in a number of foreign programs that
will also likely cause the DOE to revisit some of its cooperative programs. Once again, the timing
of the drafting of this paper precludes a clear picture of the outcome of these events.

7. CONCLUSION

The United States will continue its development of the actinide recycle concept due to our belief
that it offers significant benefit to the eventual disposition of actinides and spent fuel. The extent
to which we can pursue research on the ALMR will be limited by budget constraints. The new
Administration has proposed eliminating research and development funding and related facility
funding for nuclear reactors that have no near-term commercial application. Therefore, pending
Congressional decision, our design work on the ALMR will be brought to closure and the
supporting facilities (including EBR-H, TREAT, ZPPR, and ETEC) will be shut down.
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Abstract

The paper gives an overview of the current activities in the R&D area for the European Fast Reactor
(EFR). It is an example of how an advanced technological development can be handled across
nations, thereby sharing costs and taking benefit from different national skills and expertise. The
R&D organizations UK, France and Germany were committed during ten years to support the EFR
and the research programmes in their nuclear centres. The paper presents the achievements in design
and the various field of research and development of the EFR project. In parallel with scientific and
engineering activities in 1992-93 major changes took place in the budget reduction for R&D. The
future of the EFR project is under discussion among the partners.

1. General

During the year 1992 comprehensive support has been given to the EFR project by the
R&D organisations in France, Germany and the United Kingdom. This report summa-
rises the achievements in design and the various fields of research and development.
They are based on goals and milestones established in advance and in agreement with
the experts of EFR Associates.

A major activity in the links between R&D and EFR Associates was the detailed
assessment of the component proving needs, put forward by the designers as require-
ment for phase 3 of the project. According to present judgement about 60 tests of impor-
tant components have to be foreseen, quite a few of them in sodium and water. Most of
the test facilities are already existing with the notable exception of the one for prototype
steam generator testing. In all cases, however, test sections are needed.

Clearly one of the major problems for the R&D groups during the reporting period was
the non-availability of the breeder reactors PFR, Phénix and Superphénix. PFR was out
of operation between June 1991 and December 1992 due reheater problems and an oil
ingress; Phénix was suffering from spurious reactivity incidents and material problems
in the secondary circuit and was therefore shut down between July 1990 and February
1993; Superphénix got its license suspended by order of the French Prime Minister fol-
lowing problems with air pollution of the primary sodium. For these reasons, no further
irradiation progress in the field of fuel and absorber irradiation was possible. In addition,
many experts had to be devoted to these reactors in order to solve their first priority
problems.
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In parallel with these activities there was a moderate reduction of the budgets at various
R&D partners. The budget at KfK and CEA was reduced by approximately 10 %; a
much more severe reduction (- 70 %) was suffered by Interatom, now renamed
Siemens, due to the stop of BMFT government funding. This fed to the shut down of
major sodium facilities in Bensberg, like the pump test stand APB and the ILONA facili-
ty, used for decay heat removal experiments.

Major changes have derived from political interactions concerning the future of the EFR
project beyond 1992. AEA Technology informed their partners in the European Fast
Reactor cooperation on 12 November 1992 about a major shift of policy. The British
government had decided that it cannot justify anymore fast reactor R&D expenditures
beyond the current fiscal year. Thus, funding presently at about £ 13 m in total will
cease at the end of March 1993.

In the wake of this British decision the German research centre KfK was asked by its
Supervisory Board on, 24 November 1992 to discontinue the contributions to the
breeder technology by the end of 1993.

The consequences of these political decisions for the EFR project are presently under
discussion amongst the partners.

2. EFR Design Features
Introduction

The utilities consortium EFRUG has specified the following design objectives for EFR:

EFR should be regarded as the lead plant of a commercial series to be ordered
from 2010 onwards.

EFR should be of an advanced design which should still be valid in 2010 without
substantial extrapolation of the technology.

The design should be based on a well focussed R&D programme.

EFR must be an economically acceptable alternative to the present light water
reactor power plants.

EFR must be licensable in all participating countries.

It was agreed between EFRUG and EFR Associates that these design objectives can
best be met by retaining the basic characteristics of the previous national designs SNR
2, Superphénix 2 and CDFR by using the pool configuration and oxide fuel. Maximum
benefit can be derived from experience of the existing plants PFR (UK), Phénix and
Superphénix (France). The envisaged size of 1500 MWe takes advantage of the eco-
nomics of scale.

Technical Aspects

The entire Nuclear Island of EFR will rest on a single foundation and all buildings will be
seismically isolated by rubber isolators tuned to a frequency of about 1 Hz. The centre
of the plant will be the circular reactor building. It will be surrounded by an outer
annular service building and three satellite buildings; it will house the fuel store for fresh
and spent fuel as well as the handling facilities.

The Core of EFR will have three enrichment zones with a fuel management scheme
based on a five-year residence time. Responsible for the adoption of the 3rd enrich-
ment zone were cost and operational benefits like enhancement of the mean discharge
bum-up and margins in increased linear rating. The peak bum-up is set to the target of
20 % (190 dpa NRT). A flexible breeding strategy is agreed for breeding gains between
-0.2 up to+0.18 (Fig 1).

Two core options have been selected: an axially heterogeneous core and an homoge-
neous core with PE 16 or 15/15 Ti/1.4970 dad. A typical option for the homogeneous
layout includes 387 fuel subassemblies (S/As), 78 breeder S/As and an internal store
with 234 positions consistent with refuelling requirements. The core height will be 100
cm which allows the sodium void coefficient to be optimised with a thickness of the axial
blanket of 40 cm.

The Primary System of EFR will comprise six intermediate heat exchangers and three
primary pumps. This will lead to rotating plugs small in diameter and a primary vessel
of about 17m diameter which is substantially reduced in comparison.with Superphénix
(21 m). With the compactness of the EFR design considerable emphasis is placed on
the thermalhydraulic behaviour of both hot and cold pools.

The intermediate heat exchangers have mechanical seals and valves. The sodium
pumps are designed to include single impellers and sub-critical shafts. The double ro-
tating shield will be used with both direct and offset arm refuelling machines. A solid
steel roof has been adopted in place of the previous welded box construction. The
above-core structure will accommodate, amongst others, the instrumentation for de-
layed neutron detection and fuel assembly temperature monitoring. The vault design
includes options for two solutions of the safety vessel: an anchored version and a hung
version with cooled vault liner (Fig 2).

In the Secondary System of EFR there will be six intermediate heat exchangers with six
steam generators implying a six-loop configuration of similar layout. The steam genera-
tors are once-through, straight-tube units made of 9Cr1MoVNb ferritic steel. The
"regain" concept in which the secondary pump is located at a low level will be applied to
the secondary system. The benefits of this concept are the short pipe routes which
save costs (Figs 3 & 4).

The Decay Heat Removal concept of EFR is based on minimising the dependence on
safety-graded emergency power supples as far as is reasonable in technical and eco-
nomical terms. The DRC system now comprises two diverse groups with three loops
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each of 15 MW: DRC 1 - Passive and DRC 2 - Active, fitted with electromagnetic pump,
with 10 MW passive capability. The reduced costs, operating advantages at low tem-
perature and improved diversity were important considerations in adopting this design.
Efforts to fully validate natural circulation remain a top priority and further work will be
devoted to detail the concept, in particular the active part

The overall EFRUG objective in relation to safety is that EFR should be licensable in
any of the countries of the European Fast Reactor collaboration with a minimum of
changes from the basic design. To achieve this goal some basic safety principles are
applied:

The overall safety level for the EFR design should be no less stringent than for a
contemporary thermal reactor in the countries concerned.

As a result of normal operation appropriate dose limits to the operators and the
public must be respected and should be as low as reasonably practicable
(ALARP principle).

All reasonable practical steps should be taken to prevent accidents and to mini-
mise the radiological consequences of accidents.

The higher the predicted frequency of a fault of accident condition, the lower the
predicted consequences should be.

The basic safety approach taken for EFR is that of defense in depth; considerable en-
hancement of the conventional safety systems however is foreseen by introduction of
the so-called "third shut-down level". Its aim is to exploit and reinforce the natural
safety characteristics of the systems and to exclude core damage even at shut-down
systems failure. The following items represent the most important features of the third
shut-down level:

Favourable core geometry and optimised reactivity coefficients.

Optimisation of core restraint system and negative reactivity coefficient from ra-
dial expansion.

Enhancement of absorber rod drive line thermal expansion.

Self-actuating absorber mechanism to protect against the inadvertent withdrawal
of the absorber from the core.

Absorber rod magnets connected directly to the incoming supplies (SADE).

Bulk insertion of absorber on shut-down, and

Initiation of bulk insertion of absorber independent of the reactor protective sys-
tem.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the Secondary Sodium Loops EFR vs. Superphénix 1

During the design work the core height was reduced from 1.4 m to 1.0 m. Extensive
analyses have been made to assess the mechanical energy release of the EFR core
during the initiation phase of a postulated unprotected loss of flow accident (ULOF) with
various code systems. The conclusion is that with the enhanced prevention measures
no sodium boiling occurs; furthermore in most cases studied by the code FRAX 5B zero
or low mechanical energy release was predicted.
The safety case will be presented during the year 1992 and the beginning of 1993 to
the so-called "Ad Hoc Safety Club" for an extensive review of all aspects. The mem-
bers of this club are renowned European safety experts. There is no single competent
regulatory authority in Europe to whom to turn for licensing a European fast reactor de-

sign. There are, however, already moves in Europe to bring about some harmonisation
of safety requirements and EFR can act as a vehicle for doing so.

Economic Considerations
The approach for competitiveness of EFR is based on investment and generating cost
saving arising from:

Core design for high burn-up.

Design simplicity and compactness.
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Limitation of the number of safety graded systems consistent with required safety
levels.

Reduction of component weights, building volumes and number of components
and systems.

Attention to construction methods for the achievement of short construction times.

The main task up to the end of phase 2 is to prepare a convincing cost statement. It
was agreed that the goal is to demonstrate that EFR generating costs are competitive
with those of a PWR assuming comparable industrial conditions.

Competitive quotations from qualified manufacturers of the European countries will al-
low the establishment of a well founded "European" cost structure for the nuclear island.
Components selected for cost quotations have to represent the most advanced and
novel features of EFR, be typical of fast reactor materials and fabrication technology
and they must represent a significant fraction of the nuclear island costs.

For the fuel cycle, cost assessment contacts with the major fuel manufacturing and re-
processing companies in Europe, via the EFRUG link, are being established. For this
estimation a fast reactor commercial programme and its fuel cycle requirements needs
definition representing "comparable" industrial conditions already established for the
competing PWR plants.

3. R and D Achievements
3.1 AGT1: Fuel Element and Core Materials
Introduction

The collaborative European R&D programme on fuels and core materials is concen-
trated on support of the EFR design. All the irradiation experiments for fuels, clad and
wrapper materials and absorbers suffered considerably due to the shutdown of PFR
and PHENIX reactors. Nevertheless, for the three candidate materials for cladding and
wrapper (AIM 1, PE 16 and ferritio-martensitic alloys) a number of descriptive design
equations were compiled in the format of "Material Data Sheets". Moreover, the
preparation of the irradiation experiments of two S/As with PE 16 in Phénix has
progressed well and 7 S/As with axially heterogeneous fuel have been completely
fabricated for the experiment PAVIX

Irradiation progress

PE 16 dad

The lead clusters containing pins clad in PE 16 have attained bum-ups of 21.2 at.% and
20.6 at.% (121 and 116 dpa NRT respectively). The highest bum-up subassembly cur-

rently in the core has reached 17 at% ~ 131 dpa NRT. The maximum bum-up attained
to date by pins clad in PE 16 irradiated in PFR is 21.7 at.% -135 dpa NRT.

Agreement has been reached on the design of the PE 16 wire-wrapped pins for use in
two 217 pin experimental subassemblies to be irradiated in PHENIX. One assembly
will contain pins with a homogeneous fuel column while the other will contain pins with
a central breeder zone conforming to the axially heterogeneous design. Components
required for manufacturing tests were delivered to France at the end of May. The target
date for the loading in Phénix is December 1993.

15/15 77-1.4970 dad

In Phénix 146 dpa NRT have been achieved with a sub-assembly which had an EM 10
wrapper. The associated bum-up is 16.8 at.% (149 GWd/t).

Wrapper irradiations

The highest dose achieved by a ferritic wrapper of FV448/1.4914 type is 132 dpa NRT
in PFR. 143 dpa NRT were achieved in Phénix with an EM 10 wrapper.

Axially heterogeneous fuel design

This concept was selected as a candidate design for EFR, following the successful ir-
radiation of 3 subassemblies with axial heterogeneous fuel to 14 at.% bum-up in
Phénix. In a duster 19 of these preirradiated pins are presently under irradiation and
have meanwhile reached 18.4 at.%. Extensive post-irradiation examinations have been
performed on these 3 S/As and a synthesis report will be issued. A statistical experi-
ment in Phénix is being prepared. Seven fuel assemblies, with 15/15 Ti cladding and
EM 10 wrapper tubes have been fabricated. The loading into Phénix is planned for Run
50.

Material properties

Austenitic steels

A great number of subassemblies have been non-destructively examined which confirm
the good behaviour of the 15/15 Ti cladding. Also mechanical tests have been made on
different samples confirming their good behaviour as long as the volume swelling does
not exceed 12 %. Effort has been put towards understanding the role of "Phosphorous"
with regard to swelling in single (Ti) or double (Ti + Nb) stabilized austenitic steels.

PE16

Pin length and diameter measurements have been completed on PE 16 clad pins irra-
diated to 17.8 at.% bum-up 130 dpa NRT. The maximum diameter increase measured
was 2 %. The results give further confirmation of the low swelling behaviour of solution
treated and aged PE 16.



Ferritic martenstöc steels Nitride fuel

An analysis of the swelling behaviour of all the ferritic steels irradiated in Phénix and
PFR has been completed. It emphasizes that all these alloys exhibit very low swelling.
A comparison of the mechanical behaviour of a number of ferritiomartensitic steels ir-
radiated to a maximum dose of about 124 dpa NRT confirms the good behaviour of the
martensitic steels. Irradiation creep moduli have been deduced from the bulging of a
1.4914 wrapper. The results obtained are in good agreement with the results obtained
on irradiated EM 10 pressurized tubes.

A small development programme was started at CEA some years ago to study the
potential of U-Pu-nitride as an alternative for FBR-fuel elements. The aim of the
NIMPHE programme is to define convenient methods for fuel fabrication and
characterisation to determine the influence of different parameters (fabrication method,
impurity content, linear rating) on the in-pile behaviour and tq demonstrate that a high
bum-up is achievable with helium-bonded nitride fuel pins (Table 1 ).
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Clad failures

The shut-down period of the reactors was used to intensify the P.I.E.-work on failed pins
and to continue with the experimental programme in SHOE. Work continues on the
investigation into pin failure mechanisms in PE 16 clad. There is therefore some
circumstantial evidence to suggest that the failures in two assemblies may be due to
manufacturing defects. The case of an incipient in-core failure evolving into an open
cladding breach whilst in a low power storage position, is being studied in PFR with a
PHENIX fuel pin with 15/15 Ti cladding irradiated to 10.7 at.%, that had been artificially
defected, resealed with a low melting alloy and loaded to a position in the PFR core
where the conditions of fuel rating and clad temperature simulate those expected for
low power storage in EFR. After 345 efpd the pin was discharged. Routine DN
monitoring detected no signals above the background level. Nondestructive and visual
examinations confirm the DN-results, i.e. no secondary cladding defects have been
produced.

The SILOE programme continued with the first experiment studying the failure evolution
in a fissile pin with high bum-up. An artificial defect was made in a 15/15 Ti cladded pin
which was irradiated to 13.4 at.% bum-up in Phénix. The pin was afterwards irradiated
for 2 cycles in SILOE at 250 W/cm and during the second cycle a DN signal appeared.
The y-scanning shows a loss of fissile material in accordance with the high DN-signal.

Concerning the modelling work for failed fuel pins, the models for the sodium-fuel reac-
tion in the ENPANNE code, have been validated against the results of in-pile failures.
Recent experimental data on the release of particles from fuel pellets exposed to so-
dium are being evaluated for inclusion in the code. Concerning the behaviour of failed
breeder pins up to now no "naturally failed" breeder pins have been detected in FBRs.

Absorber experiments

The examination of irradiated absorber pins continued mainly on pins with Na-bonding.
Up to now no pin failure has been detected even at rather long irradiation periods
(213x102° capt./cm3, 657 efpd) and no evidence was found of an interaction between
carbide and clad.

Table 1 NIMPHE Programme on Nitride Fuel

* NIMPHE 1:
6.5 mm pin O.D.
420 W/cm linear power
54 dpa
PIE results at 7 at%

NIMPHE 1 bis:
To start at PHENIX 51th run
Objective: 11 at%

* NIMPHE 2:
8.55 mm pin 0.0.
700 W/cm linear power
In progress (6.2 at%)
PIE planned at about 8 at%

NIMPHE 2bis:
Objective: 12 at%

* NIMPHE 3:
Under Planning
Comparison between both wet (SOLGEL) and dry
fabrication routes



The irradiation programme has been started in Phénix where 7 at.% bum-up ~ 63,000
MWd/t could be reached. First PIE results show a rather low diametral deformation. 8
pins will be re-irradiated in Phénix to a bum-up target of 11 at.% as soon as the reactor
starts.

3.2 AGT 2A: Sodium Chemistry
Introduction

The work in the chemistry area covers the behaviour of sodium and components (Mass
transfer - models, codes and measurements -, removal of impurities, cleaning and de-
contamination of components, wastes treatment), and also the surveillance of the sys-
tems (including both on-line and off-line procedures).

The most recent efforts have been made in the following fields which appeared to be of
particular interest and priority for the designers:

- Oxygen behaviour in Primary sodium - Tritium balances in SPX and EFR related to
purification - Oil degradation in sodium - Cleaning and decontamination - Hydrogen de-
tection in steam generators - Determination of basic techniques for inspection and re-
pair.

Oxygen behaviour in primary sodium

Up to 1989, each European partner used his own law for solubility of oxygen in liquid
sodium: UKAEA recommended the THORLEYs law, Interatom used the EICHEL-
BERGER's law, CEA and Novatome used the NODEN's law.

A Specialists meeting recently gave the opportunity to produce a synthesis report of the
points of view on oxygen content policy between AEA, CEA and SIEMENS. Another
meeting will be held in the near future with the aim to attempt to provide an agreed ref-
erence curve for solubility of oxygen in liquid sodium. Current studies are performed by
the involved laboratories using old experiment results as well as new ones initiated
during the phase of understanding of the SPX pollution. The analysis of these data is
expected to be sufficient to allow the partners to adopt a common reference solubility
law based on a solid argument.

Tritium balances

The knowledge of radioactivity and contamination transfer in FBR sodium is of particu-
lar interest for the Designers. So an effort was made to develop exchanges and to pro-
gress in this field. As regards tritium behaviour, a common code KUTIM has been reac-
tivated and assessments were performed on the EFR design. Improvements of the
source terms need to be performed; the biggest difficulty, up to now, was the lack of
data on operational reactors for validation of the code.

Similarly it appears necessary to build a commonly approved contamination code, able
to evaluate the source (corrosion of cladding steel) and the deposits; a reassessment is
under way for the new CEA code ANACCONDA which has been developed starting
from the CORONA code; there is also a German code (CONTAMINATION) and a UK
code; in the near future a common view should be looked for.

Oil degradation in sodium

Following the entry of about 351 of oil into the PFR primary circuit in June 1991, various
assessments were made in the sodium chemistry area. Considerable attention has
been focused on the behaviour of oil under the combined effect of heat and radiation,
because the physical properties of the degradation products determine their movements
around the circuit and the risk of blockage at vulnerable positions.

As oil contamination also causes high levels of hydrogen, the risk of hydrogen cracking
was assessed, but was judged to be low for the structural materials involved. Hydrogen
also appears to have little effect on the operation of carbon and oxygen meters. Be-
cause of its mobility, solid deposits form in the cooler regions of the gas blanket system
which may cause blockage. As with oxygen, dissolved hydrogen precipitates on cooling
and this forms the basis for its removal. However, its nucleation behaviour is different
from that of oxygen and may lead to premature blocking of the cold trap. Optimization
of conditions to minimize this risk was undertaken by NNC using a modified VISCEN
code. Following this advice, the plugging temperature of the PFR primary circuit was
reduced from 230°C to 150"C in 18 days without any sign of trap blocking. Other tests
have also been performed at Cadaracne in order to simulate a scenario of oil ingress
followed by a vaporisation/cracking effect in a FBR core.

Cleaning and decontamination

For cleaning and decontamination, tests were conducted in the Almanach facility in
Cadaracne to wash special components (filters, valves); they were successful and the
next steps will be done on active components. A thesis was initiated in CEA to optimize
the decontamination process by sutfo-phosphoric acid and to explore the possibility to
reduce the phosphoric add content Tests have also been carried out to determine dis-
solution kinetics of NaH in alcohol in order to validate a cleaning process for primary
cold traps.

Hydrogen detection in steam generators

The planned tests on the CEA multichannel apparatus were postponed; the last experi-
ments in EOF Mephysto tests indicated a very rapid dissolution of the hydrogen pro-
duced by a steam - sodium reaction.

Determination of basic techniques for inspection and repair

The first experimental phase of the MIRSA facility will start mid 93 at Cadarache
(France). The aim of these experiments is to simulate realistic conditions (except ra-



diation) operating in a gaseous medium above a sodium vessel. The target of this ex-
perimental programme is the determination of basic techniques, the definition and
qualification of tools, for examination, preparation and cleaning of surfaces looking to
future needs for intervention and repair. The MIRSA facility and the associated pro-
gramme of repair operations will be supervised by AGT 2A, due to the fact that the main
specific characteristic is the sodium environment (see Fig 5).

3.3 AGT 2B: Instrumentation
Introduction

AGT 2B is concerned with instrumentation and in particular in the areas of neutron flux
monitoring, failed fuel detection and location, ultrasonic temperature monitoring (USTM)
and acoustic boiling noise detection (ABND).

Due to the European fast breeder reactors having been shut down throughout 1992 the
progress made in sensor qualification and endurance testing has been limited. Never-
theless progress has been made in some specific points of the development.

Neutron flux monitoring

The development of high-temperature high sensitivity fission chambers has been going
on in France for many years (see Fig 6). Over the period such chambers have steadily
improved, with increased sensitivity and performance.

The CPU C07 test chamber had already been introduced into the Phénix reactor during
the last reporting period. The chamber is located at the periphery of the core, the axial
position being dose to the core mid plane. The main objective of the experiment had
been the validation and endurance testing of the chamber which, due to well-known
reasons, could not be conducted as planned.

However the chamber was tested during the "zero" power experiments (up to 15 MW)
making use of a fast data acquisition system. The three chamber working modes were
investigated: the pulse mode, the Campbelling (or fluctuations) mode and the current
mode. The results from those tests were very satisfactory.

The advanced chamber version CPU C08, which is similar to the CFR C07 chamber,
has been manufactured and preliminarily tested. If the final laboratory tests confirm the
expected performance characteristics then this CFR COS chamber will be installed in
the Phénix reactor.

Failed fuel detection and location

Due to the lack of reactor power operation little progress was made in this area.

Some UNi foils precalibration for PFR experiments was done in the University reactor at
Risley. A batch of five separate foils were irradiated and the recoil source from each

Vertical traverse (sealed)

3_Horl: area

MIRSA enclosure

Fig. 5 General Scheme of MIRSA Facility
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one was analysed by measuring the emission of five separate fission products form the
surface of the foils. While some variations in the sources along each foil was observed
the integral foil emission was uniform from foil to foil.

The UNi foils pre-calibration for the KNK experiments was performed at Grenoble but
the reactor calibration in the reactors Phénix and SPX 1 had to be stopped with the
cessation of the reactor operation.
Failed-fuel data base

The final specifications for setting up a data base for recording all failed fuel events is
ready as far as the ACT 2B part is concerned. A common action with ACT 1 is foreseen
in order to harmonize and approve these spécifications and to come to an agreed data
base.

Core outlet temperature monitoring

The experimental activities on the remote ultrasonic temperature measurement (USTM)
for breeder S/As which had shown encouraging results last year were continued.
USTM techniques use ultrasonic pulses echoing from the tops of S/As to deduce the
velocity of sound in sodium and hence the sodium temperature. The USTM under de-
velopment allows for remote measurement and is fast enough to enable temperature
noise to be measured.

Experiments in the HIPPO water facility have been performed under both static and flow
conditions. Laboratory water tests had indicated that specially machined target rings to
reflect the ultrasonic signal would not be necessary. As this would not be possible in
any case in PFR, where further tests are being considered, the measurements were
carried out on the bare subassembly tops.

The results showed that five or six subassemblies can be monitored at once from a
single transducer. Some of the echoes were however weak. Each subassembly gives
two echoes, the first one to be received comes from the nearer convex edge of the sub-
assembly top. The second one comes from the further concave edge.

Measurements under flow conditions in HIPPO have verified that neither flow nor en-
trained gas affect the precision of the measurement, even when the gas causes some
signals to be lost.

Considerable attention has been given to preparing a proposal for the demonstration of
USTM during the end-of-life of PFR. (The project has been combined with a similar
scheme for demonstrating Acoustic Boiling Noise Detection, known within AEA under
the acronym "BONUS". It is a requirement that both methods be demonstrated under
realistic conditions, and the PFR provides a unique opportunity.) The Work Package
has had to be re-organised significantly as a consequence.

The proposal was submitted in turn to the Experimental Programme Committee and
Safety Policy Advisory Group of PFR. With the aid of AEA Engineering, a comprehen-



srve Scheme Design Proposal was prepared and submitted and approved by the AEA
Reactor Service Review Board. Presanction work on design is in progress.

ACS thermocouple response

The programme of work on the 0.16-scale 120° sector air model FREYJA has included
a significant study of subassembly outlet flow thermocouple response work to assess
the efficiency of ACS-mounted instrumentation (in comparison with true outlet tempera-
ture) for monitoring changes to individual S/As under normal and fault operating condi-
tions. This work has primarily used the X10 skirt design.

With flow and power supply constant (normal operating conditions) the ACS thermo-
couple response for all core positions was good. All subassemblies except those in the
core/breeder boundary region showed a good response. However, on the core/breeder
boundary major differences were noted

Blockage experiments were simulated by maintaining the power supply to the subas-
sembly constant whilst reducing its flow. Results have shown that the efficiency of the
thermocouple decreases from inner core to core/breeder boundary. Lowering the ther-
mocouple support rods improved efficiency throughout the core.

Acoustic boiling nose detection (ABND)

This work is concerned with acoustic monitoring of the reactor primary circuit. It covers
investigations aimed at establishing the technology for detecting any anomalies which
produce acoustic effects, e.g. loose parts, cavitation, and sodium boiling in the core.
Much of the work this past year has been devoted to the latter objective, Acoustic Boil-
ing Noise Detection (ABND).

Acoustic background data from the PFR has been analysed in depth, and the main
conclusions were reported to the SMORN6 conference in May 1991. Several sources
of impulsive sound, all contributing to the background were identified. The analytical
methods used, pattern recognition and source location, were powerful enough to isolate
three different impulsive sound sources, and characterise them. None could be attrib-
uted to boiling. The main conclusions of the IAEA CRP are not changed by these
results, and the validity of demonstrations to date are confirmed. Similar data from SPX
1 is also being obtained and analysed.

ABND demonstration in PFR

The intention of the ABND demonstrations is to simulate as well as possible in PFR the
conditions to be expected in EFR. This will mean, amongst other considerations, that
the instruments will carry enough detectors to demonstrate a 2 out of 3 trip capability
and that the electronics equipment will be made to the appropriate industrial standard.

ABND depends on the insertion of suitable detectors into the reactor. At present, there
are already waveguides installed in PFR that are being used to assess background

levels. These will be used for this demonstration but a more advanced design would be
desired for EFR.

Unlike Ultrasonic Temperature Measurement straightforward operation of an ABND in-
strument in a safely operating reactor does not provide a wholly convincing demonstra-
tion. The instrument has to be set to provide both a reliability of trip, and a reliability
against spurious trip. Just the monitoring of background signals is insufficient for this.
Consequently it is considered that a suitable "boiling noise generator" should be in-
cluded along with the tests.

The original PFR tests used electrical heating to promote boiling, and once the correct
heaters were installed (Watlow heaters) no problems were experienced. This option is
considered the best because it allows the boiling to be fully controllable, independently
of the reactor power. Thus, boiling acoustic signals and background can be distin-
guished.

3.4 ACT 3: Core Physics
Introduction

The European Fast Reactor partners have continued a close and successful collabora-
tion in the physics field. The CONRAD programme in the MASURCA critical facility at
Cadarache has progressed as planned as well as JANUS Shielding experiments on the
NESTOR reactor. Efforts have been made in the framework of the core optimization
concerning an axially heterogeneous three enrichment core and studies have also been
performed with the intention of reducing the sodium void effect.

The above studies were mainly to support the design of the common European Fast
Reactor (EFR).

As regards the Nuclear data and the unified code system, a major milestone has been
met in the JEF data processing and the completion of a full application library has been
reached. Moreover a first demonstration calculation with the new common core scheme
(JEF data, ECCO cell code, ERANOS code system) has been successfully performed.

The goal, for the European partners, is to supply to the Design Companies a unique
and validated scheme for core neutronics calculations. Such an approach has been
defined for shielding, neutron and photon heating and to a lesser extent, for residual
heat calculations.

CONRAD programme

The phase CONRAD AX3, with a 30 cm thick internal axial breeder containing 6 % Pu,
was followed in January 1992 by the start-up of the last CONRAD AX phase; CONRAD
AX2 was a 30 cm thick internal axial breeder without Pu. The programme of the phase
AX2 was slightly modified taking into account the conclusion of past phases which



showed good consistency in the results, both between different techniques (fission
chambers and foils) and between different core configurations (AX1 and AX3 cores)
The original part of this phase, the sodium void experiments and mertdown configura-
tions were not only kept as foreseen, but completed by an additional configuration

Using the CARNAVAL IV data base and the CCRR code system the analysis of the
phases AX1, AX3 and AX2 was partially performed The results showed similar devia-
tions between measurements and calculations as in previous critical expenments with-
out axial blankets

Also, the presence of plutonium in the internal blanket did not significantly change the
quality of the agreement

Nuclear data and unified code system

In the framework of the OECD-NEA Data bank JEF project, a JEF version 2 2 became
available at the end of 1991 This is the reference version to be used as standard for
benchmark calculations A multltemperature library limited to P1 scattenng has been
produced in ECCO fine group form for the 37 most important isotopes (with temperature
dependent data for 21 isotopes)

The multltemperature library has been used to do calculations for a number of simple
benchmarks A cross section adjustment study is also being carried out This requires
the calculation of cross section sensitivities, as well as C/E values, and ERANOS is
used for this purpose Using the link between ECCO and ERANOS calculations have
been made for an RZ model of Super Phénix

Calculations of K-eff, fission rate distributions and Doppler effect have been made for
an RZ model of Super Phénix and the results compared with CARNAVAL-IV calcula-
tions From the known C/E values for CARNAVAL-IV an estimate can be made of the
agreement to be expected between ECCO/JEF2 - ERANOS calculations and experi-
ment Excellent agreement has been found but this requires further checks using other
experiments

A broad group library has been obtained by CONDENA from this fine group library and
data processed at Winfrith and Cadarache in broad groups for a number of other sub-
stances has been added to it, with the help of ELMAP (the current library contains 91
isotopes)

For design calculations and to speed up the more accurate fine group calculations in
ECCO a broad library is required CONDENA has been developed to produce broad
group libranes by condensation using a representative spectrum The validation of the
design route has been carried out

The ERANOS 0 2 version has been delivered and successfully implemented on differ-
ent types of computers This allowed the use of the preliminary JEF2 library Some
modules which were not included in the French CCRR system were incorporated into

ERANOS dunng the last year These were mainly diffusion and transport codes, includ-
ing modules based on the nodal approximation In addition developments are being
undertaken to study internal iteration, anisotropic scattenng and nonhomogeneous
nodes New data structures have been defined and are being developed

Shielding experiments

Phase 7 of the JANUS programme on the NESTOR reactor has been analysed using
the methods and data of the European partners (see Fig 7) This expenment includes
0,5 m of boron carbide/steel, and is therefore very relevant to EFR radial shield design
Foils of sulphur, rhodium, gold (under cadmium) and manganese (under cadmium) were
activated at points between the plates Analysis was performed using the UK Monte-
Carlo code McBEND, the French discrete ordmates code BISTRO and the German dif-
fusion code DLS For the lower energy fluxes as measured by the gold and manganese
studies, the agreement between calculation and measurement is good for the majority
of cases For the high energy fluxes as measured by the sulphur and rhodium studies
the differences are larger than for the lower energy results

Phase 8 of the JANUS shielding programme was completed dunng the year This
phase was designed to study deep penetration (of nearly 3 m) in sodium Six tanks of
sodium were produced at Dounreay Before use in the ASPIS facility, the tanks were
checked for wall distortion, and any gas regions within the sodium Slight bowing was
found in one of the gaps between the tanks, so as to give varying attenuation through
different thicknesses The attenuation of manganese reaction rates through the sodium
was 103, for gold the attenuation was about 2 x 102 For the responses to higher-
energy neutrons, measurements with rhodium foils were only practicable for the first 1
m of sodium, but sulphur foil measurements were made right through the sodium, with
an attenuation of about 105 The measurements will be checked against calculations
later in the year

As part of the computer rationalisation process, the Monte-Carlo codes McBEND (UK)
and TRIPOLI (France) have both been used to calculate secondary sodium activation in
one of the Intermediate Heat Exchangers (IHX) of Super Phénix Calculations from the
core to the sodium region outside the radial shield were performed with the French dis-
crete ordmates code BISTRO The fluxes output from BISTRO were used as input to
the Monte-Carlo codes In the case of the UK calculations this necessitated the pro-
duction of a new linking code, with appropriate tests The results of the Monte-Carlo
codes, subject to final analysis showed good agreement for the fluxes in the IHX

Core optimisation

Studies have been earned out at AEA on an axially heterogeneous three enrichment
core with two rows of the second enrichment and one of the third ennchment surround-
ing the inner zone The enrichments found from equilibrium fuel cycle studies were cal-
culated for the three fuel zones when an internal breeder slice of 20 cm thickness ex-
tends the full radius of the core The significant result obtained for reactivity coefficients
concerns sodium voiding, the value for internal breeder and fuel together being some



25 % lower than the value for the equivalent homogeneous three zone core. This result
is in some respects a contradiction to earlier results where no significant difference
between homogeneous and heterogeneous cores were found. Additional work is,
therefore, necessary on this subject.
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Fig. 7 JANUS Phase 7 Shielding Experiments

For EFR conditions possibilities have been investigated at SIEMENS to reduce the so-
dium void effect by replacing the axial blankets by "transparent" materials. The main
results are that the void effect of the fissile zones remains almost unchanged by these
design modifications whereas the reactivity effect by of the zones above and below the
core can be reduced. However, a reduction to zero or even negative void effects can
only be reached with unrealistic boundary conditions, such as neglecting of the pres-
ence of absorbers.

The effect of voiding of the external zones is more important for smaller cores with
larger neutron leakage, especially if their transparency is enhanced via larger sodium
volume fractions. This has been shown for a core with a thermal power of 500 MW with
2 different sodium volume fractions.

Preliminary parametric studies have been carried out at CEA on modular cores, i.e sev-
eral fissile modules separated by fertile or neutronically inert zones, in the same vessel.
They showed the potential of such cores to reach quasi zero sodium reactivity effects,
while keeping a thermal output of 3000 - 3600 MW.

A comparative study on the behaviour of cores with oxide, metal and nitride fuel has
been carried out for 2 core types: PRISM and EFR. It shows the particular behaviour of
metal cores with high sodium void reactivity and weak Doppler effect but also with low
reactivity swing. Nitride fuelled cores appear very promising due to their ability to give
lower reactivity swing together with similar sodium void effect as oxide cores.

3.5 AGT 4: Safety

General review and highlights

For the reported period the work in Safety R&D can be put into three domains:

1. The development and validation of computer codes which are designed to sup-
port the assessments in the NSSSR and later safety cases. Examples area:

The completion and validation of the DYN2B whole plant modelling code.

The development, mainly by PNC but now also with European support, of the
SIMMER-HI core damage and transition phase code, a first version of which is
expected by the beginning of 1993.

2. The completion of experiments designed to help the validation of codes and
methods, as above. Examples are:

EROS, GEYSER, THEFIS rig tests on aspects of molten material physics were
completed. MFTF, SIMBATH, FLASH tests are nearly complete. THINA will con-
tinue under present plans.



^ - The release rates of volatile species to the cover gas were measured in the
0) NACOWA tests Nos 12,13 showing the importance of sodium aerosols in an ar-

gon atmosphere, and the aerosol enrichment factors for caesium and zinc
sources.

The LIPOGAZ experiment on the effect of gas injection on the cooling of a single
pin channel was completed, and the data are being analysed to help with the
prediction of events following LIPOSO.

3. The completion of safety assessments and calculations in direct support of
EFRA. For example:

A series of WCA calculations was completed for the RMG (Risk Minimisation
Group of EFRA)

The whole primary containment boundary is in the process of being reassessed
for three arbitrary WCA energy releases, using the SEURBNUK/ EURDYN refer-
ence code route.

Decay Heat Removal (DHR) by natural and forced convection in the primary
system

The Direct Reactor Cooling (DRC) System of EFR is designed to operate by natural
convection forces. The main characteristics of the different DRC systems is that the
sodium side exchanger is immersed in the Primary pool.

The R&D work of the past year can be subdivided into 3 parts:

water model experiments
tests with the AHX mock-up in ILONA under forced and natural convection condi-
tions
code development and validation

Water model experiments

In RAMONA, the 1:20 scale 3D water model of DRCs, tests simulating a 40 % load
power case were finished. It was demonstrated that no flow reversal takes place in the
heated outermost core zones.

Furthermore, it could be visually observed that during normal operation with the DHX in
stand-by mode the power leakage to the hot pool influenced the hot pool thermal
hydraulics as follows:

the cold jet coming down from the DHX was taken by the upcoming hot flow from the
core and directed without mixing up with the hot flow towards different fluctuating
directions, however not onto the vessel wall in normal operation condition.

NEPTUN and KIWA are operable and first results were gained.

With NEPTUN, the 1:5 scale 3d model, four tests have been performed concentrating
on the understanding of the system's thermal hydraulic characteristics.

A typical temperature history during the heating and DHX operation phase together with
the transition to adiabatic conditions is shown in Fig 8 for a core power of 156 kW. The
upper plenum temperatures measured along the thermocouple rake indicated in the
figure are plotted there.

ILONA tests

The campaigns B and C with ILONA, a 1:3 scale sodium model, testing the AHX mock-
up were performed and have validated satisfactorily the design of the helical tube type
AHX

In the B campaign LOSSP situations were simulated with forced sodium circulation by
an EM pump. The agreement between measured and calculated curves are said to be
good and the differences can be explained.

The measured and calculated inlet curves are differing from each other because the
amount of time consuming pretests for adequate forced sodium flow rate was kept low.
The outlet temperatures are differing constantly because the ILONA stack is shorter
than the EFR stack modelled in the computer code.

A maximum power of 5.7 MW could be rejected during these LOSSP tests. For EFR one
AHX is designed to reject 15 MW.

During test phase C from 9 March to 3 April 1992 well-defined steady-state and
transient tests with natural circulation on both sodium side and air side at different
power conditions were performed. A very satisfactory behaviour of the AHX together
with the stack was observed. The general result is that no problems occurred to operate
ILONA under EFR operating conditions in the stand-by and full power mode. The flow
fields remained stable and unallowed temperature limits or mechanical loadings were
never reached. The transient tests showed that typical conditions like LOSSP in which
the decay heat removal at full power is necessary, simply can be coped with by opening
of the air outlet dampers of the AHX. These transient tests started from stand-by
operation with natural convection turned on. The time delay from stand-by to full power
operation was always depending on the time to open the outlet dampers. Further
analysis work is going on.

Code Development and validation

The DYANA/ATTICA code development for the analysis of decay heat removal is still
supported by an extensive validation programme based on water tests and in-pile
experiments. The work will improve the calculational results for the EFR project.
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The transition from forced to natural circulation was investigated in the PHENIX
COLTEMP 4 experiment and in the RAMONA benchmark exercise. The agreement
between calculation and test can be expressed in terms of mean temperature deviations
found to be about 10 % of the stabilized natural circulation core temperature rise.

A greater local deviation between core exit and ACS in the PHENIX COLTEMP
calculation is essentially due to incomplete reactor data at the time of ATTICA input
data set up.

Apart from the favourable aspect of short DYANA/ATTICA computing times, the results
demonstrate a high accuracy for the calculated values increasing thus the confidence in
this 1d/2d coupled method. Thus such calculational results are suited to create reliable
data for thermal loadings on the EFR structures. Validation efforts will be pursued on
core/hot pool interaction and interwrapper flow (IWF) in the NEPTUN and HIPPO test
rigs.

A benchmark problem had been defined using the RAMONA experiment simulating the
transition from steady state (40 % power in SNR 2) in forced circulation to natural circu-
lation with decay heat removal via the dip coolers (DUX). The task was to precalculate
the measured results:

Reactor dynamics in normal and design basis accident conditions

Core dynamics and whole plant thermo-hydraulic "system codes" as well as network
general purpose computer codes are improved, qualified and maintained by the part-
ners for use in the present engineering work packages of EFR phase 2.

EFRA has defined as Reference Codes:
DYN2B. DYANA/ATTICA. HYDRON, BESBET.

The plant performance system code DYN2B is now completely validated against SPX1
tests and a complete documentation is available.

The development of the DYANA/ATTICA code system resulted in a lot of improvements
like:

Modelling of the air cooler of EFR with parallel tube rows in order to evaluate the
flow redistribution due to differences in the gravity head of the parallel rows

Validation of the model for the U-tube DHX with a perforated shroud against 2D
results for steady state operation at design conditions.

A better description of the control rod expansion in the 2D hot pool model in order
to take into account that rod expansion contributes to reactivity feedback



-1 The general purpose incompressible network hydraulics code system HYDRON was
oo improved in the aspect of enhancing capabilities and understanding of complex flow

patterns in draming/filling/leakage calculations for the secondary system

Fuel pin safety tests in CABRI

The CABRI-2 programme ended with the important E11 TOP test in October 1991, in
which for the first time molten fuel movements appropriate to the transition phase were
measured using the hodoscope A first power pulse caused pin failure to occur in the
12 % bum-up solid pellet fuel, the conditions being then similar to that in a previous test
E13 A second power pulse was applied to represent a recriticality event and led to
further upward and downward molten fuel movements, additional to those seen for the
first pulse, with no sign of any compaction of fuel The data are being analysed

Work has started to produce a synthesis report by autumn 1993 covering all the data
from the CABRI-2 programme These data will play a central role in the validation of
current WCA codes, to be supplemented by the results of the CABRI-FAST programme
which started in 1992

The planned experimental programme for CABRI-FAST (in fact including some
SCARABEE tests) comprises 15 tests

1 test of pre-failure pin characteristics, including internal molten fuel movement
(squirting)

2 power-to-melt tests on high bum-up fuel
1 gas release test
5 slow TOP tests relevant to CRWs
4 WCA type tests including early transition phase
2 subassembly blockage tests including BE+I with irradiated fuel

The PNC is contributing to the funding of 9 of these tests

The behaviour of molten materials

The propagation of a local fault involving molten fuel to more widespread damage, and
the end-points of many low-probability WCA events, depend on the behaviour of molten
core matenals A rather large experimental programme in Europe is coming to an end
with a great deal of useful data waiting to be analysed and used for the improvement of
safety codes

The highlights of the expenmental programme are

1 The EROS expenments make a valuable contribution to the study of the erosive
effect of molten oxide streams on structures An aluminothermically generated
oxide stream, 20 mm in diameter, was dropped from a height of 1 0 m onto
40 mm thick horizontal stainless steel plates in free air atmosphere

It appears that a high initial temperature of the stainless steel plate (1200°C)
causes an increased erosion area at the surface only, but does not exert a
macroscopically visible influence on erosion depth

The GEYSER test programme was completed at the beginning of 1992 of which
mam results can be summarised as follows

Teste of molten U02 injection in tubes the penetration length lies between the
lengths predicted by assuming either bulk freezing or conduction freezing There
is, at this time, no universal model which is able to predict all the available ex-
penmental results

Teste of molten 1/02 injection into the simulated upper breeder zone the pene-
tration length is of the order of 30 cm and does not seem to depend strongly on
the driving pressure (in the range 3 to 10 bars) and from the initial steel tempera-
ture

Teste of molten UÛ2 injected radially into a bundle full penetrations (20 rows)
has been observed for 10 bars dnving pressure the results are under evaluation
at IPSN/DRS

The purpose of the 'B1 senes in the MFTF expenments is to study MFCIs in a
subassembly accident The situation being investigated is that, following the
formation of a pod of molten fuel within a subassembly, sodium re-enters and
contacts the fuel

The SIMBATH expenmental senes using thermite in simulated fuel pins involves
movement and material relocation in fuel pin bundles, undergoing melt down due
to ULOF and UTOP events Examples for the information gathered from numer-
ous expenments using bundles with up to 37 simulated fuel pins are as follows

- the major meftdown of fuel pins takes place m a voided environment,

- molten material is transported along the axial pressure gradient into the axial
blanket zones,

- blockages are formed by both freezing and sieving at the grid spacers,

The objectives of the FLASH tests are to investigate the physical phenomena
which are related to two-phase flow relocation The tests will be performed with
camphor which has a high vapour pressure at flow temperature arid also a freez-
ing temperature near to the ambient temperature This allows two-phase flow
freezing expenments with condensation to be realised

It appears that, in this case, the ratio M2/M-| (relocated mass for two phase
flow/relocated mass for pure liquid) decreases approximately as (1- void fraction)
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This should mean that the injected volume before plugging is quite constant.

6. In the THINA experimental series, where thermite is injected into sodium, studies
are concentrated on the behaviour of molten materials when injected from below
into a sodium pool. As in all tests with this type of injector, no vapour explosion
occurred. Apparently, the whole of the thermal interaction consists of a sequence
of small local events.

A preliminary report on MFCI phenomena is on target for release in the very next future.
Later on a joint review of the hazard potential from molten materials/MFCI events is en-
visaged.

Sodium fires

A large sodium spray fire experiment was completed in the PLUTON facility (400 m3) at
Cadarache. Although it was designed to prove the integrity of the gallery of SPX
following a leak in a secondary circuit the data are expected to have a much wider
application, e.g. to the further validation of the sodium fire codes FEUMIX (CEA) and
NABRAND (Siemens).

The objectives of this experiment were to provide additional information regarding
combined sodium fires taking into account following effects:

consequences of sodium flow on structures;
influence of wall and metallic structures as heat sinks;
consequences of low sodium temperatures (350'C)
influence of concrete blocks, and
to check that large opening flaps work property.

The analysis of this experiment is in progress. Precalculations done with the NABRAND
code show good agreement with the measured over- and under-pressure events of the
experiment

Sodium-concrete experiments at KfK and CEA

Two types of concrete (Iron Serpentine concrete and SNR 300 construction concrete)
were tested, in the case of a burning sodium pool, in the FAUNA facility at KfK.

Iron-Serpentine concrete is the same as used in SNR 300 as shielding concrete. This
type of concrete showed only a weak reaction in a test with 200 I sodium; and this result
has been proved with additional small scale tests.

According to this test, the concrete was expected to show again a weak reaction in a
test with 500 I sodium. But after approximately 8 hours, the steel components were se-
verely damaged because of corrosion effects. The-sodium was dispersed in the FAUNA
tank with great violence resulting in a strong sodium fire. The analysis of the events is
under way.

The SNR 300 construction concrete, showed a violent reaction. The concrete was
rather badly destroyed during the experiment.

At CEA a new easy pouring aluminuous sodium resistant concrete was successfully
tested and qualified (it is called INTRACAST AS 701 and produced by tAFARGE com-
pany). In the tests CORNALINE LD 0 and LD 1 this type of concrete was tested,
especially with the aim if it can be used for the EFR option of an anchored safety vessel
(see Fig 9).

In both experiments no violent reactions between the sodium and the INTRACAST AS
701 concrete or abnormal temperature were observed. CORNALINE LD 1 was a long
term test of 1000 hours and a sodium quantity of 90 kg.

After the successful experiment it can be concluded that sodium resistant concrete is
developed and that it can be used for the anchored safety vessel.

Local subassembly faults (LASF)

The worst consequences of LSAFs may be extensive fuel and clad melting. This situ-
ation is regarded as a potential whole core accident initiator, and so may only be
allowed at frequencies <10'7 events/reactor year. Minor blockages and/or flow reduc-
tions with the design basis may occur more frequently.

Concerning the status of the technology in 1993 recommendations will be made to
EFRA for the treatment of design basis (DB) local subassembly faults in the non-site-
specific safety report (NSSSR). The consequences of many local flow disturbances
caused by blockages (porous or tight, extended or plate-type, internal or external) are
then predictable with good confidence using codes such as BACCHUS and SABRE.
Thus, it is possible to determine for this type of fault in connection with the limits speci-
fied for each accident category (eg the sodium saturation temperature for category 4)
the maximum acceptable damage (MAD). The maximum credible damage (MCD) can
be estimated on the basis of a recent analysis of the DND source strength from fuel
particle beds. Hence, all tools necessary to solve the case of active internal blockages
are available.

In the beyond design base (BOB) work is proceeding continuously. The two future
SCARABEE tests BE+I and SIB1 fulfil the minimum requirement in the field of in-pile
experiments. The analysis and the PIE of these tests will not be completed until
1996/97. Further analyses of the consequences and the detectability of internal block-
ages will show whether an additional experiment for breeder subassembly conditions is
necessary. The propagation inside a fresh subassembly can be predicted reasonably
well with codes like SURPASS, SIMMER and PHYSURA-GRAPPE; but these codes
are much less well validated for irradiated fuel. This underlines the importance of the
future SCARABEE tests BE+I and SIB1.

For EFR it should be possible to show the impossibility of propagation beyond six
neighbouring SAs. Nevertheless it is necessary to make a careful examination of the
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post-accident situation (beyond SCRAM) mainly regarding recriticality problems. Intro-
duction of an additional fast detection system, e.g. acoustic boiling noise detection, is
recommended. Such a system is under development.

LIPOSO accident (pump to diagrid pipe fast failure)

The general objective is to investigate the thermohydraulic consequences of a rupture
of a pump-to-diagrid-pipe. In the accident scenario, the flow decreases from nominal
100 % to about 40 % of the nominal flow. Local boiling may occur under certain condi-
tions and the temperature transient may lead to pin failure and fission gas release.

Previously it was thought that there were insufficient data in this field and the
LIPOGAZEAU experiment was proposed (using a bundle of pins in a water rig). More
recently there has been a change in priorities: the protection against a LIPOSO acci-
dent now appears to be sufficient, and the data obtained from LIPOGAZ are thought to
be broadly adequate for the purpose of the NSSSR.

Initiation phase studies of Whole Core Accident (WCA)

Conclusions from code comparisons of the initiation phase of WCA for EFR following
unprotected total loss of primary flow (ULOF) are as follows:

Detailed models of the whole plant, including the passive third shut-down level
devices, show that there is no boiling and no molten fuel following ULOF. The
enhanced negative feedback from the axial expansion of CREED devices
(1 mm/'C thermal expansion) is the most important passive feedback mechanism.

However, the margin from boiling may not be very great if, hypothetically, the ac-
tive components of the first, second and third shut-down levels all fail. A low
probability situation can be postulated with conservative parameters, rather than
best estimate parameters, in the component and plant models, which could lead
in principle to the initiation of boiling and the addition of reactivity from voiding.

If boiling occurs when arbitrarily degrading the negative reactivity feedbacks due
to the third shutdown level features, best estimate models of the movement of
molten fuel (including fuel squirting within pins) give zero or low energetic re-
leases, i.e. because the negative reactivity from molten fuel movements and the
Doppler effect counterbalance the $4 to $5 from sodium voiding.

Medium energetic WCA can be hypothesised in the residual risk region for
various combinations of arbitrarily reduced negative feedbacks and/or conserva-
tive models of molten fuel movements.

A continuing work programme in this area is designed to predict the effects of other ac-
cidents, e.g. fast and slow TOP, fast LOF, and to improve the understanding of generic
core characteristics, ie those depending on molten fuel effects following the WCA
events, particularly if any limits on the energy releases can be shown for some combi-
nations of conservative parameters.
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WCA studies of the transition phase and recriticalfty with associated experimental
studies

The prevention of core disruptive accidents (CDA) is of basic importance in the EFR
safety concept It is intended to exclude any potential path resulting in a CDA. In the
FBR technology it must not be overlooked that the core materials are not assembled in
their most reactive configuration. A redistribution of fuel, steel or sodium could lead to
positive reactivity additions and potentially to nuclear power excursions.

The assessment of the consequences of such unfavorable core conditions is the central
task of this work. Specifically the so-called transition phase - which comprises the acci-
dent progression beginning after a mild primary nuclear excursion (by any initiator)
leading to fuel pool formation, and ending when permanent nuclear shutdown in the
core region is reached - has the potential for severe power excursions triggered by re-
criticalities.

Therefore adequate theoretical tools and a sound experimental basis must be available
for a reasonable assessment of the potential threats to the primary containment during
this accident phase, even if of very low probability.

For many years the initiation phase of CDA has had priority, but now the transition
phase requires more work. Many base-case CDA calculations for the EFR show a low-
energetic outcome, ie just the starting conditions for a potential transition phase acci-
dent.

A new code development was regarded as necessary after an assessment of the codes
available such as SIMMER-II. Therefore, SIMMER-III code development was started in
collaboration with PNC

SIMMER-III is a next generation, coupled neutronics and fluid dynamics computer
programme to simulate the transition phase in a mechanistic way. Other applications of
this code include eg the post-disassembly expansion phase, subassembly faults and
fuel coolant interaction problems. The overall structure of SIMMER-III Is given in
Figure 10.

A first version of SIMMER-III should be obtained from PNC in 1993. Testing, validating
and developing this code will take until at least 1996 given the expected level of re-
sources. Additionally the neutronic tools necessary to prepare cross sections for
SIMMER-III will be tested.

WCA expansion and disassembly phases

The mechanical loads on the reactor vessel, predicted by the available computer codes
using as model an idealised expansion of the MFC! bubble, are six times larger than
measured loadings in experiments. Though the code results do not predict the loss of
vessel integrity, there is a strong request for more realistic calculations of the maximum
mechanical loadings on the EFR vessel.
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Two approaches are being made. The first is the improvement of the SIMMER II/AFDM
codes, which are multi-phase fluid dynamics codes. And the second approach is the
improvement of the bubble modelling code BUBEX within the SEURBNUK-EURODYN
structural response code. Both approaches show that the mechanical energy yield dur-
ing the HCDA expansion phase is very much less than would be calculated by an isen-
tropic process. These routes require further validation against representative experi-
ments. It is recommended that realistic values of the sodium vapour condensation co-
efficient are obtained.

The theoretical work to develop the SIMMER-II and AFDM codes is important for both
expansion phase and transition phase studies and this work will have to be incorpo-
rated into the SIMMER-III development eventually.



Primary containment response to extreme conditions Core static mechanics

The work involves assessment of the effects of HCDA loading on the mechanical
response of the primary containment, concentrating on the maintenance, development,
and application of the computer codes SEURBNUK-EURDYN, BUBEX, and EURDYN3.

SEURBNUK has been used on an EFR model to assess the energy required to produce
an impact by sodium on the roof (approximately 85 MJ); and EURDYN3 major compo-
nent models have been developed and tested separately in readiness for addition to the
complete model. The IHX model has been used in a code comparison exercise (in
comparison with the ABAQUS code for elastic conditions) with consistent results, and a
DHX model has been developed using direct representations of the outer shell and
inner plates, which provide enough structural strength to avoid local deformation under
typical SEURBNUK loads, and therefore provides an adequate representation for con-
tainment modelling.

Source terms and radiological safety analyses

The development of models and codes to calculate the source term for radiologically
significant events is requested for EFR. In order to determine the extent of release of
radionuclides to the environment during various reactor accidents, a lot of input data
are required concerning the extent of fuel damage, the amount of radionuclides re-
leased from the fuel and their transport through successive barriers.

As an example for describing the release and behaviour of radionuclides in the secon-
dary containment the AREAN 2 code is mentioned, which comprises two parts. The first
part calculates the transport of radioactivity and the radiation effects within the com-
partments of the secondary containment. The second part models the atmospheric dis-
persion of released radionuclides and calculates the radiological consequences in the
environment by direct radiation from the gas cloud, inhalation, ground radiation and
food consumption, with reference to German guidelines. Using these codes, an
assessment has been made of the formation and release of aerosols for an accident in-
volving a large leak in the cover gas system of EFR and air ingress. The model was
based on experimental and theoretical work performed at KfK The developed codes
are intended to be used for the preliminary assessment of events involving sodium
leakages, cover gas leakages and dropped fuel assemblies. The CONTAIN code
should be used for the detailed analyses of phenomena in the cover gas and secondary
containment during severe accident scenarios.

3.6 AGT 5: Mechanics and Thermohydraulics of the Core

Introduction

AGT 5 covers the areas of core static mechanics and core dynamics, plus inter-wrapper
flow and the above core thermocouples in the area of thermohydraulics. Thermo-
hydraulics of the reactor tank is covered by AGT 6 in the next chapter.

After completion of the construction of CHARDIS 3 at Risley a commissioning
programme was started with the aim of characterising the flexibility of the rig structure
and to set the ram datum positions. Results from the flexibility tests, using both a jig-
plate at each restraint plane and also external loading of up to 50 kN, confirmed that the
required high stiffness was achieved (see Table 2). The results were used to tune a
finite element model of the rig from which the flexibility matrix, needed to account for the
small rig deflections in operation, was generated.
Following commissioning, a series of simple tests with small numbers of S/As was car-
ried out Test 1 was then performed. This used the full array of 61 S/As and was a
simulation of the centre of a new core, including both high friction and low friction
cycles. The rig performed well with no major experimental problems. The main obser-
vation was that S/A misorientation could cause pad loads to increase significantly.

Commissioning of the CHARDIS direct lift charge machine was completed in prepara-
tion for the first planned fuel handling test, Test 3. A programme of work was also
undertaken to prepare a design and cost estimate for a low cost modification to the
existing charge machine to allow it to also simulate the EFR fixed arm charge machine.
The simplified design was endorsed by the EFRA designers.

CRAMP calculations have been performed of the wrapper bow and the dilation of PFR
S/As for comparison with the results from PIE measurements. Good results were ob-
tained contributing to the validation of the swelling and creep modelling. Calculations
were also carried out to assess the effect of design tolerances within large EFR sized
core arrays. The results showed that the variations induced by the tolerances could
have a very large effect on the loads within the array. Based on results from CHARDIS
2, advice was provided to designers on real array effects.

The CHARM suite of routines which enable CRAMP to model charge/discharge was
extended to provide a more detailed model of the charge machine. Validation of the
extended suite was provided by comparison with CHARDIS 2 results.

Dynamic core mechanics (core seismic analysis)

These activities have been mainly focussed on the development of a specific procedure
to perform nonlinear dynamic calculations within CASTEM 2000 for the response of
FBR cores. This procedure allows calculations to be performed for the core central row,
for the half core (the impacts between adjacent rows are taken into account) and for the
whole core (impacts between one S/A and its six neighbours are taken into account).
Development of the "Homogenisation method" where the core and the fluid is replaced
by a homogeneous equivalent medium, has continued in CASTEM 2000.

Tests on a RAPSODIE mockup were carried out to assist in the development of an
equivalent whole core model. Unfortunately, analysis of the experimental results re-
vealed that an additional, unexpected response occurred. Extensive investigation re-
vealed that this was caused by the flexibility of the diagrid. As a result, a new, much
stiffer, diagrid is now being manufactured. Additional difficulties were also experienced



Table 2 CHARDiS 3 Structural and Dimensional Parameters

STIFFNESSES
Restraint beam horizontal stiffness to
internal load kN/mm
Restraint beam horizontal stiffness to
external load (with respect to diagrid)
kN/mm
Restraint plane (LRP or URP) torsbnal
stiffness (with respect to diagrid)
kNm/radian
Diagrid/Chandelle plate shear stiffness
kN/mm
Ram stiffness (stiff mode) kN/mm
Diagrid vertical stiffness under full load
condition kN/mm
DIMENSIONS

Diagrid hole pitch accuracy mm
Chandelle plate hole pitch accuracy mm

Jig-plate face accuracy mm
Ram datum accuracy mm
Chandelle tilt accuracy minutes

(mm offset)
Vertical accuracy of URP with respect to
diagrid mm
Vertical accuracy of LRP with respect to
diagrid mm
Diagrid level minutes
Restraint plane levels minutes
Displacement instrument accuracy mm

Specification

> 125

> 2500

> 106

> 12500
50

230

+- 0.05 DTP
+ - 0.05 DTP

0.1
0.1
0.4

(0.125)

+ -1.0

+-1.0
0.60
0.60
0.05

Calculated

2691

2258 2

1.56 X106

70923
-

241

_

-

-

0.076

(0.74max)4

.

.

-
-

-

Measured

486 1

-

1.52X106

not
measured

27
not
measured

0.11
0.34

0.187
-
1.85

+ 1.5/+1.0

+0.5/0.0
< 0.44

<0.25
0.12 (LRP)
0.17 (URP)

rO

Notes : 1. For two-face loading.
2. Derived for load at LRP, equilibrated by loads at URP and Diagrid using
results from loading in North/South direction.
3. Concession approved by Project Engineer.
4. Calculated values from diagrid and chandelle plate hole position survey plus
installation survey - provisional.
5. Measured values from chandelle tilt survey - provisional.

in the development of new instrumented S/As for RAPSODIE. A completely new
method of measuring the core mid height displacement has had to be adopted.

The design of the three row bundle for the SYMPHONY core mock-up (see Fig 11 ) has
been made in detail using a numerical model developed with CASTEM 2000 and
manufacture of the neutronic shield elements is completed. Manufacture of the support
structure will begin at the end of '92.

Core thermal hydraulics

The low baffle style of above core structure employed in EFR generates a pressure
gradient which drives the hot S/A outlet flow down into the interwrapper gap. This flow
interacts with the cool, upward flowing diagrid leakage flow. The HIPPO water model
allows the simulation and the measurement of both flow and temperature fields in the
interwrapper gaps and provides data which will enable the thermalhydraulic codes to be
validated for calculation of this condition.

Following the programme to measure the position of the hot/cold flow interface region,
work was concentrated to give Laser Doppler Anemometry (IDA) data on the flow ve-
locities in the interwrapper gap along a radial spoke. The S/A array was modified to
position the special glass-windowed assemblies, in which the head of the laser probe
can be mounted, along a symmetric row in a radial direction 30° from one boundary
wall. A set of measurements was taken successfully. The array was then modified
again to take measurements along the unsymmetric row, 30° from the other boundary
wall.

The modelling of HIPPO using the computational fluid dynamics codes was continued.
Results from ASTEC calculations show reasonable agreement with the HIPPO data but
predict the hot flow penetrating further down the core than the experimental results
snow. Refinement of the geometry is expected to give a better representation of the
flow near to the core outlet plane. TRIO-VF is also being used to compute the HIPPO
interwrapper flows for iso-buoyant cases (very low Richardson number) and at present
work is addressing the modelling on the transverse head loss in the array of hexagonal
wrappers.

Both the water and sodium experimental programmes of the BNL boundary layer at-
tenuation studies were completed. The results of the simulated interwrapper water
model flow field measurements show that temperature fluctuations of the full inlet tem-
perature difference are seen in many areas within the fluid but that some attenuation
does occur between the bulk fluid and the adjacent wall. The results also show little
Reynolds' number dependence.

Results from the geometrically similar sodium experiment show that both Reynolds'
number and Richardson number are influential. There is good correlation between fluid
and adjacent surface temperature patterns.
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Good progress has been made in both the experimental and theoretical studies of S/A
cooling. The argon tests on the first LEDA experiments were completed and the results
show that under stagnant conditions a maximum temperature of 650 °C was reached on
the clad at a power level of 2 kW. The water experiments on the second mock-up were
also completed. The tests indicated the power levels possible with blocked or partially
blocked S/As.

TRIO finite element calculations with radiation and conductive heat transport were per-
formed on 37 and 271 pin bundles and the results are in good agreement with the ear-
lier benchmark exercises.

3.7 AGT 6: Reactor Tank Thermohydraulics

Introduction

1992 has been a year of significant achievement for AGT 6. The highlights noted below
focus on these achievements and their impact on the design of EFR.

AGT 6 covers the significant area of the thermohydraulics of the hot and cold pools of
the reactor tank, plus the roof thermal environment, reactor handling and other primary
system components.

Components and auxiliary systems are also an AGT 6 responsibility and there are re-
ports on tests on the rotating plug seals and tribology tests on the spike/diagrid bush
interface. However, the progress with primary fuel handling has already been reported
under AGT 5 as the majority of this work is on the CHARDIS 3 rig.

Hot pool

The major question at this time last year was how to solve the free surface problem.
The designers were persuaded that an additional feature to calm the surface was
needed in the hot pool. This feature in the form of two alternative designs of porous
baffle (low and high baffles) has successfully demonstrated a practical route to solve
the problem. Concomitant questions of whether the baffles have adverse effects on
flow stability over the reactor operational envelopes, whether they will vibrate, whether
they suffer from thermal striping, etc are all being addressed by the major hot pool
models, now joined by JESSICA, the new Cadarache model. So far no negative results
have emerged. None of these potential problems appears to pose a substantial threat
to the overall baffle concept.

More troubles than expected arose during the commissioning of JESSICA which con-
siderably delayed its effective operation, but this was completed successfully. Velocity
measurements in the ACS radial jet are under way and will soon be followed by the
study of the IHX inlet flowfield. The bulk of the 1993 programme will involve the meas-
urement of subassembly outlet temperatures for various positions of the ACS and/or
thermocouple (TC) rods.

COLCHIX was used successfully to investigate a variety of baffle designs. The smaller
scale allowed changes to be made rapidly and without major expense.

NNC's MINNIE model was recommissioned to represent the January 90 Consistent
Design with a X10 ACS like the other models. A very substantial amount of work has
then been carried out through the past year in four main areas: free surface effects,
pool thermal stability, corps mort stratification and scram simulations.

THOR has contributed to two important items of the hot plenum study and has been
especially useful because of its large scale and subsequent similarity conditions (Fr=1,
Re=1/22).

Investigation of the possibility to convert HIPPO into an air model continues, as the
performances in terms of Pedet and Reynolds distortions seem very promising. How-
ever, modification of the model will not be possible before 93.

Much further work is planned in phase 2, not least to demonstrate the effects of the
standby operation of DHR coils and of the heat plugs through the inner vessel wall on
hot pool stability. A route through this difficult question has now been found, based on
the four main models and code calculations.

A coordinated strategy to achieve phase 2 targets and to move smoothly into the next
phase, when the latest geometries of ACS and core will be employed, has been de-
vised.

Thermal striping

A central issue is the effect of the new ACS on the hot pool flows. A particular problem
appears to be thermal striping and moves to clarify this question by July were made
using FREJA. The existing ACS is not subject to thermal striping.

Tests with FREJA are now concentrated on temperature fluctuation studies on the hot
pool structures as JESSICA has taken over the matter of core temperatures monitoring.
Nevertheless core outlet measurements would also resume on FREYJA if the decision
is made to test a new ACS with increased diameter, as it will not be possible to rapidly
implement such an option on JESSICA. A survey of thermal striping has been made
with the X10 ACS, flow and temperature map being those of the FCD. Data is available
for the ACS grill, skirt and outer wall of the shell, as well as for the charge machine and
the anti-vortex lower baffle.

Thermalhydraulic codes

The year has seen the first true 3D calculations using the major codes TRIO, ASTEC
and COMMIX. Results from these are encouragingly close to reality, but much remains
to be done by way of validation. The first 3D velocity data using lasers has been pro-
duced by THOR for this code comparison exercise.
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As 2D thermalbydraulic calculations performed in 1991 with the former GM15 skirt on
the ACS had not provided enough agreement with Colchix 3 results, a through investi-
gation of the core outlet hydraulic modelling was undertaken for the last four months.
Although some success was apparent, the current conclusion is that 2D modelling is not
sufficient for the complex 3D situations that seem to dominate in thermohydraulic condi-
tions.

The first 3D thermalhydraulic calculation of the EFR hot plenum has been made. The
flow and temperature fields are computed with heat flux through the redan. It is shown
that sodium is forced upwards into the DHX in standby operation, with a thermal wake
located at mid-height of the component.

- ATTICA

A 2D thermalhydrauiic calculation of a Colchix 3 test was made with satisfactory agree-
ment on vertical temperature profiles.
This work helped in preparing the complex modelling of a coupled DYANA-ATTICA
computation which simulated 2400s of a LOSSP transient. This included the cold pool
and all relevant features of the hot pool contribution, namely a natural convection
cooled (VS, the DHR dip cooler and the interwrapper flow. Maximum temperatures in
the storage reach the 550-580'K range after about 15 min and slowly decrease after-
wards.

- COMMIX
Among others, two 3D calculations focused on the DHX standby operation at 2 and 3
MW were made for nominal conditions in the pool with contribution of the redan cold
heat flux (see Fig 12).

Future work will concern core/hot pool transient interaction taking into account the inter-
wrapper flow.

-ASTEC

2D hot pool calculations were made to test the modelling of various anti-vortex baffle
designs (low and high, 30 to 50% porosity). The code prediction agrees very well with
the flow pattern observed in the mock-ups and satisfactorily with quantitative measure-
ments (see Fig 13).

The 3D computations have been repeated with a refined mesh and appear to be a lot
closer to the experimental data throughout the whole domain. The 2D computations are
being extended to include an inter wrapper flow (IWF) model.

Roof and cover gas area

This has been a year of consolidation of the data required for the validation of the de-
veloping codes. The experimental programme has continued very successfully and all
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Fig. 12 COMMIX 3D Hot Pool Calculations
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targets have been achieved. There is now a new understanding of the behaviour of
aerosols as a function of the major parameters. A frozen version of CGAS which can
run on PC's has been issued. Discussions with EFRA have led to an improved metho-
dology for application of the data in the emissivity catalogue, leading to substantial re-
duction in uncertainties in roof heat flux calculations.

Cold poo)

Steady progress has been made in this area with COCO, the 1/15 scale model at
Grenoble. During the last year the contribution of the COCO experimental programme
was twofold: study of the gas dam option (to examine the behaviour of the stratification
interface in the gas dam space) and simulation of thermalhydraulic transients with
symmetrical inlet boundary conditions. The future experimental programme concerns
the simulation of the most severe asymmetrical transients.

Rotating plug (RP) seals

The endurance tests, in the Siemens 2.5 m test rig (see Fig 14), of the SPX 1 type seal
made from tissue-reinforced silicone were continued and finished with satisfactory re-
sults. Three different seal pair arrangements were tested, two radial and one axial.
Seal travelling distances corresponding to a reactor operation time of 20 - 25 years
were reached with satisfactory leakage and friction.

No further investigation on this subject could be done at Siemens due to budget rea-
sons. However, industry is continuing the development of diffusion proof silicone mate-
rial.

Testing of "blindage" Dunlop seals

The installation, at the reactor, of an annular inflatable seal would necessitate a con-
siderable amount of disassembly work at the RP's. This work could be significantly re-
duced if the annular shape of the seal could be avoided and the two seal ends welded
together as a part of the installation procedure.

In SPX 1, Dunlop have demonstrated that they are capable of performing the last weld
between the two non-vulcanized ends on site making use of special tools.

However, as a consequence of these conditions it would not be possible to have spare
seals available on site, because seals with non-vulcanized ends cannot be stored for an
extended period of time. Dunlop has developed a welding technique called "blindage"
which satisfies the above request.

Three seals of this type were tested in the three arrangements together with the normal
seals described in the previous section, under the same endurance test conditions.



-t Test with the modified Dunlop sealroœ
In this seal, the diaphragm is made from several compression-moulded pieces made
from reinforced silicone and welded together to the required length. The single sealing
lip piece, is extruded and without tissue reinforcement Through this design, the num-
ber of welds in the sealing lip could be reduced to one. The first tests with this seal
type have produced very promising results.

Elastomeric seals

A programme had been started in order to determine the resistance of the most frequent
elastomeric seal materials against radiation and temperature and against a combination
of the two loads.

The combined temperature/irradiation programme which was performed in the Nuclear
Research Centre Julich has been finished now, as well as the pure temperature pro-

gramme at Siemens. All specimens are available now for the determination of the ma-
terial characteristics after exposure.

Subassembly spike tribology

The spike-bush tribology test facility STATUS (see Fig 15) is used to study candidate
coatings for the diagrid socket bushes for EFR. The operational test cycle consisted of
various dwells at inlet and refuelling temperatures, followed by repeated
charge/discharge of spike from its support tube. Extraction and insertion forces were
measured and the test specimens were examined in detail after each test.
Tests have been completed on 4 pairs of materials: a 316 spike contacting a stellite
bush, a 316 spike contacting an aluminised inconel bush, a 316 spike contacting a
chromium nitride coated bush and a pair of shot-peened 316 components. The results
have been analysed and a final endurance test on the chosen combination of materials
in to start shortly.

hold-down screws
[only static operation]

O-ring soriafty rolling out seal graphite seal metal O-ring

X \ \

\\\\\\\\\\\ load cell for
friction force

Testpossbmty:
Inflatable seals
roll-out direction
outwards

static bearing

Test possibility:
Inflatable seals
roll-out direction
Inwards

Fig. 14 Test Rig for Inflatable Seals
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3.8 AGT 7: Steam Generators
Introduction

AGT 7 is concerned with the development of Steam Generators (SGUs), work on the
primary pumps and also certain secondary components and, in conjunction wrth AGT
2B, the development of instrumentation for steam generators. Good progress was
made during the past year.

SGU thermalhydraulics

The first two benchmark exercises have been completed. The third benchmark exercise
covers tests which were performed with a straight tube superheater and with a straight
tube once-through boiler. The main conclusions were that the codes could reproduce
the radial temperature distributions provided that the by-pass flow in the outer region of
the bundle (triangular pitch) was accurately modelled.

The codes are not yet fully validated and care is necessary when using them. The pro-
gramme of work beyond March 1993 is aiming at reducing the uncertainties by improv-
ing the physical correlations on the water side using the ATLAS rig results. On the
sodium side, uncertainties have already been reduced in the bundle and in the inlet
plenum. Further improvements are still necessary for the outlet plenum.

The experimental work in this field is based on four models, currently in operation or at
the planning stage.

The AJIT rig provided experimental data in water to support code development for the
prediction of the conditions prevailing under the lower grid plate in the SGU outlet win-
dows. Temperature distributions were measured for various temperatures of hot water
injected through the grid into the cold water beneath.

The half-scale SGU outlet water model (see Fig 16) was built to measure the flow pat-
terns and to investigate the gas bubble trajectories from simulated tube leak positions
close to the lower tube plate. Further anemometry measurements were made and were
compared with ASTEC predictions. The flow jet from the tube bundle and the whole
flow pattern were well predicted by ASTEC.

The objectives of the tests to be performed with the ATLAS rig are to establish the heat
exchange and pressure drop correlations. The tests were defined to cover the widest
possible range of parameters including the water-steam pressure, fluid flow rates, heat
exchange power, both below and above the operating conditions of the EFR SGUs.

The objectives of the PLEIADES rig, which will be installed in the SET facility after
completion of the tests with the ATLAS rig, have been defined. Parametric calculations
are being performed with TRIO and ASTEC to determine the best geometry for the rig.
Work has been performed with Novatome to study a design allowing a wide range of
operating conditions including one or two plugged tubes.
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Structural integrity

GERBOISE has been developed by Framatome and CEA for the prediction of SG tube
wear and fatigue for PWRs. The code combines linear vibration analysis with random
force input, fluid-elastic calculations, and non-linear impact and wear analysis using
ArcharcTs law. tt accommodates situations where loose-tube vibration can occur due to
poor grid support

The code has been applied to the inlet/outlet window geometries proposed by Nova-
tome. The code showed that the grid work rate was sensitive to the clearance, to the
tube-to-grid eccentricity and to the number of ineffective supports. The main conclusion
so far is surprising, that wear would be worst on the NNC geometry with closely spaced
grids at inlet and outlet Future work will clarify this.

Tests have been conducted where the tube impacted against an instrumented grid. At
this grid, relative tube-grid displacement and instantaneous contact forces were meas-
ured, allowing sliding work done to be computed as a function of time. K was found that
sliding power was very dependent on the input force and that varying the magnitude
and direction of any grid preload had more effect than changing tube-grid clearance.

Sodium-water reaction and leak detection

It is well known that with ferritic steels, small leaks block during the shutting down
period, preventing their detection. After quite a long time of operation without re-
appearance, they may re-open and lead to a rapid escalation.

Work has been performed at Harwell to study the re-opening of leaks with wet argon.
Tests have been performed to study the efficiency of chelating agents as wetting pro-
moters. Encouraging results have been obtained.

Fatigue cracks in T91 tubes have been prepared by alternate flexing. Specimens were
installed in the GRIGNOTIN loop for self-evolution tests in the conditions prevailing at
the upper part of an EFR SGU.

The influence on wastage rate and on wastage pits shapes of such parameters as water
leak rate, distance between leak and target, nature of the tube, angle of impingement,
sodium and water temperature, etc ... has been studied with the JONAS and SUPER-
JONAS facilities. The studies are still going on with SUPER-JONAS. Up to now, 358
tests have been performed, the majority with A800 steel and some with T91 ferritic
steel.

A review of data available world-wide combined with our data base resulted in the de-
velopment of a new version of the PERCEVAL wastage law which models more closely
the effect of depressurisation on the wastage.

A series of tests to investigate the wastage effect on an EFR SGU shell due to leaks in
the outer row tubes is being carried out in a glove box facility at Dounreay.



During the past year, 4 sodium-water reaction experiments were performed with the
ASB loop at Bensberg, simulating the lower tube plate region (URP 10 to 13 tests).
These were the last tests to be performed for that region. A first analysis of the results
confirms the expectations that introducing an anti-wastage plate in the area of the lower
tube plate welds is a very efficient means of protection.

The first pre-commissioning tests of the RENETE loop have been performed. The
RENETE loop is devoted to tube rupture tests under internal water cooling. Realistic
internal water conditions have been agreed for a tube which has not yet been over-
heated.

Calculations with ROLAST were performed to obtain information on the mechanical
loadings on the secondary system during SGU incidents. It could be shown that piston
flow and fast dumping of the sodium side lead to an inherent limitation of the loads.

Leak detection

Two acoustic leak detection methods are being developed, a passive detection
(UKAEA) and an active technique (CEA).

During some active technique tests, Siemens was able to make passive measurements.
More passive technique tests have also been conducted by AEA on the same loop.
The aim of those recordings was to test the implementation of beamforming techniques
as a means of leak location.

Various theoretical and experimental works have been carried out in order to have a
better understanding of sound propagation in the SGU.

Acoustic beamforming software, originally developed for primary circuit surveillance,
has been modified for use with externally mounted sensors for application to SGU leak
detection. The software has been tested on a water filled pipe and early results prove
encouraging.

Code development and validation

In Germany, 1D codes (SAPHYR, ROPLAST) were developed to analyse the conse-
quences of a sodium-water reaction on the secondary circuits. They are unchanged
since 1985.

In the UK, the QUARK code was developed after the PFR accident-in 1987. It is a 1D
code which processes incompressible fluids without fluid-structure interaction and is
used to analyse the case of multiple tube failures. The code has been developed using
a Quality Assurance system derived from the European Space Agency Software Engi-
neering Standards to comply with BS5882, the UK's quality standard relating to nuclear
facilities.

In France, the PLEXUS code development was initiated some ten years ago and it is
envisaged as the reference code for EFR. It allows calculations to be performed taking
into account the various couplings.
A benchmark exercise is under consideration to compare the results of the codes in
their common areas.

Primary pumps

No new experimental work on cavitation criteria was conducted within the R&D Organi-
sations. The analysis of the tests which were performed in the past continued.

The tests to establish a correlation between erosion in sodium and in water were pur-
sued at EDF/Chatou. The validation of such a correlation might prevent the necessity
of performing further sodium tests. The theoretical basis of this correlation is that the
more erosive behaviour of sodium may be simulated by an increase of rotation speed in
water, while keeping other parameters equal.

On the theoretical side, the development of the ROTOR code was pursued. Numerical
methods are currently being developed to perform dynamic non-linear analysis in the
time domain (including the case of sliding impact interaction of the shaft with the bear-
ings) and to model the fluid-structure interaction between the shaft and non rigid struc-
tures of the pump. Also, a theoretical model is being developed to predict the fluid-
structure interaction of the shaft inside an eccentric annular space filled with liquid.

Experimental work with the VIBOR mock-up led to results in good agreement with nu-
merical predictions of the ROTOR code.

Intermediate heat exchangers

Following the change in responsibility for the IHXs from ANSALDO to NNC, a two day
joint meeting with EFR Associates was held in April 1992. After analysis of the informa-
tion which was exchanged, revisions of Objective Sheets might prove necessary. The
R&D work in support of the IHX design has mainly been centred on thermalhydraulics
studies.

The MORTIMER (EOF, Chatou) and CLAUDINA (CEA Cadarache) are identical mock-
ups, the former being operated in water and the latter in sodium.
Concerning the CLAUDINA mock-up (a 12 x 5 tube sodium-sodium 4 MW bundle), tests
were performed in nominal conditions (end of 1989), valved-off conditions (December
1991) and plugged tube conditions (May-June 1992). The interpretation of the first
series of tests has been completed and the comparison with code predictions are satis-
factory although it appears that the modelling of the grids might be improved. The
interpretation of the second series of tests is in progress.

CO
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Secondary system thermal hydraulics

Two aspects of secondary system thermal hydraulics are represented by two different
methods of modelling the fluid dynamics, i.e. the compressible and the incompressible
approach:

New options describing the gas transport coupled to gas/fluid surface movements have
been inserted into the code HYDRON. The effects on draining and on filling of a circuit
by throttling the gas feeding can be calculated. A compact print output option has been
established which enables the user to get a quick overview of the flow pattern versus
time evaluation in complex systems as, for example, in the secondary circuit coupled to
the auxiliary systems.

Rupture discs
To protect the secondary system and especially the IHX from unacceptable pressure
loadings from severe sodium water reactions in the SGU, two bursting discs per SGU
will be installed at EFR. The response of these discs has to be fully passive. The type
chosen for the EFR design is the reversed buckling type.

As part of the current R&D programme, Siemens has, together with the manufacturer,
developed an advanced type of disc with a special feature concerning the specified
rupture location. Long-term testing of reversed buckling discs of this advanced type
was started in early 1992 (see Fig 17).

3.9 A6T 9A: Plant Structural Materials

Introduction

Since start of the European collaboration, a major rationalisation has taken place, limit-
ing the number of materials to one steel for the primary circuit, to one for the steam
generators and also one for the support structures.

The primary circuit steel is 316L (N), a low carbon austenitic steel with controlled nitro-
gen, similar to that used in the French reactor SPX 1. In comparison with the 316
grades, a tight control of the elements allows the scatter in its different properties to be
minimised. Concerning weld metals, the EFR preferred weld metal composition for MMA
and TIG processes are 19Cr12Ni2Mo and 16Cr8Ni2Mo respectively.

For steam generators the main programme has been devoted to Grade 91, a 9Cr1 Mo
steel with controlled additions of niobium and vanadium.

Mechanical properties

Type 316L (N) austenitic steel

Long term tests are running concerning creep, fatigue, creep-fatigue and effect of ther-
mal ageing on embrittlement of base material and welds, and also fatigue of weldments.

level gauge
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Fig. 17 SIEMENS Test Rig for Rupture Disc Endurance Testing



Long term creep rupture tests continue at CEA, AEA, SIEMENS and KfK to investigate
the influence of cast to cast variations on the creep rupture response of type 316L (N)
steel.

In addition, an analysis of tensile properties of different casts of Type 316L (N) stainless
steel in the temperature range 25 to 800°C has been conducted. It indicates that the
RCC-MR recommendation for 0.2 % proof strength is adequate, however the recom-
mendations for UTS are adequate only for temperatures up to 250°C, and over-
estimated above this temperature.

Data from fatigue tests and creep-fatigue tests with tensile hold periods have been
generated to compare standard parallel sided specimens and hour glass shaped GRIM
specimens. This work indicates that, although the trends observed in parallel sided
specimens tests are observed in hour-glass test results, the endurance in the latter are
always less than their correspondent parallel-sided test results.

The tests to evaluate the effect of liquid sodium on the threshold fatigue crack growth
for long cracks of steel 316L (N) base metal at 550°C are completed. Some delay was
caused by the sensitivity of the in-sodium crack opening displacement gauges in con-
taminated sodium. The results do not indicate an effect of sodium on the values of Ktn:
the K$h values in air, Ar and Na are within the same range of scatter.

The results of the analysis to formulate lower bounds for fracture toughness of stainless
steel plate and weld metal have been provisionally accepted. The R-curves, which were
derived from materials including some in long-term thermally aged conditions, are
limited by the performance of the MMA weld metal. The bounds will be kept under re-
view as more data on long-term aged material become available. The results showed
that long term ageing (up to 50,000 h) at 450°C did not significantly affect the fracture
toughness behaviour of MMA Type 316 weld metals.

Ageing at 550°C was found to have a significantly degrading effect in plate material. In
comparing the behaviour of MMA and TIG welds, the work showed a conclusive link
between oxygen content, inclusion volume fraction and fracture toughness. The lower
levels of the former two variables in the TIG welds resulted in significantly higher R-
curves for this type of weld.

Low temperature irradiations (400-550°C) of austenitic stainless steel welded joints
316L/19-12-2/316L and 304L/308L/304L have shown that at doses up to about 2 dpa,
the changes induced in the mechanical properties of these materials are small and
covered by the existing safety margins incorporated in design rules. At doses above 2
dpa but less than 5 dpa, base metal properties remain satisfactory, those of the 19-12-2
weld metal stay acceptable, but toughness of the 308L weld metal becomes unaccept-
able. At doses above about 15 dpa, the degree of embrittlement and the level of swel-
ling in all the materials tested attain levels that are unacceptable for use in critical
structural components.

Concerning the effects of high temperature irradiation, progress on the preliminary
phase of the work continued as planned. The acceptance tests on the two base metals
and on the two weld metals have been completed. But the principal irradiation experi-
ment is further delayed due to the Phénix situation.

As it is recognised that contaminants such as oil could promote surface embrittlement of
thin section stainless steels (such as in the IHX) and that clean sodium environments
can cause thermal gradient mass-transfer of interstitial atoms (C, N2). a series of con-
stant extension rate tests has been performed to examine the effects of polluted sodium
on the mechanical properties of Type 316L (N) stainless steel at 350°C. The steel was
tested in the uncarburised condition in 1%NaOH-99%Na, 2%NaOH-98%Na and
10%NaOH-90%Na. These environments had negligible effect on the mechanical prop-
erties of the steel. Scanning electron microscopy showed primarily ductile failures, ex-
cept for small regions of a more brittle appearance in some specimens. Similar tests, on
the carburised steel in 5%NaOH-95%Na at 350°C revealed no environmentally-assisted
cracking. Both control and environmental specimens had similar fracture surfaces.

Ferme steel (9Cr IMoVNb)

The effect of two post weld heat treatments (15 h at 750°C and 15 h at 770°C) has been
evaluated on a sheet base metal. Tensile tests, between 20 and 770°C, creep tests at
550°C and low cycle fatigue tests at 20, 525 and 550°C showed that the heat treatment
had virtually no effect on creep rupture properties in tests lasting less than 2,100 h or
on low cycle fatigue life for total strain ranges between 0.7 and 1 %. Although the heat
treatments produce small reductions from the as-received yield strength at 550°C, they
had no effect on hardening rate, ultimate tensile strength or ductility.

Creep tests are going on at 500, 550 and 600°C. These are predominantly low stress
deformation tests for the development of constitutive equations. Rupture times are
available to over 70,000 h. There is an indication of a reduced ductility for long duration
tests at - 600°C; it is not yet dear whether this effect might be observed for times
approaching the service life of EFR at the operating temperature of the SGU.

Fatigue tests on base metal have been conducted at 525°C, including hold periods of
0.5 and 2 hours in either tension or compression, and at 550°C with similar hold periods
in either tension or compression, at total strain ranges between 0.3 and 1 %. The pic-
ture emerging from these tests is that both tensile and compressive hold periods cause
a reduction in life from that in a continuous cycling test. However, these reductions are
modest, ie a maximum of about a factor of 3. The main reason for this reduction is
through enhanced fatigue crack initiation, caused by the hold period. However, in the
tests at 550°C with tensile hold periods, creep cavitation has been observed, thereby
indicating the possibility of true creep-fatigue interaction, as occurs in Type 316 steels.

Fatigue tests have also been conducted on weld-metal samples at 550°C. Endurances
fall within the scatter bands of plate material.
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Fracture toughness, tensile and Cv impact studies were carried out on as-received
material. Shifts in the fracture toughness ductile to brittle transition temperature (DBTT)
as a function of specimen size have been estimated. The DBTT AT of specimens with a
10 mm to 80 mm thickness is approx. 28°C. However, additional data seem to suggest a
smaller DBTT AT. The whole of the data is to be further evaluated, particularly in the
upper shelf region, prior to confirmation of this conclusion.

Tests on the effects of Na-NaOH mixtures, simulating caustic contamination of the cir-
cuit sodium on the mechanical properties of Mod9Cr1Mo steel have continued. No
significant effect of either 5NaOH-95%Na or 90%NaOH-10%Na mixtures on stress-
strain curves was observed at primary circuit temperature, 525°C. In contrast, at a strain
rate of 10"6 s-1, brittle premature failure occurred in 5%NaOH-95%Na (but not in the
caustic rich environment) throughout the 150-450"C temperature range. Between 450
and 475'C there was a sharp transition when the steel reverted to a ductile mode of
fracture. The transition was thought to be associated with the onset of a significant con-
tribution of creep to the deformation of the specimen.

Specimens for Stress Corrosion Cracking in aqueous caustic environments having the
750°C/30 min PWHT are currently undergoing prolonged thermal ageing at 550'C,
which has been shown in previous studies to significantly affect the SCC susceptibility
of the standard 9Cr1Mo steel. Preliminary data on specimens aged for 1000 hrs at
550'C indicate an increased cracking susceptibility and a tendency for cracking to
occur at the fusion line.

Investigations on the base metal weldability and on the welding processes were carried
out. The work on hydrogen cracking has confirmed that a pre-heat treatment is neces-
sary to prevent hydrogen cracking in the heat affected zone.

Work also started on electron beam welding. Preliminary welds with 30 mm thick mate-
rial appear sound. Other welds in thicker material have shown fluidity problems and
have contained large cavity effects.

3.10 AGT 9B: Structural Integrity
Introduction

The aim of this technical work is the study and the achievement of common design rules
in the field of structural integrity in order to maintain the required standards for safety
and reliability. A very close connection with the Design and Construction Rules Com-
mittee (DCRC) is necessary with the approach of using the French RCC- MR rules,
taking into account the improvements proposed by the UK, German and French Part-
ners.

A large amount of work is being done to validate the design methodology and is being
directed towards the analysis of benchmarks, reflecting the fact that the R&D pro-
gramme has reached a mature stage, where a lot of methods have been established but
need to be validated.

The annual working programme is defined at the beginning of each year during an
AGT9B/DCRC joint meeting; the work performed and the results are summarized in the
form of Synthesis Reports which are issued during the year.

The most recent improvements have been made in the following areas:

- Design methods for Mod 9Cr 1Mo Steel - Design methods for 316L(N) Steel - Design
methods for Mod 9Cr 1Mo weldments - Design methods for 316L(N) weldments - Frac-
ture mechanics - Design methods for thermal striping - Buckling - Design of piping -
Seismic analysis of the reactor block and of piping systems

Design methods for Mod 9Cr 1Mo steel

A benchmark exercise has been earned out on uniaxial creep-fatigue tests. A milestone
report has been issued recommending suitable material properties for use in design. It
was concluded that the creep-fatigue interaction diagram originally recommended for
use with the RCC-MR method was too conservative. It was also noted that the uniaxial
tests made up to the end of 1990 were made at too high a strain range and at too short
a hold time for significant creep damage to be formed. It was therefore recommended
that low strain range/long hold time tests, more representative of the design, should be
performed.

Design methods for 316L(N) steel

The strain-based procedure had originally been developed for 316L(N) steel and the
current effort was limited to changes necessitated by the use of a simplified analysis.

Some of the uniaxial fatigue relaxation tests, already calculated in the second bench-
mark on national practices for creep-fatigue general design methods, were also inter-
preted using the damage model developed by the French ONERA and the creep dam-
age model proposed by the Ecole des Mines de Paris. The results obtained with the
ONERA model were very satisfactory. An attempt was made to couple the Ecole des
Mines creep model with a fatigue model by using an interaction diagram.

Design methods for Mod 9Cr IMo weldments

The UK Partner is conducting a programme of reversed bend fatigue and creep- fatigue
tests on weldments in Mod 9Cr 1Mo steel to assess any reduction in endurance relative
to the base metal. The weld under examination is a consumable developed for the UK
power generation industry and differs somewhat from the composition agreed recently
for use in EFR. The programme was begun in the knowledge that this might be the
case, but it was seen as necessary in order to provide some relevant information by the
end of Phase 2 design process. Some check tests on weldments which meet the
approved composition will be necessary to confirm similar behaviour.

Investigations were made to identify a heat treatment which would suitably soften the
weld metal. Hardness scans on material subjected to this heat treatment show an
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acceptable difference between the base metal and weld metal. The expected softer
zone, due to overtempering by the welding thermal cycle in the heat affected zone adja-
cent to the weld, has been observed.

Design methods for 316L(N) weldments

Reversed bend fatigue and creep-fatigue tests are being made in the UK on 316L(N)
weldments to determine the reduction factors to be applied to these welds. The tests
which are being performed on specimens meeting the RCC-MR requirements are pro-
ceeding satisfactorily. The tests are at 550*0 on single-sided transverse and longitudi-
nal flush-ground welds and are using total surface strain ranges of 0.3 % to 1.0%.
Some base metal tests have been made for comparison.

Fatigue test data for 10 mm thick base metal, longitudinal welds and both types of
transverse welds have been analysed. The base metal results compare well with uni-
axial data, confirming the validity of the tests.

A first result has been obtained from a creep-fatigue test (1.0 % total strain range, 1 h
hold time)'Qn a 25 mm,thick weJdment Failure-occurred in.the weld metal but at fewer,
cycfes lhan expected" from the equivalent test on 10 mfft-rhaferial. A third-25 mm test-
machine has been commissioned and will be deployed on fatigue tests.

Further work has been carried out at Cadarache to extend the work on the assessment
of elastic follow-up (EFU) in welded structures due to differences in local constitutive
laws for plasticity. The work has been extended to current structural designs of plates
and cylindrical shells, covering the following loadings: membrane, bending, peak, ther-
mal membrane and thermal bending.

Fracture mechanics

A Milestone Report on experimental validation of crack instability and Leak Before
Break is being prepared. This report covers two sets of experiments concerning tearing
resistance of circumferential through cracks in austenitic pipes (Siemens and CEA), the
testing of elbows with circumferential defects (CEA) and the tearing of wide austenitic
plates with weldments (AEA). The main conclusions are:

Fracture assessments based on tearing initiation of through cracks (for LBB
assessment) may be unduly conservative because of the significant tearing resis-
tance of austenitic stainless steel.

Residual stress need only be considered for the calculation of tearing initiation
and the early stages of growth.

In the field of thermal striping, consideration has been given to the interpretation of
crack growth data from sharp starter notches in the SUPERSOMITE experiment. These
data have correlated well with a prediction method based on the use of Craeger's
approximation to assess the notch stress concentration factor and Neuber's approxima-

tion to correct for notch tip plasticity. Experimental validation of the use of these
approximations is important since they are used in a proposed extension of the RCC-
MR Sigmad method into the regime of creep-fatigue crack growth.

The AMORFIS tests with CT 25 specimens made of 316L(N) (base material and weld-
ment), and Mod 9Cr 1Mo materials are being performed at CEA Saday. Cyclic relax-
ation and long time are considered on this simple geometry at 550 and 650*C.

FORTUNA and THERFIS tests are completed at CEA Cadarache on large 316L(N)
pipes subjected to sodium thermal loads.

A draft procedure for Leak Tightness has been prepared on the basis of the conserva-
tive assumption that manufacturing defects will be of shallow depth but extended along
the component surface. This assumption has removed the need to include detailed
crack shape development methods which are currently not well developed for crack
break through. Work is in hand to include a definition of negligible defects for which no
defect specific analysts would be required.

Design methods,for thermal striping

An interim design procedure had been-suggested by CEA which takes into account the
detrimental effect of superimposed high strain cycles (operational transients, etc...) on
high cycle fatigue behaviour from results using the FAENA rig. This procedure is cur-
rently being re-examined to remove overconservatisms.

A comparison of results from SOMITE and SUPERSOMITE for the presence or absence
of surface crack initiation has led to a revised predicted allowable amplitude for crack
initiation for a component life of 300,000 hours.

The SUPERSOMITE test programme is well advanced and considerable progress has
been made in analysing crack behaviour at the tip of starter notches used in the ex-
periments.

Buckling

A Milestone Report on Dynamic Buckling has recently been approved. It proposes a
methodology taking into account static and dynamic loading in buckling analysis and
gives a reduction factor curve as a function of the relative frequencies of the structure
and of the seismic excitation.

Experiments on thermal buckling have been performed with two different radius-to-
thickness ratios (250 and 1000). A specific buckling diagram for thin cylindrical shells
under thermal loading has been produced

Experiments with moving thermal gradients of 400, 500 and 600°C have been per-
formed using the ECHO rig. All tests lead to progressive buckling. Reports have been
issued on these tests.
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The tests with the VINIL rig have been completed. They showed progressive deforma-
tion but no buckling.

A synthesis report on buckling is being prepared and it will include recommendations on
the following items:

thermal buckling of 316 SS under combined axiaWensile loading and fixed ther-
mal, gradient
dynamic buckling superposed with a static load,
first draft recommendations for moving level buckling.

Design of piping

A draft Milestone Report on ratcheting in elbows has been prepared by CEA for discus-
sion among the R&D partners. One of the main results is that the current ASME rules
are over conservatives. Methods for elastic follow-up are under discussion.

Seismic analysis of the reactor block and of piping systems

A Milestone Report on strain criteria has been agreed and will be issued in the near fu-
ture. The main conclusions are that it is too early to change the design criteria before
complementary studies on simplified methods are performed.

Parametric.studies on the reactor block analysis have been performed using an
axisymmetric model and have emphasised the influence of the mesh size on the seismic
response. A 3D analysis of the sloshing effect in the hot collector is under way.

In addition, a method to estimate, from the model analysis, the pressure field for the
buckling analysis has been proposed. Comparisons with time history have been per-
formed for the weir and the thermal baffle.

Another Milestone Report, on fluid-structures interaction, is under preparation.

3.11 In Service Inspection and Repair
Introduction

In response to a need to improve the coordination of In-Service Inspection and Repair
(ISIR) activities, which are covered by several AGTs, and the increased importance
being given to ISIR issues, a new group was formed during 1991. The subject became
of particular importance during 1992 as a result of the Laverie report on SPX 1 in
France, which was critical of this aspect of the reactor. The group does not have any
work packages of its own but acts to coordinate the activities in the various AGTs, to
ensure that nothing is forgotten.

Progress in the field of In-Service Inspection and Repair is to be noted in the develop-
ment and validation of sensors and methods: leak detectors for the inter-vessel space

and for the secondary and DHR piping and non destructive examination sensors for
periodic inspection. Also, the work for the construction of the MIRSA facility is pro-
gressing.

Inter-vessel space monitoring
A requirement for EFR is for two diverse systems able to efficiently and reliably detect
possible sodium leaks. A programme of work has been initiated in the UK to assess the
performance of an inductive sodium leak detector. The tests were defined so as to re-
produce the conditions expected in the plant Other practical issues such as sensor
size and installation were addressed and recommendations were made.

Tests were conducted which showed that the sensors perform to the required specifica-
tions. The sensors indications are reversible and they can give an approximate size of
the leak. Long term tests in sodium are planned.

Also, a review of advanced leak location techniques has been carried out, including
identifying the requirements of EFR operators from the ISI and Repair viewpoint, which
could be used around the safety vessel and the other internal structures. A programme
of further development needs is currently being considered.
An analysis of the different methods which could be applied for inspecting the welds of
the primary vessel was performed.

Work has continued on the development of high temperature ultrasonic probes. A new
range of probes has been developed to replace those currently in use and long term
tests are being conducted. Design work has continued on phased arrays but experi-
mental work has not started due to lack of funding.

Design studies have been completed on a high temperature electronic package for the
ultrasonic systems on the MIR vehicle.

Internal structures of the primary circuit

Four high temperature transducers manufactured at Grenoble were installed in Phénix
at the core outlet position. They were used to monitor the possible displacement of a
breeder subassembly during isothermal experiments.
In the UK, four lithium niobate transducers were oxygenated for several weeks at
600"C, and together with two VISUS transducers, two other French transducers and
one transducer from the previous endurance test they were installed in a test section in
the MCTR sodium facility at Risley for an endurance test at 600°C.

Four lithium niobate transducers were built for monitoring the noise from sodium-water
reactions in SUPER-NOAH experiments. Difficulties in obtaining supplies of enriched
lithium niobate crystals from the USA led to using natural lithium niobate.

Periodic in-service inspection

Work continued on the development of under-sodium viewing and under-sodium struc-
tural monitoring techniques.
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In the UK, a Schlieren system was interfaced to the beam steering electronics and used
to visualise the passage of wavefronts from a 32 element array. The Schlieren system
confirmed that the beam from the array could be steered and focussed. The beam pro-
file was studied while varying the number of elements.

A 5/8 scale model of a small part of the above core structure of EFR was constructed
and installed in the water tank housing the Links Sweep Arm (LSAS). The model in-
cludes the bottom grille and baffle plates, and a narrow section of the ACS surround.
The LSAS and its associated electronics were recommissioned for imaging trials with
the model.

Work has been initiated to review and assess the performance of the possible tech-
niques and devices for cover gas detection of sodium leaks.

Development of repair techniques

The studies for the MIRSA facility at Cadarache (see Fig 5) have been pursued and
tenders were being considered at the end of 1992, with the objective of having the
facility operational by mid-1993. The facility will be used to investigate washing and
repair techniques for sodium contaminated components. The experimental programme
is being drafted.

Steam generator units

A remote field eddy current testing system has been built for inspection of tubing. The
system is able to detect 20 % deep circumferential notches and 40 % simulated wast-
age defects in the outside surface of SGU tubing. Studies for another system based on
pulsed eddy currents have been initiated in the second part of the year.

Various techniques have been studied for the examination of tube-plate pintles and
tube-to-pintle welds.

Secondary and DHR circuits

The ISOLDE test rig was under construction in Bensberg. Unfortunately this was in the
same building as the ILONA facility which was damaged by a sodium fire late in the
year, although damage to ISOLDE is not thought to be serious.

Classical leak detection systems (beaded wires, short current in trace heaters, flame
spectrophotometry) along with new systems such as sandwich detectors, metallic coil
wound on the first insulation layer, forced aerosol sampling, etc. are being tested in the
FUTUNA rig which is fitted with a pipe section representative of a secondary circuit.

Encouraging results were obtained with the sandwich detectors, consisting of a metal
foil inserted between two silico-aluminate layers, which have been developed for local
applications (welds in loaded pipes). They were successfully tested and then mounted
on Superphénix pipes.

Miscellaneous

Generic tasks have been performed concerning definition of a vibration monitoring
system which could be applied to any component

Work on the feasibility of telemetry in the argon cover gas has been initiated. As a first
step, a model calculating the error introduced by the temperature (and refraction index)
gradient in the gas cover has been developed.
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COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES:
REVIEW OF FAST REACTOR ACTIVITIES
PERFORMED DURING 1992

W. BALZ, G. VAN GOETHEM
Commission of the European Communities,
Brussels

Abstract

The paper is based on the results pf the studies performed under the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC) funding in support of the fast reactor development in Europe. CEC research
activities of fast reactor in 1992 were bound up with the following topics: codes and standards,
structure analysis, materials, work in relation with minor actinide transmutation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Commission of the European Communities continued, in a reduced fashion however, its
fast reactor activities on the same lines as in the past, performing both harmonisation and
research activities.

2. COORDINATION AND HARMONISATION ACTIVITIES

The Fast Reactor Coordinating Committee (FRCC) pursued the exchange of information and
the discussion of specific problems in the two Working Groups "Codes and Standards" and
"Safety".

Regarding collaboration with Central Europe and CIS, the CEC has launched a number of
assistance and cooperation initiatives under the Programmes PHARE, TACIS and PECO,
which in principle could include also Fast Reactor research and development activities.

2.1 Safety

The Group had regular reports on highlights from national R&D programmes and discussed
various safety items, such as the safety of metal fuelled fast reactors, the feasibility of
actinides transmutation and the safety criteria applied to EFR.

CEA presented results about the investigations of the reactivity oscillations observed in
PHENIX in 1989/90 and about the cracks detected in its secondary circuit. Informations were
also delivered about the new licensing process of SUPERPHENIX (SPX). Italy reported
about its oxide fuel investigations in connexion with PRISM. Great-Britain reported about
the oil ingress problems encountered from a pump bearing into the primary circuit of PFR
in June 1991.

Also discussed were the joint research proposals of SIEMENS, NOVATOME and
ANSALDO to assess the feasibility of a Fast Reactor conceived as an actinide burner. France
reported similarly about the possibility to use SPX as an actinide burner (anyway not before
1998).

Some CEC funding was allocated in 1992 to specific FBR safety problems, such as the
improvement of the CONTAIN-LMR computer code ("Improvement of mechanistical models
for radionuclides behaviour in the containment atmosphere under accident conditions") and
a synthesis report of MFCI phenomena ("State-of-the-Art report on molten fuel coolant
interactions in fast breeder reactors"). A CEC sponsored report is being concluded in the
field of probabilistic analysis and common cause failure investigations, with the title
"Reliability Data Collection and Reliability Assessment Methods for Fast Reactors".

In December 1991 the Council of Ministers approved a Reactor Safety Programme which has
been implemented as a Reinforced Concerted Action (RCA). The programme is centered on
3 objectives in the area of the radioactivity confinement:

(i) accident progression analysis,
(ii) behaviour and qualification of the containment system,
(iii) accident management and control

Fast reactor safety aspects could not be included in the RCA.

The idea launched by the IWGFR to produce a safety R&D index if all non-community
countries having a fast breeder programme were participating, was abandoned. However the
possibility exists to include this information in a future version of the Joint Research Safety
Index (JRSI) to be issued end 1993 by the CEC and covering so far the thermal reactor
activities of all CEC/IAEA/OECD countries.

2.1.1 Russian-West European cooperation

A mission of a EFR/CEC delegation took place to IPPE-Obninsk on 24-26 February 1992.
The main objectives of the meeting were an information exchange on analytical tools in
West-Europe and at IPPE-Obninsk for HCDA analysis and discussions about comparative
calculations. It was agreed to perform comparative calculations for the BN-800 fast reactor.
This exercice focused on a hypothetical ULOF scenario for BN-800 and was conducted by
a Task Force of the WAC Group with CEC support in collaboration with IPPE-Obninsk (see
further in Section 2.1.2).

In parallel to the above activity of hypothetical accident calculations, a steady state neutronics
calculation exercice was launched jointly by CEC and IAEA for a nearly-zero void core
design project of the Russian BN-800 fast reactor of 2100 MWth. The proposal came
originally from the Russian delegation at a IWGFR specialists meeting on "Passive and
Active Safety Features of FBR", held at Mito (Japan) in October 3991, and was supported
by the annual IWGFR meeting of April 1992.

The idea was to investigate the capability of reducing to nearly zero the sodium voiding
feedback reactivity of an axially heterogeneous fast breeder reactor when a sodium plenum
is introduced above the core instead of the upper axial blanket. In addition to the sodium void
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reactivity calculation, it was decided to investigate a series of core neutronic performance
characteristics, such as breeding ratios, burnup swing, peak linear power, power peaking
factor, regional power fractions and control rod worths. The calculational model of this BN
800 core was distributed to all participants by IAEA in July 1992.

Russia, Japan, India, Great Britain, USA and EFR participated and issued the first results
at a IAEA/CEC jointly organised Consultancy meeting held at IAEA, Vienna on 23-25
November 1992. The CEC supported the calculational effort of the participating EFR
representative, namely SIEMENS (EUR Report in preparation), as well as the drafting of the
final report (IAEA/CEC Report in preparation).

These neutronics calculations were also a nice opportunity to compare the calculational tools
and the safety approach (criteria and guidelines) of the Russian Federation and of the Western
partners.

2.1.2 Whole Core Accident Codes (WAQ

The WAC Group continued the exchange of information on code developments for severe
accident analysis in national laboratories and discussed specific modelling aspects, in
particular in connexion with the afore-mentioned Russian-West European HCDA comparative
calculations (ULOF benchmark exercice in BN 800 ).

As a result of the IPPE/Obninsk meeting of February 1992 it was decided to create a task
force of the WAC group with the aim of performing these comparative whole-core accident
calculations. For this specific Russian-West European collaboration, the CEC allocated
funding to the 3 laboratories concerned, namely CEA Cadarache, AEA Risley and KfK, to
cover the calculational costs.

In addition there is a CEC sponsored activity at KfK aiming at "Coupling the HEXPERT 3D
space kinetics model to the European Reference Code EUREF", in cooperation with a
Russian expert visiting KfK.

2.2 Codes and standards

The activities of the Codes and Standards Working Group (CSWG) are mainly oriented at
the EFR Project, but LWR related topics as well as topics of generic interest will receive an
increasing emphasis.

2.2.1 Manufacturing and In-service inspection

Most of the work has centered on inspection topics, including visual inspection using
fibrescopes and advanced ultrasonic inspection of austenitic weld specimens (able to detect
defects of the order of 5 mm).

2.2.2 Structural Analysis

The areas covered are seismic analysis, inelastic analysis, damage calculation, limit loads and
defect analysts. Work in the area of defect analysis has concluded that design guidance is

well developed for austenitic steels at temperatures below the creep range, but further work
is necessary at temperatures in the creep range. Investigations were also conducted about the
possible influence of residual stresses on buckling, stress corrosion, brittle fracture and
fatigue, and about the application of the shakedown methods on the prediction of ratchetting
and creep/fatigue damage.

2.2.3 Materials

Emphasis is placed on the mechanical properties of structural steels, e.g. Type 316L(N),
modified 9CrlMo, carbon steels and nickel based alloys, but lots of experimental data are
still missing. Further work is envisaged in the area of environmental aspects, such as
irradiation, thermal ageing and corrosion.

3. RESEARCH PERFORMED AT THE JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE

Safety research is performed at the Safety Technology Institute (SIT) of the Ispra
Establishment, fuel research at the Transuranium Institute (TTU) of the Karlsruhe
establishment.

3.1 Safety

3.1.1 FARO

The FARO experiments related to fast reactors came to an end in 1990 and the analysis work
of two melt/sodium interaction experiments has been published in 1992. In these tests about
100 kg of molten UO2 was poured into 130 kg of liquid sodium. This led to mild FCIs that
prevented about half of the fuel to penetrate the sodium.

3.1.2 European Accident Code (EAQ

The EAC developments came to an end in 1991. The EAC-2 modules and coupling routines
that are needed by the EFR project have been partially documented and distributed to the
national European Laboratories that continue to work on LMFBR safety issues.

The EAC-2 neutronics, however, is still under development: it is a unique tool for the
treatment of the initiation phase. It consists of the static 3-D hexagonal-z diffusion and
transport code HEXNOD that is based on the nodal method. Together with an efficient cross
section generator and a perturbation theory calculation the code can be combined with a point
kinetics model for a time-dependent (adiabatic) approach. The inclusion of a quasi-static
treatment of the time-dependency has led to the HEXNODYN code. This code is not yet
fully coupled to the cross-section generator and the perturbation calculation and also lacks
an automatic time-step selection.
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3.2.1 Advanced FBR fuel development

Two irradiation experiments were accomplished in HFR Petten, namely NILOC3 with a fuel
pin for the heterogeneous fuel concept and 2 mixed nitride fuel pins, as well as NILOC4 with
MN fuel pins at a high off-normal fuel centre temperature. A total of 9 mixed nitride fuel
discs and 3 technetium discs for the high bum-up irradiation experiment POMPEI was
prepared, encapsulated and transported to Petten. In collaboration with CEA, 6 new mixed
nitride fuel pins were assembled together with 8 irradiated fuel pins in the capsule NIMPHE
Ibis for further irradiation in the PHENIX reactor. Destructive post-irradiation was carried
out in the KfK hot cells for 5 carbide pins which had been irradiated in the KNK II reactor
in Karlsruhe.

3.2.2 Work in relation with minor actinide transmutation

Irradiation in KNK II-MTE1 (Experiment KNK II a).
An irradiation experiment was launched in 1982 involving a series of capsules with actinides
in milligram quantities and a selection of fission products in microgram quantities. Multifoil
dosimeters were included for monitoring the neutron spectrum. The purpose of the irradiation
experiment was to determine the neutron cross-sections of the various nuclides present, the
local neutron energy spectrum and the integrated neutron flux. The samples, following
irradiation and cooling, have now been delivered to the Transuranium Institute and chemical
analyses will start next year.

SUPERFACT Experiment.
Four types of minor actinides containing oxide fuels habe been irradiated in the PHENIX
reactor and samples are under examination at the Transuranium Institute. Electron probe
micro analysis was performed in order to determine the products generated by the cladding
corrosion in the gaps of 2 SUPERFACT fuel pins (SF13 and SF16).

Radiation dose levels of MA-containing fuels.
The inclusion of minor actinides (MA) in a fuel (SUPERFACT fuels) for subsequent
transmutation will increase the radiation dose levels of the fuel. Knowledge of these dose
levels could allow cost penalties associated with the handling of these materials to be
estimated. An indication of radiation dose levels encountered in the fabrication and discharge
of MA-containing fuels, irradiated in a fast reactor, has been elaborated.

Actinide partitioning by means of the TRPO process.
The highly active waste (HAW) from the PUREX process contains together with the fission
products, significant amounts of actinides. These actinides determine the long-term
radiological hazard of HAW. Their separation would therefore reduce considerably the
hazard. Similarly to the TRUEX process, a process has been developed in the P. R. of
China, the so-called TRPO process, to extract most of the actinides from HAW solutions.
This TRPO process has been proven at the TUI to be indeed very competitive both for
actinide recovery and for partitioning from HAW.

33.3 Fuel pin performance code TRANSURANUS

The fuel rod behaviour code TRANSURANUS constitutes a major improvement of the
European Accident Code-2 (EAC-2), compared with other whole-core accident codes. It has
been used to analyse several experiments of the CABRI-1 programme, initiated by CEA in
1973. Emphasis was put on the acccurate modelling of the important axial expansion of the
fuel during these experiments as well as on the improvement of the numerical robustness of
the code.
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Abstract

Since the end of 1991, the eoncepture design of the Chinese Experimental
Fast Reactor with the power 65 MWth (25 MWe) has been supplemented with the
design of sodium auxiliary systems cover gas systems, control and power
supply systems The main design parameters are given in this paper
Engineering preparation of the project has been carried on for two years
The PelizDinary Feasibility Study Report including five volumes 1 General
Report, 2 Concepture Design of Chinese Experimental Fast Reactor, 3 Reactor
Site Evaluation, 4 Safety and Environment Impact Analysis, and 5 Economy
Study has been approved by the Authorities The reactor site which is
selected in China I n s i t i t u t e of Atomic Energy 40 km away from Beijing has
been basically approved The a c t i v i t i e s of research and development of the
FBR technology are been carried on. some results on sodium technology
materials, fuels and expérimente concerning safety study are b r i e f l y
presented in the paper

l Introduct ion
Along with the economy regime reformat ion developing in depth, Chinese

national economy has been developed with steady steps during past almost 15
years The increasing of e l e c t r i c i t y demands and recent insufficient powe r
supply become an obvious c o n t r a d i c t o r y It r e s t r i c t e d the national economy
with faster development

In the year 1992 as the Government Report 1 1 1 given by Premier Li Pong
at the First Session of the Eighth National People s Congress the
e l e c t r i c i t y generation capacity in China has reached 165GWe During past
several years the e l e c t r i c i t y c a p a c i t y grew up at about 10 GWe each year
ma inly by coal fired power p l a n t e The output of raw coal was 1 1 b i l l i o n
tonne, p e t r o l e u m was 142 m i l l i o n tonne in the year 1992 It is intended
that five years t a t e r 65 GWe c a p a c i t y w i l l be added to the total present
e l e c t r i c i t y and the annual output of 1 3 b i l l i o n tonne of raw coal w i l l be
reached It could be imagined that tbe transportation and environment
p r o b l e m w i l l be very serious In the future energy p o i n t of v lew, the
Government has no choice but to pay great attention on development of
nuc lear powe r

At tbe end of last year Qinahan 300 MWe PWR started its operation Daya
Bay twin 900 MWe PWR w i l l be started up in October of this year for the
f i r s t machine and another w i l l reach its f i r s t c r i t i c a l i t y about six mouths

later Qinshan I twin 600 MWe PWR power plant has gotten the approval as a
project by the National Planning Commission in the year 1991 Its
design and engineering preparation are carrying on

Even though big capital costs and long construction period are
disadvantages of nuclear power plants, the Government has been asked by
many provinces including Jiangsn, Zhejiang, Liaoning, Fuj lan and Guangdong
to build nuclear power plants in their provinces But it is evident that
the main obstacle for developing of nuclear power is s t i l l lack of enough
funding It could be envisaged that an upsurge in NPP' s construction is
bound to be followed by the national economy further developing, funding
accumulation and mastering of nuclear power technology

As a part of long-term strategy of the energy development, Chinese
Government gives the attention to the future nuclear energy development,
especially she is supporting on her capability the Chinese first fast
reactor with the power 65MWth (25MWe) The autography for the China Fast
Reactor Research Center was made by Mr Zhou Jiahua, Vice Premier of State
Council in the end of last year The engineering preparation of this
reactor has been carried on for two years The Preliminary F e a s i b i l i t y
Study Report has been approved by Authorities The reactor site which is
selected in the China Institute of Atomic Energy has been b a s i c a l l y approved

2 Concepture Design of CEFR

2 1 Main Results of Concepture Design
China First Fast Reactor is a pool type sodium cooled experimental

reactor with the power 65 MWth, and matched with a 25MWe turbine-generator
Plutonium Uranium mixed dioxide is selected for fuel, and 316 stainless
steel modified by Titanium as the core structure material Two main pumps
and two intermediate heat exchangers are designed for primary loop, two
c i r c u i t s for secondary loop and two water-steam c i r c u i t s for third loop but
one turbine-generator are selected Double rotating plugs with straight
moving fuel handling machine, primary storage surounding core for spent
fuel and a cylindrical concret containment have been designed at the
Concepture stage The eoncepture drawings for the fuel subasserobly safety
and control subassembty, core patten, reactor block and the main heat
transfer systems are shown in Fig 1-5 respectively The main parameters of
the reactor are given in table 1
2 2 Supplement of CEFR Concepture Design

Since June of 1991, the CEFR eoncepture design has been supplemented
by neutronics design for first core, auxiliary systems of primary loop and
secondary loop, control system, instrumentation system, b u i l d i n g layout
design and three wastes treatment and management

2 2 1 Fuel Selection for First Core
Considering to put lately into operation of fuel reprocessing p i l o t

plant for PWR spent fuel, U03 enriched has been selected for f i r s t core



TABLE 1. REACTOR PARAMETERS [2]

Therm«! Power
Electric Power
Outlet/inlet average temperature

of the core
Fuel
fuel loading Pa (total)

Pa-239
U-236

Linear power max.
Barn tip max.
Neutron flux
Isothermal coefficient
Power coefficient
Bubble coefficient max.
Average Doppler eonatant

without Na
with Na

Neutron life
De layed Neutron fraction
fuel subassembly

No. of S. A.
Total length of S.A.
Diatanee between center to center
Width across flata
No. of fuel pin per S.A.
Pitch of pin«
Diameter/ thickness of cladding
Diameter of wire
Diameter of fuel pellet

Safety and control subaaaembly
First ahut-down system (control subassenbly)
Second shut-down system (safe tr subassenbl)')
Absorber
Enrichment of B-10
Safety S.A. value
Temperature compensation
Burn-up compensation
Regulation
Shut-down margin

MW
UW

65. S
25

x:

kg
kg
kg

W/em
IIWD/t

n/em" • a
PCM/C
PCM/Vfff

$

T d P /dT
T d P /dT

s

mm
mm
mm

mm
mm
mm
mm

imb 1 y)
•ably)

%
A K/K
A K/K
A K/K
A K/K
A K/K

530/400
(Pu, U) 0,

121. 6
93. 2
97. 6

430
50000

2. 97X 10la

-4. 86
-8. 60
-9. 73

-2. 05X 10-'
-2. 47X 10-'

1. 63X ID"'
4. 48X 10-'

82
2598. 6

61. 5
58. 5

61
7

6 ± 0 . 025/0. 4± 0. 03
0. 95

5. I

7
2

B.C
91

2 X 2 . 046%
IX 2. 046%
3 X 0 . 945%
3X0. 487%

5. 67%

TABLE 1. (cont.)

Primary loop
Total «odium
No. of circuits
Flow rate of pump
Preaaure

. Rotating velocity
Inlet/outlet temperature

of IHX (primary Na)
Inlet/outlet temperature

of IHX (aeeondary Na)
Secondary loop

Total Na
Flow rate of pump
Pressure
Rotating velocity

Steam generator
Type
Dlaneter/thickneaa of the shell
Total length of the shell
Outlet/inlet temperature of Na
Outlet/inlet temperature of H30

t

m'/h
m

r /min

•c

1C

t
t/h
m

r/min

mm
mcx;

260
2

2X937
53

1500

525/386

326/505

48. 2
2X615. 5

64. 5
1000

straight tube
EV: 592/11 SH: 540/11

16. 31 12. 32
326/456 456/500
319/22S 480/319

The loading will be 433 kg Uranium with 60% enrichment. It is planned to
change the fuel to (Pu, U) Oa after three or four operation cycle with U02

2.2.2 Auxiliary System of Primary Loop
The Auxiliary System of Primary Loop mainly includes purification

system for primary aoduim, sodium supply system, cover gas system etc..
The function of purification system for primary loop is to purify the

sodium to the reactor grade and to control the sodium level in sodium
vessel. It is composed by one electro-magnetic pump, two cold traps (one of
which as standby), one economizer, and plugging meter, filter, storage tank
and valves. The main characteristics of cold trap are as following: '*'

Volume
Total surface for p r e c i p i t a t e
Flow rate
Retention period of Na
Minimum temperature 110

0. 6 m*
70 m3
6 t/h
6 min

- 120 X?

The Reticulated Vitreours Carbon is selected as absorber for
Cesium Trap which parameters are as following: '*'



- Upper plug

^ Spring

- Upper blanket

- Clading

PeUet(Pu.U)O, 5

- Lower blanket

- Wire wrap

' Gas plenum

Lower plug

Fuel pin

D O

Handle head

Coolanl exit

19 Sheading Rods

Hexagonal Tube

Pad

SI Fuel pins

S.A.foot

Coolant Entrance

Fuel Subassembly

Fig.l The Sketch of Fuel Subassembly

Abaorber
Volume of absorber
Na flow rate
Temperature of Cesium Trap
Capture radioactivi ty
Lead aheilding thickness

RVC
0 01 m'
3 6 t/h
220 V

-1000 Ci
0. 11 m

The cover gas system for primary loop composes of the vapor trapt
filter for sodium »team, compressor and cover gas treatment system.

The flow sketchs of primary auxiliary system is given in Pig. 6 and
7. '*'

Ov

id
i — - ————————————— _i

K—K D—D C—C

1 guide tube 3 upper grid
2 upper labyrinth plug 4 inner tube

5 absorber pin
S lower grig
7 lower labyrinth plug

CO
Fig.2 Safety and Control Subassembly
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Q Fuel subassembly 82
0 Blancket subassembly 162

da Reflector subassembly 126

(^ Spent fuel storage position 54

(9) Control rods 1

(®) Safety rods 2

O Sheüdmg rods 2le

Fig.3 The Core Patten

Fig.4 Reactor block
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1 Deck
Z Primary Pump
3 IHX
4 Mam Tank
5 Guard Vessel
6 Inner Vessel
7 Gnd Plunum

8 Core Support Structure
9 Second Pump
10 Superheater
11 Evaporator
12 Turbine
13 Temp. & Pressure Reducer
14 Generator

15 Condenser
16 Condenser Pump
17 Heater
18 Low Pressure Heater
19 Low Pressure Heater
20 Deoxygenator
21 Feed Pump

22 High Pressure Heater
23 High Pressure Heater

Fig.5 The main Heat Transfer Systems

223 Auxiliary System of Secondary Loop
Auxiliary System of Secondary Loop IB composed of secondary sodium

purification system and cover gaa system Two cold trap in parallel w i l l be
used in which one IG for stand-by purpose Its design parameters are as
following '•'

Volume of cold trap 0 6 ma

Flow rate 0 6 t/h
Retention time period of Na 5 mm
Miniraum temperature in cold trap 110~120'C

Secondary cover gas system is designed as protection gas for secondary
pumps, steam generators some secondary sodium components, which is composed

of Argon supply Teasels, vapor trap, breathing tank, gas discharge vessel
and vacuum vessel

224 Argon Supply System
Argon Supply System accepte Argon from Argon pl a n t and sends Argon gas

at reactor grade to users through molecular sieve removing water and Na- K
bubbler removing Oxygen which main parameters are listed below

Storage tank volume 2X5 m'
Molecular sieve column volume 2X200 L
NaK bubbler volume 2X200 L
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Fig.7 Primary Cover Gas System

1 Reactor Block
2. Sodium Vapor Trop
3. Tastino Sampler
4. Fuel Handling Machina
5. Sodium Vapor Condenser
6. Sodium Vapor Filler
7. Economizer
8. AcMvt Corbon Absorption

Column
9. Decay Tank
10. Filter
11. Compressor
12. Flow Meter
13 Buf fer Tank
14. Sampler
15. Gas Chromatograph
16. Xe-Absorpfion Column
17. Precipitotor
18. r-Spectrum
19 Gaseous Wast«

Processing System
Heater

21. Pipeline Pre-h«atmg
Fan

22. Sodium Storage Tank
23. IHX
24 Sodium Pump

20
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225 Sodium Supply System
The system w i l l purify the sodium at commercial gride to reactor grade

sodium which specification should be as following

0 < 30ppm, C < 3Qppm, B < 6ppro, Cd < Sppm Halogen < 30ppm
Ca < lOppm. Li < lOppm, and K < 200~ lOOOppm

The sodium supply system is composed of storage tank of 30m* volume. cold
trap, électro-magnat ic pump with the flow rate 8m'/ K flow rate meter and
»lires Special sodium tranapotat ion tanks w i l l serve the sodium acceptance
from plant and the sodium offer to users

226 Control System and Instrumentation 1* 1

The concepture design of the CEFR control system and instrumentation
recently completed includes control and regulation system, protection
system, nuclear- and thermo-parame ter measurement system, computer system
and signal system

The design strictly obey 'the Safety C r i t e r i o n of Nuclear Reactor
Protection System* GB4083-83 and 'the Standards on General Characteristics
«f Nuclear Reactor Instrumentation ' GB4086-84 published by related
authorities in China, and also reference to 'Principles of Nuclear Reactor
Instrumentation* published by IEC

Concerning the active automatic t r i p system following protection
parameters are considered

1. neutron flux
2. ratio of flux to primary sodium flow
3. coolant level in reactor tank
4. primary sodium flow
5. secondary sodium flow
6. increasing rate of neutron flux
7. outlet temperature of aubassembly
8. inlet temperature of secondary loop
9. steam flow
10. steam pressure
11. leakage of fuel pin over the l i m i t
12. leakage of primary gas
13. failure of reactor tank aod sodium leakage
14. leakage of secondary sodium
15. loss of off site power
16. Na HaO reaction occured in steam generator
17. experiment associated t r i p function

3 Research and Development for FBR Technology

3 1 Sod i un technology
A plugging meter with its automatic regulating system has tested on

the multipurpose sodium purification loop For measuring temperature and

flow> a.n IBU date detection system separated from the control system which
eliminates possible interferences, has been used The plugging temperature
could be obtained at high accuracy (within 0 7K, total error) ""

The vacuum d i s t i l l a t i o n gas Chromatograph method has been established
for measuring total carbon at ppm level in sodium It is given that if the
carbon content is at a range of S to 100 ppm, the relative deviation of
experiment results is less than 12% Standard addition experiments are
carried out with the graphite and sodium carbonate at nuclear grade We
have gotten the percentage recovery of 104 99E? and the relative standard
deviation of 10 6% when graphite of 30 to l30Mg are added into sodium of
4g, and recovery of 100 9% and deviation coefficient of 18 8% when sodium
carbonate of 40 to 80 H g are added into sodium ">

An off-line apparatus for determination of hydrogen in sodium has
been developed which principle of measuring is much similar to the on-line
hydrogen meter with dynamic mode determination Using this apparatus
hydrogen of several ppm could be determined with the standard deviation of
about 20% '"

The optimisation study of cold trap has been carried on The emphases
of the study are put on the channel form of air coolant and the dense of
the metal meshes '*"

3 2 Materials
The construction of a sodium loop prototype for material creep and

fatique tests under sodium environment has been completed The parameters
of the loop are as following "1

Test temperature max 550 *C
Temperature gradient and

fluctuation in test section <±3 C
Flow rate in teat section SOO L/h
Oxygen in sodium < 10 ppm
Pressure in loop < 1 MPa

An apparatus for micro disk bending test has been established The
testing sample used at this apparatus IB only 3mm diameter and 0 3mm
thickness The load deflection curves of several types of unirradlated
stainless steel including solid solution 316 S S , 20%CW 316(Nb), 35 %CW
316 (TO, 15-20% CW 1 4970, D9 and X-15 S S were drawn by MDBT The
yielding atrenth(°,) the ultimate tensile st ren th ( ° *) and the uniform
elongation rate of m a t e r i a l s have been calculated based on the experiments

The data differences between MDBT and conventional uniaxial tensile are
w i t h i n ± 6% "0)

The low dose i r r a d i a t i o n experiments and pos t- i r r ad i a 1 1 on t e n s i l e and
me ta l l ugyca l examination for six type of Cr-Ni a u s t e n i t i c stainless steel
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with different composition and treatment technology have been completed
Irradiation and teat condition« are as following

Irradiation dose
Neutron energy
Irradiation temperature
Test temperature
Reactor

3 IX 10'1 n/cm"
) 0 1 Me*

650 x;
650 "C and 20 "C

High Flux Engineering
Test Reactor

The results indicated that for all materials tested the obvious
changements of mechanical properties, irradiation hardening and brittleness,
have been occured lll)

The mass transfer behavious in austenitic stainless steel exposed to
sodium at high temperature has been studied The phase identification and
feature on the corroded surface and the profiles of composition and
microatructure on the cross section of 316(Ti) and 321 austenitic stainless
steels exposed to sodium with 16ppra oxygen and 3ppn> carbon at 650 C for
4000hr, 5000hr, SOOOhr and IQOOOhr were examined by op t i c a l microscope,
scanning e 1 ectromicroscope. Auger spectrum instrument and X-ray
diffrac tome ter, respectively

The experimental results show that the mass transfer is obvious on 316
(Ti) and 321 S S in the flowing sodium at high temperature Carbon
diffuses from flowing sodium to the steels and Ni and Cr diffuse from the
steels to the flowing sodium which causes changes composition phase and
microstructure of the steels For 316(Ti) and 321 at commercial grade the
inference depth could reach 100~200Mm I13Î

3 3 Fuel
It la important to develop a computer code to calculate the

restructuring features in FBR fuel For that the i r r a d i a t i o n experiments
have been done in the swlming pool research reactor with U0a pellets claded
by 316Ti stainless steel The U-235 enrichment is 10% and p e l l e t density
is 87 0±0 39fo TD The post i r r a d i a t i o n examination w i l l be done in near
term

To follow the a l l o y fuel study for fast breeder reactors in future, a
small injection cast f a c i l i t y has been established two years ago As the
first step, U-10Zr a l l o y has been taken, and the m i c r o structure of as cast
U-10Zr alloy which is made by i n j e c t i o n casting has been analyzed with an
electronic micro-probe analyser and its therjso-expaos i on behaviors has been
measured

3 4 Experiments related to safely
The sodium-water reaction f a c i l i t y with leakage has been established

one year ago. which main parameters are aa following

Pressure
Sodium flow rate
Temperature
Sodium volume
Power
Heater power
Water injecting rate

1 0 MPa
0~ S m'/h

300-500 t
37 L
30 K«
6 KW

<1 g/a

In Sodium-water reaction experiments, the signals have been recorded
by the noise diagnostic system and the amplitude spectrum of sodium-water
has been obtained with the frequency spectrum analysis technology

4 Preliminary Feasibility Study
As the regulation in China, for every big engineering project, the

owner should submit to the National Planning Commission the P r e l i m i n a r y
Feasibility Study Report which include for CEFR

General Report
Concepture Design of Chinese Experimental Fast Reactor
Site Evaluation
Safety and Environment study
Economy Study

The Preliminary Feasibility Study Report has been approved in March, 1993
by the Authorities The reactor site which is located in the Chins
Institute of Atomic Energy as shown in Fig 8 has been b a s i c a l l y approved in
the same time

Concerning the environmental impact, the maximum dose of the key
inhabitant group in the 80 km region round the reactor 0 00213 mSv/man a at
normal operation much less than 1 mSv/man a regulated by the government
also much less than the target dose of 0 05 mSv/man a So according to the
estimation by us, the environment impact from CEFR is n e g l i g i b l e

The all authorisation process of the CEFR is shown in Fig 9
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Fig. 9 CEFR Authorisation Process
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